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Opposites attract they say? 

Dali ( DARLEE ) from Denmark 

Korato from Serbia 

Opus3 from Sweden 

Silver Arrow from the UK 

Clearcover from the UK 

Be at the Wedding - eueryone else will be? 

No inuitations necessary 

Hi-fi & Home Cinema show 
Radisson SAS, Manchester Airport 

7/8 Fbbruary 2004 
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clavid price 

, udio is now a multi-billion 

dollar business, and hi-fi a 

vast industry that spans 

every part of the globe from China to the Czech 
epublic. Nowhere was 

this more apparent than at January's 

Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show, 

where no less than 129,000 people-

came from all around the world to see 

what was hot. Glance the future on pages 38 to 41. 

Pioneer is one of Japan's most respected hi-fi brands, although 

outside the land of the Rising Sun, many audiophiles fail to under-

stand why this marque is special. From the PL I 2D turntable on, it 

has consistently come up with innovative, high tech products that 

raise the game - and its new VSX-AX5i is no exception. It's an AV 

receiver with a direct digital i.Link connection, and all the audio 

number crunching is done right next to the power amp stage for 

tremendously commanding surround sound. Read all about it on 

page 34. 

rearantz was originally an American company, that was owned 

by Philips and is now Japanese — as such it is a truly international 

brand.We've been most impressed with its budget CD spinners 

over the years, and the new CD7300 is no exception - as you'll see 

on page 19. But overseas, it's more usually associated with higher 

end gear, such as the superb new PM- 17 KI-M integrated amplifier 

reviewed on page 70. 

Of course, Britain has no shortage of homegrown talent. For 

such a small island, we've an embarrassment of riches.This month 

we audition the new Creek CD5011 CD player on page 19, and the 

matching 150 tuner on page 23. Croft's TwinStar power amplifier 

gets the thumbs up on page 50, as does Origin Live's stunning new 

Aurora Gold turntable on page 59. Factor in our supertest of loud-

speakers on page 11 from Wharfedale, KEF, Mission, Epos and 

Monitor Audio, and Hi-Fi World is bursting with cool new bits of kit. 

This month also sees a newly expanded World Standards and 

World Classics — listing all the best in new and historic hi-fi on page 

9I.And we'd also like to welcome UK Setright, one of . 

this country's leading writers, as a new colum-

nist.You can read his views, which are as out- (Ç) ,,4. 

spoken as they are erudite, on page 87. 

how we test the products: 
• Hi-Fi World has its own advanced test laboratory and acoustically treated 

listening room. 

• Hi-Fi World has a dedicated in-house team of experienced listeners. We 
review thoroughly by extensive auditioning, rather than by quick-fire 
çroup listening tests. 

• Hi-Fi World's engineering team designs a wide range of products in-
house. No other hi-fi magazine is so expert and dedicated. 

WORLD VERDICTS: 
As a rule we only review products we find interesting, so don't expect too many low 
scores. Likewise, five globe awards will be few and far between because there's only 
one superlative product of its type. The E sign denotes great value for money. 

ge OUTSTANDING - 
EXCELLENT 

GOOD 

MEDIOCRE 

POOR 

VALUE 

Simply the best. 

Extremely capable. 

Worth auditioning. 

Unremarkable. 

Seriously flawed. 

Keenly priced. 

HI-FI WORLD 
SUITE 64, ARGO HOUSE 
KILBURN PARK ROAD 
LONDON, NW6 5LF 
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March 2004 
volume 14 No. 1 features 

contents  
reviews 
digital 
MARANTZ CD7300 VS. 
CREEK CD5011 19 
Right now, we reckon these brand new CD 

spinners are amongst the best in their 
respective price bands — so what does 

Creek's £900 machine have that Marantz's 
£350 design lacks? Albert Lee tells all... 

vinyl 
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA 
GOLD 59 
Waxing lyrical, analogue obsessive Albert Lee 

thinks this latest design from the mind of 
Mark Baker to be one of the very best £ 1,500 

turntables money can buy. 

CLASSIC CUTS 80 
Patrick Cleasby chooses Tears for Fears, 'The 
Hurting', a 1983 classic. 

amplifiers 
CROFT TWINSTAR 50 
At last - Haden Boardman finally manages to 

set ears upon Croft's fascinating high end 
power amplifier. Apologies to all Croft fans 

who complained about the wait! 

MARANTZ PM17 II 
KI-M 70 
David Price listens in to Ken lshiwata's latest 

evolution of his do-it-all high end integrated — 
and pronounces it a kind of latter day 

Audiolab 8000a, with bells on (and a 
temperature gauge, too)... 

receivers 
PIONEER VSX-AX5I 34 
Noel Keywood finds Pioneer's latest 
'affordable high end' AV receiver a veritable 

multichannel marvel, thanks in no small part 
to its superb I.Link direct digital interface and 

onboard convertors. 

loudspeakers 
GROUP TEST 
FLOOR-ED GENIUS 11 
Loudspeaker guru Noel Keywood rounds up 
a brace of mid-price floorstanders from Epos, 

KEF, Mission, Monitor Audio and Wharfedale — 

and gets his flares flapping. 

tuners 
CREEK T50 23 
Creek Audio aficionado UK Setright declares 

its latest in a long line of hi-fi radios nothing 
less than a stroke of good old British genius! 

headphones 
SENNHEISER HD650 57 
This is supposed to be Sennheiser's best ever 
dynamic headphone. David Price finds out... 

PAGE 7 0 

VIVA LAS VEGAS' 38 
David Price hot foots it to Las Vegas for the 

2004 Consumer Electronics Show in search of 

the future... 

THE BAMFORD FIILES 53 
Pioneer Great Britain's erudite marketing 

manager talks about the British and Japanese 

audio scene, and the future of hi-fi. 

THE SOFT PARADE 78 
Patrick Cleasby rounds up the latest high 
resolution multichannel digital music software 

releases. 

PAGE 

PAGE 2 3 
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computer 
audio 
ADOBE AUDITION 75 
Patrick Cleasby abandons his beloved Apple 

Mac G5 to look at the latest incarnation of 
SynthIlium's Cool Edit Pro PC recording 

software, now sold by Adobe... 

SOUND BITES 
Pro-ject's Phonobox LE phonostage and 
Creative Labs' I-Trigue 3500 multimedia 

loudspeaker system get the treatment this 
month. 

PAGE 1 

PAGE59 
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BUYING GUIDE 
www.hi-fiworld.co.uk 
visit our website for a 
comprehensive list of all the 

products we have reviewed 
over the past 11 years 

SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE 

020 8841 8892 
MON - FRI 9.30AM - 5.00PM 
FAX: + 44 020 8841 9144 

competition 
Win Pioneer's superb NS-DV990 lifestyle 
system in this month's great competition! 

PAGE50 
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NEWS 

NEXT ISSUE 
What's going on in April 2004! 

7 
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MAIL 42 
The team get to grips with your comments 
and queries from hi-fi land... 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 60 
Spare yourself the frenzied riot as you 

struggle with the hordes to claim the last 
copy of Hi-Fi World in the newsagent - 

Subscribe today! 

HI-FI WORLD KITS 64 
Solder ,n one hand, glue in the other, satisfy 

your creative urges with a World Audio kit! 

HI-FI WORLD LIBRARY68 
A comprehensive selection of titles covering 
audio, valve amplifiers, loudspeakers, solid 
state electronics and more. 

COLUMNS 81,83,87, 89 
Words from the front, from the team 

DIAL-A-DEALER 84 
Look before you leap, or alternatively listen 

before you buy.These are the people to talk 
to. 

SPECIALIST HI-FI 

DEALERS 86 
The perfect mix - excellent coffee, a 

comfortable sofa, and someone who really 

knows how to guide you through the world 
of hi-fi. 

MEET YOUR MAKER 88 
Not a call to the spiritual, but a list of 
manufacturers detailing who makes what, and 
how to get in touch. 

WORLD CLASSICS 91 
Brilliant designs that have stood the test of 
time, listed. 

WORLD STANDARDS 98 
Our fave raves - the latest and greatest from 
the world of contemporary hi-fi. 

MARKETPLACE 103 

I CLASSIFIEDS 117 
The definitive place to find classic audio 

components. 

BACK ISSUES 124 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 129 

OLDE WORLDE 130 
David Price goes back to the 1970s with IMF's 
gargantuan TLS80 transmission line 

loudspeakers. 
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news 

email:news@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

news 
BACK TO THE FUTURE 
Sennheiser has released special 

editions of its popular PX100 

and PX200 headphones, with 

• styling cues taken from its 

seminal headphones of yore. 

The £29.95 PX 100 Retro is an 

open design modelled on the 

company's seminal HD4 I 4 from 

the late nineteen sixties (which 

ran right through to the 

eighties), while the £39.95 

PX200 Chrome closed back 

design adds chrome highlights 

i to the capsule body, making for 

a very stylish looking pair of 

cans. 

PX100 

MEDIA MATTERS 

Both designs are ultra-light, with soft 

earpads and padded headbands.They 

fold up for transport, and come with a 

hard case including a cable reel.They're 

serious hi-fi performers, with neodymium 

iron magnets and low-mass diaphragms for 

low distortion and high resolution — Hi-Fi 

World rates them as the best performers in their 

price bracket. For more information, call 0800 652 

or click on <, 

RIO'S BACK 
Digital music lovers will remember the Diamond 

Multimedia Rio MP3 portable — launched in 1999, this was 

the first music player to use flash memory to play music 

on the move, and the subject of a failed lawsuit by the 

RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America) in a bid 

to outlaw MP3 music.The Rio then went through various 

guises (such as S3 and SonicBlue), only to disappear from 

the UK market, Well now the range is back on sale here 

via Amazon (www.amazon.co.uk), comprising the £279.99 

Karma (a 20Gigabyte iPod-rival) and the £ 168.49 Nitrus 

(I.5GB pocketable device). Stateside, the Rio Karma has 

posed a serious threat to the iPod, thanks to its cigarette 

packet size, 20GB storage, USB 2.0 and superior feature 

count. It comes with a cradle with an Ethernet connection 

for use with wireless home networks, plus a line input for 

recording from a hi-fi system and Ogg Vorbis open source 

audio format support. For more information, click on 

KEEP MOVING 
Grundig has a rather dashing 

new DAB (Digital Audio 

Broadcasting) portable in the 

shape of its new GDR300. 

Designed for use on the 

move, it features an internal 

aerial, headphone socket and 

six station pre-sets.A blue 

LCD screen displays 

information on radio 

programmes, artists and 

songs.Three AA batteries 

provide up to 16 hours of 

continuous listening, the 

manufacturer claims. It costs 

£119 from Dixons or 

Currys. 

Although the specialist hi-fi separates market is likely to remain largely untouched, computers are now seriously 

encroaching on music and video playback in the home. One very significant development is the recent introduction of 

Microsoft Media Center PCs to the UK.They run a special version of the Windows XP operating system that lets 

users control all their PC's entertainment features by remote control. So far, around fifteen manufacturers have 

models for the British market, all of which feature an analogue or digital TV tuner, PVR (personal video recorder) 

software, a digital music jukebox, DVD player and personal photo album. First to market was Evesham Technologies' 

with its Emedia Tower 2.8, featuring an Intel Pentium4 2.8GHz processor with HT Technology, 160GB hard disk, 

512MB DDR RAM (PC2700), Sony DW-U I 4A Multi Format DVD writer and a ViewSonic 17" widescreen TFT, 

complete with a choice of analogue or digital TV card, for £ 1,800. 

Interestingly however, Steve Jobs (CEO of Microsoft's arch rival Apple) recently stated that his company wasn't 

interested in producing these type of ' media center' products because he sees the market as being too small. He said 

that video recording is processor-intensive and is best left to a device that is not doing other things such as playing 

games or running spreadsheets — such as a personal computer. He's reported as saying that, "When I want to record 

The West Wing, I want to make damn sure it records The West Wing". This has met with no small degree of surprise, 

as Apple was expected to unveil a 'media center' type product to take on the new wave of Microsoft-based PCs next 

year. Many analysts believe that the next big thing in consumer electronics is the wireless home, and see Apple's 

operating system, running multi-roomed streamed audio and video, as ideal for this. 
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news 

RICHER VISIONS 
Videophiles on a budget may be interested to know that Richer Sounds are selling the Philips DVDR75 for just 

£199.95 — making it the cheapest DVD recorder on sale in the UK. For more information, click on 

wwvv.nchersounds.corn. 

ALPHA MAIL 

MD GETS HI 
CES also saw Sony announce Hi-MD, an evolution of its popular MiniDisc format 

into a versatile recording media that also delivers PC data such as images and 

text file recording capabilities, while maintaining playback compatibility with 

the current products and ensuring copyright security. Sony is bullish about 

its venerable MD format, which it says is now licensed by almost 80 

hardware and media manufacturers, and claims cumulative MD media and 

hardware shipments of 1.1 billion and 80 million respectively (as of the end 

of fiscal year 2003). Hi-MD sees the company moving the format into the 

broadband era, with a versatile media capable of recording a variety of 

content, such as music and images, while maintaining its high quality sound. 

By formatting an existing MD into the Hi-MD format, its density can be 

increased to almost double the current maximum capacity (up to 300MB 

per 80-minute MD). In addition, a new I GB Hi-MD disc has been 

developed, realizing a maximum recording time of 45 hours (using a I GB 

Hi-MD at 48kbps). It uses a new ATRAC3plus audio compression 

technology, claimed to deliver high data compression while maintaining 

quality of sound, and also permits linear PCM recording for the first time, 

giving full CD-quality sound.The new range of Hi-MD WALKMAN products, 

including Sony's £300 MZ-NH1 (shown) launches in April. Sony also announced the impending arrival 

of its Connect music download service, expected around the same time and offering tracks for around 70p per 

download. For more details, click on 

WEB WATCH 
Here's something for serious students 

of nineteen seventies high end hi-fi. 

Right now this curiously entitled 

website is quite sparsely populated, but 

it still has a tantalising range of audio 

esoterica from the decade that taste 

forget, from Marantz's seminal TT 1000 

turntable to Sony's most expensive 

ever integrated amplifier, the TA8650... 

www.thevintageknob.org 

Hi-fi mail order specialist Russ Andrews Accessories has 

won two major mail-order home shopping industry 

awards. The company, famed for its audio, video and 

turntable accessories and Kimber Kable distribution, 

received an award for Best Catalogue Company and Best 

Transactional Website (with a turnover of up to £ I.5m) 

at the European Catalogue and Mail Order awards in 

November. Competitors for the awards included Laura 

Ashley, dabs.com, Charles Tyrwhitt and RS components. 

Marketing Director Kirsteen Andrews said, "We're all 

absolutely delighted... We've only been selling from our 

website for six months so to have it judged 'Best 

Transactional Website' was a fantastic achievement.The 

team here put a great deal of work into ensuring that 

the website was clear and easy to use, we've had great 

feedback from customers and this award is the icing on 

the cake." For more information, click on 
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KEF Audio has released preliminary 

details of its forthcoming trio of new 

Q Series loudspeakers, to be 

introduced in early 2004. The KEF Q 

Series line-up now includes an entry-

level bookshelf/stand mount — Q 

compact, alongside a mid-priced 

elegant floorstander, Q4 - and a 

modestly-priced AV dedicated centre 

channel speaker, the Q6c.These 

additions to the Q Series, already famous 

as being one of KEF's most successful and popular ranges in recent 

years, brings the Q Series selection up to a total of nine offerings; 

all at affordable price points. Q4 sports a 130mm Uni-Q Driver 

Array, elliptical cabinet design and magnetic shielding in a 3-way reflex floorstanding design, 

and comes in a choice of Black Ash, Dark Apple or Maple finishes for £399.99. Q compact 

(pictured) is a 2-way design featuring the same 130mm Uni-Q Driver Array for £ 199.99, and 

Q6c costs £ 149.99. For more information, call or click on 

HERE X MARKS THE SPOT 
Sony's new PlayStation console is 

claimed to be more than just a 

games machine, but a fully featured 

home entertainment centre. 

Originally on sale in Sony's native 

Japan on 13th December 2003, it 

comprises a PS2, hard disk drive, 

DVD recorder and TV tuner. Some 

features that had been previously 

specified have been removed from 

it, however, such as MP3 and 

DVD+RW support. It still offers the 

ability to record over 200 hours of 

TV on to its 160GB hard disk, plus 

I 2-speed recording of TV 

programmes to DVD (meaning a 

hour long programme takes around 

five minutes to copy) and ATRAC 

music file compatibility. 

The PSX sells in Japan for 

about £420, with a deluxe 

version with a 250GB 

drive costing around £500. 

Expect it in the US and 

Europe 'sometime' in 

2004... 

UNI TIME! 
Linn's brand new UNIDISK SC player 

was unveiled at Las Vegas's CES show 

[see DP's Show Report on p38], said to 

"facilitate access to all the new high-

definition music and movie formats and 

deliver superb high-quality multi-

channel playback". Linn says the player 

automatically recognises and plays the disc in its optimum format, so CD, Super Audio CD, DVD-Video 

and DVD-Audio are handled independently with the precise decoding solution for which they were 

designed. It also offers digital decoding for secondary sources, allowing buyers to enjoy satellite 

television, console gaming or a secondary 2-channel audio sources in full 5.1 surround sound without 

the need for a separate system controller. It has a wide range of video outputs including progressive 

scan, component, S-Video and composte, plus phono and balanced analogue outputs plus S/PDIF and 

optical digital. Decode options include Dolby Digital, Dolby Pro Logic II, dts and AAC.The company also 

previewed its new four-strong range of ARTIKULAT loudspeakers, KINOS Multi-Channel AV System 

Controller, plus Enhanced Kontrol Platforn ( EKP) and VEKTO Network Translators for Linn KNEKT 

multi-room use. For more detai!s, click on 

MU VO-VER 
Creative's new MuVo2 4GB personal digital audio player 

sports a 4GB Compact Flash Type II microdrive, USB 2.0 

connectivity for fast downloads, MP3 and WMA audio 

playback for under £280.'he company claims it bridges the 

gap between flash media-based players and personal 

jukeboxes, thanks to its combination of generous storage 

capacity (over 64 hours or 1,050 songs of MP3, or over 

128 hours or 2.100 songs of VVMA) and ultra-compact 

(65x65mm) dimensions. It also claims excellent measured 

performance, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 98dB. It comes 

with Creative MediaSource, multifunctional software for 

audio conversion, archiving and management via a PC. 

MuVo2 also comes with a 4-band equaliser and a 

removable 

lithium-ion 

battery that gives 

up to 14 hours 

continuous 

playback and can 

be recharged either 

via the USB 

connection or its 

power supply. For 

more 

information, 

click on 

DISC DEVELOPMENTS 
Media watchers will doubtless be 

thrilled to know that there's yet 

another new optical disc standard 

on the horizon, the 30GB Ultra 

Density Optical disk. Mitsubishi 

Kagaku Media (MKM) has 

announced it has signed a contract 

with Plasmon PLC for the 

production and sales rights to its 

Ultra Density Optical (UDOTM) 

discs. Scheduled for shipment in the 

autumn of 2004, the discs will be 

sold under the MITSUBISHI brand in 

Japan and throughout the world 

under the VERBATIM brand.They 

were developed by Plasmon and use 

similar cartridges to 5.25-inch MO 

discs, but use blue lasers to give a 

recording capacity of 30GB, which is 

three times that of the highest 

capacity existing 5.25-inch MO discs 

(9.IGB). Hewlett-Packard and 

Plasmon have already announced the 

launch of drives and jukeboxes based 

on UDO technology. For details, 

point your browser at 

April 2004 sees a wide range 

of products from all over the 
hi-fi world: 

PROJECT RPM 9X 

This heavily modded version of an old 

favourite turntable should put its 

rivals in a spin. 

ROKSAN M SERIES 

INTEGRATED 

After the Radius turntable, Roksan is 

on a roll. We hear this brand new 

£1,000 amplifier. 

DECCA LONDON 

SUPER GOLD 

We revisit this classic cartridge from 

the swinging sixties. 

ANATEK AUDIO A50 

The Class A amplifier that runs cold — 

surely not! But that's what they say._ 

CAMBRIDGE 640A 

AZUR 

Can this new budget amp shine as 

brightly as the recent CD spinner did? 

VIETA 

ELECTROSTATICS 

Superb sonics meet stunning styling 

with these Italian panel loudspeakers. 
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sound bites 

CREATIVE LABS 
I-TRIGUE 3500 
£149.99 
Computer audio has spawned an 

entirely new breed of transducer, the 

'multimedia loudspeaker'. Although 

most are simply cheap and nasty, 

there have also been some stunning 

examples, like TDK's S80.The 'sub 

and satellite' (i.e. 2.1) formula melds 

sound engineering principles and 

('scuse the pun)'out of the box' 

thinking. Over the past thirty or so 

years, audiophiles have been 

conditioned into assuming that 

massive, multi-driver loudspeakers 

(i.e. 2.0) are the only way to go. But 

'sub and sat' systems have shown 

that there's more than one way of 

skinning the proverbial cat. Creative 

Labs' new I-Trigue L3500 uses tiny 

satellites, each with two front firing 

titanium 'microdrivers' plus a single 

side-mounted lateral firing 

transducer. Being active, they get 

their own amplification, while the 

single mono sub uses another power 

amplifier, effectively meaning they're 

bi-amplified. Round the back, the sub 

sports RCA line in and stereo 

headphone connectors.There's even 

an illuminated remote control too, 

for volume, power and bass. 

For a sub-E150 design, the kit 

sounds intriguingly good. It's big, fast 

and clean - very open with a detailed 

and lucid midband.Treble is smooth 

too, but not as extended as it could 

be — or so I thought until I 

remembered that I was listening to a 

£150 speaker (with amps built in)! 

Bass is large and punchy — giving far 

greater physicality than any small 

standmounter. It has speed and slam, 

and integrates well with the satellites 

if you judiciously tune it. Ultimately, 

it's a little prone to 'one noting' and 

just a little boomy (thanks to the 

reflex port), but I'd defy any equiva-

lently priced standmounter to match 

it. Best of all is the way the Creative 

Labs package can project out into a 

medium size room —soundstaging is 

sublime, and there's oodles of power 

from the sub to back it up.The 

result is a genuinely impressive bit of 

kit — even judged in so called 

'serious' hi-fi terms. 

www.europe.creative.com 

PRO-JECT 
PHONOBOX 
LIMITED EDITION 
To celebrate the sale of no less than 

100,000 units, the normally rather 

dour looking Pro-ject Phonobox has 

had a makeover more dramatic than 

anything Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen 

could muster! The Limited Edition 

model you see here is gets lavish 

gold plating (yes, really) for its 

30x1I 2x I 15mm case, with silk-

screened logos in black. Inside, the 

manufacturer says 'selected 

components of higher tolerances' 

have been used.Then there's the 

quaint wooden case, which is akin to 

something you'd expect a medal to 

come in, and even a small framed 

'certificate' of authenticity signed by 

the hand of Pro-ject's president 

himself! All in all it's a very nice, 

albeit ridiculously over-the-top, 

package — available for a piffling £65. 

But hurry, as only 500 LE models are 

being made. 

The Phonobox has both MM and 

MC inputs, accessible rather 

inconveniently inside the case by 

moving jumpers, giving a claimed gain 

of 32 and 53dB respectively.With 

Goldring GI042 MM and Ortofon 

Kontrapunkt B MC cartridges, it was 

a cracker. It sounds far better than 

any of the other bargain basement 

phono stages I've heard, with a 

smooth and articulate sound — if just 

a little tonally dry. Of course, it's not 

up to the £250 designs (Michell, 

Musical Fidelity, Creek et al), but isn't 

dramatically worse, either — whereas 

the other cheapies are. Musical, 

dynamic, engaging, decently detailed 

and surprisingly spacious — this has 

got to be the best value phono 

preamp on the market right now. 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk 
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group test 

Roamed Ge 

he promise of a large floor-

stanaer is a big sound, giv-

ing a performance to wow 

your friends and family. But 

it isn't that simple, as loud-

speaker designers often 

have other ideas about what to do 

with all that extra box volume. In 

some cases, like the Epos MI5.2 

reviewed here (and the Mordaunt 

Short 914 we use as a reference), 

that extra space inside is filled with 

sand! Then there are all those bass 

drivers. Now we all like good low 

frequencies, but too much subsonic 

wallowing will give you a headache. 

Not all floorstanders are created 

equal therefore, so we decided to 

look at five modern examples to see 

precisely what they have to offer. 

In the past, a big twelve inch bass 

unit was a clear declaration of intent 

- the good b:g ones of yore, like large 

Tannoys, moved lots of air and went 

genuinely low. But you'll not see 

many like this anymore, as twelve 

inchers' need big, wide cabinets, 

which means poor imaging. For 

precision you need a nice narrow cab 

with well rounded edges, which 

explains why all these contemporary 

designs are tall and slim. 

Smaller bass drivers means less 

bass however, so to resolve the 

conflict between imaging and weight, 

smaller low frequency drivers are 

stacked up in pairs, below a conven-

tional bass/midrange unit with 

tweeter - a la Monitor Audio S8.You 

need cone area for gut-thumping 

bass, and this is one way of getting it. 

Using not cne but two ported 

enclosures makes for an acoustically 

complex loudspeaker, capable of 

delivering real bass power in the 

home, but this in turn leaves room 

open fo- other weaknesses 

somewhere or other. 

Buying loudspeakers solely on 

the basis of the number of drivers 

isn't necessarily a guarantee of 

quality, therefore - as always it ain't 

what you do, it's the way that you do 

it.To take the example of the MA S8, 

it still rneasures very well despite its 

obvious complexity, and is proof of 

designer Dean Hartley's audio 

engineering prowess. But those big 

multi-driver speakers from little 

known manufacturers selling at 

unfeasibly low prices don't give such 

happy results, nor do those 'studio 

monitors' selling from the back of a 

white van at petrol stations. So the 

message is - choose carefully and 

don't expect something for nothing! 

Engineering quality isn't the only 

important factor, either. Remember 

that loudspeakers are designed by 

humans who make subjective 

decisions about what's likely to sell 

well. No two designers are going to 

s? 
Traditionally, one of the 
British hi-fi industry's most 

successful areas is that of 
loudspeakers, where we boast 
a wealth of big name brands. 

More recently, floorstanders 
have become all the rage, 
offering the promise of a 
fuller, wider bandwidth 
sound. Noel Keywood decided 
to round up the pick of the 
latest mid- price designs from 
Epos, KEF, Mission, Monitor 
Audio and Wharfedale... 

agree on much of this - at least, not 

the ones I have met. Our tests 

clearly show what sort of approach 

is being used, but only you can 

decide whether it is what you want. 

Another variable is your listening 

room. For example, MA's 58 really 

produces bass, but 1 suspect that in a 

square-ish, resonant room ( let's say 

12ft x 14ft) it will likely sound 

boomy, whereas in a larger room it 

be better damped, and balanced. For 

smaller rooms the Mission or Epos 

are likely to suit, They will not over-

excite it and will work close to a 

rear wall. 

Loudspeaker engineering now is 

an exact science in which computers 

play a large part. Modern designs 

from specialist manufacturers like 

these give a good performance that's 

fundamentally accurate.The 

variations that exist here are 

reflections more of the design 

approach used than problems of 

design. Our measurements and 

listening tests reveal just what it is 

these five floorstanders offer, At the 

end of the day whether they suit you 

will depend upon what you want 

from a speaker, and the room you 

put them in. If it's a big sound you 

want, in line with the speaker's 

presence in a room, then some of 

the models reviewed here are just 

the ticket... 
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EPOS £699 

OMNI 
Fast, light, airy sound allied to a real 
'joie de vivre' will win them friends, but 
not the most neutral or transparent at 
the price. 

EPOS M15 

Epos Acoustics 

(e) + 44 ( 0) 1442 260 146 

www.epos-acoustics.com 

£699 

ood news for Epos afi-

cionados.The new ver-

sion of the MIS, the 

MI5.2, is significantly less 

expensive.You get more 

'speaker for less money; 

the new version is 50mm taller and 

it's possible to fill the bottom quar-

ter with sand to give extra stability 

and resonance damping. These are 

fairly heavy as supplied (8kg before 

sand), so extra weight would give 

them a splendid advantage over 

smaller stand mounted models. Sand 

filling really does work too, dramati-

cally improving bass quality and tim-

ing, as well as general cleanliness in 

the delivery of transients, As dried 

Silver Sand is very heavy though, it 

makes moving the 'speaker difficult. 

The 150mm woofer features a 

new Epos die-cast chassis instead of 

the plastic chassis used in the earlier 

model.The tweeter is similar to that 

used in the MI2.2, a 25mm 

aluminium dome with ferrofluid 

cooling and a neodymium magnet 

system.These 'speakers feature a 

metal grille which surprised me. If 

you hold one end and tap the other, 

it rings (at one octave below middle 

C). However, the grill is held in place 

by four lugs which should prevent 

them from adding their own contri-

bution to the sound. 

As usual, these come with 

spikes.They also come with discs 

about the size of a thick 10p coin. In 

the centre of one side, there is a 

very small dent and it is quite fun 

getting the spikes to locate correctly 

in each of the four discs.These 

aren't mentioned in the otherwise 

excellent manual, but there's lots of 

commonsense advice about 

positioning, running in and 

recommended amplifier power, from 

25 watts to 150 per channel. 1 was 

not convinced that a 25 watt per 

channel amp would get much from 

these speakers - twice that would be 

better! 

Higher frequencies from the 

M I 5.2s are rather prominent, giving 

a forward presentation. Soprano 

voice could raise the hairs on the 

back of my neck in some recordings. 

The stereo image was mostly stable 

and there was a lovely 'airy' effect to 

the sound.Although the MI5.2 is a 

little bright in character, it is not 

unpleasant or hard. Rather, this 

lightness has the effect of making 

bass seem reticent at a first listen. 

The M 15.2s are vigorous, making 

music sound enthusiastic. Like all 

revealing loudspeakers though, they 

are not forgiving of poor recordings! 

Low frequency performance 

from the M I5.2s was not the 

strongest, lacking weight. What there 

was, was very clean and detailed, 

which explains the feeling of overall 

lightness.The manual suggests you 

place the speakers at 20cm from a 

rear wall. Further away will reduce 

the quantity of bass, but it will sound 

cleaner.Too close and any speaker 

will produce more bass, but it will 

be lumpy and boomy. I used them as 

suggested, firing down a 24ft long 

room, but they remained lighter in 

delivery than the others in the 

group.These won't be he choice for 

those into heavy low frequencies, 

but in other respects they proved 

fairly impressive all-rounders. 

. _ 
MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The tweeter of this two way has an inherently smooth 
response, our analysis shows. However, there were 
some variations in frequency response flatness around 
the crossover region, according to microphone vertical 
position, due to phase cancellation and addition. 
Integration was a bit variable and this may result is a 
slightly less cohesive presentation than is possible, with 
the tweeter making its presence more known. A few dB 
of lift in output around 5kHz will likely reinforce this 
effect, as well as adding a little sharpness to the sound 
at times, with music possessing treble energy. 

Further down the frequency band output reaches 
smoothly down to 250Hz before starting to fall away 
slowly. There is some bass shelving that will make the 
Epos sound lighter and drier in bass output than most 
rivals, which veer in the other direction, i.e. bass lift. 

With output at 63Hz around —2dB down the fall isn't 
great, but it will be audible. The port works around 36Hz 
and contributes little higher up, being sharply tuned. The 
M15.2 is probably best positioned close to a rear wall to 
counteract damped output, whereupon it should sound 
tight and fast. 

A high overall impedance of 8ohms and a port tha 

has little damping effect upon the drive unit's main 
resonance characterise the M15.2. The loudspeaker 
tends toward an infinite baffle in fact, and this ties in 
with its highly damped bass response. There's little 
reactance, apart from that around bass resonance, 
which with high impedance makes the Epos an easy 
load. It inevitably lacks sensitivity though, returning a 
low 83dB form one watt, the lowest of the group 
alongside the Mission. It needs power, a minimum of 
60watts ideally, to show off a fast, well damped sound 
albeit one with less bass and body than rivals. NK 
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KEr £599 

he Q5 is described as a 

'two and a half way' loud-

speaker with a sound that 

matches its looks: "discrete 

and authoritative" accord-

ing to KEEThe design is 

more sophisticated than the usual 

two-way, employing a coaxial Uni-Q 

driver with tweeter placed at the 

throat of the bass unit, reflex loaded 

by the front port seen beneath it.A 

coaxial tweeter gives great image 

focus, irrespective of listener posi-

tion, an area where the Uni-Qs 

excel. Below the Uni-Q sits a sup-

plementary bass driver, reflex loaded 

by a rear port.The rear panel is nar-

rower than the front, the cabinet 

being remarkably similar in overall 

shape and size to the Wharfedale 

Evolution 20 in this group test. 

I'm not sure that KEF's term 

'discrete' best describes this 

loudspeaker, as the sound was big in 

character with full sounding bass. If 

the 'speakers are placed too close to 

the walls, bass will increase and a 

boom a little.That's what the 

supplied foam bungs are for - bung it 

in the holes and you lose this, 

making near-wall placement a viable 

option.A useful touch — and a tip for 

owners of all ported loudspeakers ( if 

your box booms, then stuff 

something inside the port and it will 

stop!) 

The Q5 struck me as a fine all 

round design - I was unable to trip it 

up with many different types of 

music.The delicacy at the start of 

'Your Own Sweet Way' by the 

Notting Hillbillies was well 

reproduced, as was 'Dance The 

Night Away' by The Mavericks. But 

then, when that Mavericks song 

starts up it's feet-tapping good stuff. 

All the rock music I threw at the 

Q5s carne out well and was 

enjoyable too.That slightly boomy 

bass helped give the sound punch 

under these circumstances, but it 

was not quite so accurate with 

classical music. 

Listening to choirs and the very 

difficult female voice revealed a slight 

hardness with some CDs, but others 

were good.A good test of the low 

frequencies in my room is a CD of 

Hymns with the Huddersfield 

Choral Society.The first track 

contains powerful deep organ music 

and it was reproduced well. I like to 

stand some distance away during this 

track and the Q5s showed that they 

are capable of filling my long room 

very well.With the foam bungs bass 

did indeed reduce on tracks like this, 

and the sound also became tighter, 

albeit a little constricted after the 

open quality of bung-less operation 

(which is the inevitable trade-off). 

'Loquebantur varus linguis' 

(Thomas Tallis) on the CD, ' Faire is 

the Heaven' was a very pleasant 

experience.The sopranos sang their 

way up to the higher registers 

without difficulty, something I found 

delightful. Treble was smooth and 

revealing, reproducing different notes 

in the higher registers differently. 

There was some lack of sweetness 

however; whilst nothing seemed to 

be added to the sound. a little 

hardness tinged some tracks of a 

few CDs.A fine, large, expansive 

sounding design Cien, with just a 

touch of bass boom and upper mid 

hardness. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The 05 has sustained output right down to 63Hz, rolling 
off slowly below 50Hz a long room. With overall bass 
level up to 300Hz or so boosted by many dB above 
midrange and treble the 05 will sound both fulsome and 
heavyweight. It will also have body to its sound. The 
rear port loading the lower bass unit peaks around 50Hz 
— quite highly tuned for a large floorstander. This will 

support low music fundamentals, adding weight to bass 
guitar and such like. The front port is broad tuned, 
reaching down to 30Hz, so it too provides substantial 
low frequency output from the Uni-C1 driver. The lower 
bass unit in effect increases cone area and improves 

low frequency power handling, reducing distortion. 
The Uni-Q coaxial midrange/treble unit extends up 

through the midrange smoothly, with lift in output around 
7kHz. This will sharpen up the sound a little and may be 
heard as a hard edge at times with brightly balanced 
CDs. The tweeter maintains output right up to 16kHz 
before rolling down; there's no lack of upper treble. 

At low frequencies the impedance characteristic of 
the (15 was normal enough, with a resistive part below 

10Hz measuring 4ohms, effectively the loudspeaker's 
OCR. There was a dip at 50Hz caused by the port then 

the usual increase in Z due to voice call inductance. 
However, at 5kHz impedance dives steeply' to a few 
ohms, the (15 becoming very reactive. This isn't the 
easiest load for an amplifier, but it was the most 
sensitive loudspeaker of the group, producing no less 
than 89dB from one watt, so it is not especially power 
hungry. 

It will give a big sound with plenty of bass, excellent 

image focus and good detailing. Dynamics will be good, 
but timing well defined also. It measured well. NK 
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Large, powerful and expansive sound 
with fine imaging will impress, but a 
touch of upper mid hardness makes 
careful partnering essential. 

KEF 05) 

Kef Audio ( UK) 

(C.) +(0)1622 672261 

www.kef.com 

£599 
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MISSION 82SE £899 

VERDICT ••••• 
Excellent all rounders with an extremely 
crisp and transparent sound, although 
need serious power amplification and 
careful positioning. 

1 + 

SSION 782SE f 

phonix Ltd 

44 (0)1480 423 

w.mission.c' 

. A
t 14kg weight and 19 litres effective volume, 

the Mission 782se is 

both small but surpris-

ingly heavy, especially at 

the price point — it's the 

most expensive in the group.There's 

a built-in plinth which can be 

unscrewed and removed, but there 

is almost certainly no need to do 

this. As with the other speakers, a 

set of spikes is provided with adjust-

ment to enable firm and level 

mounting. 

These 'speakers are a three-way 

with reflex loaded bass unit, 

although from the pictures you 

would think they are two-way.The 

small bass/midrange unit you can see 

at the top of the cabinet is supple-

mented by a fill-in lower bass unit, 

situated at the side near the bottom 

of the cabinet. They can be 

positioned with the bass units facing 

in or out, Mission advise, according 

to taste. It's necessary to 

experiment because this will alter 

bass quality as well as sound stage 

width (they say).As with some of 

the others in this test, the 

recommended starting point 

distance from the rear walls is a 

close 20cms.The distance from each 

side wall is a recommended 

minimum of half a metre. 

The tweeter is — unusually - 

below the midrange unit. I started 

listening in a somewhat laid back 

position to get my ears at the same 

height as the tweeter, but this i 

i  

proved needless, as there was no 

difference when I sat up.This 

demonstrates superb integration of 

tweeter with the midrange unit, as 

with the other speakers it was 

necessary (and advised in one case) 

to have the ears at tweeter height. 

Indeed, subjectively I found the 

782se a very integrated sounding 

speakerThat word sums up the 

overall performance well.The biggest 

difference from the others (apart 

from the Epos) was low efficiency; it 

was necessary to increase the 

volume control noticeably to get the 

same sound level from the 782s.All 

the same, the overall sound was 

definitely 'big' in character, as big as 

the others in this test, even though 

the Missions have smaller cabinets. 

The quality of finish of these 

matched the Monitor Audio as being 

the best in the test. 

The Missions were excellent at 

presenting ambience, sounding very 

clear and resonant.Their bass was 

good in quality, but by no means 

overwhelming in quantity — they're a 

little dry down in this department. In 

fact, they would appeal to those for 

whom the Monitor Audios are 'a 

little too much' in the bass area. The 

sound from mixed orchestral 

instruments blended beautifully and 

yet the 'speaker retained the ability 

to present each line clearly - a 

splendid achievement 1 felt. The long-

delay echo from a low organ note, 

after it has stopped playing, was very 

clearly audible with the 782ses.They 

had the best integration of the drive 

units of any in this test. All in all, a 

very upfront, crisp and transparent 

transaucer. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The 782se displays a flat response from 63Hz up to 16kHz, 
above which the tweeter starts to roll down. The tweeter 
has slowly rising output, peaking by around + 2dB at 
10kHz and this may add just a little sharpness at times. 

An even characteristic below this suggests the 782se will 
not sound bright. However, bass output is quite controlled; 
there's no plateau lift or peaking anywhere and whilst in 

the far field the floor mounted bass unit's contribution is 
in even balance with the rest of the spectrum I would still 

expect the 782se to sound dry and with less warmth and 
body than many of its rivals. But then, the impedance 
curve also suggests a highly damped and tight delivery. 
Full output is maintained down to 63Hz, below which low 

frequency output starts to roll down, reaching —4dB at 
50Hz. Again this will make the Mission sound drier, tighter 

and faster than speakers like the Monitor Audio, but with 
less weight and body. Mission hold the 
impedance of this loudspeaker fairly steady at around 
6ohms and that is its nominal impedance. The lower, side 

firing fill-in bass unit is reflex loaded but Mission have 

managed to suppress the usual twin impedance peaks of 
a reflex. Above 200Hz impedance rises as usual, due to 

voice coil inductance, then it falls above 3kHz where the 

tweeter kicks in, descencing =o 6ohms. The undulating 
nature of the impedance characteristic shows the 

loudspeaker is reactive, but not heavily so. As a bad it is 
easy and it is likely to souni more even and better 
damped in its bass than rivals Sensitivity was low at 
83dB, the lowest of the group alongside the Epos, so the 

782se needs power in excess of 60watts. 
Measurement suggests a dry, fast and very tilht 

sound from the 782se, likely a detailed one too. It is hest 

used close to a rear wall toa. The Mission is accurate but 
will need power to show its mettle. NK 
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group test 

MONITOR AUDIO £799 

VERDICT •••••£ 

W
ith no less than four 
drive units, the S8 is 

in fact another 'two 

and a half way' 

design.The bottom 

two drivers are both 

bass units, with a bass/midrange unit 

above them and the tweeter up top. 

There are two ports, one for the 

pair of bass units and one for the 

bass/midrange unit. Each port has its 

own bung, so you can experiment 

with one, or the other, both, or nei-

ther! I found the 'speaker quite 

excellent with neither in place, but I 

can well imagine some people might 

want to include one of the bungs, 

especially if they find the bass too 

heavy, or need to place the speakers 

closer to the rear wall than the rec-

ommended minimum of 20cm. 

The twin bass units give good 

cone area from a narrow cabinet. 

You get good bass power handling, 

plenty of slam, low distortion but 

also good imaging.Years ago, 

speakers were wide fronted and 

imaged poorly. They were intrusive 

too, of course, as people don't like 

wardrobes in their lounges 

nowadays! So it was interesting to 

hear what the S8s could do with 

such an arrangement. I'm a 

confessed lover of transmission line 

speakers and was very pleasantly 

surprised to hear how far down the 

Monitor Audios went, and how loud 

they could go without compromising 

bass quality.They didn't shout and 

they didn't honk - they were just 

powerful and authoritative. I found 

treble was also splendid, very 

accurate yet without that layer of 

'added sweetness and detail' you can 

get from a forward tweeter that's 

not strictly correct. 

I played plenty of rock loud and 

felt sure the neighbours were up and 

dancing along.Well perhaps not, but 

the S8s seem exciting. At the same 

time they can also play organ music. 

Louis Vierne's 'Messe Solennelle', 

recorded at Lausanne Cathedral is 

quite stunning. The low notes really 

do go low and these speakers 

impressed me in sounding very close 

to my favourite IMF transmission 

lines (see this month's Olde Worlde 

on p I 30).Another good test is the 

March from Hoist's First Suite. After 

a few descending notes the big drum 

is given a wonderful thwack. My 

Telarc recording gives a great idea of 

the size of the drum. Lesser 

speakers produce the sound of a 

smaller drum; the Monitor Audios 

produced the biggest drum of any 

speakers in this group. 

Turning to more delicate choral 

music, it was immediately clear that 

the 58s are not just good players of 

hard rock and roll.Their excellent 

imaging and smooth tweeter 

revealed differences between choirs 

that few others can match.The two 

soprano lines of 'Loquebantur varus 

lingius' on Faire is the Heaven CD 

were clearly distinguished.The music 

was more than just 'nice'; it was well 

articulated.These speakers can 

convey the more delicate quaiities of 

a recording as well being 

heavyweights when required.A 

hugely impressive all round design at 

the price, and very hard to fault in 

any department. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The upper bass/mid unit with parasitic cone is a 
loudspeaker in itself, its upper port being tuned to 40Hz 
or so. The two lower bass units work in parallel and 

share the cabinet's lower port, which exhausts onto the 
floor and is very broadly tuned, working from 125Hz right 
down to a low 25Hz. Forward bass output from the 
Silver 8 - unsurprisingly - is strong right down to 40Hz, 
only —4dB at 31Hz and little less at 25Hz. With bass level 
up to 160Hz or so lifted by 3dB-6dB above midband the 
Silver 8 really does have heft. It will produce real bass 
power in a room and go very low too, down to seismic 
frequencies. In some rooms though the S8 could prove a 
little much; it veers toward bass heavy, hence the need 
for bungs. 

Monitor Audio haven't ignored the midband, which is 
super smooth our analysis shows. Absence of small 
variations indicates lack of local cone resonances that 
produce colouration, so I would expect a smooth but 
clean sound. The only problem is a sudden and marked 
rise to resonance at 20kHz in the tweeter. This is too 
high up the audio band to be obvious for most of the 
time, but with programme containing a lot of treble 
energy the tweeter may well sound sharp. The S8 is 

gong to sound vivid, without doubt. 
The impedance curve was fairly nornal, surprising 

considering the number of drivers and ports. Overall the 

speaker is an easy enJugh load of 6ohms impedance. 
With a healthy sensitivity of 88dB f,orn one watt the S8 
goes loud with little power. 

Measurement shows this loudspeaker able to give a 
big sound with deep, powerful bass, çootl detail and 
extended treble. It measures very well all round but may 
put too much bass into resonant rooms. Impressive all 
the same. NK 
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Truly powerful and engaging wideband 
performance with plenty of grip and 
detail make them our pick of the pack. 
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WHARFEDALE quciele EVOLUTION 20 £450 

000£ 
Impressively musical and punchy 

loudspeaker with just a touch of high 
frequency coarseness and boxiness; 

super value when partnered carefully. 

WHARFEDALE PACIFIC 

EVOLUTION 20 £450 

Wharfedale International Ltd. 

-I-44 ( 0)845 458 0011 

www.wharfedale.co.uk 

his handsome looking 

lower model in 

Wharfedale's budget-to-

mid-price Evolution series 

comes with a separate 

platform bolted to the bot-

tom of the 'speaker. Spikes are then 

bolted to the platform.This unusual 

cabinet design - very similar to the 

KEF - has a narrow rear with curved 

side walls. Its a construction that 

will certainly reduce panel reso-

nances, but at the expense of inter-

nal volume.The bass unit is a 

170mm cone type made of Kevlar, 

which is a very light and stiff materi-

al also found in body armour! The 

tweeter is located in its own isolat-

ed chamber and uses a 25mm textile 

dome. 

Given the single small bass drive 

unit, I was surprised at the quantity 

of bass that emerged from the 

Wharfedales. Lack of internal 

resonances gave an initial impression 

that the bass was light, yet with 

further listening it was not. It was all 

there and in quantity and quality.The 

bottom octave was missing from 

those CDs that show off the bigger 

organs, for example, but then this is 

not a large loudspeaker. In terms of 

value for money. I felt the Evolution 

20s did well in this area. 

Wharfedale places the tweeter 

right at the top of the cabinet. 

Listening carefully, I found orchestral 

strings sounded a little boxy, lacking 

the airiness of some 'speakers in this 

group, like the Epos M I 5.2s for 

example. However, the 20s could 

position a central image that was 

stable and well defined. In contrast 

to this strength the two different 

soprano lines in ' Loquebantur varus 

linguis' from Faire is the Heaven 

tended to merge into one, and I 

found it was not so easy to 

distinguish individual voices - as with 

some of the other speakers. The 

Wharfedales also lacked the warm 

balance and generally ambient feeling 

of speakers like the Q5 and S8.VVith 

soprano voice playing loud there 

was some detectable spitch, likely 

from some resonance in the 

tweeter. 

Rock music came across as 

energetic and punchy.These CDs did 

not provoke that tweeter resonance 

at higher levels and the sound was 

very enjoyable; perhaps the speakers 

were showing up deficiencies in my 

recordings.Trying to sort this sort of 

thing out is difficult. Certainly, 

clarinet on 'Songs from the Exotic' 

sounded superb, with just the right 

amount of believable edge to it. 

Sometimes the clarinet can produce 

an almost perfect square wave, while 

as a comparison, the flute can at 

times produce an almost perfect 

sine wave. Both make good material 

for listening tests. 

The opening intake of breath by 

Mariah Carey on the track 

'Vanishing' came across as natural 

from the Evolution 20s. On one or 

two of the other models it was 

exaggerated, so on balance the 

Wharfedales compared well.The 

song was exciting, leaving me sitting 

at the edge of my seat. The Evolution 

20 is not a relaxing speaker, so much 

as an engaging, upfront and fun 

'speaker that projects well. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The frequency response of this conventional two-way 
reflex is strikingly smooth right across the audio band, 

staying within tight 3dB limits from 20kHz right down to 
160Hz. Below this room effects make measurement less 
accurate, but the Evolution 20 still returns less variation 
than usual and reaches down to a low 40Hz before bass 
output starts to fall away. Even at 31Hz though this 
loudspeaker measures only —7dB down, so it will deliver 
low bass. Some overall lift at low frequencies should give 
the Evo a good but not excessive sense of bass power, 
and the evenness of output at low frequencies suggests a 
sound free from boominess. 

The sheer smoothness of this loudspeaker's response 
curve suggests low colouration, with the exception of a 
3dB peak at 4kHz that is likely to contribute a little 
obvious brightness to the sound. 

The Evolution 20 has the impedance curve of a two-
way reflex, the port being slightly offset downward in 
frequency from bass unit resonance, so damping is not 
optimal, shown by asymmetric peaking. The port 
frequency is 32Hz or so, the bass unit 70Hz. A OCR of 
4ohms below 10Hz is matched by a dip to around 3ohms 

at 160Hz before the usual rise in impedance above 200 

due to voice coil inductance. Where the tweeter comes in 
above 2kHz it falls again to reach Schms at 10kHz. So the 

Evolution 20 varies somewhat, representing a nominally 
Bohm load, for the most part reactïve. It's a fairly classic 

load, not easy for amplifiers but not too difficult either. 
With a normal enough sensitivity of 86dB from one watt 
the Wharfedale will work with medium power amplifiers. 

Measurement shows this is a nbely balanced 
loudspeaker than should sound clean and accurate, 
although with a little brightness. It is a fine all-rounder, up 

with the best. NK 
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conclusion 

conclusio 

hese days, mid-price floor-

standing loudspeakers such 

as these are aimed both 

and hi-fi and home cinema 

situations, and the manuals 

often referred to this.All 

manufacturers had other matching 

'speakers in the range for multichan-

nel use, with smaller designs for the 

rears and a single centre option. 

However in this test, we considered 

them specifically as stereo pairs - and 

all performed well in this area.The 

good news is that none were poor, 

as you'd expect from a crop of rep-

utable manufacturers, but they all dif-

fered very noticeably in their sonic 

signatures. 

First, the Epos Ml 5.2s appeared 

to have some anomaly in the tweeter 

which gave them a very open and 

airy sound. Although not unpleasant, 

it wasn't strictly accurate, and was as 

though they were adding something 

to the sound that was not originally 

there. Dry recordings sounded quite 

nice, but those that were already 

quite ambient in nature sounded too 

bright. The lack of deep bass was 

surprising, but what there was, was 

very clean.They were a charismatic, if 

not entirely neutral design, that will 

win friends providing they're matched 

to smooth systems. 

KEF's Q5s were fine 

loudspeakers, producing a big, punchy 

sound with rock music and quite a 

revealing one with classical, but they 

were a little hard at times. As such, 

these will also require sympathetic 

system matching, but correctly 

aspirated then they'll win friends for 

their upfront and expansive nature. 

Likewise,Wharfedale's Evolution 20s 

were also capable all round 

performers which excelled at 

nothing, but showed few obvious 

weaknesses save a tendency for 

roughness if pushed hard. My major 

quibble with these was the quality 

control, which was less than perfect 

with the stands on this review pair — 

yet they're undeniably excellent value 

at around £450 a pair. 

Although DP found the Mission 

782ses a little upfront in his review 

about a year ago, here we found 

them smooth and even. In fact, 

they're almost the exact opposite of 

the Epos Ml 5.2s, in that their sound 

showed fantastic integration of the 

drive units.A home cinema setup 

using the Missions would be 

awesome - but would need seriously 

powerful amplification, as the 

minimum recommended power of 

50watts is probably not sufficient to 

drive them loud. Give the 782ses 

100watts each and you could relax 

to a very open, transparent and clean 

sound. 

The Monitor Audio S8s are only 

slightly less smootn, but their bass 

goes way down and comes close to 

transmission line designs in character. 

With a very capacious, fu.1 bodied 

and expansive nature, these are my 

overall choice amongst this group, 

but as always loudspeakers are very 

personal things. Our measurements 

quite clearly show the respective 

differences are not great, and all are 

basically wel. engineered. So it's very 

much down to personal taste — as 

always — so I'd advise you to use this 

supertest to make your shortlist, and 

then grab your favourite discs and 

hot-foot it down to your friendly 

local dealer if at all possible. Big 

floorstanders can really shake a 

room and sound impressive in a way 

smaller stand-mounters cannot. 

They're great fun and real high 

fidelity — but you must choose with 

care. 

SOUND EFFECTS: 

The music used for these comparison tests included 

tPs, CDs and radio ( live concerts where available). 

The following CDs were particularly useful: 

Faire is the Heaven. The Camt ridge Singers, directed 

by John Rutter. Collegium Records COLCD 107 

Missa Corona Spinaa. The Sixteen, directed by Harry 

Christophers. Hyperion CDA66360 

Tapestry. Songs from the Exotic, music for voice, clar-

inet and piano. British Music Label MIL 012 

Vierne, Alain and Langlais. Messes pour Choeurs et 

deux Orgues. Erato 2292-45511-2 

Hymns. Huddersfield Choral Society. EMI COP 

7462022 

Hoist, Suite No 1. Frederick Fennell with the 

Cleveland Symphonic Winds. Felarc CO-8C038 

Mariah Carey. Vanishing. CBS 466815 2 

Fhe Notting Hillbillies. Missini... Presumed Having a 

Good Time. Vertigc 842 671-2 

The Mavericks. Trampoline. MCA UMII-80456 
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LINN 

Developed for the music lover and cinema enthusiast 

who wants to seek out the most accurate and 

involving sound. 

The AKURATE loudspeaker system has four distinct, 

acoustically matched loudspeakers. Three full range 

and one for bass reinforcement. They can be simply 

configured to comprise pitch-accurate, multi-channel 

sound systems for high performance music and cinema. 

Featuring the unique 3-K Driver Array — a Linn designed 

driver configuration that creates a single point acoustic 

source independent of cabinet type. Any combination 

of loudspeakers with this technology achieve a perfectly 

balanced accurate result. 

Designed to stand the test of time, Linn AKURATE 

loudspeakers are built to take advantage of new 

high-definition sound and vision formats. 

accurate adj. faithfully representing 
the truth; precise. 

The new Akurate Loudspeaker System. True. 

Linn Products Limited. 

For more information or a demonstration call 0500 888 909 
or email helplineelinn co uk 

www.linn.co.uk 



Less and More 

Despite the advent of IVT3 AAC, SACD and DUD-A et al, there are still a lot of people who 
want plain, old, unreconstructed sixteen bit digital disc players — and the competition is 
fierce. Right now, we think Marantz's new 37300 is ore of the very best at its price, and 
are no less impressed wit Creek's new :D50/11 at over twice the money. But how do they 
compare? Is the law of diminishing returns still applicable to digital? Albert Lee pits the 

two against each other... 

THE PLAYERS 
5.7kg, the Mara= 

CD7300 has a very solid 

feel about it, cons;dering 

the 440x89x3 I 7mm 

dimensions and modest 

£350 price. It's a beauti-

fully clean design with an uncluttered 

visual appearance with the minimum 

of controls on the front panel. 

Unusually, for a domestic machine, 

the CD7300 sports a variable pitch 

control. Rear panel layout has had a 

lot of thought to produce a unit that 

looks and feels extremely functional 

— there's a pair of sockets for ana-

logue output (2 volts RMS) a single 

socket for digital output, an optical 

output socket, and remote control 

input and output sockets.There is 

also a switch so one can switch 

between internal and external 

remote control sensors.The supplied 

remote control had enough controls 

to confuse me! It was poorly made 

from impact moulded plastic and was 

small enough to be readily lost. 

Although it worked well and did 

seem to be strongly mantfactured. 

The CD7300 uses a Phillips VAM 

2202 CD transport. Analogue and 

digital sections are separated from 

each other in an attempt to minimise 

pulsative noise levels.This machine 

uses high-density voltage amplifiers 

to achieve wide bandwidth along 

with good signal purity. Because of 

using tnis type of device, high signal 

processing speed is achieved.The 

digital to analogue converter chosen 

was a Cirrus Logic CS4396. Marantz 

have adopted a dual laye- chassis to 

help damp out vibration which would 

interfere with the circuitry. Cleverly, 

this CD player is capable of reading 

CD-RICD-RW discs even if they are 

unfinished. It will also recognise the 

MP3 format.Another feature is CD 

Text support (although this only 

occurs if the discs have this type of 

display embedded on the disc). 

Sharing its predecessor's 

(430x62x250mm) dimensions, the 

new £850 Creek CD50mk2 looks 

similar to the earlier CD50 but is 

actually a very different machine. It's 

well built alnght, weighing in at a 

respectable 5kg, but still doesn't 

come close to the superbly finished 

Marantz which is amazingly well 

turned out at the price. The front 

panel is extremely well laid out with 

the emphasis on simplicity of 

operation.At the rear, the sockets 

a,e logically positioned with a pair of 

phono sockets for analogue output. 

Digital output is catered for by the 

use of a single phono socket (S/PDIF 

output) and a TOSLINK optical 

socket.There is a pair of further 

sockets to enable the CD50mk2 to 

be integrated into the Multi-Room 

system, although this option requires 

your dealer to upgrade the machine 

so it can be used in this way [see 
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Rear panel of Marantz CD7300. 

box]. Mains power is delivered via an 

IEC socket rather than a captive 

cable.The supplied remote is easy to 

use and has a good range of 

operation, although like the Marantz 

is of relatively poor quality — and at 

this price there's less excuse. The 

CD50 mk2 has an audio output of 2 
volts RMS. 

The mk2 has a new transport 

due to the difficulty of obtaining a 

steady supply of player the earlier 

mechanisms — suppliers such as 

Philips seem to delete their mechs 

every ten minutes these days.This 

new one is a CD-ROM type, 

presumably because it can be 

replaced with virtually any ROM 

drive as and when supplies dry up! 

The circuitry is improved and with 

symmetrical layout and shorter signal 

paths, and a higher frequency clock 

oscillator is used that's synchronised 

with the micro controller and buffer 

THE TEST 

My listening room measures 28x19x14 

feet, and is heavily furnished with 

loads of plants, books and thousands 

of records. Both of these machines 

were placed on isolated wall stands, 

with each support platforms levelled. 

They were connected to a passive pre-

amplifier ( of my own design) with 

1.25m Musiflex cables terminated with 

Neutrik phono plugs. Inputs for both of 

the machines were identical in both 

impedance and capacitance. The 

power amplifiers were three Crown 

DC300As running in tri-amped configu-

ration, driving passive ATC SCM35s. 

All this equipment was run for three 

days to achieve optimum performance. 

The CD players had discs in their 

drawers, set to repeat for the same 

time. The 240V mains electricity sup-

ply was checked for constant voltage, 

and the frequency of the supply was 

checked, and was stable at 50Hz. My 

system uses an isolated fuse box with 

screened cables to the dedicated sock-

ets. 

the Creek 

the difference between the ride and 

crash cymbals with ease. With many 

mid-price CD spinners, this disc 

sounds confused, probably because of 

the amount of information in the 

mix, but with the CD50mk2 the 

sound was extremely well presented. 

For example. 'Street Scene' saw the 

flautist was finely etched in space as 

if it had a life of its own. By 

comparison, the 

Marantz had a 

drier bass, 

although moving 

up to the upper 

bass and low 

midband, the 

Marantz was 

slightly more 

fulsome. The 

treble to mid 

balance of both 
machines was very well displayed. 

Given that low price, it's a warm and 

rich CD machine, whereas the Creek 

is altogether more neutral. 

The next CD on was the violin 

concerto by Beethoven with Hilary 

Hahn playing the solo instrument. 

This amazing disc is available on Sony 

Classical SK 60584. The Marantz was 

put in service first.The sound was 

very restrained almost as if the 

engineer had put a limiter in the line 

between the mixing desk and the 

recording machine.A veil seemed to 

be apparent around the whole 

orchestra, Through the Creek, the 

music had obviously more life in it, 

and that veil had been lifted! The 

orchestra really pounded along, 

punctuating the solo parts with 

panache and subtlety. This disc moves 

is alto-

gether a better 

performer, as its 

price suggests - by com-

parison the Marantz 

actually sounds muddled 

achieve much lower noise 

performance than the mk I.There are 

12 regulated power supplies along 

with an entirely separate power 

supply for the CD. drive mechanism. 

This machine will read all of the 

current Copy Code Protected 

compact discs. It is also an easy 

upgrade to modify the software to 

accommodate any changes in the 

coding in the future. 

THE SON ICS 
First piece of music into the drawer 

was 'Boulevard' by St.Germain. It 

showed the Marantz CD7300 to be a 

most accomplished machine 

considering its relarively low position 

in life.There was a generally warm 

and full tonality, with a fine feeling of 

spatial resolution and an impressively 

FUTURE PERFECT 

The Creek CD50 ntk2 has an RS232 bus system that allows remote control 

and serial connection of the player with next generation Creek equipment or 

proprietary room controllers. It works by plugging in the appropriate module 

into the motherboard and upgrading the software. The machine also permits 

soft upgrades; the buffer and microcontroller are both programmed by sepa-

rate EPROMs that contain all the code. To upgrade this, Creek can supply a 

new EPROM that can be plugged into the motherboard to replace the exist-

ing one, and the nlayer will ' boot load' the new software upon start-up. 
Methinks Creek want this to be the last CD player you ever need buy... 

clock to minimise internal 

interference.There are two discrete 

transformers for the digital and the 

analogue power supplies.This 

feature, along with separate 

grounding, enables the player to 

tight bass. Music was quite beguiling, 

although not the crispest, grippiest 

or best animated I've heard. Moving 

to the Creek CD50 mk2, and stereo 

image size was larger still in stature, 

with a truly 'walk around' 

soundstage.Ttie beat structure of 

this music really chugs along with this 

new machine, basslines pushing along 

the song with aplomb. Detailing was 

excellent — along with percussion, hi-

hats, rim shots, cymbal strikes and 

wood block shots, I was able to tell 

me to tears and this time was no 

different.1 am extremely familiar with 

most of Beethoven's work, and this 

performance is amongst his very 

best. The Creek replayed this work 

with just the right amount of passion 

and drive.This is most unusual as 

most recordings on both vinyl and 

compact disc tend to display the 

orchestra and the violin almost 

acerbically.As a live music devotee,1 

have found that violins do tend to 

screech and drift out of tune as they 
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are played. 

However, it wasn't a simple and 

clear cut victory to the Creek, 

because Marantz has a facility on the 

CD7300 which lets the user switch 

the display off, and when I did this 

the sound improved remarkably. The 

CD7300 regained much of the width 

and depth of the orchestra, although 

the stereo image was still not as tall 

as the Creek, which sadly does not 

have this option (although I have no 

doubts that Mike will address this 

issue in the near future). 

Jazz masterpieces are hard to 

find, but Miles Davis's 'Kind of Blue' is 

certainly one of them.This collection 

of music is still available on 

Columbia/ Legacy CK64935 and is a 

magnificent disc.'So What' was cued 

up on the Marantz and the play 

button pressed, and the music of The 

Man poured into my living room with 

consummate ease.The instruments 

were all readily identifiable, but the 

Creek consistently bettered it in 

textural and timbrai quality.The 

CD50/11 had an obviously better grip 

of the recorded acoustic, being 

better able to differentiate the 

musicians and the instruments they 

were playing. My listening session 

went on into the night, and all sorts 

of music was played, with the same 

conclusions drawn every time. 

THE VERDICT 
The Marantz CD7300 is superbly 

capable at the price, and should do 

very well. It has an extremely open 

and competent sound, the type of 

which you couldn't really buy for this 

money. It has a wealth of useful 

facilities, and is beautifully finished 

given its relatively modest position in 

life. But the Creek is altogether a 

better performer, as its price 

suggests - by comparison the 

Marantz actually sounds muddled. It 

possesses the ability to describe the 

room in which the performance took 

place and the musical event itself. 

Dynamically, these players are much 

of a muchness, but the Creek gives 

the impression of being more 

THE EDITOR SAYS: 

Historically, both Marantz and Creek have had the best 

sounding CD spinners at their price points, and little has 

changed with the new generation machines you see here. 

The Marantz has got even smarter and more svelte looking 

than the already impressive CD6000 OSE it replaces, and 

offers an ever-so- slightly smoother and sweeter sound. It's 

ahead of the sort of thing Marantz were doing a decade ago, 

such as the CD52. The Creek is an obvious improvement on 

the very good ( if not earth shattering( CD50 niki precursor. 

It's sweeter and richer than both its predecessor and rivals 

such as Cyrus's CD8 — which is a little too brightly lit for 

some tastes. It has a very organic and listenable sound, with 

few obvious weaknesses. 

Only if you spend twice the price of the Creek will you 

get a comprehensively better sounding machine, although the 

likes of Meridian's 507 gives better ergonomics and a more 

'designed' feel allied to a smidgeon more detail — although 

there's not much in it. As such, the gong goes to the Marantz 

for amazing value. Is the Creek worth the extra — yes, inas-

much as it's as good as all but the very top designs (now a 

diminishing breed) in most fields. The only downside is its 

rather prosaic styling and ergonomics — and I'm sure Mike 

Creek would respectfully point out that all the money's been 

spent on the insides and not the out. Once again, this test 

proves my message that serious CD players don't get better. 

they just get more affordable every year. 

The Marantz 

CD7300 is 

superbly capable 

at the price, and should 

do very well... but the 

Creek is altogether a bet-

ter performer, as its price 

suggests 

articulate thanks to its better low 

level grip. 

Impressive stuff from both these 

combatants, then.To put it in 

perspective, you'd struggle to find a 

DVD-A or SACD spinner under 

£2,000 that comes close to the 

Creek (on 16bit CD) — which 

suddenly makes ye olde Compact 

Disc look a surprisingly worthy 

format once again.Although the 

Creek is undoubtedly worth the 

extra money over the Marantz — and 

it's very stiff competition for the best 

of the rest in the £800 price bracket 

- the Marantz really shires in value 

for money terms because it does 

much of what the Creek does at 

nearly a third of the price.A win-win 

situation then, with the value for 

money laurels going to the 

Marantz. 

1101111£ 
Brilliant value for money thanks to 
superb build, a rich and finessed sound 
and a fine range of facilities. 

RANTZ CD7300 f350 

rantz UK 

+44 (0)1753 680868 

w.marantz.com 

RDICT glee» 
One of the very best CO spinners at the 
price, this offers a captivating musical 
performance and clever future-proofed 
design. 

r,,CD50/11 £850 Audio Ltd. 

+44 (0)1442 260146 

.creekaudio.co.uk 

Rear panel of Creek CD5011. 
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Cyrus 8 

"A massive son.c seep forward over its 

prececessor and rros*. of the competition." 

Whe-Hi Fi Sourd and Vision (Apr 03) 

. Group Test Winner 

CD6 

The pinnacle of £600 CD replay." 

What Hi Fi Sound and Vision (Sept 03) 

Group Test Winner 

CD8 

"Class leading levels of detail." 

What Hi Fi Scund and Vision (Sep 03) 

Pre X / Mono X 

"Worthy of true audiophile status....highly 

musical and satisfying performance." 

Hi Fi Plus (issue 25, Aug 03) 

Come see the future 
at the Bristol show! 

Begin your Cyrus experience at this 

year's Bristol show with a visit to 

Foyer 2, where you can see our new, 

internationally acclaimed, 6, 8 and 

X Series components. 

Indulge your audiophile cravings by 

listening to our fabulous new decoder, 

DAC X in a high-end system 

demonstration. Hear how it could 

transform your Cyrus system, and then 

surprise yourself by finding out how 

Cl4fuslInk" , our next generation 

wireless home audio server, could 

change the way you listen to music 

forever! 

The Cyrus audio demonstration and 

Curuslink helpdesk can be found 

ir Foyer 2, opposite the sales desk. 

Advanced Audio and Video Systems 

Cyrus Electronics 

Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE29 6XY 

Tel: +44 (0)1480 435577 

Fax: +44 (0)1480 437715 

email: info@cyrusaudio.com 

SOUND 
ScIFISION 

www.cyruslink.co.uk www.cyrusaudio.com 



review 

Superb 
Simple 

v 

T SO men no ••• 

Great tuners may be costly and complex, tut L.J.K.Setright asserts that good tuners can be 
affordable and simphe. He adduces the 150 Creek in evidence, and is supported by his cat 

A
nyone old enough to 
recall the Creek 

CAS3040 tuner, which 

made its first graceful 

curtsy to the world in 

1985, will hardly feel the 

need to question the qualities of this 

new Creek tuner, the T50.There was 

another, the T40, in between, though i 

never heard it; nevertheless the gen-

eral consensus is that, whatever else 

their virtues, what Creek do particu-

larly well are tuners. It is rare for 

popular opinion to be well founded, 

let alone worthy of repetition, but 

this is one of those rare occasions: 

the T50 shows that the Creek repu-

tation is thoroughly deserved. 

Years ago I prepared a study of 

Technical Writing considered as a 

Fine Art — which, alas, it never is — 

and as one of the exemplary texts I 

chose a passage about the workings 

of radio contained in the user's guide 

to the 3040.1t was a beautiful piece 

of work, as lucid in its language as in 

its explanations. Such foolproof 

explicitness could only be the work 

of one with a profound 

understanding of his subject: 

eventually I found out that it was 

written by Michael Creek himself. No 

wonder his tuner was so good. 

I met him once, when I was 

already the owner of a 3040 

together with a couple of early 

Creek amplifiers, the 4040 and 4140 

(I have all th-ee still, and would not 

want to part with them); he struck 

me as an agreeably level-headed 

fellow, who saw real merit in the 

attainment of great ends by modest 

means.That, presumably, was why so 

many of us reckoned that the way 

through a hi-fi lover's life was to get 

over the cheap-and-cheerful starter 

package as quickly as possible and 

move on to the modestly-priced 

Creek equipment — and :hen to hang 

on to it resolutely, refusing to change 

nevertheless the 

general consensus 

is that, whatever 

else their virtues, what 

Creek do particularly well 

are tuners 

it until one could afford and justify 

something really exquisite. 

Today that same stage on the 

market-price ladder, somewhere 

below the middle, is still where 

Creek apparatus is to be found. If 

this new tuner is anything to go by, 

then somewhere well above the 

qualitative middle is still where 

Creek stuff belongs.Today they offer 

two series of related products - the 

50 range of integrated amplifiers ard 

CD player, and the 53 series — and 

the £499 T50 tuner will work 

perfectly well with either, though it is 

styled to match the formerThose 

who realise the immense importance 

of a tuner as a source will find that it 

also works perfectly well with other 

equipment of far more formidable 

reputation. 

In this instance I plugged it into 

the system where my Linn Kremlir 

usually functions. 

Careful reading of 

the instructions — 

not a patch on the 

immaculate booklet 

which accompanied 

the old 3040 — 

revealed that setting 

the device up would 

be simple, as so it 

proved.A choice of 

RDS or frequency displays. a range of 

brightnesses, a choice of FM/AM 

bands, a choice of tuning modes, all 

these may be sought with the aid of 

a few buttons on the front panel (or 

of the remote control which comes 

into its own when one has a 
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EXPERIENCE 

THE CHORD 

EFFECT! 
The first time you hear your 

sound system with Chord 

interconnecting cables will 

be the first time you've 

really heard it. 

Be warned - the effect can 

be shattering. 

Your eyes and ears will be 

opened. Your music will 

never sound the same 

again. 

Specify Chord 

cables - Hear 

the lipid! 

AN—HEM ' 

SILVER S VIDEO 

FOR SALES AND INFORMATION 

CALL: 01722 331674 FAX: 01722 411388 

E-MAIL: CHORDO CHORD.CO.UK 

OR VIS T US AT VVVVIN.CHORD.CO.UK 

A good FM analogue 
tuner can bring sound 
quality to die for. The 

huge bonus is that you 
also get... 

Free rnuS.L.c_ 

-for ti_fet. 
Interest in tuners has never been 
higher, fuelled by all the promotion 
for digital radio - DAB. But have 
you heard real analogue FM with 
ANALOGUE TUNING? 
The key to sound quality in any 
tuner is the "front end", the heart 
of the tuner where the signal is 
separated from all the competition. 

Most companies use off-the-shelf 
DIGITAL FRONT ENDS. These allow 
easy remote control in fixed steps 
but usually compromise sound 
quality. The analogue approach 
allows CONTINUOUS, fine tuning. 
Magnum Dynalab of Canada are 
committed to the all-analogue 
approach, even offering optional 
ANALOGUE REMOTE CONTROL. 
North American reception 
conditions are difficult. Tightly 
packed stations demand both high 
SELECTIVITY and SENSITIVITY. But 
these desirable characteristics can 
conflict with high audio quality. 

MD's answer is to use several 
stages - more in the top models - 
of their OWN FRONT END design. 
Precision here is critical to 
performance and MD control the 
tolerances, unlike companies who 
just buy in these key components. Th 
Customers are thrilled by the 
glorious sound and the variety of 
music - and have you ever heard a 
radio play with the lights out? Wow! 

Customers say we make some of the BEST 
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know 

we can do the same in your home. Our 

advice will take account of your best 

components and guide you where change is 

needed, in stages you can afford. 

You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy 

music along the way and save money in the 

long run. 

JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW 

e 
Right 
Note 

11 • ih I a 

H A. 'T-' I -I 

01225 874728 

CD. ACCUPHASE, AUDIO SYN I HESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL, VERDI), 

MERACUS, SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN JEWEL. DNM, 
GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL 

TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE,ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO. CAT, DNM, 
GAMUT, HOVLAND. NACRA, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL, SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO 
PHYSIC, BKS, ETHOS, NEAT, TOTEM,VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. 
CABLES: ARGENTO. CHORD CO., DNM, NORDOST, SILTECH,VERTEXAQ,YAMAMURA 

CHURCHILL ETC. SUPPORTS: ARCICI,VEREXAQ, STANDS UNIQUE 
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review 

The rear panel is as fuss-free as the front; basic antenna connections and audio outputs are what 

you get. 

complete 50-series set), but there 

the resemblance to convention stops. 

It is commonplace for 

synthesised tuners to offer buttons 

with which to tune- in stations or 

select presets. In contrast, the Creek 

has what I fondly remember from 

early Creeks, a rotary tuning knob of 

comfortable size and sensitivity - not 

a steplessly smooth rotation, as on 

the 3040, but with that delightful 

soft-ratchet feel which enthralled the 

fingertips on the early Creek 

amplifiers. 

This knob is not a dangerous 

anachronism, but an intelligent 

solution to a control problem. It is 

not connected to some ghastly old 

dust-endangered variable capacitor, 

but to a digital encoder which 

enables it either to move the tuning 

through the scale or to find and 

select a preset frequency. It may not 

be truthful to describe such knob-

use as instinctive, but it is 

unquestionably familiar, and it is 

singularly precise. 

This imaginative refusal to accept 

the constraints of other designers' 

thinking extends, I understand, to the 

interior. High technology and 

studied simplicity have combined, say 

Creek, to reduce the component 

count to a level previously thought 

impossible. How high Surface Mount 

technology ranks today, or double-

sided printed circuit boards plated 

through their holes. I cannot say. I do 

like the further idea of having all 

active devices controlled by a digital 

system which allows the design to be 

updated by changing the codes in its 

microcontroller.The settings are held 

in a non-volatile memory like that of 

a personal computer, incidentally 

allowing as many as 99 FM and 29 

AM locations to be recalled. 

Be all that as it ma the thing 

works well. My aerial antenna and its 

location are modest things, by no 

means extravagant, but the sensitivity 

and selectivity of Creek tuning 

proved admirable.Whenever I 

wanted to change to another station, 

it was a positive pleasure to turn 

that perpetually delightful knob, to 

see and hear the desired programme 

caught and held. I could, I suppose, 

have made more use of the remote 

handset, but I only ever did so with 

reluctance - a reluctance so strong 

that it actually made me resent 

having bothered to put the batteries 

into the handset. 

Yet all this is mere management. 

It is a means to an end, but it is not 

The Setright cat, a 

hardened listener, 

jumped when the 

Ravel G major Piano 

Concerto began 

the end in itself. In the end all that 

matters is how it sounded. 

Flawless. Open, if that means 

anything. Dynamic? The Setright cat, a 

hardened listener, jumped when the 

Ravel G major Piano Concerto 

began. Maybe the performance of 

that queer little chap Leonard 

Bernstein, who was both pianist and 

director of the orchestra, had 

something to do with it; maybe it 

was the quality of the broadcast 

recording; but it was 

exactly the reaction 

that should be 

observed when that 

singular piece of 

music opens. It should 

be observed in all, not 

only in cats; but I 

knew what was 

coming, and therefore 

did not jump.The 

feline ear is good, its 

innocence 

unimpeachable. and its 

judgement therefore 

sound. 

'Flawless' is a 

negative term: it 

indicates only that 

there is nothing 

wrong with the 

sound. ' Perfect' would 

be positive, 

announcing that 

everything is right; but after 

numerous experiences of listening to 

audio apparatus, and copious 

confusions in the sound of live 

performances in a baffling variety of 

venues, I have to admit that I do not 

know how perfect sound sounds. 

Neither, I believe, does - or can - 

anyoody else.All right, maybe this 

Creek is not quite as good as the 

Kremlin, but in the 

first place the 

difference is trifling, 

in the second place 

you cannot buy 

Kremlins any more, 

and in the third 

place you probably 

could not afford 

one anyway if you 

are operating in Creek territory. 

It is solely a matter for each 

individual customer to decide 

whether or not the styling of the T50 

is to his taste. I do not much care for 

it, but that should matter only to me. 

Setting that purely personal consid-

eration apart, I should say that if you 

seek a benchmark tuner I have just 

found one, and if you buy it, then - in 

the best of traditions - do not be 

parted from it. 

VERDICT ••••• 
Look no further; you are unlikely to fare 
better. The T50 should justify its 
presence in any system, Creek or 
otherwise. 

150 CREEK 

Creek Audio Ltd 

(C:)+44 (0) 1442 260 146 

www.creekaudio.co.uk 

£499 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Our analysis shows the T50 has a 
smooth audio res,ponse and this will 
impart an even tonal balance and a 
sense of naturalness to the sound. 
Distortion was reasonably low all 
round, full IMIt and right showing some 
second harmonic only. There was a 

little more hiss than expected though: 
with a stronç signal the best the T50 
can manage is --67dB A weighted, quite 

a few dB below the norm of -71dB or 

SO. A very slight hiss may just be 
audible during silences, mostly affecting 
Radio 3. 

The 150 has plenty of output and 
quite good sensitivity too. It mutes Et 
22dBuV to eliminate hissy signals, but 
this also means weak signals cannct be 
received. 

The T50 measures reasonably well. 
It will sound clean and smooth, which 
is important. There is a little hiss 

though NK 

Frequency response 
Stereo separation 
Distortion (50% mod.) 
Hiss (CCIR) 
Signal for minimum hiss 
800mV 
Output 
Sensitivity 
mono 
stereo 
signal strength meter: 

10Hz-14kHz 
34dB 
0.12% 
-67dB 

(64dBuV) 

0.82V 

22dBpV (xxmV) 
36pV (xxmV) 

none 
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Entries will be accepted on a postcard only. 

Competition 
Questions 

[I] Which of the fol-
lowing formats doesn't 
the Pioneer play? 
[a] MP3 CD 
[b] DVD-A 
[c] SACD 
[d] LP 

[2] what type of loud-
speakers are nxt? 
[a] flat panel 
[b] super-tweeter 
[c] subwoofer 
[d] multi-driver 

[4] at what resolution 
was the Steely Dan 
PCM stereo mix? 
[a] 16/44 
[b] 16/48 
[c] 24/96 
[d] 24/192 

[4] how did PC 
describe the 
NS-DV990's DTS 
performance? 
[a] sensational 
[b] fantastic 
[c] excellent 
[d] poptastic 

March Competition 
Hi-Fi World Magazine 
Unit G4 Argo House 
The Park Business Centre 
Kilburn Park Rd. 
London NW6 SLF 

WORLD'S 

• 

veaiimPEaTnii 
WIN PIONEER'S STUNNING NS-DV990 STYLE SYSTEM WORTH f800 IN THIS MONTH'S 
GREAT COMPETITION! 

H
ere's a chance to win a 
'lifestyle' system with a 

difference! Pioneer's NS-

DV990 isn't just a pretty 

face, but a fully featured 

DVD-Audio and SACD 

compatible multichannel system 

complete with five state-of-the-art 

NXT flat panel loudspeakers. In Hi-

Fi World's review last month, Patrick 

Cleasby said: 

"We have -R and -RW compatibility 

for both CD and DVD, we have MP3 

CD and Video CD, we have DVD-

Audio and SACD and we even have a 

medium wave and FM tuner.To go 

with all this we have an impressive 

array of set up and sound options, 

including the very useful Pro-logic 11 

decoder All formats of DVD-Video 

are catered for, and DTS CD works, 

Hi-Fi 8. Computer Audio 

World Competition rules 

and conditions of entry 

1. Only one entry per house 
hold. 

2. Multiple entries will be 
automatically disqualified. 

3. Purchase of the magazine 
is not a pre-condition of 
entry. 

4. No correspondence will be 
entered into. 

5. The Editor's decision is 

final. 

6. No employees of 

Audio Publishing Limited, 
or of any companies 
associated with the 

production or distribution 
of the prizes may enter. 

even for CD-R discs ( if there are any 

quad conversion fiends out there). 

The main event for our purposes 

is how the thing sounds, and having 

never experienced NXT speakers I 

didn't know what to expect.1 have to 

say that I was very pleasantly 

surprised.VVith ZTT about to kick 

into a reissue frenzy this was an ideal 

opportunity to test my tolerance to 

the sound with the stunning new 

surround mix of Propaganda's 'A 

Secret Wish' SACD. Thankfully, for 

the benefit of the lifestyle purchasers 

who won't brave the set-up menus, 

the SACD playback default is now 

multi-channel rather than stereo. 

Even with such a pristine early digital 

recording the result was very 

listenable and highly enjoyable.The 

remastered CD version of Act's 

'Laughter,Tears and Rage' was also 

rendered very well, with the punchy 

kick drum of the leading track 

'Absolutely Immune' reproduced 

with a well-focused tight efficiency, 

and some excellent stereo imaging. 

Finally the inevitable Steely Dar 

DVD-Audio test revealed that these 

funny flat speaker things are more 

than capable of delivering the best 

that 24/192 PCM stereo has to offer. 

The 24/96 surround presentation 

was also very convincing. Excellent 

DTS performance was demonstrated 

by surviving the challenge of the 

blaring Danny Elfman title music on 

Tim Burton's 'Planet of the Apes' 

DVD-Video. Broadcast and DVD-

Video Dolby Digital and the decoding 

of Pro-logic material were all equally 

satisfying." 

If you'd like to win this superb 

system, then all you have to do is 

answer the following four easy 

questions. Send your entries to: 

March Competition, Hi-Fi World 

Magazine, Unit G4,Argo House,The 

Park Business Centre, Kilburn Park 

Road, London NW6 5LF. 

CONGRATULATIONS 

...to Miss J Blanden, of Ipswich Suffolk, the winner of our January 2004 competition. 
A Arcam FMJ A32 amplifier is on its way to you! 
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Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stocks a wide 

range of Hi-Fi separates, DVD players, 

amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD 

televisions and projection systems from all 

the leading manufacturers. 

From starter systems to custom designed muiti-room and 

home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available 

in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through 

the home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in 

home entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, 

contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and 
experience more. 

0% interest free option* is available on most products. 

'Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers. 
Minimum balance f400. Subject to status. 

CUSTOM INSTALLATION 
Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a 

Home Cinema or Hi-Fi System into your home? Our 

Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas 

and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service. 

Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a 

dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable 

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated control 

system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has the solution. 

.jrcit.tMliEr 
Hi-fi & Home Cinema show 
Radisson SAS, Manchester Airport  

7/8 February 2004 

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision Leeds will be exhibiting 

at the superb Northern Sound & Vision show, 7/8' 

February 2004. On display will be am exceptional 

range of audio and visual equipment from the f nest 

companies, along with live entertainment 

Sevenoaks will be working on the *Smarthouse 

Showcase' which will exhibit cutting-edge home 

technology all in an actual home settimg. 

For further information on this event, contact 

Richard at our Leeds store - 0113 245 2775. 

• .1111111771111111 74. 
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AR CAM 

INTRODUCES 

THE A90 
INTEGRATED 
AMPLIFIER 

Follcrwing on from the 

highly successful A85, 

the A90 continues the 

long line of successful 

Arcam amplifier designs 

and represents a 

combination of technical 

excellence, flexibitty, 

ease of use and superb 

sound quality tna* 

already looks Ike 

establishing classic 

stairs in the future 

Arcam has taken the 
c(:»e amplifier design of 

the A85, including its 
menu-driven extended 
feature set, and 
increased the power 
output to 90 watts per 
channel using a higher 
capacity power supply. 
This opens up the sound 
significantly, increases 
precision in sound. 
staging and adds drive, 
depth, and control to the 
bass, leaving it ready to 
reproduce the latest high 
definition audio sources. 
such as DVD-Audio and 
SACO, to the 
highest standards. 
The large torc.dal 
transformer and heavy-
duty power supply 
ensure the amplifier has 
more than enough drive 
for a wide range 
of speakers 

d111111111111•1111% 

• 

1  Ono 

YAMAHA RX-V140ORDS 
THX SELECT A/V RECEIVER 

A recent addtion to Yamaha's range of acclaimed AN 

products is the THIX select certified RX-V140ORDS 

receiver. Comprehensively equipped and effortlessly 

powerful, Whet Hi-FP Sound and Vision magazine (Jan 

04) described the sound quality as "se lsational" and 

concludes the 140ORDS to be "One of the most 

significant receivers of recent months [and may] be the 

(law ciass leader' 
WHAT HUF1? Ja7, I 
SOUND AND VISION 04 

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 

BEDFORD 

BIRMINGHAM 

BRIGHTON 

BRISTOL 

BROMLEY 

CAMBRIDGE 

CARDIFF 

CHELSEA 

CHELTENHAM 

CRAWLEY 

CROYDON 

EDINBURGH 

EPSOM 

EXETER 

GLASGOW 

GUILDFORD 

HOLBORN 

HULL 

IPSWICH 

KINGSTON 

LEICESTER 

LEEDS 

LINCOLN 

LIVERPOOL 

MAIDSTONE 

MANCHESTER 

NEWCASTLE 

NORWICH 

NOTTINGHAM 

OXFORD 

PETERBOROUGH 

PLYMOUTH 

POOLE 

PRESTON 

READING 

SEVENOAKS 

SHEFFIELD 

SOLIHULL 

SOUTHAMPTON 

SOUTHGATE 

STAINES NEW 

SWANSEA 

SWINDON 

SWISS COTTAGE 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 

WATFORD 

WEYBRIDGE NEw 

WITHAM (ESSEX) 

WOLVERHAMPTON 

PLEASE SEE PAGE 7 
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE 

NUMBER DETAILS 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

1 • 

TURNTABLE / RB300 TONEARM 

£1 049.95 

Best 
2003 

"The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best sonic characteristics of 

rivals... Quite simply, the Michell Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this 

price ooint - it's well deserving another Best Buy" 

CLAIM £50 
iuvvmhbo HE ( ,'TRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE' 

SYSTEM PRICE 

£949.95 

PRO-JECT 1 XPRESSION 
TURNTABLE (BLACK) £209.95 

"Compared with a £200 CD player this deck 

sounds remarkable: dig out your vinyl and 

give the Xpression a spin." 

FREE GOLDRING EXSTATIC CLEANER' 

ARCAM CD7;31- CD P _AYER CALL 

Product 
2e,bre 

FANTASTIC OFFERS ON ARCAM DIVA AMPS & CDS 

HI-FI SYSTEM 1 SAVE £149 

Be' 

FREE. 
PRO-JECT DEBUT II TURNTABLE* 

ROTEL 
RCD-02 CD PLAYER 

RA-02 AMPLIFIER 

B&W 
DM601 S3 SPEAKERS 

Rotel electronics and B&W speakers are natural 

partners for each other, giving excellent sound quality 

and stunning looks. So what better than this 

combination of class-leading detail with an even and 

robust sound. 

But at Sevenoaks we always aim to offer you more and 

this means What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision's Award-

winning Project Debut II turntable is thrown in FREE. 

HI-FI SYSTEM 1 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WM1 ANY OTHER OFFER OR FFIOM0110N 



MARANTZ 
CD5400 CD PLAYER 

£119.95 SAVE £30 

MARANTZ 
PM 7200 AMPLIFIER 

£249.95 SAVE £80 
"Th,s is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at 95w per 
channel, and it sounds it with anything fron dance to a big orchestral 
work, offering a delicious combination of poise and impact. Stick with 
fast,. dynamic speakers such as B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's equally 
capable Ois and the results will amaze." 

PURE DIGITAL 
DIRX-702ES ANALOGUE/DAB TUNER 

£299.95 SAVE £30 

PRICING POLICY 
We always try to ensure our prices are 

highly competitive. 

In the event you car find the same products 

and excellent service at a lower price, please 

bring it to our store managers' attention. 

0% 
FINANCE OPTION* 
Spread the cost of buying. 

0% finance option is available 

on the vast majority of products 

we stock. 

'Written details on request. Licensed credit 
brokers. Minimum balance E4O0. Subieet lo status. 

Please Note: Some products may not be availaole at all stores.. 
Please call before travelling. *Cable Offer - From range available in-store. 
Not in conjunction with any other offer. 
Acvertisement valid until at least 11/02/04, E&01. 

HI-FI SYSTEM 2 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 
A3 CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER 

MONITOR AUDIO 
SILVER S8 SPEAKERS 

SYSTEM PRICE 

£2399.95 
Pa:CE CALE 

Fil-A SYSTEM 2 
NOT IN CONJUNCTION lAOTH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROM0110N 

r--
MISSION 
780 SE SPEAKERS 

£349.95 
"The revamped Mission 780s are hugdy 

enjoyable. anyone with up to £400 to spend 

should consider these standmounters Mission's 

clever move has paid off" 

One of our most popular systems at an 

amaziag sale price Full-scale dynamics 

with a lightness of touch makes this 

combination stand out 

. 000 

SAVE £379 

INCLUDES FREE 
SPEAKER CABLE WORTH £60' 

MISSION 
782 SE SPEAKERS 

£899.95 
"Well, with the exception of 

the alderwood-veneer 

finish, these floorstanders 

look identical to the 

standard model, although 
there's a new tweeter and 

crossover design One of 

the advantages of the 
three-way configuration is 

that each driver deals with 
only a narrow section of 

the frequency range, and 
the designers optimise 

each unit to perform its 
respective task Mission's 

engineers have excelled in 

this area. these elegant 

floorstanders sound 

beautifully balanced and 

few rivals under £1000 can 
match their wonderful 

levels of clarity. 
The 'special edition' tag is 

overused but these 

talented floorstanders are 
bona fide sonic stars" 

wHA June  INVCI1 03 

***** 

INCLUDES FREE 
SPEAKER CABLE WORTH £120" 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

SYSTEM PRICE 

£1 399.95 

MONITOR AUDIO 
SILVER S8 SPEAKERS 

£699.95 SAVE £100 

Please Note: Some products may not be available al all stores. 
Please call before travelling. `Cable Otter - From range available in-store. 
Not in conjunction with any other otter. 
Advertisement valid until al least 11 02 04 E&OE 

SAVE £169 HI-FI SYSTEM 3 

ROKSAN 
KANDY KD1/III CD PLAYER 
KANDY KA1/III AMPLIFIER 

QUAD 
-11L SPEAKERS 

Product 
of theyear 
2003 

e«047,- owe*, 

• go 
siamo" 

HI-FI SYSTEM 4 

If you're after detail and excitement in your music 

then this system's for you. Here we've combined 

the Quad 11L speakers - Product of the Year 

2002/2003 - with Roksan's double Award-winning 

Kandy KA1/111 amplifier and its ideal partner, the 

Kandy KD1/11I CD player. 

Awarded five stars in a recent What Hi-Fi? Sound 

and Vision group test, the Kandy KD1/11I CD 

player was described as "offering a great array of 

talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you 

have something close to the ideal visual and 

sonic combination." 

But don't just take our word for it; come in for a listen. 

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER 

OFFER OR PROMOTION 

SAVE £399 

CYRUS CD8 CD PLAYER & 8 AMPLIFIER 
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER S6 SPEAKERS 
Another very popular combination that's more 

than the sum of its already talented parts - and 

that's before you've examined the upgrade 

options. The CD8 is a magnificent player (Best 

Buy - What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision Awards 

2003) and like most Cyrus products its 

performance can be maximised with the addition 

of a Cyrus PSX-R power supply 

The beautifully crafted Silver S6 speakers from 

British speaker specialists Monitor Audio 

complete the package. 

HI-FI SYSTEM 4 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER 
OFFER OR PROMOTION 

SYSTEM PRICE 
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LINN CLASSIK 
mUS C SYSTEM (EX SPEAKERS) 
£749.95 SAVE £100 

The Classik sounds simply marvellous. Boasting fine impact and drve, 

b retains Is grip ever as it thumps out rock and dance tracks. Ask a to 

9.stern. 
Met euy C1000 gut 

der 

olas quiet acoustic music and its smooth, liquid presentaton impresses 

still further. The Classik offers the performance you'd expect from nigh 

quality separates in one lovely package - this is a very superior product." 

gMQR •-• 39% 
..... .•••• 

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300 
CD-RVV/HD RECORDER 

£499.95 SAVE £30 

PIONEER PDR-609 
CD-RVV RECORDER 

£159.95 

DENON DM31 
UD-M31 CD RECEIVER 

£179.95 SAVE £50 

The ID-M30 was exemplary. as its three What Hi-Fi? Sound anc Vision 

Awards clearly sltiow. The D-M31 is even better, making it phenomenal 

value for money." 

DPTIONAL RECORDENS DMD M31 MINIDISC RECORDER • DRR-M31 CASSETTE DECK 

NB - PICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS 

I= SAVE £1 69 

CD73T CD PLAYER & A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER 

,JR AUDIG 
. BRONZE B2 SPEAKERS 

£799.95 

Product 

Arcam and Monitor Audio both have an 

enviable reputation for producing great 

sounding kit without breaking the bank This 

system shows why with a well balanced sound 

that's both musically involving and enjoyable 

At the f-ont of this package is Arc,am's upgradeable CD737 CD player - a What Hi-Fi? Sound 

and Vsion ' Product of the Year 2003' We've coupled this with Arcam's complementary A65 

Plus integrated amplifier and Monitor Audio's beautifully balanced ' Best Buy' Bronze B2 

speakers According to What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision (Awards 2003), these compact 

speakers "Sound superb Speakers don't get much better than the B2s" 

HI-FI SYSTEM 5 NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION 



PRODUCT RANGE 

An outstanding selection of products 

are on display and available for 

demonstration at all Sevenoaks 

Sound & Vision stores. However. 

some products may not be available 

at all stores. 

Please call to check availab, 

before travelling. 

TURNTABLES 
Goldring CRI  E CALL 
Michell .vro SE/RB300 DSO TOWARDS cAATiLioni. £1049.95 
Michell ..,.noDec £ :ALL 
Project ...;but Phono SB ."JALL 
Project ' but II (Black)   F CALL 
Project , 1,1 it 11 ( Critni irs1 £ ,1:111 I 
Project FREE EXSTATiC CLEANER. £209.95 
Project . • 

TUNERS 
Arcam DIVA 161   f CALL 
Cyrus FM X  X CALL 
Denon TU260L MKII  £99.95 
Marante ST4000  L CALL 
Pure .uke 1 DAB  £89.95 
Pure Iffl0-701ES DAB  I CALL 
Pure 00G-702ES Analogue/DAB £299.95 

CD PLAYERS 
Arcam VA CD73T   £ CALL 
Arcam • VA CD82T   £ CALL 
Arcam CD93T  £ CALL 
Arcam VV C0331  £ CALL 
Cyrus Vi  -£ CALL 
Cyrus 3 F CALL 
Denon DCD485  £119.95 
Linn Denki   
Linn I. 

Marantz . 1115400  £119.95 
Marantz 1711M   I Gull 
Meridian  £ CALL 
Musical Fidelity 13.2  £ CALL 
Musical Fidelity A308'  £ CALI. 
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD  C CALL 
Quad 99 CD-P  £ CALL 
Roksan Kandy KD1 MKlIl  f CALL 
Roksan Caspian M £ CALL 
Rotel fiCD02  £ CALL 
Rotel RCD1072   £ CALL 

diECORDERS 
Pioneer PDR609 CD RW  £159.95 
Sony RCDW3 CD-RW  £169.95 
Yamaha 10393 Cassette Deck   £99.95 
Yamaha 10580SE Cassette Deck   £179.95 
Yamaha CDR H01300 CD RW   1499.95 

AMPLIFIERS 
Arcam . A65 Plus   £ L 
Arcam iV 180   £ 
Arcam A ABS   £ 3311 
Arcam :A A90   t :1511. 
Arcam j A32   £ GALL 
Cyrus £ lAtE 

Cyrus £ CALL 
Cyrus X Pre   £ CALL 
Cyrus •; X Power   (Ed..; £ CALL 

Denon £189.95 
Linn Colector   £ CALL 
Linn LK85 £ CALL 
Marantz • ;•,0   f CALL 
Marantz V   £249.95 
Musical Fidelity 13.2  £ CALL 
Musical Fidelity 13.2 Pre  £ CALL 
Musical Fidelity 13.2 Power £ CALL 
Musical Fidelity 1308  £ CALL 
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 300  £ CALL 
Quad  £ CALL 
Roksan incly KAI MKIII  £ CALL 
Roksan Vspian M  £ CALL 
Rotel 1 01  £ CALL 
Rotel • A 02  £ CALL 
Rotel 1062  £ CALL 

SPEAKERS 
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One   £ CALL 
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three   £ CALL 
Acoustic Energy AEI MKIII (From)  £ CALL 
B&W  £ CALL 
B&W ':,,01 53  £ CALL 
B&W .'002 S3  £ CALL 
B&W /05  £ CALL 
KEF Ql  £ CALL 
KEF 04  £ CALL 
KEF XE11  £ CALL 
Linn K111.1  E CALL 
Linn '. .,t  £ CALL 
Mission • "ti £ CALL 
Mission • £60 FREE CABLE £349.95 
Mission £ 120 FREE CABLE' £899.95 
Monitor Audio '( rouie 132  £ CALL 
Monitor Audio D,Iver Si  £ CALI. 

Mondor Audio Silver S6  £ CALL 
Monitor Audio Silver S8  £699.95 
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10  £ CALL 
Monitor Audio Gold Relerence 20  £ CALL 
Quad •  £ CALL 
Quad  £ CALL 
Quad  £ CALL 
Ruark  £ CALL 
Wharfedale • uific Evolution 30 .. . £ CALL 

SYSTEMS 
Denon ,1 Ex Speakers   £499.95 
Denon ' 01 Ex Speakers   £299.95 
Denon 1,131 Ex Speakers   £179.95 
Linn k Music Ex Speakers   £749.95 

Onkyo -;110 Ex Speakers   £ CALi 
Teac Legacy ,CO Ex Speakers   £199.95 
Teac Reference 300 Ex Speakers ... £449.95 
Teac Reference 300 Ex Speakers £569.95 

DVD SYSTEMS 
Denon .V-M71 Ex Speakers   £ CALL 
Denon .V1000 Ex Speakers   £ CALL 
Jamo .,(50/A305PDD   £ CALL 
Jamo .".50/A355PDD  £ CALL 
Linn ,. 1( Movie Ex Speakers  £1299.95 
Linn .'k Movie Di Ex Speakers  £ CALL 
Onkyo 1' - S2.2 a Speakers  £ CALL 
Panasonic SC 1-fT1000  £ CALL 
Pioneer IS-DV99   £ CALL 
Teac ,cy 700/LS-L800 Speakers .. £849.95 

()VD PLAYERS 
MAKE & MODEL REGION 2 MULTI REGION 
Arcam DV78 £ CALL £ CALL 
Arcam DV88 Plus £ CALL £ CALL 
Arcam .A DV89   £ CALL £ CALL 
Cyrus  £ CALL £ CALL 
Denon . 11400 Universal  £ CALL £ CALL 
Denon 3-2200 Universal  £ CALL £ CALL 
Denon . 3-2900 Universal  £ CALL £ CALL 
Denon  £ CALL £ CALL 
Harman Kardon 00021   E CALL £ CALL 
Harman Cardon 00025 £ CALL £ CALL 
Marantz .",1.(00   £189.95 £189.95 
Pioneer /360   £89.95 £109.95 

Pioneer ' q464   £99.95 £119.95 
Pioneer /565A Universal   £179.95 £ CALL 
Pioneer it'ittv Universal . £ CALL £ CALL 
Pioneer • n Universal  £ CALL £ CALL 
Tag McLaren .'332FLR £ CALL £ CALL 

Teac  £ CALL 
Toshiba  £79.95 
Wharfedale ,)/D M3  £69.95 
Yamaha AD-5540  £ CALL 

ND RECORDERS 

£ CALL MOBIL« Audio Bronze 64   £ CALL 
£ CALL Monitor Audio Radius   £ CALL 
£69.95 Ruark vita 120   £ CALL 
£ CALL 

MAKE Z. MOOEL   REGION 2 MULTI REGION 
Panasonic 1.0-E50 OVO-R £269.95 £299.95 
Panasonic A',-,-E60 DVD-R E CALL £ CALL 
Panasonic A'Il-E100 OVO-R £ CALL £ CALL 
Panasonic '.' 11-1-152 OVO-R . £ CALL £ CALL 

Philips . DVD+RW £239.95 £239.95 
Philips ..at,i5 DVD4-RW  £ CALL £ CALL 
Philips IDR80 DVD-t-RW £ CALL £ CALL 
Pioneer , A/R3100S DVD-R/RW  £ CALL £ CALL 
Pioneer AR5100HS DVD-R/RW CALL £ CALL 
Sony n GX3 Recorder   £ CALL £ CALL 
Sony GX7 Recorder £ CALL £ CALL 
Toshiba • • XS1f1f1011Rprmi. £549.95 £ IBA 

AN AMPLIFIERS 
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS 
Arcam 1:R200 AN Receiver   

Arcam 1, ,'El/P7 AN Pre/Processor/Power. . 
Cyrus . 3 NV Processor   
Denon ../C-A1SR AN Amplifier   
Denon ... C-AiISR AN Amplifier   
Denon 1ilt1604 AN Receiver   
Denon • . 01804 NV Receiver   
Denon • . g2803 NV Receiver   
Denon . • . 1 WV Receiver   
Harman Cardon AVR2550 AN Receiver 
Harman Cardon AVR5550 AN Receiver 
Harman Carden AVR8500 AN Receiver 
Marantz ,n4400 M/ Receiver   
Marantz SR5400 AN Receiver   
Onkyo SR501E WV Receiver   
Onkyo SR601E AN Receiver   
Onkyo NR900E WV Receiver 
Pioneer .. SX-C301 AN Receiver 
Pioneer :SX-0501 AN Receiver 
Pioneer :SX-D812 AN Receiver 
Pioneer . SX-W(3i NV Receiver   
Pioneer ./SX-185i NV Receiver   
Pioneer :SA AX10i NV Amplifier 
Rotel ,;( 1065 M/ Receiver   
Rotel ;'• 066/RMB1075 AN Pre/Power   
TAG McLaren AV30R AN Processor   
TAG Melaren ..V192R AN Processor (From)   
Yamaha .1 W640SE AN Amplifier   
Yamaha .3P-29 MI Amplifier   
Yamaha xV44ORDS AN Receiver   
Yamaha ,(X-V64ORDS AN Receiver   

Yamaha ;;X-V140ORDS M/ Receiver   

£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 

 £ CALL 
 £ CALL 
 £1499.95 

£ CALL 
£349.95 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
f CALL 

£319.95 
£649.95 
£949.95 

£2199.95 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 
£ CALL 

£ CALL 

AN SPEAKER PACKAGES 
Acoustic Energy In P5  £399.95 
Acoustic Energy 'S  £699.95 
B&W  £ CALL 
Energy 5.1   CALL 
Energy core  £ CALL 

Jamo 3-IX Ultra 2 (from)  £ CALL 
CEE 005  £ CALL 
REF 305.2  £ CALL 
REF I)05  £ CALL 
CEP Eno FREE CABLE.  £ 199.95 
MOR £250 FREE CABLE  £1699.95 

£ CALL 
£ CALL 

MAC CS35N850 £ CALL 
Mission 170  £399.95 

M&K 
MAC n 25   

SUB WOOFERS 
BOW ASW(75   £ CALL 

B&W '  £ CALL 
MJ Acoustics ro 50 (Black)  É CALL 
MJ Acoustics ro 100 (Black)  £ CALL 
MJ Acoustics - et 100 (Blk) Eno FREE CABLE* £349.95 
MJ Acoustics ,ttl 1 (Black) £ CALL 
REL .Brittex Black, moo FREE CABLE' £499.95 
ROL ; , tinttex Black)   

££ CALL 
£ CALL 

RBI (Brittex Black)   

(Brillex Black)   
AEI ..;' (Brillex Black)   

£ CALL 
BEL 'outs Ill ( Brillex Black) ..  

P
f CALL 

PLASMA  
Fujitsu ''. 12HHA10 42"   £3199.95 
Fujitsu , ' 2HHA30 42"   £ CALL 
Hitachi ,2PD3000P 32"   £229C9.51- 
Hitachi . 12PD3000E 42"   f2999.95 
Panasonic TH37PA208 37"   £ CALL 
Panasonic 
Panasonic 12PW6B 42- 11-142PA20f3 42"   £ C 
Philips ' 39135 37"  £2999A9L5L 

£ CALL 
Philips 
Pioneer DP433HDE ;43" 1.'PF9965 42-  £ C 
Pioneer 11DP434HDE 43"  £ 489A9L5L 

£ CALL 
Pioneer ; DP503HDE 50"   £49139A1-.951- 

Pioneer 1DP504HDE 50"   E CALL 
Sony 121S2 32"   £259C9.95 
Toshiba 42WP36P 42"   £ CALL 

LG RZ17LZ10 17"  £549.95 
Panasonic TX15LT2 15"   

"  £ CALL Panasonic 1)1151.11)1151./i1/i 15"   

"  ££ CALL Panasonic TX22LT3 22 
Philips • 7PF9945 17"  £ CALL 

Philips ' 11-0975 30"   £ 1 99CALL5 
Philips 23PF9945 23 £  

"£ 
CALL 

Sharp Aquos C 13S1E 13 L5L 

Relisys ' • '0 17"   £ CALL 
Sharp Aquos C 13B4E 13"   

Sharp Aquos . C 15B4E 15"  E CALL 
Sharp Aquos C 15E1E 15"  £ CALL 

Sharp Aquas C-20E1E 20"   
Sharp Aquas , C-22SV2E 22"   

Sharp Aquos 11-2064E 20"   

Sharp Aquas c-30HV4E 30"   099.95 

E£ CCAALLLL 

£1  

£ CALI 
Sharp Aquos , C-37E1V4E 37"   £3699951-1- 

Toshiba . 26"   £ CALL 
Toshiba 32WL36P 32"    CALL 

PROJECTORS  
NEC ' 000 DLP £999£ CALL 
Sanyo . V-Z1 LCD   
Sanyo • v-Z2 LCD   

'.. Sharp £ 
ALL 

1, 791E DLP  .95 

£ CALL Screenplay SP4800 DLP  C 
Screenplay SP5700 DIP   

Sharp . 7200 DIP £3499.95 
Sharp 710000 DIP £5999.95 
Sim 2 • • ; 20 DLP   
Sim 2 DLP  £3599.95 

£7499.95 
ThemeScene ;; 30 Cinema DLP £  C 
ThemeScene - 56 Cinema DLP £2399AL95L 

Yamaha ir :)00 LCD  £ CALL 
Yamaha DPX-I000 DLP   £  CALL 

LCD TV 

CALL 
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR 

OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES 

£ PRICING POLICY 
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES A PRICING POLICY 

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS 

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores. 
Please call before travelling. 

*Cable Offer - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer. 

Advertisement valid until al least 11 02 04. E&OE 
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SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE 

e BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET 
n: • 020 8290 1988 

3. CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD 
09- • 020 7352 9466 

3 CROYDON 369-33 LONDON ROAD 
v. • 020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY 

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET 

• 01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY 

HOLBORN 144-1.18 GRAYS INN ROAD 

• 020 7837 7540 

KINGSTON 42 FIFE ROAD 

• 020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY 

o 

• BRIGHTON 57 WI-STERN ROAD HOVE 

• 01273 733338 
co 

01234 272779 

BIRMINGHATVI ARCH 12, LIVERY STREET 

0121 233 2977 

BRISTOL 925 WHTELADIES ROAD, CUFTON 

0117 974 3727 

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET 

01223 304770 

CARDIFF 10a-106 ALBANY ROAD 

029 2047 2899 

CHELTENHAM -4 PITTVILLE STREET 

01242 241171 

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD 

01293 510777 

EDINBURGH 5 THE GRASSMARKET 

0131 229 7267 

EXETER 28 C OWICK STREET 

01392 218895 

GLASGOW 38 GREAT WESTERN ROAD 

0141 332 9655 

GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STREET 

01483 536666 

HULL 1 SAVILE ROW SAVILE STREET 

01482 587171 

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET 

01473 286977 

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET 

0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY 

LEICESTER 10 wsEe LANE 
0116 253 6567 

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET 

01522 527397 (OFF HIGH STREET) 

LIVERPOOL 15 LORD STREET 

0151 707 8417 

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET 

01622 686366 

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE 

• 020 8886 2777 OPEN SUNDAY 

STAINES 4 NAMES STREET NEW 
• 01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY 

SWISS COTTAGE 21 MORTHWAYS POE, FlICHLEY RD 

• 020 7722 9777 __ OPEN SUNDAY 

WATFORD 473 g ALBANS ROAD 

• 01923 213533 OPEN SUNDAY 

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT 

• 01932 828525 NEW 

0161 831 7969 

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET 

0191 221 2320 

NORWICH 29-?9A ST RILES STREET 

01603 767605 

NOTTINGHAM 597-5,19 MANSFIELD ROAD 

0115 911 2121 

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMEFITS STREET 

01865 241773 

PETERBOROUGH 3E. 38 PARK ROAD 

01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY 

PLYMOUTH 1117 CORNWALL STREET 

01752 226011 

POOLE LA'IMER HOUSE 44-z6 HIGH STREET 

01202 671677 

PRESTON 40-41 LUNE STREET 

01772 825777 OPEN SUNDAY 

READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE 

0118 959 7768 

SEVENOAKS 109-11; LONDON ROAD 

01732 459555 

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD HEEL& 

0114 255 5861 DPEN SUNDAY 

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD 

0121 733 3727 

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAD 

023 8033 7770 

SWANSEA 24 MANSEIL STREET 

01792 465777 OPEN SUNDAY 

SWINDON COMMERCIAL ROAD 

01793 610992 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD 

01892 531543 

WITHAM (ESSEX) THE GROVE CENTRE 

01376 501733 

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET 

01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY 

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST CITY CENTRE WHO ARE SEVENOAKS? SEVENOAKS WEBSITE 

Pounded in 1972. Sevenoaks Sound & 

Vision is one of the largest and most 

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers 

in the country. 

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store 

stocks a wide range of qualffy products, 

covenno all categories of specialist home 

entertainment, from Hi-Fi separates and 

systems to DVD players, widescreen 

plasma ielevisions and projection systems, 

all at highly competitive prices. 

Friendly staff are available in all stores to 

advise, demonstrate and guide you through 

the home entertairment juncle. 

NEW STORES 

We are pleased to announce both the new 

stores in Staines and Weybridge are now 

open. For more information visit our website. 

CUSTOM INSTALLATION 

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom 

Installation Service enaoles the integration 

of a home cinema or hi-fi systerr into your 

home as neatly and seamlessly as 

possible. All electronics can be hidden 

away, speakers cfiscreetly mounted either 

in the wall or ceiling and 'he complete 

system operated via remote control. 

Our installation expels are fully trained to 

the highest standards in all areas and 

provide a prompt. rellaole and piofessional 

service. Whether you're looking 'or a multi-

room system, a dedicated home cinema 

installation with a retractable screen and 

built-in speakers or an integrated control or 

lighting system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision 

has a (Diverse range of products available to 

cater for all your requirements 

The Sevenoaes Sound & Vison website 

has news and informaaon on toe 

Sevenoaks group and its stores. 

There are reguiarly updated special 

offer and stock clearance lists with 

hundreds of products available and 

detailed pages to help you locate your 

nearest store. To find out more, click on 

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 

DEMONSTRATION 

FACILITIES 

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are 

among the finest in the country many 

comp ying with fuil THX specifications. 

STOCK CLEARANCE 
With 49 stares nationwide. the Sevenoaks 

Sound & Vision group stock and display a 

wide range of products. As models and 

product ranges are changed or 

superseded, the preceding models are 

made available at a reduced price, for 

clearance. Van our Website for an up-to-

date 1st ol the clearance stock. 

PRICING POLICY 

Whilst we do not claim always to be the 

cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are 

highly competitive. Take into account the 

expert advice, Jnrivalled product selection, 

demonstraton facilities and excellent pre. 

during arci after sales service and the lower 

price might 110: look such good value. 

In the event you can find the same products 

and excellent service at a lower price, 

please bring it to our store managers' 

attention. We will always endeavour to offer 

you the best deal. 

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
E-MAIL: [insert store name]@sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 
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Pioneer is surely Japan's most respected 'small' hi-fi brand. Although dramatically larger 
than British specialist makers, it's a veritable minnow compared to the likes of Matsushita 
and Sony. And when you're small, you've got to be ahead, which is why Pioneer has histor-

ically been first to market with new technologies from LaserDisc to DVD. With its I- Link 
direct digital connection, its new VSX-11X5i-s multichannel receiver is no exception, says Noel 

Keyvvood... 

H
orne Theatre is not really 
complicated" Pioneer 

tells us in the handbook 

for this surround-sound 

receiver. It brought a wry 

smile to my face.The 

VSX-AX5i-s is one of today's more 

complex beasties, designed to get the 

most from DVD-A,SACD and of 

course, movies. Unlike most other 

receivers it accepts direct digital link-

ing of the both DVD-A and SACD 

direct from a Pioneer 1-link equipped 

player, and also has a natty and enter-

taining auto set-up mode to bring a 

smile to any technophile's face.At 

the end of the day, whilst there's lot 

in this machine, a fair bit is aimed at 

making set up and use reasonably 

easy. Complicated it certainly is, but 

whilst initially a bit daunting the com-

plexity does have its uses. 

With 120watts per channel 

minimum — more into most modern 

loudspeakers — the Pioneer is a 

ground shaker, because the rear 

panel carries outputs for no fewer 

than seven loudspeakers, putting 

more than 1000watts on tap! In 

practice little of this potential will 

likely be used in most homes, but it's 

there if you want it. Why seven 

loudspeakers? In what is termed 7.1 

surround-sound the usual 5.1 

arrangement of three front 

loudspeakers and two at rear, known 

as Surround speakers, are supple-

mented by two extra Back speakers 

(left and right).Typically the Surround 

speakers move to either end of the 

settee in this arrangement, whilst the 

Back speakers go directly behind. 

Programme to the Back speakers is 

synthesised from movie 5.1 surround 

sound, Dolby or DTS, because 

discrete 7.1 recordings aren't 

commercially available.The question 

arises: what happens to a discrete 6.1 

recording from Dolby Digital EX or 

DTS ES? The single rear channel here 

is represented by both Back 

loudspeakers.The high resolution 

signals of DVD-Audio and SACD are 

not synthesised either, only the low 

res., presumably to maintain fidelity. 

Putting no fewer than four 

loudspeakers behind the listening 

position is perhaps a little excessive, 

but in the Home Theatre specs race 

7.1 looks better than 6.1. I find 6.1 - 

which uses just one rear loudspeaker 

— gives dramatic results with a band 

like Insane Clown Posse and is well 

worth the effort. But loudspeakers 

are like children: once you've got six 

a seventh is little extra effort, so they 

say in County Cork... 

Needless to say the AX5, as I'll 

call it, is a weighty beast, but it's 

nicely finished.A door covers a lot of 

minor controls, leaving the volume 

control, input selector and a small 

array of buttons exposed. Pioneer 

cannot disguise its bulk, but then all 

A/V receivers are monsters. In the 

centre sits a large, pale blue dot 

matrix display that lets you know 

what's going on providing — as always 

- you understand the acronyms and 

symbols. 

Pioneer has tried to push this 

machine ahead of the pack by 

equipping it with some advanced 

technology. It has a digital link to 

Pioneer's own players that carries 

high resolution audio from DVD-A 

and SACD, as well as Dolby Digital, 

DTS and standard PCM from CD. 

This eliminates the six analogue 

signal leads that usually connect 

player to receiver. It also allows full 

digital processing in the receiver to 

provide loudspeaker distance 

compensation (time delay). I've found 

in listening tests that with classical 

music in particular, where there is a 

34 HI-FI WORLD ft COMPUTER AUDIO MARCH 2004 www.hi-fiworld.co.uk 
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I. I 

coherent sound field, the high res. 

version track on DVD-A is less 

believable spatially than the lower 

res. Dolby Digital version with time 

delay processing, so much so that at 

times 1 have decided I prefer the 

latter. 

It isn't usually so obvious with 

Rock, where instruments have their 

own individual presence, often 

because they have been recorded 

that way, but the lovely sense of 

atmosphere often intrirsic with 

classical recordings is compromised 

by lack of time alignment and digital 

linking overcomes this drawback. 

Pioneer point out that the link is 

jitter free, which translates into a 
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cleaner, tighter sound. However, in 

use I reckon the greatest benefit to 

most folk is one of simplifying set up 

and use. I connected up a Pioneer 

DV-868Avi DVD/SACD player with 

¡List one FireWire link, carrying a 

small four- pin connectors either end. 

No other cables are needed for 

audio! Of course, you still need to 

connect up a TV to view the 

PIONEERING SPIRIT 

I Since the 1950s, mist Japanese household brand 

I names have seen astonishing growth, and with an 

I annual global turnover today of around $6bn, 

homer is no exception. It employs around 50,000 

people in factories all over the globe. Yet the com-

pany has never been involved in TVs, VCRs, cam-

corders, computers, shipbuilding, motorbikes, air 

conditioning units or rice cookers — it is an audio 

specialist through and through - and about as close 

as a Nipponese CE company comes to a niche 

manufacturer. Indeed, with a huge R&D spend and 

leading edge skills, you could almost think of it as 

the Japanese equivalent to Lotus Cars. 

wonderfully. Modern CDs often give 

almost discrete rear information, as 

do many television programmes that 

are almost certainly matrix encoded. 

The AV5 receiver plays stereo via 

Dolby ProLogic 11 by default so CDs 

play in surround-sound. Better still, 

the link into the receiver needs to be 

digital, to avoid D/A conversion out 

of the player and A/D conversion in 

the receiver (all surround sound 

receivers convert their analogue 

input to digital).This is what you get 

by default with 1- link between player 

and receiver and the big Pioneer did 

a good job here. It comes prepared 

for this arrangement and it gives 

great results from CD played on a 

DVD player. An additional high quality 

CD player really isn't necessary in a 

system like this. 

The AV5 isn't new though and 

already 

technology 

is moving 

on. Dolby 

have 

released 

Pro Logic 

DX but the 

Pioneer 

uses its 

own 

receiver's setup menu and route 

video, through the usual on-board S-

Video and Composite connectors. If 

your TV has Scan you will need a 

Scart to S-video cable or adaptor. 

Running CD through Dolby 

ProLogic II is, surprisingly perhaps, 

one of the hidden and little discussed 

strengths of a home cinema system 

like this. Because stereo microphones 

actually take in ambient data 

(difference signals), within stereo lies 

surround-sound, believe it or not. It 

isn't a perfectly accurate represen-

tation of a real life sound field, but 

the processing Dolby ProLogic uses 

to extract this data is sufficiently 

powerful to give impressive results. 

Quite a few of my older CDs with 

complex mixes are unravelled by 

ProLogic, clarifying vocals 

proprietary 

system for 

deriving a 

signal from 

stereo to 

feed the 

two back 

speakers in 

what is a 

7.1 system, 

providing it is set to SB (Surround 

Back on).The usual Panorama, 

Dimension and Centre Width 

adjustments are available with 

ProLogic.With discrete 5.1 surround 

sound the Back signals are still 

synthesised, but with 6.1 both Rears 

carry the sixth discrete rear channel. 

Since this is receiver it also has a 

VHF/FM tuner (with RDS) and even 

a Medium Wave section.The VHF 

TURN ON, TUNE IN, DROP OUT 

One of the greatest flourishes of this mon-

ster of technology is an auto-tune system 

that removes the need for manual adjust-

ment. I was sceptical about this; measure-

ment showed it gave accurate results — sort 

of. A small microphone that's supplied is 

placed in the listening position and connect-

ed to the receiver. It sends a series of test 

signals through each loudspeaker in turn to 

adjust sensitivity, time delay ( loudspeaker 

distance compensation) and — most surpris-

ingly — loudspeaker frequency response. This 

is a coarse equalisation system in the fre-

quency domain but quite fine in amplitude, 

providing up to 6dB of adjustment in 0.5dB 

steps. The tune process is fast and the 

bursts of noise and peeps from the time align 

signals will bemuse anyone setting up the 

AV5. If you don't like the results or just want 

to it yourself the whole process can be car-

ried out manually for each loudspeaker and 

the results stored in one of two memories. 

Measurement showed distances were accu-

rate, but in my setup the system raised 

Centre speaker sensitivity 3dB and then used 

EQ to reduce band level by 3dB. It was get-

ting into a knicker twist here, and some of 

the EQ settings looked a bit severe. 

Measurement showed they were in the right 

direction, but listening suggested the sound 

was coloured from individual loudspeakers. 1 

cancelled all the auto- settings and used 

manual adjustment in the end. 
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Walrus Systems 11 New Quebec St, London W1 

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax 020 7724 4347 email: mail@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk 

We're quite sad to notice 
that a lot of our fellow retailers seem to have forsaken the ways of true 
two channel high fidelity and been seduced down the path of multi-

channel surround sound systems. Sure, the films might be good, but 
the sonic merits of these digitally-processed many-speakered marvels 

can be summarised on the back of a postage stamp (not that we'll be 
seeing those for much longer the way things are going). 

Meanwhile, truly decent sounding audiophile gear is blossoming, 
especially in the current climate of revival of the Vinyl LP. 

Duevel speakers are winning more 
and more friends as customers 

realise how brilliant these difficult to 
ignore speakers are! 

Another Chinese line, Consonance 
looks set to sweep aside better known 

brands both in styling and sound. 

The UK's very own Papworth, with their 
bargain Class-A valve integrated. 

The Heart modified Marantz CD with tube 
output stage is a genuine bargain. 

From Serbia, the Korato line of valve amps 
are incredible value for money. Audiophile 
quality at pocket money prices (almost!). 

We can't bear the thought of a 
little leftover space in our ads. 
Every last tiny comer has to be 

filled right up with useful 
information to 'maximise our 

investment in this costly 
medium. So we fill it up, further 
and further, till almost all the 

white is gone. 

The Shanling CD player is a superb 
example of the quality coming out of 

China nowadays. 

Stax, legendary headphone 
manufacturers, present their 

valve driven Omega 
electrostatic 'phones 

Benefits of dealing with Walrus 
(apart from the very best 

sounding gear) - 
We don't believe in "hard sell", 
you decide in your own time. 

In-house service on many items, 
sometimes while you wait. 
We understand audiophile 
equipment, especially vinyl 

playing and valve amps inside 
out, and have many years 
experience to draw on. 
Big accessory range. 

Interest Free Credit on many 
lines, subject to approval. 
And so on, and on .. 

From our old friends, EAR, comes the 
beautiful 864 MM/MC phono preamp 

The Klimo Beltaine monoblocks, from 
Germany, with outboard power supplies are 

about as purist audiophile as it gets! 

Aha! Bit misleading this one - The 
Sonneteer Byron CD - fabulous sound, 

and not a tube in sight! 

The famous Musical Fidelity X-CAN 
valve headphone amp, now in v3 form. 

Walrus has never, ever, dreamt of being seduced by all this multi-channel 
nonsense, we prefer to leave that to others. Of course we like a good film as 
much as anyone, but we love realistically reproduced music much more. And 
as the ultimate, most engaging reproduction usually comes from vinyl sources 
amplified by a decent valve amp, this is what we unashamedly do. An ever 
increasing number of satisfied customers thankfully agree and tell us we are 

cutting edge in audio reproduction. Funny old world, eh? 

We are your 
local... 

- 

let 

11 

wig> 
arik 
Aft 
eve 

...Turntable 
Specialist! 

Do you ever get the nagging 
feeling that our adverts aren't 

entirely serious? 
Heaven forbid! Us, not 
serious? You cannot be 

serious (J. McEnroe). We are 
seriously serious guys. 

Serious about our shop, our 
products, our wine, and above 

all, our customers! 

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve 

breuer dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover decca 

london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse es lab final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito 

infinity jbl k2 klimo korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity neat acoustics 

nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pluto rega turntables ringmat roksan 
shun mook shanling shelter sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tci cables tivoli audio tom 
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review 

section measured well and gives a 

forward sound with plenty of 

projection.There are tone controls 

and loudspeaker impedance setting 

(6ohm or 8ohm). Finally, Pioneer 

includes a phono stage so you can 

even matrix decode old 1978 

quadraphonic CBS SQ and Sansui QS 

discs using ProLogic — although it's 

nowhere near the quality of a decent 

offboard item such as Musical 

Fidelity's XLPSv3.The phono section 

is MM only and like all analogue 

inputs it feeds into an AID convertor 

for processing purposes unless a 

Direct function is switched in. In 

beautifully cohesive sense of 

atmosphere pervaded this track, 

putting instruments into a plausible 

environment within which I was 

immersed. It was subtle yet 

enjoyable, and quite different from 

the norm.The Pioneer system 

springs some gentle surprises like 

this; it has been finely worked in 

many areas and springs some 

fascinating surprises. Used to others 

of the breed I always expected it to 

sound more incisive. Instead it 

consistently made itself less intrusive, 

pushing out performances graced 

with smoothness, delicacy, fine 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

POWER: 7x100W (claimed — see measured performance) 

DECODERS: Dolby ProLogic II, Dolby Digital EX 6.1, DTS ES 6.1, THX 

SIZE: 42x18.8x464mm 

WEIGHT: 18.3kg 

conjunction with digital linking. 

Pioneer's auto-tune system [see box] 

makes for a highly tuned surround-

sound system able to cope with all 

the latest DVDs — video and audio, 

and SACDs, providing you use a 

Pioneer I- link DVD player of course. 

It also plays CD well and can even 

replay my video DVD-RWs shot with 

a Panasonic NV-GS70, which lays 

down a stereo 16/48 soundtrack. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Digital linking brought a smooth but 

easy clarity to performances from 

the DV868Avi player.The Pioneer 

sounds smooth and even a little lush 

at times, yet devoid of grain and 

background coarseness - that gentle 

haze that can cloud a performance 

when conventionally connected. Barb 

Jungr's vocals were almost creamy 

smooth, but percussion finely 

detailed and very precisely etched 

with Steve Miller's The Joker on 

SACD. Here was easy listening 

imbued with a deep sense of clarity 

and precision. 

It was the Insane Clown Posse's 

'Get Ya Wicked On' that showed just 

how this receiver resolves things. I 

normally listen to the dramatic 6.1 

DTS ES mix but the 5.1 DVD Audio 

mix through this set up was 

incredibly smooth but vividly clear, 

with pile driving dynamics. The 

sudden tempo changes were heart 

stopping and the stabbing, sneering 

lyrics (don't take them seriously; the 

Insane Clown Posse claim to be 

Christians!) had more menace than a 

room full of Johhny Rottens.This was 

real performance, which is what this 

band are about. 

That the loudspeakers were 

correctly timed was apparent with 

B.B. King's 'Help The Poor'; a 

detailing and superb timing.Toy 

Matinee's 'Things She Said' was again 

less hard etched than I'm used to but 

delightfully clear and engaging, with 

vocals and effects springing at me 

from all round.This receiver's 

resolution separates out the various 

parts of a mix and delivers them with 

unmuddled freedom. 

VERDICT 
Not complicated eh? This receiver is 

massively complicated but I have to 

admit that once you've got it up and 

running it's easy to use.And the way 

it delivers CD, 

SACD and 

DVD-A in full 

surround-

sound with no 

button 

pressing from 

just one digital 

link, is a real 

delight. It's big, 

it's expensive 

and its 

complex, but 

the VSX-AX5i-

s delivers a 

beautifully 

wrought 

performance 

from DVD-A, 

SACD and 

CD too. It's 

the best of 

the breed at 

the moment, 

the one to 

beat when it 

comes to 

getting real 

fidelity from 

today's high 

resolution 

discs. 

THE EDITOR SAYS: 

Last month we found Pioneer's 

£800 DV868Avi to be one of the 

very best DVD-universal players in 

the sub £ 1,000 class — just losing 

on points against Denon's (£ 500) 

DV-2200 simply because the latter 

was cheaper. However, there was a 

proviso — the Pioneer had I-Link, 

and if this was important to you, 

we said, it takes the lead. The new 

VSX-AX5i-s shows why. Plug one 

into the other and the first thing you 

notice is that you don't have 

Spaghetti Junction in your listening 

room. Then you get to play with all 

the clever DSP stuff without losing 

a smidgeon of sound quality. Then 

you realise how much better it 

sounds. A-Bing this combo without 

and then with the direct digital link 

is like night and day. The analogue 

connection sounds woolly, impre-

cise, a touch course, loose, untidy, 

whereas switch to digital and all of 

a sudden it's tight, focussed, articu-

late and engaging — showing the 

AX5's internal convertors to be a 

whole class above the already 

respectable ones in the 868. If 

you're thinking of buying either of 

these, then it makes total sense to 

buy both — they're excellent on their 

lonesome ownsome, but together 

they're greater even than the sum 

of the parts. 

VERDICT ••••• 
Superbly specified bit of kit with a 
welter of facilities, oodles of power and 
fine sound — and via l-link it positively 
flies. 

PIONEER VSX-AX5I-S £ 1,199 

Pioneer GB 

C + 44 (0)1753 789789 

www.pioneer.co.uk 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Like rivals, this big receiver is powerful, 
producing 120watts into 8ohms and 
210watts into lohms, so it will go very 
loud. The normal stereo inputs ( line, CD, 
etc) run through an A/O with a 
brickwall filter at 22kHz, as usual, to 
enable digital signal processing. The 
Direct inputs run from 6Hz-70kHz (-
1dB). Distortion levels were low, our 
analysis shows, even at high 
frequencies, suggesting a sound free 
from edginess. 

Using l-link the onboard D/As 
handling DVD-A gave a frequency 

response that reached 70kHz (-1dB) 
with 192kHz sampled data and a lower 
30kHz with SACD. I- Link showed 
difficulties with low frequency SACD 
signals from the test disc, hence the 
20Hz lower limit. 

The VHF tuner measured well in 
all important areas, as expected. A 
small peak of + 0.7dB at 8kHz will 
give just a little presence to the 
sound. 

The Pioneer receiver measured 
well in every respect, although 
SACD doesn't have to bandwidth 
possible from a good SACD player. 
NK 

Power 

CD/tuner/aux. 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
dc offset 

SACD 
Frequency response 
DVD-A 
Frequency response 

Tuner 
Frequency response 
Stereo separation 
Distortion ( 50% mod.) 

Hiss (CCIR) 

120watts 

12Hz-22kHz 
98dB 

-106dB 
0.007% 
470mV 

14/16mV 

20Hz-30kHz 

5Hz-70kHz 

8Hz-16kHz 
48dB 
0.22% 
-72dB 

!dBr FIT CHI, us FREIBIENCY/Hz 

288 see lk 2k Sk 18k 28k 18111c 
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VIVA LAS VEGAS 
Early January in Las Vegas saw the 2004 International Consumer Electronics Show. Spanning 
1.38 million net square feet, it brought together over 129,000 of the world's IT profes-
sionals, over 2,400 exhibiting companies and 18,000 international travellers from 110 
countries - and Hi-Fi World's intrepid ed David Price was one of them. Here's what he saw: 

Esoteric isn't a widely known name in the UK, 

but in cash- rich Las Vegas,TEAC's ultra- high end 

brand looked well at home.There's a sizeable 

band of Japanese audiophiles who reckon this 

company makes the very best digital transports 

money can buy, with its seminal PO being a future 

classic.At CES, the U-X I Universal Player and G-

Os Master Clock Generator were wowing 

digiphiles — fingers crossed 

that one 

day,TEAC UK will see its 

way to bringing them our 

way. 

McIntosh is one of the US's most widely respected 

brands — for several decades, it has been making its 

own very distinctive tube, and latterly transistor, 

amplifiers. Famously, it winds its own output 

transformers — which it even uses in its solid-state 

power amplifiers.The result is an extremely 

clean, sweet and stable sound from 

both tube (such as the 

MC2IO2) and 

transistor ( like 

the MC602) 

amplifiers. Many 

US high end 

audio supremos, 

such as Monster 

Cable's CEO Noel 

Lee, swear by them. 

April Audio is a small Seoul-based 

specialist manufacturer with a range 

of slightly offbeat but inspired 

products.At around $5,000 per piece, 

the Eximus series offers Japanese 

flagship levels of build and finish at 

under half the price, while the Stello 

range is superb sounding, cleverly conceived and affordable even for UK 

audiophiles. My 'product of the show' was the DP200 DAC preamplifier 

(shown) — a modular design with headphone amp, DAC, phono stage and 

A-D convertor onboard. Watch out for a full review soon. 

Think of this as the Italian Cyrus', Audio Analog 

UK PR guy Simon Pope (who he?) told me... and 

can see what the old devil means. Superb build, rigi 

cabinetry and audiophile componentry in half-widt 

boxes — what a great idea. Being America of course 

Primo system was rather overlooked, but I can see 

going down a storm next month at the more spati 

disadvantaged Bristol Show... 

After months of heady antici-

pation, it's official — ELAC 

has a new 600 range, with 

some component and 

cabinet tweaks, plus a light 

reworking of the superb JET 

tweeter, making for an even 

more impressive sound.The 

603 shown here looks a peach, and should give the 

something to worry about when it arrives in Blighty in a 

couple of months time... 

British 
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Celebrating its twenty fifth 

anniversary, this US 

company single-handedly 

put interconnects cn the 

global aucro map. Now 

it's branching out into 

electronics and car 

kit.A new range of 

power amplifiers, 

power 

conditioners and 

line-array 

loudspeakers 

:ook set for- success, while 

Lamborghini owners — and any other 

motorheads - now have option of rewiring 

their autos with Monster cables — which is bound to add weight, 

but hey, you can always leave your spare at home, can't you? 

Big isn't just 

beautiful ir the 

United States of 

Anerica, it's 

practically. 

compulsory. The 

result is a wealth 

of 'dimensionally 

audacious: 

products for the 

surprise and delight of CES show 

goers. Krell is one of the US's most famous 

names, and it was he ,-e with a vengeance with some tasty D ut 

tragically unaffordable stuff Bryston's SST is a mouth-watering five channel 

power amp that makes a Humvee look flimsily oult.Then the-e's DynAudio 

Confidence C4 — not quite small enough for ycur average UK hying room — and 

Legacy Audio's Helix, with a madcap price tag of $22,000 per pair. Meanwhile, 

you'd need twenty times that mLch to afford a house big enough to house this 

Ultra horn loudspeaker. 

Despite all the fuss about MP3, mini iPods, Hi-MD, HDMI, plasma screens, and 

wireless networking going on in, the more densely populated pants of the show, 

tubes (or'toobs' as the Yanks are wort to say) were still much in evidence.This 

Antique Sound Lab Hurricane integrated was a stuining 

bit of kit,, as was the Fosgate multichannel tube 

preamplifier and processor (yes, really!) — and the (ahem) esoterically 

entitled Von Gaylord power amp, complete with liquid cooling... 
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Ever- prolific Clearaudio was 

showing its latest wares, including 

a new composite base for its 

existing decks, and the rather 

spiffing Matrix record 

cleaning machine.As you'd 

expect from this 

German high end 

brand, it was a sea of 

lavish Perspex and 

aluminium. I couldn't help but muse on how 

unusual it is to see a disc washing device that's about ten times 

prettier than your average $5,000 turntable... Just a shame about the $3,000 price tag. 

The Wharfedale boys haven't been sitting on 

their hands of late — no sooner had they 

launched the rather impressive Opus 3 at the 

Heathrow show in November than out comes 

the Diamond 9.1. Selling for £ 180 per pair, 

they're not direct replacements for the 8.1, but 

still offer superb value with their die cast drive 

units, carbon fibre cones and sculpted cabinetry 

— even the finishes are great. Look out for them 

in the UK in late April. 

With so many people and such vast size, this 

show even had its own TV station! 

Arcam was one of several British 

exhibitors showing tasty new wares, 

not least of which was the PI 

monoblock power amp (selling for 

around £ 1,000 apiece) — using similar 

circuit topology to the P7 but with 

beefier bits inside, it should be a 

cracker. Also, the new AVR300 AV 

receiver promises excellent sound per 

pound for those seeking hi-fi and home 

theatre in one box. 

Glamour professional 

- being Vegas, there 

was no small number 

of attractions... 

Now Hear This debuted a new range of unusual yet 

interesting loudspeakers at CES, which look set to impress fans 

of the marque and newcomers alike.And the company got an 

additional fillip when it entered CES 2004's Battle of the Bands' 

— and won! Almost everyone in the company is a very useful 

musician — even more so than the Gibson guitar company, who 

the NHT boys beat to walk away with the silver... 
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PR svengali Andy Giles and the 

legendary hotel pool into which 

— he says — Linn's Ivor 

Tiefenbrun pushed Naim's 

Julian Vereker 

Clockwise from top: Hi-fi was a major attraction of CES, but take a 

walk down Las Vegas Boulevard South and the talk on the streets was 

of "the gadget show", where plasma screens reigned supreme. 

Today Santana, 

tomorrow Celine 

Dion — big name 

gigs are all part 

of the scene 

Slot machines — like there 

isn't enough temptation in Las Vegas 

already... 

MEANWHILE... 

The first couple of days 

at CES were abuzz at 

wnat had happened just 

down the road in San 

Francisco at the 

MacWorld Expo, where 

Apple today had just 

introduced the iPod 

mini, the smallest 

portable music player 

ever to hold up to 1,000 

CD-quality songs. 

Encased in an ultra-

portable, lightweight 

anodised aluminium body 

(in a choice of gold, pink, 

blue or green), it boasts 

the same award-winning 

user interface as the 

original iPod and works 

effortlessly with Apple's 

iTunes Music Store. Said to be smaller than most mobile phones, 

it weighs only 3.6 ounces and includes FireWire and USB 2.0 

connectors. iPod mini for Mac and Windows will be available in 

the US in February for a suggested retail price of $249 — UK 

prices are to be confirmed. Click on www.apple.com for detads 

And finally, the Ed gets away from it all in Red Rock Canyon, en route to a 

famous local "historic" ranch house — which turned out to be built in 1948. 

Doh! 
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I Visit our website at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk or 
send your emails to letters@hi-fiworlacce_uk_ 
Letter of the month wins a pair of Precious 
Metals interconnects and one years FREE 
subscription to Hi-Pi World. 

Letter of the Month 

COPY CAT CONTROVERSY 
I want to warn all CD buyers reading 

your great magazine, before you buy any 

CD branded with a 'Copy Controlled' 

system, try to play it in your CD player. 

The other day I bought the B.R.M.0 

album, 'Take them on your own', 

released by Virgin/EMI and branded 

"Copy Controlled", and it doesn't play 

properly in my Sony D-Ej725 CD 

Walkman. The CD skips after nine 

seconds played, on every song on the 

CD - very annoying! I've tried to get the 

CD replaced, but the store clerk refuses 

to replace it due to the explanation that 

it plays fine in their CD player! They 

even tried to persuade me that my CD 

player was broken! Yeah sure, but how 

come it plays the 1,000-plus other CDs 

in my collection?Virgin/EMI and other 

record companies are trying to sell us 

some silver discs which look like CDs 

and are supposed to play in CD players, 

but they ore not CDs. 

Although I have been living abroad 

for the last seven years, I am Serbian, 

and sow piracy flourishing in Yugoslavia 

between 1997 and 2002, but I 

restrained myself from buying pirate 

CDs due to their low quality. I was even 

trying to explain to my fellow Serbians 

that it was wrong to copy and sell CDs. 

But major record companies are now 

pushing us towards piracy.1 thought they 

are supposed to attract more customers; 

obviously I'm wrong. Pity - imagine how 

many artists and performers will be 

denied their income due to their record 

companies' experimentation with copy 

protection systems, thus offending us 

long-time album buyers and their best 

customers. So maybe I'll have to take 

the plunge myself (and buy a good 

turntable/arm/cartridge, phono pre-amp, 

Apogee AD converters, Pentium IV PC, 

CD burner, loads of vinyl records and 

blank CD-Rs)? Then I'll definitely become 

the most popular cat in town! At least 

the artists and performers will get some 

income from the vinyl I purchase. If this 

is the way, then okay, I'll even learn how 

to do the re-mastering in WaveLab or 

CoolEdit Pro! 

Igor Gligorov 

Cyprus 

Igor — I applaud the accuracy of your 

summary of the situation, and 

commend your reluctance to go to 

the pirates — I wish more consumers 

would see sense and do the same, if 

only on the quality grounds you 

describe.There's no doubt that what 

you have there is not a CD, and you 

have every right to be justifiably 

aggrieved.There are even some in 

the record industry who view such 

attempts to restrict our 'fair use' of 

the music we have purchased as 

pointless, as they give every attempt 

to develop a new hoop for us to 

jump through to their teenage kids 

for testing, and find the new 

measure cracked within 15 minutes. 

If the industry gets its way, this 

phase should not last long, as we are 

'encouraged' towards SACD use, 

which has the perceived benefit to 

them of a thus-far uncracked 

encryption system. However, it 

cannot be long until the hybrid CD 

layers of these discs start bearing 

the same weak protection measures, 

thus continuing to annoy 

Walkman/car/iPod users. There are a 

few strategies you can employ: 

[1] Find the place on the web where 

similarly annoyed fans of the band 

will have ganged together and 

whinged, (cf. Massive Attack), and 

hopefully you will glean an EMI 

address to which you can send your 

I2cm slice of polycarbonate scrap 

and get a real CD back by return.A 

good starting point is 

www.fedge.nedemi. Of course, any 

views expressed on this website are 

not necessarily endorsed by this 

magazine! 

[2] Subscribe to the popular view 

that "we're smarter than they are" 

and work out how to transmogrify 

the real audio data on your junk disc 

into properly open CD data, This is 

usually not that hard, and if I may be 

permitted to put my Mac evangelist 

hat on again briefly, I was recently 

overjoyed to discover that an EMI 

Copy Controlled disc (Skin's really-

quite-good 'Fleshwounds' album) 

which had stubbornly refused to 

cough up its real data to the AAC 

encoding of 4.0.1 iTunes on a G4 

Tower with a Pioneer DVR-I03 

Superdrive, miraculously behaved 

impeccably when asked to do the 

same on a G5 with a DVR-I06, using 

iTunes 4.1. Far be it from me to 

speculate whether this is configu-

ration chance or Apple design... 

[3] Remember that some protection 

schemes can be defeated by the 

simple expedient of holding the shift 

key down when you insert the disc 

in a PC or otherwise turning off 

Autorun - and you can then clone 

the disc to a nice usable CD-R 

version — strictly for your own 

personal use, of course! 

PC 
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A BIT MORE SAMPLING 
One thing I wanted to ask you... if my 

understanding is right, do you believe 

dynamic range (i.e. the number of bits) 

is more important than high sampling 

frequencies? The reason I'm asking this 

is that I've read your answer to one of 

your readers, and my opinion differs 

because, if we take the recording side 

for consideration, you must have o very 

sharp filter for anti-oliasing, and unfortu-

nately this filter affects sound quality. Do 

you remember the Sony PCM-F I ? I hove 

modified the filter to get better sound 

quality! So even with 96 or I 92kHz 

sampling frequencies, you still need a 

good filter. Unfortunately, the present 

system filters are not too good. In fact, 

I've personally tried increasing sampling 

frequency even above 500kHz, so that 

the filter requirements for the audio 

band become quite simple and thus less 

audible. In other words, unless the 

sampling frequency is beyond 500kHz,1 

would say the PCM system has a 

problem! 

Ken Ishiwata 

Belgium 

Hi Ken - I think so too. Rob Watts of 

DPA told me he thinks that 384kHz 

is the lowest he'd recommend for 

audio use. But I think that bit-depth 

is just as important. If you have 

24bits, you're guaranteed to have a 

'future proof' system that will give 

superb resolution (one day). 

Obviously, many of the 24bit 

convertors around now struggle to 

give even 20bits in real terms, but if 

the space for the code is there on 

the disc it can always be used 

properly later. But I agree that the 

brickwall filter is the curse of PCM, 

and it really shows. DSD doesn't have 

this problem (but it struggles to get 

the equivalent of even I 6bit 

resolution at 80-90kHz), so its 

problem is not the noisy artefacts of 

the brickwall filtering, but lack of 

resolution. Maybe this is why SACD 

sounds sweeter? We're finding it to 

be consistently more euphonic, 

despite its theoretically lower 

resolution - presumably because of 

the filter issue? Wow - what does 

500/16 digital sound like on your 

PCM-Fl? DP 

As trustworthy test discs appear for 

both DVD-A (from Rohde & 

Schwarz) and SACD (from Philips) 

we are starting to see just how 

good — or not — both systems really 

are, and how they compare. SACD 

produces a lot of unwanted noise 

outside the audio band, above 20kHz. 

Up to now this has attracted 

criticism, as this noise swamps any 

low level music harmonics that exist 

above 20kHz, defeating the purpose 

of having wide bandwidth in the first 

place. One reviewer told me 

confidently this noise gives SACD its 

characteristically smooth sound. I'm 

not so sure. 

In its favour, SACD currently has 

lower distortion within the audio 

band than DVD-A and superb 

dynamic range, our measurements 

show. It may well be that this is what 

we hear, but it is difficult to be 

certain. At present a lot of SACD 

and DVD-A discs carry 

transcriptions from analogue tape or 

low bandwidth 24bit/48kHz digital 

material in a re-issue cycle much the 

same as that which characterised CD 

in its infancy, so it is difficult to be 

certain which technology - PCM or 

DSD - is best. At present I feel 24bit 

resolution is more important than 

extended bandwidth, but true wide-

bandwidth digital recordings have yet 

to become available. Only when 

recordings are made using wide 

bandwidth A/D convertors will we 

truly be able to tell what these new 

formats are fully capable of. 

NR 

Pete — although I adopted a couple 

of years later than you, by 1990 I was 

actually stricken with the very 5 year 

problem the salesman mentioned in 

Jack's letter was warning about. My 

much-loved Yamaha CD-X2 just 

packed up completely. However, as 

well as heavy student use it had also 

been gigged very hard as one of a 

pair in an early CD-only DJ set-up of 

mine, so I had to forgive it.The 

Marantz CD50 I replaced it with was 

sold to me in Laskys and is still going 

strong after nearly fourteen years. 

My first DVD Player, a Toshiba 3107B, 

is starting to show signs of 

temperament having just passed the 

magic five years mark. All suffered 

heavy use, so the fairly non-scientific 

conclusion of this little waffle would 

have to be if in doubt, buy Marantz! 

PC 

My twenty year old Marantz CD73 

has just given up the ghost, but it's 

the analogue audio output which has 

gone down on one channel and not 

the laser, so I can echo Patrick's 

comment. As a serious student of 

'classic' CD spinners (and the owner 

Lasers — may the life be with you! 

LASER LIFE 
I read your letter from Jack Hobbs 

(January 2004 issue) with interest. As an 

early adopter of CD (1983) the subject 

of laser life was of great interest, given 

the price of CD players and spares 

back then. In the long defunct `Hi-Fi For 

Pleasure' magazine around 1984 there 

was information to the effect that given 

normal use the laser should last about 

10,000 hours, but that with a 

temperature increase of ten degrees the 

life was halved. Anyway, I rearranged my 

setup to move the CD player away from 

the radiator and amplifier heat, and 1 

can assure Mr. Hobbs that my various 

CD players through the years have all 

run for many thousands of hours of use, 

and none have been replaced because 

of breakdown, only upgrading. 

Pete Lanning 

of countless examples of assorted 

1984-era machines),1 have to say I've 

had several Sony CDP-101s fail on 

me due to laser mistracking, but no 

Philips-based designs.And as for my 

Meridian MCD Pro (a heavily 

breathed on 1983 Philips CDI00), it 

tracks some discs better than 

modern machines, and even plays 

CD-Rs without complaint — howzat? 

DP 

FIXING THE WIFE ACCEPTANCE 
FACTOR 
I have o Croft Micro II Special 

preamplifier which I am looking to 

upgrade. My reason for this decision is 

the lock of remote and the dual volume 

controls — my wife hates these quirks 

and therefore chooses not to use 'our' 

system, which consists of pre amp, 
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Musical Fidelity XA-50s into a pair of 

Royd Minstrels (single wired); upfront is 

an MF E60 CD and Townshend Avalon/ 

Alphason Opal/Linn K9.1 like the sound 

of my vinyl set up but need the 

convenience of a modern pre. Vinyl is my 

main source, but I do feel I need some 

extra speed and bass from rock tracks, 

particularly when using CD as source. 

Female vocals are generally a delight 

but occasionally suffer sibilance on vinyl. 

Do you have any suggestions that would 

retain the current line up as much as 

possible? 

Peter Christie. 

Hi Peter — I'd go for the Sugden 

HeadMaster — it's a line level 

preamplifier with full remote control, 

and a very clean and open sound 

with just a faint tinge of sweetness. 

You could also use the Croft as a 

fine phono stage. Sorted! ' 

The K9 is a modded Audio Technica 

AT I 10E and none too clever in my 

view.This is the source of vinyl 

sibilance. Look to Ortofon 530/40 

(www.henleydesign.co.uk) or Shure 

M97Xe 

(www.shuredistribution.co.uk) for 

better tracking and smoother treble, 

or our usual fave, the Goldring 1042. 

NK 

DAC's FOR THE MEMORIES 
My CD replay system consists of Pink 

Triangle Cardinal transport and Da 

Capo DAC These are excellent products 

and have served me well over the last 

few years. However, recently they have 

developed a fault - mostly in the DAC 

but I feel that there is a problem with 

the transport too. If 1 do have to replace 

these items what would you recommend 

as replacements — my budget is up to 

£2,000.1 have an Audiolab 8000Q as 

pre- and Quad 707 os power, all cabled 

by Nordost Blue Heaven and bi-wired 

Solar Wind feeding Ruark Equinox 

speakers, and stands by Target !have 

listened to various set-ups over the last 

few weeks but 1 have not found 

anything I like as much as the PTs. 

David Hale 

Agreed — I know the Cardinal/Da 

Capo well and it's one of the very 

best sounding two box CD spinners 

I've ever heard — but I wouldn't 

recommend it simply on the grounds 

that its reliability questionable.As 

such. I'd advise Marantz's SA- 171I 

(£1,400) digital disc spinnerThis is as 

close as you'll get to the PT's warm 

and sweet and beguiling CD sound 

(complete with very generous bass), 

with the added bonus of excellent 

SACD. It should, as with all Marantz 

products, prove reliable and is 

superbly built. Its main drawback, the 

lack of DVD-A playback, isn't really 

relevant to you, so I'd say it's ideal. 

After this, you'd do worse than to 

replace your Audiolab 8000Q 

preamp with Sugden's HeadMaster 

(£599) — I've used this with a Quad 

909 with excellent results, and it 

should prove far sweeter than your 

clinical Audiolab. DP 

A reader writes in with a KI 

query, and the man himself 

replies... 

CIAO JOHN! 
I am an Italian regular reader of Hi-Fi 

World and long time high fidelity 

enthusiast I just read your article 

regarding the sad news of the death of 

Mr John Michell and I felt forced to 

drop you these few lines. 

I am the proud owner of four of his 

masterpieces - the Transcription 

Hydraulic, the Prisma, the GyroDec and 

the Orbe - and I contacted him several 

times in the past in order to get his help 

and advice on getting some spare parts 

for the old turntables and to know how 

to set them up properly. Before the days 

of e-mail, I phoned the Michell factory 

and much to my surprise I was 

transferred directly to him and had the 

great honour to talk to him: he spent a 

lot of time talking with me (he was 

patient and kind enough to speak 

slowly, allowing me to understand his 

explanations and suggestions). 

Last time I had the opportunity to 

speak to him he was suggesting that I 

get the last upgrade (VC/DC) for my 

Orbe, spending a lot of his time 

explaining to me why, in a quite 

technical but always understandable 

way and when I put in my order for this 

upgrade he sent me a very long e-mail 

with all his instructions on how to install 

this upgrade and optimise my Orbe 

properly. I too will miss his kindness and 

dedication. 

Andrea Bianco 

Genova 

Couldn't agree more,Andrea.1 can 

still ' hear' John describing to me in 

his lovingly long-winded way what 

he'd done to TecnoArm (a) (i.e. shot 

blasting and drilling the arm tube) 

and why he'd done it, with rather 

oblique reference to Jim Clark's 

Formula One driving style and classic 

Lotus rear suspension systems. 

Fascinating stuff, but he had a knack 

of phoning me up two minutes 

before our editorial deadline! D P 

CATCHING THE BUZZ 
I recently purchased an MVL A2+ 

amplifier from a reputable hi-fi store. It 

was actually their display model so I got 

it at a very good price due to an 

intermittent fault (mains transformer 

buzzing). This can be quite intrusive at 

times and although I find the overall 

performance excellent, I can't help but 

feel that the fault may be compromising 

the performance of what I regard to be 

a very good system comprising Meridian 

206 CD player and Ruark Talisman 

Speakers. There was no instruction 

manual and I was wondering whether 

one of these might be available? Any 

help regarding the fault on the amp, or 

any suggestions would be greatly 

appreciated. The hi-fi shop said that they 

have had it in their workshop and they 

cannot actually iden* the problem but 

I'm sure that it can be rectified. 

Mark Wood 

I can't give you a definitive verdict on 

why your mains transformer is 

buzzing, but suffice to say that I've 

had several bits of kit in the past — 

Sony, funnily enough - with the same 

fault and assuming it's not a loud 

noise and not emitting smoke or 

sparks, it's unlikely to affect the 

sound of the system. You could 

always damp the case with 

sorbothane sheets to reduce the 

noise, or hide the amp away 

somewhere where it's hard to hear 

the buzz. DP 

Chances are the core laminations are 

producing the buzz and need better 

clamping. If possible, tighten up the 

clamp screws, and also try the 

transformer mounting screws. The 

amp must be disconnected from the 

mains of course. NK 

JUMPER LEAD? 
Could you please help? I have a Pink 

Triangle Do Capo, which I purchased 

second-hand. The module inside has 24-

20 printed on, is this 20 or 24 bit?Also 

do you know what the jumper settings 

should be? As you know, Pink Triangle 

are no longer trading so information is 

hard to find. 

Andy Peacock. 
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If any readers have access to manuals 

for either the aforementioned MVL 

A2+ amplifier or PT Da Capo, let us 

know and we'll put everyone in 

touch with one another. DF' 

ASK KEN! 
I'm interested to hear what anybody out 

there thinks of the Marantz 6000 KI 

Signature CO player. Mine gives 

fabulous detail, but even after a year of 

playing in, the sound is thin and light. 

More annoyingly, all male vocals sound 

an octave higher, and robbed of their 

bass weight All music lacks weight and 

emotion. Bruce Springsteen sounds more 

like Beryl Springsteen! I think the CD 

player is great for classical and female 

vocals, but inadequate for everything 

else. This seems to contradict your 

review which says the KI Signature is 

the best in the price range, and also 

warm and rich sounding... I've got 

some improvement from upgrading the 

mains cable, but in frustration now listen 

to my 15 year old Marantz CD521I, 

which was always very rich and bossy. 

I've also tried an Arcam CD 72, which 

was very rich, but lacked the detail and 

definition of the KI. Any ideas? My 

system is: Marantz CD6000 KI 

Signature with Russ Andrews powercord, 

Chord Chorus interconnect, Marantz 

8200 amplifier, Cyrus solid copper 

cable, JPW Millennium 5 I 0 speakers. 

Ben Hawk 

Coventry 

(...and Ken Ishiwata replies...) 

Yes, I can imagine your situation, Ben. 

It's several things all together. First of 

all, the CD6000 KI has a very tight 

bottom end, and this means you 

don't necessarily get a ' rich' sound, 

especially if - as I guess - the room 

acoustics aren't helping. And the 

cables you're using aren't right either 

- all solid core copper wires tend to 

give the impression of being fast, but 

are actually harsh and often thin. And 

then there are the loudspeakers... 

Between you and me, I get the 

impression that you bought all those 

things from Richer Sounds in one fell 

swoop, hoping they would work 

together, but unfortunately in this 

case the combination is wrong. What 

I can suggest is the following: use the 

PM8200 in Class A mode only, try 

cheap soft copper cable for both 

speaker connections and 

interconnects and move around the 

loudspeakers in the room to find 

your most preferred balance. K I 

You seem to find all the "softer" 

sounding players better balanced, 

leading me to conclude that it is the 

tightness of the CD6000 KIS's bass 

that is making it sound " light". In my 

experience it is dry but fast and 

punchy: it also goes deep.You do, 

however, need loudspeakers that can 

reveal these properties, hence Ken's 

views, with which I agree. However, I 

worry slightly about whether your 

player is working properly - always a 

possibility. If large differences remain 

borrow a replacement if possible. 

N K 

number of years should make any old 

component sound quite out-of-touch. Yet 

this is quite obviously not true. I have 

recently listened to a number of twenty 

year-old components, all of them 'real 

world' or even economy items, and none 

of them sounded hideously poorer than 

contemporary equivalents; all of them 

still played music; some were 

remarkably beguiling. 

1980 A&R A60 — did things really get better? 

WORLD'S IMPROVING, BUT HI-FI 
IS NOT... 
Having previously written to you to tell 

you how poor I considered your 

magazine to be, I think it's only fair to 

drop you a line now that things are 

improving. In particular I like the ever-

expanding sections on audio classics, 

and computer audio. Furthermore, Hi-Fi 

World now seems to be a fuller and 

fatter read - you now seem to have far 

more editorial content than of yore. 

Even the reviewing seems better — 

although you will always struggle to 

demonstrate editorial independence 

whilst you keep championing poorly 

engineered stuff like Origin Live... 

But now to my real reason for 

writing: f have lately been querying the 

genuine magnitude of year-on-year 

improvement to the standard of music 

reproduction. I am sure that value-for-

money - especially in budget 

components - is reaching new heights all 

the time. However, I seriously doubt that 

the state of the art is moving forward 

much at-all. The truth is that the finest 

power-amp available to me (given my 

limited funds) is a Leak Stereo 20. Quad 

ESL57s are still nearly unmatched for 

ultimate fidelity and Yamaha NS1000's 

still kick like a mule.A good turntable in 

1980 remains a competitive performer 

even now. And a good multi-bit CD 

player from the late 80s seems to have 

musical qualities largely the equal of the 

current crop of spinners - though 

possibly with rather different presen-

tation. 

It seems to me that every month I 

read reviews claiming that some or 

other new component sets new 

standards. Yet if this were genuinely true, 

the cumulative improvement over a 

My first ever hi-fi purchase was a 

20W bottom-of-the-range Harman 

Kardon tuner-amplifier back in 1978. In 

I 984, with an intermittent fault 

appearing on the tuner, I sold it on to a 

friend cheaply as an amplifier. He is still 

using it, and the tuner fault promptly 

disappeared never to return! I 

embarked on a series of dubious 

upgrades, many of which failed to 

deliver the hoped-for satisfaction. 

Listening to the Harman Kardon, it still 

sounds fresh, lively and sweet I'm sure 

I've had far worse along the way. 

My suggestion, to help reviews to 

carry a measure of perspective, is to 

always include a suitable old-timer in 

your group tests. This 'ringer' should be a 

widely known and respected component 

of appropriate value. I think many of 

your readers would be fascinated to 

read how amps like the A&R A60 or the 

Pioneer A400 stack up against the new 

competition. Solid multi-bit Marantz CD 

players like the CD50 would make a 

telling reference to modern players. The 

classic BBC designs ore the obvious 

reference for box style speakers. I'm not 

sure many manufacturers would like it, 

but this would give an un-matched idea 

of the level of progress we have made 

in twenty years of trying. 

Anon 

Well, thanks for that rather 

backhanded compliment, sir, I'll take 

it in the spirit which I assume it's 

meant, which is good! Can't agree 

with your prognosis on Origin Live — 

I think Mark Baker's products are 

some of the most lovingly and 

intricately designed on the market, so 

I'll leave you to your prejudices on 

that point. But the reason I'm 
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printing your letter is that I 

wholeheartedly agree with your 

latter point — things cannot, as the 

song goes, only get better, but they 

can only get cheaperThere's no 

doubt that hi-fi is stunning value for 

money now, but it's simply wrong to 

say it's in any way better. 

Take the aforementioned Arcam 

(nee A&R) A60. In 1980, this cost just 

under £200, which in today's money 

isn't far off £ 1,000.Arcam's newest 

FMJ A33 costs just a little more, and 

offers dramatically — mind bogglingly 

— better functionality. In terms of 

features, ergonomics and connectivity 

it's light years ahead and boasts 

things that we could only dream of 

twenty five years ago — some folk 

would have given their houses for 

that natty alphanumeric dot matrix 

display! Does it sound any better? 

Err.., not really. It certainly has 

better power and current driving 

ability (quite markedly so), but the 

A60 was a consummately smooth 

and clean device, with a nicely 

musical nature - and in this respect 

the FMJ is no better, And this is no 

disrespect to Arcam, as I think that — 

in a bid to provide remote volume 

control and multiple facilities - many 

manufacturers have actually got 

worse in the sonics department! 

We at Hi-Fi World have always 

(rather trenchantly) been of the 

opinion that while there's some 

stunning new stuff around, the 

classics can often teach the new boys 

a thing or three. I think we've been 

far more emphatic about this than 

our rival magazines, and it's 

interesting to see some coming 

around to our way of thinking. I hope 

you liked our digital recorder review, 

with the twenty year old Nakamichi 

ZX9 cassette deck emerging as the 

winner — we had fun, hope you did 

too.Thanks for reading our 

(apparently) improved magazine! DP 

Amplifier design has changed very 

little over the last 20-30 years. 

Component quality has improved 

though, largely due to improved 

materials and manufacturing 

techniques used by component 

suppliers. Much of what I hear is 

attributable more to this than 

anything else I believe. I know the 

A60 and feel things have moved on 

sonically, if not by a large amount. 

Tuners are generally more 

balanced in their sound these days, 

but nothing will ever match a Leak 

Troughline in good condition. But 

then, it uses very few components 

and needs a good outdoor aerial, 

unlike all modern tuners, so we are 

not comparing like with like here. 

Conventional modern 

loudspeakers are appreciably better 

in my view, especially in imaging and 

fundamental accuracy. But a box 

speaker could never match a good 

electrostatic in many important 

areas, especially not a Quad ESL57. 

Again though we would not be 

comparing like with like and I really 

can't see what use it would be to 

readers to constantly make this 

point.We do regularly wheel out 

good old uns and like to remind 

people, as well as ourselves, that 

some classics remain great. However, 

while specific old products — often 

expensive in their time — might shine, 

a lot are tat. In my 30 years of 

reviewing overall standards have 

risen appreciably, whilst prices have 

fallen. NK 
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Reader Neville Cohen has 

warm memories of 211s. 

THOSE WERE THE DAYS MY 
FRIENDS 
Although I can't claim to be o real old-

timer at 73, nevertheless my eyes 

glazed over when I read about 211 

valves in your November issue! As a 

teenager just getting into a hobby that 

we called 'electronics' rather than 'radio', 

I helped a cousin build a 'big' amplifier 

to drive the cutting head for a direct-to-

disk recorder in the early 1950s. 

Occupying most of a 6'x 19" ex-PMG 

rack, its most obvious feature was a pair 

of 21 1 s on right-ongle sockets, so they 

were outside the front panels. High 

tension was, as 1 recall, about 1000V 

DC, produced by a pair of 866A 

mercury-arc rectifiers. The bright-emitter 

filaments needed 10v@l0 amps, and 

you could just about read a book by 

them. Driving them was, again going on 

memory, 105D triodes. 

Anyway, what prompted me to write 

to you is your description of these 

brutes from the Jurassic age. Our 21 Is 

had metal plates, which glowed dully 

under full bore. A later version was the 

211E, and then we obtained the 

graphite-plate equivalents called 242s, 

so obviously these are what now pass 

for 21 I s.This sort of gear was not 

available on the Australian market in 

those days, but we had a friend with 

Western Electric whose job was pulling 

out old gear from movie houses to up-

date the sound systems, and he was 

always able to see that bits and pieces 

came our way. Everything was f I 0 

(about 3 weeks wages for me!), be it a 

pair of 21 Is with magnal bases, HT 

transformer, matching filament 

transformers (all these were monsters, 

about 5" x 5" x I 0"), silver-wound 

Output transformers (round, about 8" 

diameter), or 18" electrodynamic 

loudspeakers. All wiring was done using 

o 150W soldering iron. Them were the 

days! Anyway, the whole of the 

November issue was great. 

Neville Cohen 

Australia 

If anything valves (tubes) are enjoying 

a worldwide renaissance, driven by 

demand that is largely channelling 

through the internet it seems to me. 

If you want to see more on all this I 

suggest a visit to the Western 

Electric website (www.western-

electric.com) where they catalogue 

the re-opening of the US manufac-

turing plant, as well as its history, 

complete with photo history. As for 

the 211 and its big brother the 845, 

they give the best sonics I've ever 

heard from an amplifier.Trouble is, 

once you have heard these things 

you realise how depressingly limited 

modern solid-state jobbies are.A few 

hours of pleasure can result in a 

lifetime of disappointment! NK 

SUPERANNUATED SUDDEN 
Having used a Sugden A48Mk2 

amplifier to drive Rogers LS3/5A 

loudspeakers for longer than 1 care to 

remember, I've decided that the time 

has come to have my Sugden 

overhauled or replaced. Would any of 

the amplifiers featured in the Hi-Fi 

World September 2002 supertest 

perform as well or better with LS3/5As 

as a refurbished Sugden A48 Mk2? 

John Anderson 

London 

I wouldn't bet on it! Sugden 

amplifiers are amongst the best and 

since you've been using your system 

for a long time any change will likely 

come as a shock, not necessarily for 

the bettenTry and get some 

comparisons before making any 

decisions.You will hear differences; 

for example the Myryad has fantastic 

bass drive and will likely outgun the 
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A48 in this area, but whether you 

will prefer it in other areas I doubt. It 

really is a matter of taste. I would be 

more inclined to use the A48 Mk11 

with a pair of modern Mission 

bookshelf loudspeakers like the 

780SEs or suchlike, since I don't feel 

the LS3/5as are quite up to the pace 

these days. N i< 

SR-222 MKII. The SR-838's arm is, 

however, much better. The bearings still 

do not have the slightest hint of play in 

them after 24 years and operate as 

smoothly as they did when new. The 

headshell is also a more rigid affair than 

that fitted to the budget deck. It has a 

20 pole, 30 slot DC brushless type 

direct drive motor with quartz servo 
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Check out www.sansui.us for lots of classic kit. 

MORE SANSUI STUFF 
As a former proud owner of a Sansui 

SR-222 MK 11 turntable,1 am in 

agreement with the comments from, Mr 

van Boren and David Price ("Going 

Dutch #2", Letters January 2004 Issue). 

It's nice to hear this forgotten budget 

classic mentioned in the hi-fi press again 

after all these years. I bought mine in 

1979 and used it for the next five years 

with an Ortofon VMS20E11, Sansui AU-

217 II amp (superior in every way, I 

believe, to the now more famous NAD 

3020 of the same era) and Acoustic 

Research AR 25 'speakers. The warm 

and smooth yet punchy sound this set-

up made was, although not strictly 

neutral, absolutely captivating with the 

sort of music I listened to at that time. 

The SR-222 MK 11 gained much better 

aesthetics compared to the original 

version, boasting a high gloss jet black 

piano-like finish. It looked a million 

dollars yet cost only £70.The Pioneer 

PL-I2D and the Trio KO- 1033 looked 

ugly and dated in comparison. Its main 

weakness was the arm which, on my 

example at least, had far too much play 

in the bearings which I believe robbed 

the sound of some precision. 

As much as I welcome renewed 

interest in this budget classic, I think it 

would be unfair to a once great hi-fi 

company to remember only their budget 

decks. I recently acquired a beautiful 

and very rare Sansui SR-838 high-end 

turntable. Its plinth is constructed from 

1.5 inch thick chipboard and has the 

same gorgeous glossy block finish as the 

control and a heavy ( I . 7kg) alloy 

platter. Sansui claimed a wow and 

flutter figure of 0.025% (WRMS) for it 

in their sales literature. The whole 

package weighs in at a hefty 12.8kg. 

So, how does it sound? Well, I have 

fitted a new Ortofon 520 11 cartridge 

and I have used it with Sansui AU- 719 

and AU-919 integrated amps of the 

same era and also a Naim Nait 3 and I 

prefer its sound overall to my Linn Axis/ 

LVX/ Ortofon 530 II. It has better bass 

extension and definition and more 

refinement while still being able 

compete with the Linn in other areas.1 

am delighted with the performance of 

this turntable, especially as I paid only 

£64 for it - what a bargain! So how 

about an OldeWorlde on the superb 

and innovative Sansui AU-919 amplifier? 

It cost £480 new in 1979 and was 

possibly the greatest Japanese super-

integrated of the 1970's with 

world-beating slew rate and rise time 

specs and lovely sound.Just one more 

thing, the www.classicsonsuicom website 

is no longer in existence. Instead take a 

look at www.sansuius, a site run by US-

based Japanese Sansui enthusiast ¡sao 

Asakura. 

Gordon Hamilton 

Durham 

Glad to hear of your experiences 

with classic Sansui stuff, Gordon. I 

have to say I have a real soft spot for 

this now-defunct Japanese brand — 

like Pioneer they were a small, hi-fi-

only specialist really striving for 

• 

perfection, yet making stuff we could 

all afford. I think the SR222/II (see 

Feb 2004's Olde Worlde) has been 

unfairly overlooked, and really rate 

Sansui electronics too. DP 

IT SAYS HERE... 
Car magazines are great for getting 

useful information and narrowing down 

the field when buying a new motor but 

you wouldn't dream of handing over the 

cash without a test drive. It's obviously 

the same with hi-fi kit, and you can 

spend just as much if you've got deep 

enough pockets! In the last eighteen 

months I have had two differing 

experiences that prove this point.1 have 

been a keen reader of Hi-Fi World for 

some years now and when considering 

an upgrade I use your pages to shortlist 

kit to audition. Twelve months ago I 

decided it was time to consider 

replacing my faithful Rego 2 with a 

major upgrade. After a lot of thought 

and careful reading of your pages I 

decided on the Michell GyroDec SE 

(rave reviews), Linn LP 12 (always gets a 

good word) and the Clearaudio 

Champion Level 2 (although the 

Champion hadn't been reviewed by 

yourselves at Level 2 you did give the 

basic level turntable o reasonable 

thumbs up). 

Anyway, I loaded up the car with 

my Nait 3 and Rego Ela speakers and 

went a listening. Both the Linn and the 

Clearaudio were very pleasing. Very well 

made, musical, detailed and neutral in 
tone, and just the job for long periods of 

listening. But shock horror, the Gyro SE 

to my ears was awful! Yes, I wouldn't 

give house room to the turntable that 

was rated as just about everyone's best 

buy. The sound was just too lush, bass 

heavy and generally over the top for my 

taste. (Is it heresy to say this?). I 

suppose it could have been badly set 

up, or the wrong cartridge combination 

(Goldring), but really 1 don't think it was 

just me. Anyway the wife loved the looks 

of the Champion so that's the one I 

bought (top hint - if the wife likes it, buy 

it quick!) and 1 have been very happy 

with the results. It is fitted with a RB250 

from the Planar 2 but after the full OL 

makeover and a Dynovector 10X4 

cartridge - a great sound, very involving. 

I love it! 

The other port of my story could 

not be more different A few months 

prior to buying the turntable I 

auditioned the Naim CDS and the 

Densen CD player against my ten year 

old Arcam Delta 70.3, fully expecting to 

part with my £ 1100 that day. After all 

my player was ten years old and surely 

things had moved on in leaps and 

bounds? Both the Naim and the Densen 

had a slight edge over the Arcam in 

some oreas but generally there was not 
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much to chose between them so there 

was no way I was going to spend that 

sort of money on so small an 

improvement in sound. It was quite a 

surprise. Anyway I decided there and 

then that I would stick with the 70.3 

until it gave up the ghost and only then 

would I upgrade. So when I read your 

review of the Tri-Visto DAC the very last 

thing on my mind was a CD upgrade. 

Your praise was so warm for this 

machine however that I decided it 

wouldn't hurt to have a listen. So again I 

loaded up the car and trundled off to 

Zouch Audio for a long afternoon's 

audition. Guess what? You were right on 

this one! The Tri-Vista opened up the 

sound to a wonderful degree while at 

the same time smoothing out the rough 

edges that were apparent with the 70.3 

when used alone.TheTri-Vista's feet are 

now glowing a nice shade of blue whilst 

attached to the Arcam on my hi-fi rack! 

So the moral of my tale - read the 

mags but always have a really good 

listen before you buy. You might be 

surprised - for better or for worse. Your 

ears ore unique and the sound that you 

find appealing may be totally different 

to what turns the reviewers on. 

Dave 

Leicester 

Oh well, can't say I'd agree with your 

prognosis on the GyroDec, Dave. If 

the Michell sounded 'lusher' than the 

Linn LP 12 then something was amiss 

with the Gyro set up, because that's 

not usually the way things shake out! 

(It's far tauter and better defined, 

making the Linn sound vague and 

ponderous.) The Michell is easy to 

set up reasonably well, but tricky to 

set up properly — lots of spring 

twiddling and spirit level wielding is 

involved — so methinks your dem 

deck wasn't properly fettled. Still, I'm 

glad you're happy with the 

Clearaudio — and it's a superb deck 

without a doubt. 

The Arcam anecdote tallies with 

my own experience completely — it 

was an excellent bit of kit, and a new 

£1,000 CD spinner would struggle to 

better it comprehensively. 

Fortunately, the MF TriVista 21 is one 

of the few specialist aftermarket 

DAC upgrades available, and as 

you've seen, does the job with 

aplomb.The message is - as ever — 

use magazines to see which kit to 

audition, then let your own ears do 

the listening! DP 

TWO SUBJECT'S, IF I MAY... 
First, with reference to your editorial in 

the February 2004 Issue, I agree 

wholeheartedly with your comments 

about vinyl replay but would odd 

dynamic range to the attributes you list 

This morning I was sad to see Hugh 

Bean's obituary in the Telegraph and 

was prompted to play his recording 

(Boult/New Philharmonic - EMI ASD 

2329) of Vaughan Williams's "The Lark 

Ascending". The piece goes from very 

quiet to really rather loud and does, I 

think, cover o realistic dynamic. My vinyl 

system copes with no effort, whereas 

the equivalent CD (Trichord Revelation, 

which is certainly not harsh or bright) 

seems compressed and simply does not 

carry the ambient information which the 

LP includes without apparent effort. I 

hasten to add that the medium is at 

fault here. The record playing system is 

Michell GyroDec SE with Orbe platter 

and the new HR PSU, Hadcock GH242 

SE/Incognito (I know it is a unipivot but 

the combination does work) and 

refurbished (by Len Gregory) Ortofon 

MC3000 II playing through a Tom Evans 

Microgroove + to an Audio Analogue 

Bellini preamplifier. 

Second, with reference to Steve F's 

letter ("Chasing Rainbows") in the same 

issue, I also couldn't agree more! I have 

a Magnum Dynalab FT I 0 I A, fed by o 

Ron Smith Galaxie 17 and am well 

aware that DAB comes nowhere this, 

even on BBC R3 which I listen to mostly. 

Last night (New Year's Day) I listened to 

Yasmin Levy (spare no effort to hear 

this wonderful singer) on R3's World 

Music Day/Live at Lock I 7, and 

yesterday morning to the New Year's 

Day Concert from Vienna. Despite the 

restricted bandwidth I cannot imagine 

that electric sound comes any better 

than this. Vinyl can come close. Try The 

Dave Brubeck Quartet at Carnegie Hall 

(Columbia Stereo C25-826). It is already 

apparent that the DAB tuner is a dead 

duck as far as hi-fi separates are 

concerned, and that Government policy 

(quantity before quality) has already 

marginalised DAB into portables and 

car radio, which may be a good thing as 

it could delay the analogue switch off 

Bob Parsons 

Hmm... I'm not sure if the prolif-

eration of DAB into portables and 

cars will actually delay the dreaded 

switch off — if anything I would have 

thought it would accelerate it, as HM 

Government is of course obsessed 

with quantitative (rather the 

qualitative) measurements (the price 

of everything and the value of 

nothing, as someone once said!). But 

I couldn't agree more with your 

sentiments on both analogue disc 

and radio. I know I sound like a 'stuck 

record', but vinyl is our highest 

resolution music carrier, and I still 

haven't heard better — despite last 

month's 'advanced resolution digital 

festl As for FM, well your Magnum 

Dynalab is a stunning radio and it 

should trounce even the very best 

Digital Radio tuner (Arcam's DT8 I ?) 

at its highest permissible bitrate. 

Thanks for your support. DP 

THEN AND NOW 
My system consists of a Marantz 

CD5OSE CD player, Myst TMA3 

amplifier and homemade speakers using 

Kef Uni-Q units. The Marantz and Myst 

were well thought of when they were 

designed in the 1980s (indeed, I seem 

to remember Noel Keywood saying 

some nice things about the Myst...) but 

I assume that technology has moved on 

since then - more on the CD side of 

things than the amplifier I should 

imagine and I've no idea how they 

would compare to modern equipment 

I'd very much appreciate any advice 

that you can give me about upgrading. 

Howard Clarke. 

Interestingly, CD technology hasn't 

actually moved on that much since 

your late eighties Marantz CD5OSE. 

True, it used the last of the Philips 

TDAI54 I 16bit, 4 times 

oversampling DACs, and was 

replaced by the CD53SE in 1991, 

which was a Bitstream design that 

offered more smoothness. But this 

was arguably at the expense of 

musicality, so it's very much a case of 

swings and roundabouts.These days, 

most Compact Disc spinners use 

24/96 or 24/192 DACs as a matter 

of course, but this is more about low 

cost than high quality — the extra 

resolution they're capable of is 

wasted as CD is limited to 16/44 

resolution.The CD5OSE sounds a 

little spikier compared to the 

Marantz's CD7200 (its contemporary 

replacement), with a brightly lit 

upper midband and a slight lack of 

focus, but it's not a vast, swingeing, 

massive difference, as ad copywriters 

and some hi-fi hacks would have you 

believe. If you're into upgrading your 

system, you first need to identify 

what you'd like more (or less) of — 

rather than just thinking your system 

'must be a bit past it,1 suppose'. In 

absolute terms, I'd say it was quite 

musical and dynamic (thanks to the 

Myst), but with a relatively thin 

tonality (thanks to the Myst), with 

poor low level detailing (thanks to 

the Marantz).To upgrade it 

appreciably, you'd have to spend lots 

of money. I'd say a Musical Fidelity Tri 

Vista 21 DAC (£ 1,200) would be a 

great buy, giving you depth and 

breadth and warmth in equal 

measures. It's a lot to spend, but your 

amplifier is still very capable given a 

synergistically matched source — and 

the Marantz/MF combo is precisely 

this. DP 
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Hero or zero? 

After years of producing high quality output transformerless valve amplifiers, Glenn Croft 
has turned his hand to a zero feedback hybrid design. Haden Boardman listens to Croft's 
new Twin Star power amplifier. 

IF rom deepest darkest 
Birmingham hails Glenn 

Croft. He is something of an 

audio maverick, and about 

as 'anti commercial' as you 

can get. Never ask for sales 

brochures - they do not exist! For 

the past twenty years or there-

abouts, Glenn has hand-crafted his 

wares, manufacturing some of the 

most exquisite sounding valve gear 

from the Micro series, through a 

range of output transformerless valve 

power amplifiers, to conventional ' El' 

and 'C core' transformer designs 

with complex regulated power sup-

plies. 

Although Glenn never went 

down the Single Ended Triode route, 

he has stuck fairly closely to his valve 

roots. But - shock horror - what is 

this? Not a new valve amp, but a 

hybrid design using 'Transvalve' 

circuit topology, to give the official 

title.Two octal based dual triodes 

drive the four MOSFET output 

devices, and, erm, that is it! 1 have 

seldom seen such a simple circuit, no 

feedback, two power supplies 

(separate left and right power 

supplies for the output stage) and 

nothing but a handful of very high 

quality passive components. 

The valve and MOSFET sections 

have their own individual power 

supply transformers, the valve 

circuits utilising a conventional El 

type, with the output stage using a 

toroidal type.A small circuit board 

holds a relay circuit to mute the 

output while the two valves catch up 

with the MOSFETS on switch-on.The 

power supply is located towards the 

front of the chassis, no regulators are 

present on this model; simplicity, 

coupled with high quality 

components is the order of the day 

here. Internal build is to Croft's usual 

standard with neat assemblies. Mains 

input is via IEC, gold phono sockets 

for input, and gold 5 way binding 

posts for speaker terminals. Output 

power is a quoted 45W into 8 ohms 

— see our measurements. 

Croft offers three additional 

upgrade to the cooking £ 1750 Twin 

Star, ranging from £2,500 up to a 

whopping £4,000, via £3,500.The 

extra money buys you superior 

components, faster MOSFETS, bigger 

stabilised power supplies, and a 

'super reg' 6C33 triode regulator on 

the two twin signal triodes of the 

top model. For the past few years 

most Croft products have been 

delivered in a large standard black 

case, but various levels of knob and 

fascia trim can be specified to buyers' 

tastes. Paint was far better than 

Croft products from yore, with a 

good quality black crackle finish 

resting nicely with the sweet little 

power indicator, an illuminated Croft 

logo. Is this Glenn paying homage to 

the old QUAD and Leak valve 

preamps? 

SOUND QUALITY 
From the moment it was turned on, 

it was clear this amplifier sounds 

superb. Hybrid designs usually leave 

me cold. They're either too warm in 

the bass and with no real control, or 

uninvolving ( i.e. the worst of both 

worlds), but the Twin Star is neither. 

Fast, delicate, powerful (within its 

remit), it gave better clarity than I 

have heard from any Croft power 

amp to date, and most rivals for that 

matter. 

Starting with Jimmy Smith, the 

Croft was fast and dynamic. Willie 

Nelson's 'Stardust' on SACD (a 

glorious I 970s recording, produced 

by no less than Booker T. Jones) had 

oodles of definition and detail - again 

the Twin Star proved addictive. Nora 

Jones on CD was sweet light and 

open. On the more demanding vocals 

of Dinah Washington, the Croft 

turned in a knock-out performance, 

with great midband transparency. 

Essentially an open, and clean yet 

lucid and engaging performer, it was 

able to do both the valve and 

transistor tricks with equal aplomb. 

The result that it's a flexible machine, 

happy playing anything from Cafe Del 

Mar through to classical jazz and 

even heavy rock. It gives a 

surprisingly open and uncluttered 
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acoustic, with decent depth 

perspective and strong imaging, that 

lets the music flood out in a 

deliciously natural and organic way. 

However, put against traditional 

transistor fare, it proved ever-so-

slightly veiled on some tracks, the 

last gasps of atmosphere and breath 

being held back. Could the MOSFET 

output devices be responsible - 

remember this amp has no feedback? 

Still, this is merely in comparison to 

other designs which can't match the 

Croft's talents in the musicality 

stakes. Compared to the (admittedly 

cheaper) Quad 909, Ry Cooder and 

VM Bhatt's 'A Meeting by the River' 

did soften the upper treble 

somewhat, losing that last nth degree 

of incision and atmosphere. 

Of greater concern with the 

review unit was the level of 

mechanical hum emitted from the 

casework. In my quiet listening 

room it was clearly audible, and 

a product of this class and 

calibre should really be a little 

quieter than this, The best fix I 

could find was ro mount it on 

some isolation feet and stick it 

on the floor, To be fair, suppliers 

Eminent Audio seem to think 

mine is a rogue example, but if 

this does not prove to be the 

case then Croft should either 

redesign the metal work, or fit 

better mains transformers. 

This power amplifier was 

more than sensitive enough to 

run with a passive preamplifier, 

and with all the room in the 

case, perhaps Croft could turn 

it in to a line level integrated? 

Indeed, inserting a Vitale 

preamp into the chain 

confirmed the passive route to 

be the best with digital-only 

sources - the Vitale colouring 

the sound. Hooked up to my 

trusty Garrard 401 (with Audio 

Technica arm, Denon DLIO3 and 

Denon MC step up tranny), the 

combo sounded great - vinyl clearly 

suiting the Croft. It sounded both 

open and revealing, without a single 

hard edge to be heard. Sweet! 

Obviously, the Twin Star makes 

no claims to be a muscle amp. 

Compared to the Quad 909, for 

example, it is obviously down on 

motive force, and has a looser and 

less imposing bottom end. It had 

enough drive not to get at all upset 

with a pair of large Dynaudio 

speakers, but had the finesse to work 

well in to a high efficiency design.The 

amp worked successfully with a large 

selection of ancillary equipment; 

every time offering a great 

performance. While it doesn't do as 

well as the Quad on large scale 

dynamics, it's so much better on 

'microdynamics' — it can get loud and 

quiet seemingly without effort, able 

to follow the flow of the music with 

great lucidity. By contrast, the Quad 

sounds stilted, despite its extra 

power. 

Past Croft power amplifiers have 

left me underwhelmed.A couple of 

the OTL variants have been okay, but 

on the whole I found them too soft 

and lacking any kind of serious drive. 

Not so the Twin Star - it has neither 

a traditional valve or transistor 

sound, preferring the neutral route. 

With a good amount of power, an 

open and even sound and yet most 

of the traditional valve attributes of 

musicality and cohesion, it's an 

impressive bit of kit. At £ 1,750 it is 

no bargain, but really can do things 

than most other rivals can't. An 

interesting, charismatic and able 

product that's well worth seeking 

out. 

VERDICT emit> 
With a taste of the best of both tube 

and transistor, this is a truly endearing 

power amplifier. 

CROFT TWIN STAR £1750 

C + 44 ( 0)1746 769156 

www.eminentaudio.co.uk 
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Twinstar power amplifier inhabits a 
different world to most amplifiers. It 
produces a lot of distortion, at all 
frequencies and output levels — no less 
than 0.7%. With around 0.1% being the 
limit of audibility the Twinstar breaches 
this limit by some margin, so its 

distortion will be audible. With an 8ohm 
load second harmonic dominated, but 
there was a lot of third too at higher 
levels. With a 4ohm load distortion rose 

to 1.6%, with clearly evident waveform 
triangulation from third harmonic. 

Although distortion levels were fairly 
constant, suggesting low or perhaps 
negligible feedback, the spectrum 
analyser clearly showed upper 
harmonics. I would expect some 
sharpness or incision form third 
harmonic, plus some edginess from 
upper harmonics. 

The Twinstar's appeal will be 
mainly subjective. Listen to it carefully 
against other amplifiers, using material 

you know. This amplifier does not 
measure well. NK 

Power 45watts 

Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 

5Hz-60kHz 
82dB 

-110dB 
0.7% 

560mV 

frequency ( Hz) 
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West ill One 

A visit to ky West One 
is likely to exceed all your 

expectations. 

Hem, you'll discover an 
incomparable array 

of sound equipment on 
permanent demonstration.. 
Many of these components 
represent the state-of-the-art 

while others offer truly 
outstanding valuefor money. 

Gmunded in a love of music, 
we like to think we can offer 
sensitive expertise as well as 
all the facilities you'll need 
to complete your search for 
a system of musical put* 
dynamism and authenticity 

To audition any of these 
components, as well as others 
too new to list here, please 
call in or, better still, make 
an appointment for a 

personal demonstration. 

Most items can be made 
available at our branches.. 
You can also phone or email 

info @ kjwestone. corn 
to arrange a demonstration 
of high-end equipment 
in your own home. 

Because we take your interest seriously 
we'll go out of our way to demonstrate it. 

• ARCAM 
Diva A65 Int 
Diva A80 lut 
Diva A90 Int 
Diva CD73 
Diva CD82 
Diva 093 
Diva 161 
Diva 0181 
Diva AVR200 
Diva DV88 
FM1 A32 Int 
FM1 CD33 CD 
FMI DV27A DVD 
FhU DT26 Dig Tuner 
FM1 77 ch power 
FhU AV8 Pre Amp 
processor 

• DYNAUDIO 
Audience 42 
Audience 52 
Audience 52 SE 
Audience 62 
Audience 72 
Contour 1.8 

111 AUDIO ANALOGUE 
Puccini Int 1111 
Puccini SE Int 
Bellini Pre 
Donizetti Power 
Maestro lut 
Maestro CD 
Paganini CD 

AUDIONET 
SAM V2 amp 
ART CD 

• AUDIO RESEARCH 
CD3 CD Player 
PH3SE Phono Stage 
SP16 Pre 
LS25 Pre 
VSi Int 
VS55 Power 
VS110 Power 
VT] 00111 Power 
VT20011 Power 
Ref Phono 
Ref 2 Mk11 Pre 

• BOSE 
Lifestyle Systems 
28, 35, 40 and 50 
System 321 

• COPLAND 
CDA822 CD Player 
CSA29 Integrated 
CfA305 Pre 
CVA306 VT Multi Ch.Pre 
CTA520 Power (2 ch) 
CVA535 Power ( 5ch) 

• CYRUS 
DVD6 
CD6 
DVD8 
(D8 
Cyrus 6 int 
Cyrus 8 int 
AV8 Dig 5.1 pre 
Pre X 
Mono X 
FM X 
Smart Power 
0 Power 
PSX-R 
Ouattro 

GRAAF 
GM20 OIL Power 
GM13.58 II Pre 

HARBETH 
HL-P3ES 
HL-Compact 7ES-2 
Monitor 30 

KEF 
01, 03 & 05 

KRELL 
KAV 280CD 
KAV400xi Integrated 
KAV280P Pre 
KAV2250 Power (2ch) 
SACD Standard 
Showcase OVO 
Showcase processor 
KPS28C CD 
KPS25SC Pre/CD 
KG Pre 
FP8400cx 
FPB700cx 

LINN 
Classik CD/Tuner/Amp 
(lassik Movie 
AV5103 ev pre 
5125 5ch power 
Tunebox 
2250 2ch power 
Ikemi CD 
Genki CD 
Wakonda pre 
Kolektor Pre 
Pekin Tuner 
LK140 Power 
LK85 power 
Espek Speakers 
Rink° Spks 
Katan Spks 
Kan Spks 
Ekwal Centre Spk 

MARTIN LOGAN 
Clarity 
Aeoni 
Ascenti 
(LS Ilz 
Odyssey 
Prodigy 
Script 
Depth & Descent (subs) 

McINTOSH 
(2200 Pre valve 
MC2102 Power valve 
(42 Pre s.s 
MX134 Pre/processor 
M(402 Power s.s 
MA6900 int 
MVP842 DVD/CD 
LS320 
LS340 
LS360 

607 CD 
608 CD 
651 Stereo receiver 
601 Pre 
602 Pre 
656 Power 
657 Power 
668 Processor 
DSP 5000 
DSP 7000 
G98H OVO-A Player 

• MICHELL 
TechnoDec 
Gyro SE' 

• OPERA 
SP2 
Super Pavarotti MKII 

• PATHOS 
New Classic One 
Logos 
TT 
lop& 2 
In control 
In Power 

• PIONEER 
PDP-504HDE Plasma 
PDP-434HDE Plasma 
VSA-AXIOiS AV rec 
VSA-AX5iS AV rec 
DV868AVI ovo SAO 
DV668AVI DVDA SACO 

• PROAC 
Tablette 2000 
Studio 125 
Response One SC 
Response D15 
Response 025 
Future One 

• PRIMARE 
D30-2 CD 
D20 CD 
A30.1 Integrated 
A20 Int 

• QUAD 
99 CD-P 
99 Pre 
99 Power 
909 Power 
0C24 Valve Pre 
01140 Valve mono 
E51988 
E51989 
Model 11L 
Model 12L 
Model 22L 

3 SHANLING 
CD-T100 

• SME 
Model 10A 
Model 20/2A 

• SONUS FABER 
Musica 
Concertino Home 
Concerto Home 
Grand Piano Home 
Wall 
Solo home 
Gravis 
Cremona 
Cremona Auditor 
Cremona Centre 
Cremona Sub 
Amati Homage 
Guarneri Homage 
Stradovarius Homage 

• SPENDOR 
53, S6, 58, S9 & S115 

• TRIANGLE 
Titus 202 
Celius 202 

• UNISON 
Uniro P int amp 
Unico CD player 
S2K 5/E valve int 

• WILSON AUDIO 
Cub II 
Sophia 
Watt / Puppy 7 

• WILSON BENESCH 
Full Circle 
Chimera 
Discovery 
Curve 
Arc 
ACT 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
www.kjwestone.com 

PART-EXCHANGE 
WELCOME 

HOME DEMS BY 
ARRANGEMENT 

SOUND 8c VISION 
INSTALLATIONS 

INTEREST FREE 
CREDIT Subject to status 

26 New Cavendish Street London W1 Tel: 020 7486 8262/3 
NORTHAMPTON (01604) 637871 & PETERBOROUGH (01733) 341755 

7•41.911.0., 

www./ejwest- ,7 C 0 M 



The Bamford 
Files 
David Price talks to John Bamford, Pioneer Great Britain's Product Manager, about matters 
multichannel and hi-fi in both Britain and Japan... 

CP: HOW DID YOU GET INTO 

HI-FI? 

JB: I was born in 1956, and was a 

young teenager in the early seventies 

when I visited a hi-fi shop in Preston, 

Lancashire. It was a special 

demonstration weekend of a "new, 

revolutionary B&O hi-fi system" It 

was quadraphonic, and blew me 

away! My father's battered old 

radiogram wasn't even stereo, 

although I was listening to my early 

Genesis and Led Zep albums on a 

mate's stereogram.And I had a rich 

friend, of whom we were all 

extremely jealous, who had a tasty 

Goldring Lenco/ Quad/ Leak stereo 

system in his palatial bedroom. It's 

ironic that it was a B&O quadra-

phonic dem that infected me with 

the hi-fi bug...! 

WHY DID YOU JOIN 

PIONEER? 

The British specialist hi-fi industry is 

a master of propaganda. As an 

eighties hi-fi journalist I'd been led 

to believe - as are many audiophiles 

today - that the Japanese companies 

were cheats and blaggards who only 

manufactured 'mass-market junk' and 

didn't care about good sound.Yet 

when 1 met Pioneer's design 

engineers I discovered that the 

majority of them were vinyl 

enthusiasts, and was flabbergasted to 

see how passionate they were about 

high fidelity sound. and attention to 

fine detail - not simply circuit design, 

with things such as vibration and 

temperature analysis on 

components! 

Obviously I'd visited many small, 

'specialist' companies during my 

journalistic days, but I discovered 

that these Pioneer guys were 

working on a higher level entirely. 

Plus, of course, they had R&D 

facilities beyond one's wildest 

dreams.1 realised I'd been fed a line 

for a decade that it was only 

'specialist' manufacturers who knew 

what they were doing, and I could 

see that these Japanese guys' only 

crime was that they tried to make 

many of their products affordable 

for as many people as possible. 

"Would you like to join 

Pioneer?", I was asked eighteen 

months later.You betcha! While 

nobody was talking about higher 

capacity optical discs back in 1991, 

Pioneer had ambitious plans to 

introduce an improved transport 

mechanism for affordable CD 

players, were developing improved 

digital recording systems with 96kHz 

sampling to 'prove' that CD wasn't 

'perfect' and were investing heavily in 

proprietary silicon to incorporate 

Wadia-style monotonic digital filters 

to BOO CD players! Pioneer's digital 

engineers were in complete 

agreement with many audiophiles 

that accuracy in the time domain 

was more critical to musicality and 

stereo focus than precise frequency 

response, something that some high-

end brands are talking about today 

as if they've just discovered the 

concept... 

HOW DO YOU VIEWTHE UK 

HI-FI SCENE? 

There are a few entrepreneurs in 

the UK who have been in the right 

place at the right time - with 

exceptionally skillful marketing that's 
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Countdown to 

20 - 22 February 2004 
10am - 5pm every day 
at the Marriott City Centre 
Hotel, Lower Castle St., 
Bristol 

GETTING TO THE SHOW; 
By train: Temple Meads Station is a short 
distance from the Marriott and is accessible by 
bus, foot or taxi. 
By car: from the M4 take 119 (M32 - Bristol). 
Follow signs for City Centre and RAC signs to 
the Show. 

SOUNO 
St 41Slo 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 

Mee 
WORM 

A3717 AJIN 
PORTISMF-40,34_ 

Çh\ OLOUCOSTER 
CAULTINIMN 

leAVON 
SOUTNISMAIII 

ONOWANAM 

TOWLE MEADS 
RAIL WAY SU lee 

Easy local parking in Broadmead 
and Bond Street NCPs. 

ORGANISED BY 

audio 
FXCFLI.L\ 

audio T 
in association with 

WHAT HI*FI? 
SOUND AND VISION 

SOUND 
&JIM° 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 
See and hear all the latest products under one roof... 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY: the official launch of 4 new models! 

CYRUS come & learn about quality multi-room and the Cyrus Link. 

DENON. unveil their fourth Universal SACD/DVD-A Player 51; the technologically 
groundbreaking DVD-A11 with DVI-HDCP output. 

ELAC: launch the 200 Series - 5 new JET tweeter loudspeakers. 

LIVING VOICE: the OBX-R2 loudspeaker system making its debut. 

LOEWE. presenting their latest LCD, Plasma and DLP televisions, and the stylish new 
XELOS SL flat panel TVs. 

MERIDIAN come and see the new G Series, their first new range in 10 years! 

MISSION. are proud to use the Bristol Show to launch the beautifully styled, Elegante range 
of multi channel, multi format loudspeaker systems. 

QUADRASPIRE the launch of some major new products. 

REGA all new R9 loudspeakers and possibly more... 

REVOLVER. 2 new loudspeaker models. 

SON US SYSTEMS a new SE range of support furniture. 

TOTEM ACOUSTIC unveiling of the Rainmaker, a fabulous compact loudspeaker. 

WA LOUDSPEAKERS: stunning speakers carved from Cotswold Limestone! 

WHAT HI- Fl? SOUND & VISION MAGAZINE: there in person to answer all your questions 
about Hi-fi, Home Cinema and more. 

No\N 
IN ITS 17 
yEAR 

GREAT DEALS AND SPECIAL OFFERS AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE SHOW - PLUS YOUR 
CHANCE TO WIN SOME SUPERB PRIZES IN THE SHOW COMPETITION 

Admission 

Adults f7.00; Students/OAPs/UB4Os 0.50; Accompanied children under 16 free 

BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE: Acoustic Energy, Alphason, Anthony Gallo Acoustics, Apart, Apollo, 
Arcam, Argento, Artison, Atacama, Auclionet, Audiopax, Audiophile BASE, Audioquest, Audiovector, Ayre 
Acoustics, B&VV, Bandridge, Baseplayer, Beyer Dynamic, Black Rhodium, Bryston, Cabasse, Canton, 
Celestion, Ceratec, Cherished Record Company, Chord Electronics, Clearaudio, Clearcover, Clearlight 
Audio, Creek, Cyrus, Dagetti, Denon, Dezorel, Diverse Vinyl, Dynaudio, Eclipse TD, Ecosse, Eichmann, Elac, 
Epos, Exposure, Fergushill, Focal JM Lab, Fujitsu, Future Glass, Gamut, Goldring, GPA, Grado, Graham, 
Heco, Hi-Fi Choice Magazine, Hi-Fi World Magazine, Inca Design, InFocus, Invision UK, Isotek, lxos, Ixotica, 
Jamo, KEF, Klegg Audio, KM Acoustics, Lafayette Electronics, Lexicon, Living Voice, Loewe, Lyra, Magnat, 
Marantz, Mark Levinson, Meitner, Meridian, Michell, Miller & Kreisel, Milty, Mission, Mi Acoustics, Monitor 
Audio, Moon, Mordaunt Short, Multicover, Music Works, Myryad, NAD, Naim Audio, Never Connected, 
Niro, Nordost, One for All, Onkyo, Optimum, Opus, Ortofon, Parasound, Perfect Sound, Perigee, Pioneer, 
PMC, Polk, Primare, ProAc, Profigold, Project, PSB, PURE Digital, Purist, QED, Quad, Quadraspire, Rega, REL, 
Revel, Revolver, Roksan, Ruark, Runco, Russound, Sennheiser, Seventh Veil Loudspeakers, Shakti Audio 
Innovations, Shun Mook, Sim 2, Sonus Systems, Sony, SoundStyle, Spendor, Stands Unique, T+A, TAG 
McLaren Audio, Tannoy, Teac, Techlink, The Chord Company, Tivoli Audio, Totem Acoustic, Transfiguration, 
Trichord, Trinity Audio, True Colours Industries, Tube Technology, van Den Hul, Veda Products, Velodyne, 
Vertex AQ, libe,  Vienna Acoustics, Vivadi, Vivanco, Vivante, Vogels, VPI, WA Loudspeakers, Waterfall, 
Wharfedale, What Hi-Fl? Sound & Vision Magazine, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha and many more... 

For the very latest information on new product launches check www.bristolshow.co.uk 



hugely appreciated by specialist hi-fi 

dealers. But apart from this, the UK 

hi-fi scene is all but defunct. This 

saddens me, of course... in hi-fi 

specifically, many of the British 

brands aren't British-owned today 

anyway! Products here are 

manufactured in small quantities, 

making them necessarily expensive 

as there are no economies of scale. 

And like the marketing of designer 

clothes or high-end jewellry, these 

products are limited in their 

distribution to just a few 

shops, with a set retail price 

so that they are never 

available to consumers at a 

discount price. I'm not 

decrying this entirely as it is 

fundamental to the survival of 

small, independent hi-fi 

retailers. (Just look how the 

big supermarkets and out-of-

town retail parks which sell 

products at low prices have 

destroyed local high streets.) 

But what's unhealthy about it 

is that it propagates ' hi-fi 

snobbery' and xenophobia, 

which saddens me immensely. 

WHY HAS DVD-A HAD 

A LUKEWARM 

RECEPTION HERE? 

A few guys working on today's 

hi-fi magazines! Trouble is, audio 

enthusiasts read these opinions - 

that DVD-A and SACD are nothing 

to get excited about - and so they 

carry on with what they've got in 

blissful ignorance.The most serious 

audiophiles have never been satisfied 

by CD, of course. One meets these 

guys at hi-fi shows, guys who are still 

collecting vinyl. If they've read in 

magazines that CD is "still where it's 

at", remain disenfranchised and don't 

go to a hi-fi store to check it out. 

And even if they did go to a 

specialist dealer, what could he 

demonstrate to them - a new 

Musical Fidelity CD player, the latest 

Naim power supply upgrade? Where 

would an audiophile go to get a 

serious demonstration of high 

resolution digital audio? And multi-

channel audio? The best dems are 

from dealers specialising in top-

quality home cinema. But audiophiles 

aren't interested, and home cinema 

dealers aren't interested in audio for 

audio's sake - what a dichotomy! 

One of today's greatest ironies is 

that home cinema enthusiasts who 

own the latest DVD players and top-

flight multi channel systems have got 

systems that are capable of better 

audio reproduction than the 

majority of CD systems resident in 

the homes of people who consider 

themselves audiophiles! 

Home cinema enthusiasts are 

blown away when they try a DVD-A 

disc. Same goes for anybody who is 

not an audiophile with the 

associated baggage. When I 

demonstrate DVD-A to people, and 

explain that many hi-fi magazines are 

pooh-poohing it, they look at me as 

if I'm pulling their legs. 

Regarding DVD-A versus SACD, 

5
 - One of today's 
greatest ironies is 

that home cinema 

enthusiasts who own the 

latest top-flight multi 

channel systems have got 

systems that are capable 

of better audio reproduc-

tion than the majority of 

CD systems resident in 

the homes of people 

consider themselves 

audiophiles! 

who 

my personal opinion is that DVD-A 

is by far the more desirable format. 

If I want a fabulous hi-res recording 

of my favourite band, what would I 

prefer - a disc that simply contains 

the music, or a disc that contains the 

music plus an electronic version of 

the album jacket that 1 can view on 

my TV screen, plus a couple of 

videos of my favourite band on the 

end of the disc, too. Still, it's looking 

increasingly likely that DVD-A and 

SACD are going to run side by side, 

so we've decided that what the 

world needs are universal players 

that simply play everything.We can 

do this at Pioneer - we're doing it 

right now - because we're small and 

apolitical, with no financial interests 

in any particular record companies. 

DO YOU THINK DVD-A WILL 

CATCH ON? 

I get to meet many London-based 

record company executives, and not 

one of them has ever said to me, 

"Our company has no intention 

whatsoever of making SACDs or 

DVD-As". What would you suppose? 

That record companies believe that 

the twenty year old CD has got 

another twenty years to go? Trouble 

is, we all live such fast-paced lives 

today. Our most recent experience 

is the birth of DVD video, which has 

caught on with consumers like 

wildfire and is already in 25 percent 

of homes in the US, and in 15 

percent of UK households too. Now 

we've got DVD-A and SACD 

formats to replace music CDs, and if 

they don't become a way of life in an 

instant the press declares them a 

flop! CDs took many years to catch 

on, and I've no doubt that the 

migration from CD to DVD (and 

SACD) will take equally as 

long. It takes years for 

record companies to build 

up catalogues. What makes 

it all painless, of course, is 

that the new home 

entertainment products all 

play existing CDs anyway. 

WHAT OF THE 

FUTURE? 

A hi-fi system is just a 

'dumb terminal' that replays 

the 'packaged media' that's 

on sale in music stores. 

We've had 78s, 

microgroove LPs and 

singles, pre-recorded 

cassette tapes and CDs. 

History proves that you 

can only have a new format 

for packaged media once 

every generation. Now 

we've got DVDs and SACDs which 

will have to exist for at least twenty 

years. So the challenge for audio 

designers will be to improve 

electronics and loudspeakers in 

order to exploit the full potential of 

the higher bandwidth and vastly 

improved dynamic range afforded by 

these new carriers. Future state of-

the-art systems will of course be 

multi-channel, without doubt a new 

paradigm in audio. 

Some people won't bother of 

course, just as some people today 

don't bother to invest in a 

reasonable quality stereo system. But 

audiophiles will endeavour to 

accommodate multiple speakers in 

their rooms if they possibly can. 

Many commentators ridicule multi-

channel music today, but I concur 

with Bob Stuart of Meridian who has 

said that today's hi-fi buffs have to 

'unlearn' listening in stereo. I've been 

through that learning curve myself 

during the past 18 months, together 

with many colleagues at work who 

were equally sceptical that multi-

channel was worth having. Once 

you've lived with it there's no going 

back - a terrifying thought for 

today's enthusiasts who'd like to 

believe they've got the best hi-fi that 

money can buy! 
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Voted "best sound" 
in the ultimate test 

You may know decks wills great engineering or great looks - ilOWCVCF, it it's the best 
sound quality that you want as well, then one make stands out in the crowd. Voted 
best sounding room at a large international show, people recognized the superb 
performance given by the Origin Live turntable and tonearm above many big names. 
Sometimes you wonder who or what to trust in reviews and awards - we have great 
reviews and awards but the ultimate award has to be what a large number of impartial 
members of the public decide, based on what they hear. Why not arrange an audition 
fOr yourself now at one of our specialized dealers. 

LIVE 

You only 

have to listen 

Turntables 
Sovereign - £3850 
Resolution - £1970 
Aurora Gold - £1470 
Aurora - £997 

0 11 WH/41•Fl? 
50.1011.0 V1.010 

Aurora - Group test winner in 
What Hi-Fm? Turntable group 

***** comparison 

Tonearms 
Conqueror - £2500 

Illustrious - £1570 
Encounter - £970 
Silver - £599 
OL1 Fully modified - £359 

A number of reviewers have described the above 
arms as the best they have heard - period! 

Origin Live, Unit 5, 3626 Spring Road, Sholing. 
Southampton, S019 2PB, UK. 
Tel / fax: 02380 578877 
e mail: originlive@originlive.com 

www.originlive.com 

Moving Coil. 
Moving Magnet 
Switchable Gain 
Switchable Loading 
Super Regulators 
Discrete Output Stage 
Upgradeable Power Supply 
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review 

Ilber es? 
Sennheiser's brand new HD 650 is its flagship dynamic headphone, claimed to ae the best 

the legendary German company has ever done. Can fan David Price tunes in... 

vv T
e princely sum of £299.95 uys you Sennheiser's best 

ever dynamic headphones — 

allegedly. Being a long-term 

follower of the marque,1 

as intrigued. I bought my 

first pair of HD400s in 1980 with the 

proceeds from my after-school car 

washing business, and upgraded 

through the range to the HD600s, 

which I used with the original 

Musical Fidelity X-CANS as my sole 

music transducers when I last lived in 

Japan a few years back. So I'm pretty 

well versed in this company's prod-

ucts, and was fascinated to try the 

HD650s. 

My problem with the HD600s is 

their analytical nature, something that 

rather comes with the territory with 

this brand, Although in many ways an 

extremely capable can with 

tremendous resolving power, there's 

a certain mechanical feel to them. 

This is precisely what Sennheiser 

have set out to eliminate with the 

'650, thanks to the millions of Euros 

spent in R&D. The company has 

taken new technology developed for 

its £ 1,000 MKH40 broadcast 

microphone to reduce distortion and 

deliver unprecedented clarity, while 

the sound balance is said to be based 

on the £ 10,0000 Sennheiser 

Orpheus. 

They feel exquisite.At 260g 

they're quite substantial, but are 

superbly finished — I'd say they're the 

best I've ever encountered — with 

damped fibre frames, black stainless 

steel grilles and a high-quality 

titanium-silver finish. Inside, each side 

sports Sennheiser's patented Duofol 

transducers with two Mylar films per 

side to make one rigid diaphragm. 

with specially developed acoustic silk 

for precise, uniform damping. The 

coils themselves are ultra- light 

Aluminium (Copper Clad Alloy 

Wire), with Neodymium Iron 

magnets in a sophisticated 

magnet/diaphragm design for 

controlled long excursions with very 

low distortion.Three metres of 

connecting cable is used, which is 

detachable, made from highly 

conductive OFC copper for 

maximum signal transmission and 

Kevlar-reinforced for strength. 

Sennheiser says this gives very low 

handling noise (i.e. sensitivity to 

structure-borne sound.The result is 

that the capsules are made to the 

finest tolerances (within ± 1 dB), and 

used in hand-picked pairs. 

Sennheiser claims a frequency 

response of 16-30,000 Hz 

(± I dB), and quoted 

impedance is 300 ohms. 

All this would be 

of dubious use if it 

was painful to wear 

- I still remember 

the coiled cable of 

Beyer's DT990 

causing me consid-

erable amounts of 

grief as it constantly 

tugged at one side of 

my head! Fortunately the 

HD650s are about as 

comfortable as big hi-fi 

headphones can be.The 

elliptical design sits 

easily on the ears 

with the soft 

padding 

excerpting 

2.5N of 

contact 

pressure — 

not as sylph-like as Sennheiser's 

£29.95 PX-100s (which I wore for 10 

hours back on the plane from Las 

Vegas recently), but not bad at all! 

Sonically, they're better than the 

HD600 by no small amount. 

Interestingly, they actually sound 

quite soft at first — which the '600s 

do not — and seem to open up and 

get more expressive as the listening 

continues. Daft Punk's 'All Around 

the World' showed their wonderfully 

musical nature. Bass was slightly 

stronger and fuller than the HD600s, 

but emphatically more fluid and 

articulate. Midband was obviously 

smoother and more subtle, with 

better low level detailing and a 

greater sense of atmosphere (the 

HD600s sound like they have 

'brickwall filter' which lops off all low 

level signals, by comparison).Again 

though. it was a softer tone, allied to 

greater expression 

that impressed me.This made for 

a more emotional listen on jazz 

recordings such as Herbie Hancock's 

'The Prisoner' — it was more 

beguiling and seductive, rather than 

being just plain ' impressive' as the 

HD600s are.Another boon was the 

treble, which was by no means as 

perfunctory as the HD600s.Again, it's 

more atmospheric,'spacey', lucid and 

ever so slightly sweeter. 

I have a feeling that no 

Sennheiser headphone will ever be 

rich, creamy and euphonic — just in 

the same way that a new Mercedes 

Benz lacks the 'big time sensuality' of 

a classic Jaguar — but the HD650s are 

a brilliantly judged do-it-all solution 

to the modern headphone 

problematic. Essentially, they're just 

comfortable and neutral — precisely 

how it should be. I also love the fact 

that — given a decent headphone amp 

like a Musical Fidelity X-CANS v3 — 

they give you insight that you'd have 

to pay literally thousands to get from 

loudspeakers (think: Martin Logan 

Clarity, Quad 988). Excellent. 

VERDICT elm» 1 

SENNHEISER HD650 £299.95 

Sennheiser 

'C + 44 (0)800 652 5002 

www.sennheiser.co.uk 

The best dynamic headphones we've 
heard so far, bar none. 
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definitive audio 
Peddlers of fine wares, including: 

Record players: SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma; 
Nottingham Analogue: Michell; VPI; Living Voice Mystic Mat. 
Arms: Rega: SME Series IV and V; Kuzma inc Airline; Triplanar. 

Cartridges: VanDenHul; Kuzma; Reson; Cartridge Man; Benz-Micro: 
Kondo. 

Amplifiers: Kondo; Border Patrol; Canary; Sugden; Art Audio; 
Monarchy; Western Electric; Icon; Tom Evans Audio Designs. 

CD Players: Resolution Audio; Wadia; Sugden. 
Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavox. 

Cables and Tables: Kondo; Living Voice. 

We now have the lovely Eastern Electic "MINI MAX" line 
preamp at £800 for the standard configuration, or £1200 for the 

Definitive Audio magic dust version. 

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items 

Clearaudio Insider Wood Reference - moving coil cartridge • a long name for 
a small thing ( 10 hours only ) 

EAR MC3 moving coil step up transformer - 4/12/40 ohm compatibility 
(i.e ideal for Ortotons) - better than your active moving coil input!! 

Canary Audio 303 pwer amps - glorious 
Canary Audio 309 power amps - glorious - as new - dem use only 

Canary Audio 601 pre-amp - as new - dem use only- fabulous 
ATC 50A loudspeakers - walnut - scuffed cabinets otherwise perfect - bargain 

Tom Evans Groove - 500 ohm. 0.2 mV - perfect - 1 week of use 

Horning Agathon - 98dB 2 way horn - Mahogany - new PM6As (alnico) 
Ruark Crusader II - April 2000 very good condition 
AudioNote (UK) M3 pre-amp - line only 
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - standard, unmodified - collector's item 
Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti - black marble finish, very tidy 

Audio Innovations 1st Audio - 8 Watt 2A3 4pin - collector's item- joy 

Nottingham Analogue - Mentor with LV Mystic Mat - spotless 

Avid Acutus turntable - 10 hours use if that. perfect. 
Avid Volvere Sequel turntable - sealed box new 

Sale New 

£4000 £7500 

£500 £750 

£5000 £7600 
£7000 £ 10000 
£2500 £3200 
£2000 £5500 
£1500 £1850 

£1400 £3850 
£900 £ 1800 

£2000 £3700 

£700 
£600 
£900 

£1400 £2900 
£4000 £6500 

£3000 £3500 

Tel: 0115 973 3222 Fax: 0115 973 3666 
Internet: www.definithieaudio.co.uk email: shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk 

'One of the best music appreciation devices 
available.' 
Jason Kennedy Hi-Fi Choice Summer 2002. 
EDITORS CHOICE 

4‘.14i0V-61/\‘1-6 
bespoke audio visual consultants 

36 Queen St, Maidenhead 

Berkshire SL6 IHZ 

016213 633 995 

info@audiovenue.co.uk 

Martin Logan Clarity 

Selection of our partners. Arcam • Artcoustic • Audio ACCESS • 

Audio Analogie • Audioguest • Audio Research • BCD Engineering • 

Beyerdynamic • Bryston • BOSE • Boston • Chord Cables • ClEaraudio 

• Copland • Crestron • Definitive Technology • DEnon • Draper 

Screens • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • Krell • Harman Kardon • 

Integra Research • KEF • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living Control • 

LOEWE televisions • Michell Engineering • Mille D Kreisel • Monitor 

Audio • Musical Fidelity • NIzritin Logan • Nad • Nordost • Nakamichi 

• Onkyo • Opera • Ortofon • Panasonic plasma • Parasound • 

Pioneer plasma • Proc • PrirrarE • Proceed • Project • OED • Ouad 
• OuadraspirE • REL • Revel • REVOX Screens • Roksan • Ftinco • 

Sennhssier • SME • Sonus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique • 

Stewart Screens • Straightwine • Sumiko • Tag Mclaren • Townshend 

Audio • Theta • Transparent Audio • Unison Research • Vienna 

Acoustics • Vutec Screens • Wilson Audio and other leading 

components and accessories 
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The S Risi 

Albert Lee basks in the reflectml glow of Origin Live'; brand new Aurora Gold turntable, 
complete with Origin Live OL1 pitk up arm... 

W
hat is a record player 
supposed to do? This 

may seem like an 

extremely basic ques-

tion, but you will be 

surprised to hear 

that many audiophiles have been 

either mislead or simply do not 

understand the subject. Therefore, 

we will start with this premise: 

A turntable has a difficult job to 

do.The music is contained within a 

piece of vinyl with a helical groove 

cut into it.The equipment (cartridge 

and pickup arm) has to trace this 

groove without distorting the signal. 

leaving the groove (mistracking) or 

damaging the vinyl in any way.The 

record deck also has to withstand 

outside interference such as 

airborne, structure borne vibration 

and radio frequency interference. Ir 

also has the distinctly difficult task of 

using our poor mains system at any 

time of the day or night. (Night time 

is probably the best time to listen to 

our systems, due to the 230-volt 

supply being less corrupted by mains 

borne interference, while the 

ambient noise level is considerably 

lower.) Yet the most difficult job is to 

turn at the selected speed with 

absolutely nc fluctuation at all — a 

tricky task for the design engineer as 

there are many varying conditions. In 

addition, with DC motors the 

designer has to compensate for 

stylus drag, as this adversely affects 

the speed, in addition to back EMF 

from the motor. The DC power 

supply for the motor has to be 

designed to operate with a poor 

mains supply and a good 240-volt 

supply as well! 

Origin Live is one of a select few 

manufacturers that understands this 

problematic mire. It is possibly one 

of the finest design engineering 

companies (for turntables and pick-

up arms) in this country. Mark 

Baker's team is such that each 

engineering problem is thoroughly 

thought about before any action is 

taken.This type of design team is 

unusual (in the UK) for its prowess 

in a range of extremely fine 

products. Each one of Origin Lives 

products are extremely well built and 

finished.And in addition to the 

quality of build and finish are the 

very well written and well-laid out 

user manuals. After al!, what good is 

it to build the best equipment 

available if the customer is unable to 

assemble and run it? 

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 
The Origin Live Aurora Gold has an 

innovative semi-suspended subchassis 

design using one spring on the right 

hand side of the subchassis under the 

levelling device, This is to obviate any 

form of external vibration reaching 

the replay platform, and is achieved 

by building the turntable in separate 

sections.The benefit of this approach 

is that it precludes the wow that 

most other belt driven suspended 

subchassis turntables suffer from.The 

DC motor is isolated from the 

turntable, in that it does not couple 

with the chassis mechanically or 

electrically, rather the motor stands 

freely on the turntable support. The 

whole lot weighs in at a very 

respectable I 0 kilograms, and 

measures 4 I Omm wide, 410mm 

deep, and I45mm high. Note that this 

figure includes an OL I pick up arm. 

The bottom section of the 

turntable is fashioned from a circular, 

flat section piece of alloy and is fitted 

with three conical rubber feet. On to 
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review 

this is 

placed the main 

bearing support 

complete with pick 

up arm mounting plate.This is 

isolated from the plinth (bottom 

section) by the sprung suspension 

components. Unusually, this 

component has a damping pad 

attached, which must not be 

removed, or replaced otherwise 

severe audio degradation will result. 

This pad controls the mechanical 

resonance of the pick up arm board 

and the main bearing support. At this 

time the motor should be placed as 

the, extremely well written, 

instruction manual suggests. 

The DC motor is an "ironless" 

design - Mark uses this type of 

motor to obviate the phenomenon 

known as cogging and to reduce back 

EMF (which is difficult to control, 

electronically, as the type of compen-

sation is constantly changing as the 

vinyl is being played).The DC motor 

is controlled by a load compensating 

power supply.The Standard PSU 

supplied with the Gold is the Ultra 

Power supply, which has a bitte light 

emitting diode as the mains indicator 

and has a three way rotary switch on 

the front panel. First position is, 

turntable stop, second is 33.33RPM 

and the final position is 45RPM. 

Underneath is an access hole to 

enable the user to set the platter 

speed accurately. Speed setting must 

be done with a record being played, 

to allow for stylus drag. The standard 

transformer is a 9 volt I amp 'wall 

wart', although the optional £ 175 

upgrade is a great deal larger. 

Sub-platter material is fashioned 

from an accurately machined slab of 

Acrylic material.The main bearing is 

manufactured from extremely high-

grade steel 

and is machined to a 

very tight tolerance. Lubrication is 

taken care of by the (sparing use of) 

supplied Arctic military specified oil. 

The platter is profiled to enable vinyl 

to sit on it correctly and to make the 

task of removing a record very easy. 

Platter material is high grade acrylic 

and has been machined really well. 

Drive is taken from the motor to the 

platter via a ground, flat section, 

rubber belt. 

Setting the turntable up was a 

relatively simple task. It is best 

achieved by siting the turntable on 

the record deck support, as it is 

difficult to move the turntable once 

the motor is put into position. 

However, I will add that the pick up 

arm should be placed on the run out 

of a record to level the turntable as 

the centre of gravity is altered with 

the arm in this position. 

THE LISTENING 
Ry Cooder's 'Bop Till You Drop' was 

first on the Aurora Gold, and 1 have 

to say that the sound was glorious - 

with a wide, extremely deep and 

very taH stereo image pouring out of 

the monitors. I was completely taken 

by surprise, all of the instruments 

were clearly etched in space and I 

could almost 'see' the musicians! The 

rhythm section was clearly driving 

the band along, with the perspective 

lucidly displayed. 

James Brown's 'Get Up Offa 

That Thing' was next on the platter, 

with no less amazing results. Bass 

lines were clearly discernible - 

Bootsy Collins certainly plays like a 

man possessed and he puts some 

very subtle phrasing into his work, 

which I had never heard before until 

trying the Aurora. 

Bass from this record deck 

is full, without being 

overblown, with the bass to 

midrange balance being 

extremely 

smooth, and the 

midrange to 

treble transition one of 

the smoothest I have ever 

heard. Unlike Linn's LP12, 

for example, it's a very 

even sounding device. 

The aural perspective is 

very natural, in that the 

musicians seem to be placed 

at one point in the image, 

but as they play they move 

in front of the microphones - 

best evinced by listening to 

Carmen by Bizet. The Deutsch 

Grammophon issue was a 

magnificent portrayal of opera at its 

finest, Again, the stereo image was 

one of the best displays of the mix 

engineer's craft. 

Throughout this recording, the 

stylus was able to track the music 

with absolute security.As the 

soprano solo part started, the singer 

seemed to be floating to the left of 

REFERENCE SYSTEM: 

CROWN DC300A power amplifiers (three in a tri-amp 

configuration) 

ATC SCM35 floorstanding passive loudspeakers 

Custom built passive preamplifier 

Ortofon MC25FL moving coil cartridge 

OL RB250 pickup arm 

Trichord Dino phonostage 

Connectronics Musiflex cables 

Custom built loudspeaker cables for the tri-amp rig 

Complete isolated mains supply through its own fuse 

box with MK socketry 

oral 

omen Mythology 

goddess of th 

atm: Awn) 

centre in the image and her voice 

was one of the most breath-taking it 

has been my privilege to listen to! 

At this point in the review. I 

introduced the larger transformer in 

the listening chain and this produced 

no small improvement.The image 

seemed to expand in all dimensions, 

with a larger punch at the upper bass 

to lower midrange. Kick drum was 

certainly felt in my chest and I could 

tell the difference between ride and 

crash cymbals! The stereo 

reproduction was a lot smoother, not 

to the point of becoming mushy - the 

sound seemed just right. 

I then substituted another 

component - the OL I standard arm 
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"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of the 
finest sounding amps I have ever heard, of any 

era, from anywhere..." 
Sam Te/hg - Stereophile, Nov 2003 
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was replaced with a completely 

rewired OL I arm.The difference 

between this arm and a standard unit 

is quite impressive, and this arm and 

turntable combination made my jaw 

drop in amazement, Again the image 

became obviously clearer - it was 

very good before, but with the 

higher specified arm, it was 

exemplary. I listened for a further day 

until I was so tired (emotionally and 

physically) I had to get some sleep. I 

went to sleep with an enormous 

smile on my face with Supertramp's 

'Crime of the Century' ringing in my 

ears. 

CONCLUSION 
This is one of the few turntables I 

could listen to for days at a time 

with no hint of listening fatigue. It 

possesses the ability to present the 

VERDICT ••••• 
Another exquisitely engineered turntable 
from Origin Live, with superlative sound 
to match. 

ORIGIN LIVE AURORA 

GOLD/Oil f1,594 

C + 44 ( 0)2380 578877 

www.originlive.com 

THE EDITOR SAYS: 

AL was obviously most beguiied by this, the latest mid-price design from Origin Live, and ljustifiably so. It's just a little more expensive than Michell's GyroDec, which I use as a ref-
erence, and differs quite a bit in presentation. Just as Origin Live's Illustrious tonearm is 

altogether warmer (or to be more accurate, less cold) and more organic than SME's Series 

IV, so the Aurora turntable is a less mechanical and clinical listen than the Gyro. It has a 

very neutral, transparent and open sound that's even and cohesive, whereas its Michell 

rival is more explicitly detailed, architectural and incisive. Both decks are tremendously 

capable, but if you're into vinyl for that sweetly musical sound that so many associate with 

it then this is the one. If you re more into eking out every last ounce of detail in a more 

obviously analytical way, then ioak to the likes of Michell and Clearaudio. DP 

music as it was recorded. It produces 

an extremely wide deep stereo 

image into which is placed all of the 

musical clues. Pace is second to none 

along with precision and an 

extremely believable sound stage. 

Even with the least expensive pick up 

arm, this turntable projects an image 

that at times is frighteningly realistic. 

Acoustic guitar and solo violin are 

PRICING 

Origin Live Aurora Gold turntable 

Upgrade transformer 

(less £15 if purchased with deck) OL1 

011 rewired 

reproduced precisely in the position 

they were recorded or mixed at. The 

Aurora Gold's neutrality shows the 

difference between pick up arms 

with ease. (More on this subject next 

month.) Disc surface noise is almost 

inaudible, and this combined with the 

turntable's neutrality strengthened 

the Ilusion that Ry Cooder was 

really in my living room. Even with a 

mid-price pickup cartridge, the 

strengths of this combination are 

easily apparent.The highest 

complement I can give is that I 

enjoyed the music. Overall, an 

extremely fine piece of engineering 

with factory support of the highest 

order. I can recommend this record 

deck with complete confidence. 

£1,470 

£175 

£124 

£359 
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( *.íhe Kec182 is out latest introduction for the true beginner and designed by Andy 
Grove. A simple and elegant design based on the classic ECL82 valve, a triode 

and power pentode sharing the same glass envelope.The amplifier consists of two 
ECL82s per channel, the triode sectons work as the input/phase splitter and the 

pentode sections work in push-pull for the output stage.The amplifier offers 8 
watts into an 8 ohm load, the hum level is extremely low, comparison to solid 

state standards, The chassis is constructed of I.6mm mild steal with a black 
powder coat finish, there is only one signal input pair controlled at the front by a 
volume control for that simple touch.The speaker connects are the standard 

4mm banana type, positioned at the rear, as are the mains input which is received 
through an IEC lead, mains switch and earth post.We have made the construction 

as simple as is humanly possible with comprehensive instructions.The circuitry is 
based on a single printed circuit board. Ultimately this kit is for the guy who has 
always fancied a go at building a kit, but never dared. Simon Pope says," It's a 
great introduction to the valve sound. For it's humble price it delivers a full and 

rich sound with great detail and good depth." Kec182 weighs 9kg. External 

dimensions are 30cm(w)x23.5cm(d)x II cm(h) 

.al1M-17- 7 -ITM-77  

KECL82 VALVE AMPLIFIER KIT £19 

• 

These are our new 6550 series amplifiers.A pure class A design providing 40 
watts into a 8 ohm load.(available in a 4 ohm version if required) A truely high 
end design by Andy Grove, using Svetlana 6550Cs in push-pull (any 6550 or 

KT88 tube can be used with this amp). It features valve rectification (5U4) a 
choke pi filter power supply and is hard wired.Weighs 19kg with dimensions 

390mm(w) x 330mm(d) x 190mm(h) with valves or 220mm(h) with cage. Simon 

Pope says - "If you favour attack and rhythmic grip, together with a smoothness 
of sound that's incredibly easy to live with, the KiT6550 could well be the kit 

amp for you.The 6550 is one for those who like a valve sound married to the 

attack and clout of a good quality solid state design". 

TEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT £615 KAT6550 VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT £580 

The Ke184 features a pair of EL84 valves per channel in push-pull configuration. 
They give 15 watts into an 8 ohm load, The output transformers are Ultra 

Linear. Up front the ECF80 input/phase splitter valve has an extremely smooth 
sound.The Ke184 has very low hum, for simplicity the kit is built on a printed 
circuit board. A strong steel chassis is fronted by a 3mm anodised front panel 

and attractive chromed custom made knobs.There are five line level inputs, 

plus one monitor input, with a tape output included, all controlled from the 
front panel. At the rear is a mains switch/IEC power input, earth post, phonos, 

and 4mm bannana sockets. Simon Pope says, "The quality that can be gleaned 
from this amp is a fine introduction to the joys of the valve sound.The Ke184 
will highlight all the intricacies and depth of detail in your favourite recordings 

whilst retaining a warmth and fullness that is almost exclusive to pure valve 
amps and is rare at this price point." Ke184 weighs 10kg. External dimensions 
with valves are 300mm(w) x 270mm(d) x 150mm(h). 

KEL84 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT 

The 2A3 PSE integrated amplifier offers a seriously hi-end sound, but without the 

cost usually associated with single-ended amplifiers.The stereo chassis houses, on 
the output, 2 x 2A3 in parallel single ended configuration and a single 6SN7 as 
the driver tube per channel.The valve rectified power supply consists of a 5U4 
and a 10h choke.This feedbackless design provides 8.5watts into an 8 ohm load, 

so a good sensitivity speaker is required above 90dB. It can accept 6 line-level 
inputs fully controllable from the front panel.We provide the excellent Alps Blue 

potentiometer as standard.The amplifier is hard wired so plenty of scope for 
tweaking in the future. Simon Pope says, "The 2A3 PSE is extremely impressive 

piece of kit, good imaging, wide sound stage, nicely extended on the high 
frequency and tremendous bass thump.Weight - 20kg, external dimensions with 

valves fitted - 390mm(w) x 360mm(d) x 220mm(h) 
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The PRE- 11 is a valve pre-amplifier with six inputs, tape monitor and two sets of 
output sockets. It utilises a high quality line driver transformer and x5 gain.The 

PHONO-Il is a dedicated valve phono stage that incorporates a step-up 
transformer for MC users. Finally. PSU-Il is a power supply unit that feeds both 
the PRE- 11 and PHONO-11. 

Power Supply Unit (PSU-11) 
Pre-amplifier (PRE-11) 

Phono Stage (PHONO-11) 

Moving coil step-up transformer 
Passive pre-amplifier (PAS- 11) 

£205.00 

£215.00 
£110.00 

£77.00 
£235.00 

KiT34 is a 32 watt stereo valve integrated amplifier, featuring a pair of EL34s, in 

push-pull mode, per channel, plus an ECF80 pentode/triode as input/phase 
splitter.The power supply is valve rectified (2 x 5U4), using a heavy duty choke 

to achieve exceptional smoothing.The output transformers are 14% Ultra Linear 
tapped to keep distortion down to its lowest level and the kit is totally hard 
wired utilising three tag boards. It has five line level inputs, plus a tape-in and 

tape out, all controllable from the front. Simon Pope says,This integrated bring 
together the best sonic virtues of our KiT88, ke134 and top of the range 300B PSE 

in an affcv-dable package.The nighlights of the sound are a deep and taut bass 

response, together with an open and highly detailed mid and high frequency 

response that only the best valve designs can achieve.., a true valve classic. "Weight 
22kg, External dimensions with valves fitted - 390mm(w) x 360mm(d) x 210mm(h) 

KAT34 VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT £480 KIT34 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT £515 

(Our Parallel Single Ended amplifiers offer ultimate 

sound quality Each monobloc has two of the 

beautfully linear 300B direcly heated triode in 
its output stage, producing 20 watts into an 8 

ohm load. At the front we have a 6AU6 

pentode and an ECC82 as the driver valve. 

This design utilises a 5U4 rectifier valve in 
the power supply, in combination with a 

10H choke, giving an extremely quiet 
supply. Both mains and output 
transformers we E/1 pattern. 

For purists, feedback is switchable and 
the kit is totally hard-wired. For those that 
require valves we provide the superb Tesla 
300Bs. Russian 5U4s and European 6AU6s & 
ECC82. Simon Pope says, "Not to put too fine a 
point on it. the sound these monoblocs create is 

among the finest that can be encountered in hi-fi." Our 
30013 PSE kit bears an affordable price of £895.00 (UK price) excluding valves. Each 

,  monobloc weighs 23kgs.,external dimensions with valves: 
25cm(w) x 38cm(d) x 22cm(h) per monobloc. 

The 300B PP monobloc shares the same 
look and chassis as the 300B PSE monobloc. 

The 30013 PP kit has been created for 
those who prefer a bit more dynamics 
and drive to their valve sound. With a 
pair of 300Bs in push-pull configu-
ration providing 26 watts output, 

these beauties will drive most 

modern loudspeakers to perfection. 
Andy Grove's design is totally 
feedbackless, using a 6AU6 pentode 
as the input valve and a 5687 as the 

phase splitter, the power supply uses 
a Rdssian 5U4 for rectification.The kit is constructed by - 

point to point wiring so some experience :s required. 3008 PSE owners do have 
the option to buy the conversion kit for £250.00 to turn their monoblocs to 
push-pull status. Each monobloc weighs 23kg. 

3008 PSE MONOBLOC KIT £895 3008 PP MONOBLOC KIT NEW £895 

(;he HD83 headphone amplifier is a beautifully simple design using Mullard 
ECL83 valves, a triode and power pentode housed in the same envelope. It 

works directly from any source, be it CD, tape, tuner etc., or from an amplifier's 
tape out or pre-amp out sockets. The circuit uses high specification E/I output 
transformers that will drive any headphone load from 16 ohms to over 300 
ohms depending on how the secondaries are wired up.The HD83 is a single. 

ended design with the power pentode wired up in triode configuration for 

added sonic purity, and it is as quiet as a mouse. For sound quality Jon Marks 

says," The bass is punchy and controlled without becoming artificial, while 
treble has the crispness of the best solid-state, with the tonal purity, delicacy 
and speed associated with valves." External dimensions I 8cm(w) x30cm(1) x 
8cm (h) weight 41%. 

HD83 VALVE HEADPHONE AMPUFIER Rif' £195 
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KIT6550/KAT6550 mains transformers 

2 inch stack, I 30mm(h)x120mm(w)x I 35mm(1) 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. Secondaries 

425V-0V-425V, 350mA, 0V-5V, 6A, 3.15V-0V-3.15V, 

9A. Suitable for 120V & 240Vac opeation 

KEL84 mains transformer 

1.5 inch stack, 90mm(h)x 80mm(w)x 95mm(d) 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. Secondaries: 

0V-240V 300mA, 3.15V-0V-3.15V, 5.5A, suitable for 

120/240V operation 

KIT34/KAT34/KIT6550/KAT6550 choke 

1.25 inch stack, 65mm(h)x105mm(w) with fitting 

holes x 60mm(d), clamp fitting, 2.5 H, 350mA 

300B PSE mains Ell transformer 

I 30mm(h) x 95mm(w) x 115mm(d). 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. 

Secondaries: 380V-0V-380V, 180mA/ I 50-0V- 150V, 

25mA/OV-5V, 1.2A/OV-5V, 1.2A/OV-5V,3A/3.15V-0V-

3.15V,0.4A suitable for 120/240V operation 

HD83 mains toroidal transformer 

80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

165V,75mA/3. 15V-0V-3.15V, I A, suitable for 

120/240V operation 

PSU-II mains toroidal transformer 

80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

270V,60mA/OV-10V,2A, suitable for 120/240V 

operation 

TRANS I mains toroidal transformer 

95mm dia. x 50mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

370V,150mA/OV-6.3V,3.5A 300B E/I choke 

65mm(h) x 70mm(d) x 80mm(w) open frame 

fitting,10H, 180mA, 

KEL84 Ell choke 

0.5 inch stack, 40mm(h)x 35mm(d)x 70mm(w) 

clamp fitting, 1H, 250mA 

PSU-ii 

40mm(h) x 35mm(d) x 70mm (w) clamp fitting, 

15H, 20mA 

KIT34/KAT34 mains transformer 

2.5 inch stack, I 20mm(h)x115mm(w)x95mm(d), 

drop through fitting with zinc cap,Secondaries 

365V - OV - 365V,300mA/OV - 5V, 6A/3. 15V - OV - 

3.15V, 7.5A. Suitable for 120/240V operation. 

2A3 PSE mains transformer: 

2.5inch stack, on a 120 size lamination, 

I 20mm(h)xl I 5mm(w)x95mm(d), drop through 

fitting with zinc plated transformer caps. 
Secondary winding: 370V-0V-370V, 250mA, 0V-5V, 

3A, 0V-4V, 2A x4. Suitale for 
110V/120V/220V/230V operation. Can be used 

for a valve rectified, dc heater (2A3), dc regulated 
heater(input valve) stereo 2A3 PSE/PP amplifier. 

KECL82 mains transformer: 

I.25inch stack, on a 29 size lamination, 

80mm(wide)x7Omm(height)x7Omm(depth), frame 
type 2 hole fixing. Secondary winding: 0V- 185V, 

200mA, 0V-63V, 3.5A. Suitale for 
110V/120V/220V/230V operation. Good for low 

power amp, solid state rectification achieves a HT 

of 240Vdc. Could be used for ECL82 PP/PSE 

stereo amp. 

SFORMERS & CHOKES 

KIT6550/KAT6550 i6% TAPPED UL 

push-pull output transformer 2 inch stack, 80mm 

(w) x 95mm(1) x 100mm(h), drop through fitting 

with zinc cap. Primary-secondary 4.5K, 16% UL 

tapped. Secondary 4 Or 8 ohm, pis specify on 

order. max output 45 watts, max current 180mA, 

valves, KT88, 6550 etc 

KEL84 Ell Ultra Linear push-pull output 

transformer 

1.25 inch stack, 76mm(h)x 65mm(w)x 76rnm(d) 
Primary - seondary, 8K with 12.5% UL tap - 

8ohms, max o/p- I 5watts, max current 150mA 

valves EL84 etc 

KIT88/KAT88 Ell push-pull output transformer 

80mm(w)x95mm(I)x100mm(h). Primary-secondary 
10K - 8ohms, max o/p-40watts, max current-

160mA valves-KT88, 6550, EL34 

Pre- II E/I driver transformer 

80mm(w)x6Omm(1) x65mm(h). 6:1 step down 

transformer, max current-10mA valves-6922 etc 

pre-amp stage 

KIT34/KAT34 E/I 14% tapped Ultra Linear 

push-pull output transformer 

2 inch stack, 80mm(w)x95mm(I)x100mm(h), drop 

through fitting with zinc cap. Primary-secondary 

6.4K, 14% UL taps, Secondary 8ohm, max output 

34watts, max current 150mA, valves EL34, 6L6, 

6CA7 

HD83 Ell single ended output transformer 

40mm(w)x5Omm(1) x55mm(h). 
Primary-secondary 4K - 4 x 64ohms 

windings, max o/p-lwatts, max current-25mA 

valves-ECL83 etc 

300B PSE E/I parallel single ended output 

transformer 

130mm(h) x 95mm(w) x 115mm(d). 
drop through fitting with zinc cap. 

Primary 1K5 Secondary 8R, output . 

2A3 PSE Ell output transformer: 
2A3 parallel single ended transformer, 2 inch stack, 

78 size lamination. Primary impedance is 2.5K, 
secondary impedence is 4ohm or 8ohm, max 

current is 100mA. Output is 8.5Watts. 

KECL82 PP output transformer 

ECL82 push-pull ultra linear. linch stack, on a 29 

size lamination, 
80mm(wide)x7Omm(height)x6Omm(depth), frame 

type 2 hole fixing. Primary 7.5Kohm, secondary 

8ohms. Max current 85mA, 

Good for numerous low output pentode valves in 

push-pull configuration. 

300B PP E/I push-pull output transformers 

2.5inch stack, on a size 120 lamination. 

I 30mm(h)x95mm(w)x II 5mm(d) drop through 
fitting with zinc plated cap. Primary impedance 4K, 

secondary 6ohm.Will suit 300Bs, 2A3s etc in 

push-pull configuration. 
—..-yrrrimm_•PM..P„7r,"--"ffleePellIM 

--i 02 Printed Circuit Board 200mrn(w) x140mmOATI 
Ke184 Printed Circuit Board 28Ornm(re) o I 35mrreo 1.6rnm(d). 

immyr.Printed Circuit Board 140mm(w) X.311151MIEM 
Ke134 Printed Circuit Board I 40mm(w) o 310mm(I) o 2.4mrn(d). 

Mated Circuit Board (a pair) 120mm(w) xannall. 

14083 Printed Circuit Board 140mm(w) n 160mrn(I) x 1.6nun(d). 

I II ted Circuit Board 105mm(w) x 1301MMIll 

PRE-II Printed Circuit Board 105rnm(w) n 130mm(1) n I.6mrn(d, 

MEMBIELPrinted Circuit Board 105mm(w) n 130MMEMEMI 

Hi-Fi World in Malaysia at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Hi-Fi World is now distributed thrgh.good bookshops and newstands in Malaysia. for back issues, 
general enquiries and advertising, contact Simon Chang at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av. 

Also available are products by World Audio Design, 
Michell, Trichord, Lowther and ReThm loudspeakers. 

Millennium Hi-Fi & Av 
500-1-3 First Floor, Wisma Indah (Shen Court), 

Jalan Tun Razak 50400 K.L. 

tel: 603 9283 8171 fax: 603 9281 3762 

137 Jalan Pendekar 2 Taman Skudai Baru 81300 Skudai, Johor DT 
tel: 607'554 5171 tax: 607 554 7645 

e-mail: info@millennium-audio.com 
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These are expert kits, not for the inexperienced. You must be able to solder and read a circuit diagram. The valve 
kits contain lethal voltages. We cannot be held responsible for any errors arising from the construction of these. kits. 
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Kec182 (8 ohm) 
2A3PSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
2A3PSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
ke184 with valves (8 ohm) 
Ke184 without valves (8 ohm) 
PSUll 
PREll 
PHON011 
PASII 
Step ups transformers for MC use with PHON011 
HD83 with valves 
300BPSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
300BPSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
300BPP with valves (6 ohm) 
300BPP without valves (6 ohm) 
300BPP conversion pack 

Kec182 (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (without valves) 
KaT6550 (with valves) 
KaT6550 (without valves) 
KiT6550 (with valves) 
KiT6550 (without valves) 
KAT34(with valves) 
KAT34(without valves) 
KiT34 (with valves) 
KiT34 (without valves) 
Ke184 (with valves) 
Ke184 (without valves) 
PSU - II 
PRE - 11 
PHONO II 
PAS 11 
MC - step up (pair) 
HD83 (with valves) 
300B PSE (with valves) 
300B PSE (no valves) 
3008 PP (with valves) 
300B PP (no valves) 
300B PP (conversion pack) 

£195.00 
£570.00 
£470.00 
£580.00 
£450.00 
£615.00 
£485.00 
£480.00 
£415.00 
£515.00 
£450.00 
£298.00 
£268.00 
£205.00 
£215.00 
£110.00 
£235.00 
£80.00 
£195.00 
£1197.00 
£895.00 
£1197.00 
£895.00 
£250.00 

£170.00 
£485.00 
£400.00 
£495.00 
£380.00 
£525.00 
£415.00 
£410.00 
£354.00 
£440.00 
£385.00 
£255.00 
£230.00 
£175.00 
£185.00 
£95.00 
£200.00 
£68.00 
£167.00 
£1020.00 
£765.00 
£1020.00 
£765.00 
£215.00 

PARTS DESCRIPTION MINER NO. QTY UK OVERSEAS 
(inc vat & carriage) (exc. vat & carriage) 

2A3 mains transformer 
6550 mains transformer 
34 mains transformer 
ke184 mains transformer 
HD83 mains transformer 
PSUll mains transformer 
300B mains transformer 
34/6550 choke 
ke184 choke 
300B choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSUll choke 
6550 output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
34 output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
ke184 output (8 ohm) 
2A3 PSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
HD83 output (multiload secondary) 
PRE- 11 driver transformer 
300BPSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
300BPP output transformer (6ohm) 
ke184 PCB 
ke134 PCB 
keI80 PCB 
KECL82 PCB 
HD83 PCB 
PSUll PCB 
PREll PCB 
PHONON PCB 
tag board 
ALPS 50K dual potentiometer 
ALPS 100K dual potentiometer 
stepped attenuator ( 10K or 50K) 
LCR 22.5uF 440Vdc polyprop. Cap 
Jensen 0.47uF 630V, aluminium foil 
Safety gloves 
2A3PSE/6550/34 safety cage 

2A3 PSE mains T 
6550 mains T 
KiT34 - mains T 
Ke184 - mains T 
HD83 - mains T 
PSU-11 - mains T 
300B - mains T (each) 
KiT34 - choke 
ke184 - choke 
300B choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSU-choke 
6550 - 0/P T (pair) 
34 - 0/P T (pair) 
ke184 - 0/P T (pair) 
2A3 PSE 0/P T (pair) 
HD83 - 0/P T(pair) 
PRE- 11 - driver T(pair) 
300B PSE - 0/P T (each) 
300B PP - 0/P T (each) 
Ke184 - PCB 
Ke134 - PCB 
Ke180 - PCB(pair) 
KECL82 - PCB 
HD83 - PCB 
PSU- Il - PCB 
PRE-II - PCB 
PHONO-Il - PCB 
TAG 
ALPS - 50K 
ALPS - 100K 
Attenuator + resistor pack 
LCR - 22.5U 
JEN - 0.47U 630V 
SAFETY GLOVES 
2A3 PSE/34/6550 cage 

£115.00 
£120.00 
£100.00 
£60.00 
£40.00 
£40.00 
£115.00 
£40.00 
£20.00 
£40.00 
£40.00 
£20.00 
£130.00 
£130.00 
£90.00 
£130.00 
£100.00 
£80.00 
£110.00 
£110.00 
£30.00 
£12.00 
£52.00 
£25.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£4.00 
£14.00 
£14.00 
£75.00 
£10.00 
£20.00 
£25.00 
£80.00 

£98.00 
£105.00 
£85.00 
£47.00 
£34.00 
£34.00 
£98.00 
£34.00 
£17.00 
£34.00 
£34.00 
£17.00 
£112.00 
£112.00 
£78.00 
£112.00 
£86.00 
£68.00 
£94.00 
£94.00 
£26.00 
£11.00 
£45.00 
£21.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£3.00 
£12.00 
£12.00 
£65.00 
£8.00 
£17.00 
£21.00 
£68.00 

"‘r lpr 

Title Description 

1A40 

1A36 

P20A 

40W EL34 integrated 
36W 1(188 integrated 

20W 5881 power amp 

Price (exc. 

VAT + Carriage) 

£590.00 

£895.00 

£795.00 

Title Description 

MB80 80W EL34 rrionobloc 
PAII Valve pre-amplifier 

PH11 Vahe Mono Aage lor PAII 

• RDER INFORMATION 

NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

Price (exc. 

VAT + Curiae 
£1190.00 

£699.00 
£199.00 

bider foam our Far East Distributer: Millenium Hi-Fi & AV 

137 Jalan Pendekar 2. Taman Skudai Baru. 81300 Skudai. Jchor DT, Malaysia 

Tel: 07 554 5171 - Fax: 07 554 7645 - email:mha8@pd.jaring.my 

Tel/Fax: 01908 218 836 
I enclose cheque/postal order for £ made payable 

  to World Audio Publishing Ltd. I wish to pay by Mastercard / Visa /Switch/ Solo. 
  Please debit my account no: 

POST CODE:   
COUNTRY: 
TEL. (DAY): 

Expiry Date.  Signature:  
  (Switch/Solo only) Valid Date:  Issue No.  
  (Visa/Mastercard only) Security number - last three digits of number on signature strip. ( 

Pnces were correct at time of pnnt, 01/01/04 they are subject to change 

If you wish for a built item, please phone for a quote / Valves included except where otherwise stated It you would like a data sheet on any of the kits, please write a ' D' in the qty b. 

WARNING - World Audio Publishing Ltd accept no responsibility for kits, parts or modifications made or supplied by third parues Order on our website wwwworldaudiodesign.co.uk 
Please send your completed order form to: WORLD AUDIO PUBUSHING LTD. 12a Spnng Gardens, Newport Pagnell, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK.16 OLE 

Tet/Fax: 01908 218836 e-mail: orders@wortlaucbcdesign.co.uk 

VISA IL 
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MADE SIMPLE 

44e 

I 
Electronic test 
instruments 

al& 

Electronics made Simple 

by Ian Sinclair 

This books covers the basic theory and 

principles of electronics. A good read 

for the beginner. 

Code No 1420 

£12.99 £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Build your own Electronic Test 

Instruments 

by Electktor 

This book contains designs for 17 

measuring instruments, seven generators 
and analysers, ten miscellaneous insten. 

menu and a number of test ancillaries 

and auxilianes. The designs range from a 

simple multicore cable designs contain a 

special printed circuit, drawing of which 
are given in an appendix. 

Code No.1400 

(15.95 £3.25 P&P (UK) 

:jiwuke 

Ab1,117-
1,41..,L11,11,T4 
:===•••••• 

M•111.11.11M 

i 
NUN Okasene 

Fundamentals 
of 

Radio-Valve 
Technique 

onanommmr, 

Audio Measurements 
by Norman Crowhorst 

Famous compendium of measurement 
and test techniques for audio reproduc-

tion equipment of the tube era includes 
discussion of all instruments needed. 

Covers amps, transformers. preamps, 

turntables, changers. tonearms. car-

tridges, tape recorders. 

Code No.I 830 

£I3.95 £.00 P&P(UK) 

Understanding Hi-Fi Circuits 

by N. H.Crowhurst 

Orn* putáshed in 1957 Discusses all 
aspeoa & arpbSms. pre-amplifiers and equali-

sation cituitry, well written, easy to under-
standThe author does concentrate on vahe 

orca ega, so no transistors here. 

Paperback,224pp Code N.1820 

Price £ 13.95 + 12.00 UK p&p 

The Best of Audioneditorial projects 

by Luciano Marti 

The book contains six excellent audio proiects - 

a Ne sensitivity speakena superb tube pre-arnp 

a 1A3 amplifier designa project usng de Russian 

6C33CB ad two protects using 300Bs as output 

valides. Derail the book na bbulous react 
62popaper back book code 1750 

£12.00 0 £2.00 UK p+p 

Fundamentals of Radio-Valve 

Technique 

J. Deketh 

This is part of the philips technical series 

written in 1947 it was one the most author-

nine and comprehensive treatments of the 
nature and function of the vaccurn tube. 

534pp. Paper back 

Code No. 1630 

£21.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The Williamson Amplifier 

by D.T.N.Williamson. 

Offers practical advice on how to build and 

set up the amplifier for best results 

4Opp Paper back 

Code No. 1040 

L9.9501130 P&P (UI) 

1mlio 
Equipmem 

Inside The 
Vacuum Tube 

rj FISSOUDI( 
Uu,ç.fl tfih 

• • 'Moe ' unman,. •11•14 

Vacuum Tube 

Amplifiers 

«mom 
all«1111•1111.1 

/4731 

RCA 

Build your own High-End Audio 

Equipment 

by Elecktor 

Build your own High-End Audio equip-

ment contains construction projects for 

solid state preamplifiers and power 

amplifiers, active cross-over filters, an 

active subwoofer, a mono/stereo 

compressor and a headphone amplifier. 

Code No. 1390 

£14.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The LP is back 

by Audio Amatures 

Your complete guide to LP care and 

maintenance designed to offer you 

everything useful for those who love 

and enjoy this older music medium. 

This covers the theory and care of 

LPs and the electronics and mechan-

ics of its players. 
1S4pp Paperback , Code No.I 620 

L8.00 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

1,411C 
Inside thelfacuum Tube 

lilao F Rub r 

One of the most thorough (and funny) 

books ever written on the way vacuum 

tubes function. Rider's mastery of analo-

gies common to most of us makes the 

book especially useful to those who 

want to learn about vacuum tubes. 
Code No. 1840 

L24.00 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Glass Audio Projects • I7Vacuum 

Tube Designs 

This book features 17 vahe proiect. 

designesi cred and tested by some of the 

best authors state side. Designs suck as a 

300B push-pull arm, a 33 power amp a 
6528 single ended a 30013 parallel see. 

ended amp a6C33C-B sire ended amp, 

a 70VV 10193 push-pull amine 2A3 sine 
ended arrap to name a fe.v.A1 donna. 

don is prodded so most projects can 

beak born scratch. 

Pupated( 73pp. Cade 1790, 

£8.00 + £150 P&P (UK) 

Venues Tube Amplifiers 

byValley &Wellman 

This book is a well known reference 

valve text book and is assembled 

&cirri pieces by ten knowledgable 

authors, An absolute bible when it 

comes to valve electronics. 

734pp, Paperback, Code 1770 

£29.95 + 4.30 P&P (UK) 

Buid your own AudloValve Amplifiers 

by Rainer Zain Linde 

This book covers construction projects 

for preamplifers. power amplifiers and 

two amplifiers for musical instruments 

aimed at the practical audio/hi-fi enthu-

siast it offers much information on the 

operation of electron tubes, while the 

first chapter gives a short history of 

the therrnionic valve. 
paperback, 251 pp. Code No.1320 

L 14.95 250 P&P (UK) 

RCA fteceiving Tube Manual 

Technical Series RC- I4 

This book presents RCAs comneroal valve 

line-up as it was ni 1940,The manual covers 

termnology.Tedvsology and application. vahe 
testng and then a buyer section grog some a 

cut ideas rd plenty of data on rxriserou, un 
cg 6L6,6N7.65N7 

AUDIO TIME DATA 
Das• lam999,99.99. 
eramernerne 
rue memo. mega I 

OrMlim••••••• 

time 

7.55pp Paperback, Code No.1800 

113.95 + £2.00 p&p (UK) 

AudiotRadm Handbook 

By National Semiconductor 

Naconal Semiconductor s manual is an essenoal 

ad to engneers and epenenced hobbnsts in 

the appliaoco of Nationale line of consumer 

audio and radio ICs. Not only does it hold com-

prehensive data of Mew Co bit cleanses theo-

ry aspects cd anplifiers and pre-amps and cov-

ers electronic prricçals. 

paperback 200pp, Code No.1810 

LI3.95 + L2.00 P&P (UK) 

The Joy of Audio Electronics 

by Charles Hansen 

This is a fail-safe guide to the pleasures of 

hands-on electronic construction. This 

book covers test and measurement pro-

jects, how to build simple kits, safety 

issues, the workplace, theory and 

resources.A must for the beginner who 

plans to build more advanced electronic 

projects in the future. 
124pp Paperback, Code No.1650 

£10.50 L2.50 P&P (UK) 

GEC Audio Tube Data 

Full of data and circuits concerning 

the three most well known MO 

Valve power tetrodes, the KT66, 

KT77 and KT88. (the KT77 was 

GEC'sanswer to Mallard's EL34) and 

some data on the PX4 and PX25 

triodes.The first section concerns 

preamplifiers of various types. with 
information regarding equalisation, 

tone controls, filters and suchlike. 

An excellent book for all valve 

heads. 

Paperback Code No. 1780 

£14.95 £2.00 (UK) 

An Approach to Audio Electronic Valves 

in Audio Frequency Amplifiers 

by E. Rodenhuis 

Discussing the use of valve data, the fl111C. 

[ion of different amplifier stages and 
includes detailed descriptions of eight 

designs. A wealth of practical data, mea-

surements and interesting features will ba 

found A very good read. 
Paperback I 47pp, Code No. 1520 

Price £ 12.95 0 £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Audio Reality 

by Bruce Rotenblitz 

Investigates conductors, skin effect, imped-

ance, interconnects, speaker cables. balanced 

'inns, transmission lines, isolation transform-

ers, tubes, acoustics and much more. Also, 

hdadis k aceeent derailed vahe design proiects. 

EC)watt OTL 25watt 071, grounded grid pre. 

amp, 150watt amp., 6550 SE amp. and a 

rounded grid cascade phono Kemp. 

Paperback 128pp, Code No. 1640 

Price 21.50 + 2.50 P&P (UK) 

Nullard Tube Circuits for Audio 

Amplifiers 

Includes full designs for eleven power and 

control amps. including 5-20, using valves. 

Begins with a four chapter tutorial on getting 

the best sound from valve amplifiers. 
142pp 8' it 10" Paperback Code 1030 

L13.95 + 12.00 P&P (UK) 

The Beginner's Guide to Tube Design 

by Bruce Roaenblita 

This book takes a comprehensive look at 

tube audio design. It explains how vacuum 

tubes work and how to design with them. 

Rotenblit covers stabilisation and testing a 

description of 13 famous and classic amps 

and preempt and how to work effectively as a 

designer. A hands-on guide to construction 

techniques, tools and choosing components 

and tubes is provided. 1997, 
132pp Paper back Code No. 1340 

£15.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 
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ORDER 4 BOOKS 8g OVER 8i PAY ONLY £7.00 FOR P&P (UK ONLY) 

IMreme Meg* 

e. 

Manuale HI-FI a valvole Schernario 2° 

This book is dedicated to self makers and 

to Hi-Fi tube engineers. With a wealth of 

circuit diagrams from some of the best 

valve amplifiers, pm-amplifiers and phono 

equipment producen in the world. 

Including,Audio ResearchAltec. Conrad 

Johnson, Art Audio. Luxnun, Carver. 

Dynaco Electrovoice. Leak. Macintosh. 

Maranta. Quad. Radford. Quick Silver, 

numerous OTL designs,VerdierVTL and 

Western Flectic.Well worth the money. 
208pp. Paperback Code No. 1720 

£44.00 + £4.00 P&P (UK) 

First In High Fidelity 

The Products and History 

of H. J. Leak 8. Co. Ltd. 

by Steven Spicer 

This book is the unique and 

comprehensive story about 

one of the world s best high-

fidelity audio companies. 

Contained are 300 pictures, 

30 circuit diagrams for classic 

designs of the day. There are 

also nunxrtius anecdotes and 

contributions frcvn ex-employees 

A wonderful historol read. 
270pp Paperback 

Code no, 740 

C19.95+ 055 p+p UK 

- ene 
- ••••• 

11,1g 711101,1 

APPULAIV rs 
.Y1 ILICMIN--11111, 

VACUUM 
TUBES 

Getting the most out of Vacuum 

Tubes 

by Robert B.Torner 

From the cover. Types and causes of tube 

failures. what to expect from tubes, testing 

methods and all about tube maintenance 

programs." This book is intended to offer 

explanations of why tubes fail and what to 

do about it. Discussions of catastrophic and 

degenerative failures; selecting tubes and 

tube types and testing arid predicting tube 

performance. 

160pp Paperback, Code No.1710 

£1195 + C2.00 P&P (U() 

Basic Theory and 

Application of Electron 

Tubes 

A US Army 8. Navy 

Publication 

This book is an excellent 

introduction into valves it 

does just about everything 

its title suggests.Written in 

1957 it was used by the US 

military as a text book in 

their electrons department_ 

Superb.y written it con. 
taints all you need to know. 

215pp Paperback 

Code No 1 760 

£17.95 + £3.50 P&P (UK) 

111••••••11.11.• 

M ODI RN HIGH 
V A1VF AMP' I! ITS 

Sylvania Technical Manual 

by Sylvania Electric 

Products Inc. 

This 13th edition contains 

data on more than 3300 elec-

tron tubes and semiconduc-

tor devices. Reprinted here 

without the TV picture tube 

section. this manual contains 
detailed information on 

Sylvania's devices including 

charts and diagrams .A master 

index is found in the front of 

the book for reference. 
516pp Paper back 

Code No. 1700 

£16.95 + £3.80 UK pp 

Modem High-End Valve Amplifiers 

Based on Toroidal Output 

Transformers 

by Merino van derVeen 

Explains the whys and wherefores of 

toroidal output transformers at various 

technical levels. Discussed extensively 

within this book are designs for amplrfiers 

from 1 0 to 100 watts Finally, the author 

gives some attention to a number of 

special valve ampeers, and to the tInte y 

and practice of negative feedback 

250pp Hard back Code No. 1670 

£24 95 + £3.30 P+P (UK) 

Valve Amplifiers 

(second edition) 

by Morgan Jones, Audio 

Engineer 

This book allows those with a 
limited knowledge of the field 

to understand both the theo-

ry and the practice of valve 

audio amplifier design, such 

that they can analyse and 

modify circuits, and rebuild an 

amplifier. Constructional 

techniques are also provided 

so readers can build from 

scratch designs that actually 

work. 
488pp. Paper back, 

Code No. 1330 

[26.99 + 3.76P&P (UK) 

EAKER BOOKS 

.1 I I \ • 

Testing Loudspeakers* 

by Joe D'Appolito 

Joe D'Appolito. loudspeaker designer and 

consultant, has written the definitive text tn 

testing loudspeakers. Dr. D'Appolito brings 

his expertise to the subject and provides 

you with a hands-on discussion of testing 

drivers and systems He brings you the the. 

• and physics behind loudspeaker testing 
in this volume 
Paperback 

Code No. 1580 

£24.95 + £3.00 P&P (UK) 

Bullock On Boxes 

by Robert M.Bullock Ill. 

Using Thiele-Small parameters clearly, it 

offers lost of helpful tables and graphs to get 

to grips with the sizing of the box and port 

of a reflex 

loudspeaker 
72pp 81/2" x 11" Paperback 

Code No. 1100 

L12.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects 

A collection of the 25 best speaker articles 

published in the Audio Amateur throughout 

the 1970s. this popular book es proof tinas 

great designs are never out of date. This 

volume is a rich source of theory. pract.ce 

and design. 

135pp 8If2" I I" Paperback 

Code No. 1550 

£16.95 + (2.50 P&P (UK) 

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design and 

Construction 

by Ronald Wagner 

Step by step guide to the design and con-

struction of a full range electrostatic loud. 

speak«, including basic operating principles. 

Stron,;ly recommended for those wanting 

to eitner build, repair andtor restore, or 

who are lust interested in electrostatics. 
243pp 7" x 9 5/8" Paperback 

Code No. 1080 

[16.95 + (3.25 P&P (UK) 

ORDER ON-LINE 
wwvr.worldaudiodesign.co.0 

Loudspeakers:The Why and How of 

Good Reproduction 

by G.A. Briggs 

An easy to understand book on building 

loudspeakers, using empirical techniques 

that pre-date computer analysis. Strongly 

recommended for beginners. 
88pp 51/2 81t2" Paperback 

Code: 1070 

L 10.95 L2.00 P&P (UK) 

Please send Code No.) 

ORDER FORM 

The Loudspeaker Design 

Cookbook, 6th edition (new) - 

by Vance Dkkason 

This best seller offers up-to-date design 

information for the home constructor It 

uses modern Thiele-Small theory and 

parameters. 

288pp 81/2" oI 11/2" Paperback 

Code No. 1090 

L29.50 + L4.00 P&P (UK) 

Horn Loudspeaker Design 

by Mr J. Dinsdale 

A collection of papers by Mr J. >wine that 

&sass the dese and theory tides wonder. 

hit breed of loudspeaker:The book comae-is 

detailed dressings of numerous design indiorl-

ng some Londwr dassicsAbo included with 

the book is a 3.5inch Aocpy disc voth nraight 

forward software to assist n the design 

processA serious reference for those with an 

interest n bons speakers. 

112pppspertedt&I5Ioppr de 

210mm x 300mm 

Code 1730 

2950 + [250 P&P (UK) 

Acoustics & Psychoacoustics 2nd Edition 

ill David M. Howard & James Angus 

An introduction to acoustics.coerng human 
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The Marantz story is nothing if not labyrinthine - from the company's beginnings as the 
brainchild of a New York- based graphic designer to manufacturing in Japan, then ownership 

by Philips and subsequent independence and partnership with Denon, if there was ever an 
international marque, this is it. Still, many associate it with Japan, because of the work of 
its charismatic 'brand ambassador' Ken Ishiwata, who has leant his name to many Marantz 

products, the latest of which is the PM17 II KI Modified amplifier. David Price listens in... 

I
first realised Ken lshiwata was 
the world's tweakiest person 

when he and I were sitting in a 

bar in a hotel on the south 

coast of Spain a few years back. 

I'd just bought a Nokia 8810, 

which at the time was the world's 

newest and smallest mobile phone. I 

was proud as punch that I'd managed 

to procure one of these state-of-the-

art communications devices, and 

gleefully showed it to Ken — who 

promptly pulled out his own 8810 

from his designer jacket and said the 

two magic words for which — to me 

— he is now synonymous, "special 

modification". 

Ken, you see, had spent no small 

amount of time developing his 

phone. At the time, the model had 

barely reached the general public, 

and the standard version was 

amazing enough. But the Nokia 8810 

Ken lshiwata Signature' was cooler 

still. Instead of the standard issue 

(and rather nice) metallic blue 

faceplate, his phone came in a shade 

of champagne gold identical to the 

amplifier you see before you.And 

then, as soon as he switched it on, it 

lit up in a sea of blue — rather than 

standard green. He'd had it 

resprayed, and pulled out every one 

of the 19 or so miniature green 

LEDs and soldered in blue ones... 

That, to me, says everything about 

this man. 

And when Ken isn't doing a spot 

of development work on Finland's 

finest, he can be seen playing with hi-

fi — much in the same way that you 

and 1 do.To wit, the case is 

unscrewed, the soldering iron 

plugged in, and the fun begins! Unlike 

oh-so-many senior audio industry 

folk, this guy loves getting his fingers 

dirty listening to music, substituting 

componentry, and listening to music 

again. In fact, save the odd speech, 

promo event or personal 

appearance, it's what he spends his 

life doing.And just in case you 

wondered, he's got an amazing 

system — all of which is a "special 

modification", either by himself or 

the original designer. He's the kind of 

guy that doesn't have just any Koetsu 

cartridge, but one personally fettled 

by 'Mr Sugano' himself. 

Which brings us to the PM17 II 

KI M.At £ 1,500 it's a curious contra-

diction. Is there really any need for 

an integrated amplifier at this price 

anymore? Frankly, you're firmly in 

budget pre-power territory here 

(entry level Naim, Orelle, etc) so the 

case needs to be made for any 

integrated.You'd have thought the foil 

to this sort of specialist pre-power 

would be oodles of power and a 

welter of facilities - Arcam's FM) A32 

being the perfect example, yet the 

lower powered, relatively Spartan 

Maranta rather awkwardly falls 

between the two stalls — in this 

respect it doesn't know whether it's 

Arthur or Martha... 

The basic PM 17 is essentially a 

TICS. E 
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latter day Audiolab 8000a — a slim 

line integrated amplifier with a good 

(but not excessive) smattering of 

facilities, all of which are useful in the 

real world but aren't going to win 

prizes for frivolity. In this form, it's a 

capable sounding amplifier — one that 

you or I would not be afraid of using 

on a day-to-day basis. Ultimately 

though, it has a slightly brightly lit 

midband and a tendency to sound 

'clangy' with CD (thanks to the 

format's innate upper-mid 

forwardness). Still, there's more right 

than wrong with the PM17 — and it's 

a very worthwhile multi-purpose bit 

of kit. Put it next to anything 'serious' 

in the £ 1000 plus audiophile' end of 

the market, however, and it's wanting. 

So it was only a matter of time 

before the PM 17 got the lshiwata 

treatment... 

A wide bandwidth power supply 

was substituted, with a special 

Marantz Super Ring Toroidal Power 

transformer with massive energy 

reserves. New Gold Tune main 

capacitors were used, with black film 

anodised heat sinks for improved 

heat dissipation, and new tuned 

HDAMs (Hyper Dynamic Amplifier 

Modules — which is Marantz-speak 

for top quality op-amps) were used 

in the preamp and the left and right 

channel power amp output stages. 

Current feedback amplification is 

used for both pre and power stages, 

with Linear Drive Power Supply. 

Specialised componentry are claimed 

to increase bandwidth substantially. 

Big, chunky WBT speaker binding 

posts are fitted, along with an anti-

resonant, copper plated, solid metal 

chassis with shielding for reduced 

electro-magnetic radiation. Oxygen 

free copper wiring is used, run along 

the shortest possible signal paths 

with symmetric circuitry. 

This is all bolted on to the 

original PM17, which is pleasingly 

appointed with volume, balance, 

treble and bass controls, along with 

switches for loudness, source direct, 

speaker A/B, plus a record out 

selector and full tape monitoring and 

the now famous temperature gauge 

[see box], plus a 6.3mm headphone 

output. Around the back, there are 

seven audio inputs, including a phono 

input with MM and MC compatibility, 

pre-out/main socketry (via RCA 

phonos) and the aforementioned 

WBT speaker terminals and an IEC 

AC input socket.The amplifier itself 

measures a medium sized 

458x1I0x429mm, and I 6kg. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The strange thing is that it is capable 

of mustering a mere 60W RMS 

(claimed, into 8 ohms), whereas no 

self respecting integrated costing 

above £ 150 has less these days.To 

me it betokens a certain purpose-

fulness — because, as every good 

'minimalist' eighties-style audiophile 

know — less is more.To wit, I hooked 

up the PM 17 KI M to my reference 

Yamaha NS 1000M loudspeakers, 

which are not as forgiving as many. 

The surprising thing is that, fed by a 

Michell Orbe/OL Illustrious/Ortofon 

Kontrapunkt B, the Marantz made 

some seriously nice noises indeed — 

after the temperature gauge had got 

to the ' hot' zone, of course... 

As the measurements suggest, 

this is no powerhouse in the mould 

of Musical Fidelity's A308. It won't 

cause a sudden pressure drop behind 

your bass ports upon injudicious 

application of the ' loud pedal'. Rather, 

it offers a decent amount of power 

delivered with no small degree of 

commitment.The NS I 000Ms were 

not in the least bit critical of the 

Marantz. It showed itself to be a 

couch and well rounded bit of kit, 

with a respectably warm and smooth 

balance right across the frequency 

band.There was little in the way of 

upper midband brightness that some 

cheaper Marantz transistor amps 

have been known to display in the 

past. In absolute terms, treble wasn't 

the most finessed or atmospheric 

I've heard, but it was perfectly 

presentable.The midband had a fine 

degree of depth, detailing and 

dimensionality (more of which later), 

and the bass was strong and tuneful, 

if a little soft around the edges. 

Overall though, by the standards of 

its price point, it was a big thumbs 

up. 

Simply Red's 'Say You Love Me All 

Around the World' via CD wasn't 

terribly pleasant, but this is a poor 

THE TEMPERATURE GAUGE 

This amplifier has a temperature gauge. It 

could have been a useful fitment, because 

we all occasionally run our systems at 

high levels and its nice to know when 

things are about to go up in smoke. 

Unfortunately though, this is about as use-

ful as the oil pressure gauges fitted to late 

model Jaguar XJS cars. (Jaguar got com-

plaints that the gauges were showing low 

oil pressure' when the engine was hot and 

the car was idling - just, indeed, as they 

should — so it substituted a switch in 

place of the oil pressure sensor so that it 

either read ' 5'psi or ' 70' — depending on 

whether there was oil pressure or not.) 

Not very informative - and precisely how 

the PM17's gauge works — it's either hot 

or it's not. Ken, we demand a proper 

gauge on the PM17 III! 

THE PHONO STAGE 

Another nice bonus on the PM17 II KI M is 

its phono stage. A dual level MM/MC affair 

(with switchable input sensitivity of 2.5mV 

or 230uV), it offers a really rather pleasant 

and decorous sound — until you plug in 

something like a Trichord Delphini NC that 

is, which shows it up to be vague, leaden 

and two dimensional. Oh well. Still, as a 

get-you-going facility, it's excellent — just 

don't expect it to replace a serious off 

board phono preamplifier. 
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recording. Still, the Marantz concen-

trated on the positives, and chose 

not to ruthlessly deconstruct the 

song — preferring to let the tune 

issue forth.There was a lot of 

detailing, and the overall impression 

was a very clean and open performer 

with no small amount of grip. 

Compared to Arcam's (admittedly 

cheaper) FMJ A32, it was more 

musically engaging and more tonally 

convincing. Moving to 4 hero's 

'Escape That', and the amplifier 

assumed a dimensionality that was a 

joy to behold.There really is a high 

degree of midband detailing there 

that, given the right source material, 

comes flooding out of the PM 17. It 

showed itself quite a commanding 

performer, with great speed and 

dexterity with the sinewy rhythms 

coming from the drums and double 

bass. All the same, it was more than 

happy with the warm, raspy tones 

emanating from the brass, and 

deliciously rich grain of the female 

singer's voice. I was impressed. 

Moving to vinyl (with the 

Trichord Delphini going into a line 

input), and the higher resolution 

possible with this source was 

explicitly showcased. Kate Bush's 

'Moving' gave the amp added depth 

and image projection, the soundstage 

expanding to a most amazing size. 

Some instruments in the mix jumped 

right across and out of the 

NS I 000Ms, while others hung 

broodingly at the back. Kate's voice 

was beautifully rendered, with no sign 

of edge or stress. Given a top notch 

source, it was obvious the PM 17 

could really deliver the goods. 

Indeed, I'd say that it wasn't far 

behind Musical Fidelity's excellent 

A308 in its articulation and ahead in 

the width of its tonal palette — by 

contrast, the latter could sound 

slightly grey.The MF hits back with 

massive power and scale, but is 

nearly £ 1,000 more expensive. 

Switching to my DG pressing of 

Beethoven's 'Pastoral Symphony' 

(Karajan) and the Marantz again 

showed its true colours. It's an open 

and even machine with depth 

perspective and image articulation. 

Rhythms and dynamics are very good 

— although it doesn't start-stop as 

fast as even a basic Naim pre-power 

combination, it really is very agile and 

musical. It's deceptively so, in fact, as 

its bass isn't razor sharp — which on 

lesser amps portends a vague and 

woolly midband.The Marantz. 

however, suffers no such failing — 

indeed its crisp and supple midband 

is its best attribute.The result is an 

amplifier that's actually quite laid-

back and relaxing to listen to at a 

superficial level, but that's doing 

everything right in musical terms all 

the same.This amp can follow a tune 

as well as any integrated I know, and 

tell you an awful lot about what's on 

the recording, yet it's never 

unrelentingly ' in your face' — in some 

respects, quite like a good valve amp, 

then! 

After much experimentation, my 

hunch is that this is a sublime power 

amplifier struggling to get out. The 

preamp section seems to soften and 

flatten things ever-so slightly, whereas 

the power amp — if directly aspirated 

— is about as good as you'll get at or 

anywhere near the price. In this 

respect, it's very similar to Marantz's 

Om% 
separate SM17 power amplifier (at 

around £700). In fact, the more the 

preamp is allowed to intrude [see 

'The Phono Stage'], the less able the 

whole thing sounds. But don't let me 

make you think it's a bad bit of kit — 

far from it if you get a great source 

going into the PM 17 II KI M. It will 

sound soft and inoffensive with a 

poor one, but fed with some real red 

meat it starts to move towards 

'superfi' standards, with a tremen-

dously sweet and open sound allied 

to a fine tonal palette — rare enough 

with any transistor amplifier at any 

price. 

As such, I'd heartily recommend 

this product. It's interesting inasmuch 

as it tries to be all things to all men 

and actually succeeds. It drives tricky 

speakers to highish levels without 

complaint, and does it well enough to 

make you enjoy the experience - yet 

it's packed with useful ' real world' 

facilities, and is nicely styled (and 

beautifully finished) to boot. Mr 

Ishiwata - the Modfather, we salute 

you! 

VERDICT eibee 
A consummately accomplished 
integrated amplifier with a delightfully 
smooth and even, yet musical sound. 
Sensible real world facilities and superb 
build complete the fine package. 

MARANTZ PM-17MKII KI 

MODIFIED £1,500 

Marantz UK 

C + 44 (0)1753 680868 

www.marantz.com 

• 

The PM-17 mk11 is povve-qui; if not 
powerhouse. Delivering 78watts into 8ohms - 

and 132watts into 4ohms it has enough to 

handle most loudspeakers, in small to medium 

sized rooms. This looks like a wideband 

MOSFET amp. with feedback, since distortion 

was minimal at all output levels and 

frequencies. It is unusual for an amplifier to 

produce almost no high frequency distortion 

(0.003% second harmonic only), as this one 

did. Such a design would have wide closed 

loop bandwidth and the PM-17 does, reaching 

160kHz (- 1dB). Sensitivity was high for the 

type, measuring 236mV. 

There is a phono stage, switchable for 

MM or MC. This measured normally enough, 

with good bandwidth, no warp filter for good 

bass, and healthy overload margin. Marantz 

use a normal x10 gain increase for MC. Noise 

levels were low, but some slight hiss may be 

heard with low output MCs all the saine. 

The PM-17 mk11 should sound smooth and 

open. It measures very well in all areas. NK 

Power 78watts 

CD/TUNER/AUX 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Distortion 

6Hz-160kHz 

80dB 

0.003% 

Noise 

Sensitivity 

DISC MM 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Distortion 

Noise 

Sensitivity 

Overload 

DISC MC 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Distortion 

Noise 

Sensitivity 

Overload 

105dB 

236mV 

106Hz-114kHz 

61dB 

0.0034% 

87dB 

2.8mV 

160mV 

18Hz-40kHz 

56dB 

0.0034% 

61dB 

0.28mV 

16mV 
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Great Audition 
Patrick Cleasby is m3st impressed by the latest 
elition of Syntrillium's Cool Edit Pro hard disk 
recording software — now known as Adobe Audition. 

ard disk recording is now 

almost ubiquitous in the 

professional arena. 

(Those with Luddite ten-

dencies like the White 

Stripes tend to seek out 

a purely analogue alternative, only to 

see the results of their endeavours 

turned into glorious 16bit as an end 

product!) Going back 12 years or so, 

before the onset of 32bit Windows 

systems, the roots of HD technology 

were sewn in products which are still 

going strong such as Sadie, Protools, 

Sonic and Logic. For those of you 

who have ever been confused by the 

DAW TLA, the term Digital Audio 

Workstation is used to cover all the 

varieties of this type of software. 

The introduction of Windows 95 

and its successors gradually brought 

home to Joe Public and lesser profes-

sional mortals, who couldn't get into 

the frequently expensive and 

proprietary-interfaced big boys' toys, 

that the humble PC could be turned 

into an extremely powerful digital 

recording tool. (Of course Mac 

owners had known this for years by 

then and had laughed at the feeble 

attempts of Windows 3.1 to provide 

a stable, integrated audio 

environment). Gradually, through 

programs such as Sound Forge, Cool 

Edit Pro and Wavelab they were 

shown that the underlying Windows 

support for audio could now be 

corralled into a reliable engine for 

recording. 

Of course all of this ingenuity 

does not come particularly cheap, 

and the prices of these products, 

being in the £200-£300 range, mean 

that you have to be a fairly serious 

hobbyist to use these tools at home 

- all of these programs, (and their 

Mac equivalents such as TC Spark 

and Bias Peak), could best be 

described as semi-professional 

products, or, in that horrible coinage, 

'pro-sumer'.Another term 

which is used to cover this 

levei of the market is 

'project studio'. But it is at 

this level that software 

developments enable 

processes previously only 

available to clever rich 

people in London to be 

brought to everybody else. 

At first sophisticated 

CD mastering began to be 

added, and then powerful 

restoration tools such as 

noise reduction and click 

removers became available 

- firstly as chargeable, 

oongled add-ons, but then 

integrated into the packages. From 

origins as stereo editors, some began 

to add multi-track functionality, 

althoLgh not always simultaneous 

multi-track recording ability.The last 

bastion to be breached in the mid-

market area was serious thought 

being given to the fact that most 

audio facilities are having to get into 

the brave new world of video and 

surround, whether they want to or 

not. In many ways the model for this 

approach would be Steinberg's 

pricier Nuendo system which has 

been used on many DVD-A projects. 

Lt is at this point that Adobe 

come in.Already a market leader in 

the lower end DV editing market on 

the PC with Premiere, and dominant 

in video effects and image manipu-

iation with Aftereffects and 

Photoshop respectively, on both PC 

and Mac, they obviously spotted the 

need for an advanced audio post-

production tool to complement 

these products in the Professional 

Video Collection and so, in the 

miodle of last year, they acquire° 

Syntrillium, the company which 

developed Cool Edit Pro.A few 

months later released Adobe 

Audition 1.0 which is essentially an 

Adobe 
Audition 

Adobe badged version of the final 

Syntrillium CEP release, 2.1, with a 

few bells and whistles added. On its 

own Audition can be found for 

around the £220 mark, or if you 

want all the products mentioned 

above plus Adobe's new DVD 

authoring solution, you can turn 

yourself into a PC video production 

house for not much over a grand! 

Anyone who has purchased Cool 

Edit Pro 2.1 should be able to 

upgrade to Audition for free. 

That would be a worthwhile 

upgrade to make - if only to play 

with the most intriguing aspect ot 

this version for the audiophile or 

musician — the ability to record, mix 

and master (if only to Windows 

Media Audio 9 for the moment!) for 

surround. In last month's iTunes 

feature we mentioned that we would 

be covering fair-use means of 

archiving and compressing high-res 

formats for computer use, and 

although that full feature will appear 

in another issue, here we have the 

ideal solution, (or the PC side of the 

fence), for the sophisticated 

enthusiast looking to build his digital 

recording chops with an affordable 

but serious tool. With an appropriate 
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multi-channel professional soundcard 

you can assign, say, four channels to 

record simultaneously, so anyone 

looking to transfer old quad 

recordings to digital could thus 

import them in sync and then use 

the in-built noise and click removing 

tools of Audition to spruce up those 

old classics. 
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With its graphical surround pan view and pan 

envelopes the Multichannel Encoder is surprisingly 

sophisticated. 

As car surround begins to take 

hold, careful types might want to use 

copy discs in the car, transfer SACD 

mixes to a DVD-type system, or even 

listen to their own surround 

compositions! Of course if surround 

VVMA 9 takes hold the answer may 

all be in this box, but all of this is 

now possible for a few hundred 

pounds anyway, as the ability to 

export your surround mix as 6 

mono wave files means that it can be 

fed into a third party encoder such 

as Minnetonka's Surcode for making 

DTS CDs. For the seriously affluent 

(if you require an MLP license to do 

i, Adicto  Audition 1.0 - Setup 

File Association 

Please select the fie types that should be assocuted «eh Audbon ce 
thn mactine. 

Adobe Audlbon Sessen Fie (. ses) 

Adobe Aucken Loop Fie ( ce() 

i,ecidvs PCM WAV (.way) 

Apple AIFF (. m) 

(le xt/5un AU (. ac) 

CD Dyital Aula (. cda) 

64 bit Doubles RAW (. dbl) 

DiarnondWeeee Diptized ( dad) 

Afina 8505 (.(fibsvx) 

mp3PRO(18 fk (. mp3) 

Raw PCM (. pern) 

8 Ellt signed (. sam) 

5arreieVeron (. srap) 

Apple Sound (sed) 

Soundblestere VOC (. voc) 

Cuiogc(18 VOX (vox) 

Wedows Media Allee ( cesa) 

< back 

Associate Do not Associate 

O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

O 
O 
O 
0 
O 

orzan 

o 
o 
o 
o 
O 
O 
O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
O 

Lance' 

If you already have favourite file associations for cer-

tain file types, Audition installation gives you the 

choice of whether to associate it with them. Look at 

all those ones you've never heard of! 

be £2,500 please — ker-ching!), 

Minnetonka's Discwelder Chrome 

semi-professional DVD-Audio 

encoding and authoring tool means 

you can make your own DVD-As! 

Of course its not all about 

recording - you may wish to further 

edit an existing archive of digital 

music files, and Audition supports a 

far wider range of obscure formats 

than most people are ever likely to 

need. Products such as Audition are 

often employed either in video 

work, where sometimes not enough 

care is given to audio recording, or 

as a restoration tool in audio 

facilities, and its full range of filters, 

effects, sweeteners and corrective 

measures includes a tool to repair 

digital clipping, which I'm sure many 

restoration engineers would have 

found to be a boon on past projects. 

For the creative types Audition 

comes with a supplementary 

"Loopology" disc which contains a 

barrage of samples and loops, so you 

don't even have to record 

multitracks to get to grips with the 

Built-in clip restoration means badly recorded work does not 

have to be a headache! 

layering approach.This model is 

becoming very common in products 

targeted on the video world as in 

professional projects it is primarily 

intended as a simple means for video 

editors to build soundtracks. 

However if you are more interested 

in this aspect of the software from a 

home recording point of view and 

are prepared to contemplate a Mac 

approach, you should really hang fire 

until we've evaluated Apple's amazing 

new GarageBand application, which 

brings the loops and samples 

approach within reach at an 

incredibly low price point. 

Audition has a daunting array of 

facilities (and a dauntingly thick, 

though very readable manual), and to 

get to grips with it fully would 

require several weeks of study and 

o9-the-job experience, but for the 

purposes of a quick run through of 

the software, this particular Mac-

head had to take a four year old 

600MHz Pentium 111 Dell laptop with 

I28MB RAM and reformat its 

confused Millennium installation as 

Windows XP Pro ( ugh!). So we are 

talking about a spec which is not far 

removed from the minimum 

required, but at least we had an ideal 

tidy environment.The underlying 

support was left as per the XP 2002 

install, which means DirectX at 8.1 

and VVMP at version 8 too. For the 

tryout we were in stereo only mode, 

using a 16 bit Edirol UA- ID USB 

interface for I/O. 

Installation, as you would expect 

from a software giant like Adobe, was 

relatively painless, although 

surprisingly I did get a hangup at the 

"removing temporary files" stage at 

the end of the job. Killing the process 

seemed to leave a working instal-

lation, but to make sure (and to 

make sure I wasn't just being 

impatient) I uninstalled and 

reinstalled again.Things went 

smoothly the second time. Audition 

loads for the first time with a short 

multitrack Adobe sting, and it was 

the fact that this was taking forever 

on my dodgy Millennium set up 

which made me reinstall. On XP it 

took a more reasonable 30 seconds, 

and my antiquated machine was quite 

capable of playing the seven tracks 

out. 

If you already have a requirement 

for a product such as Audition it is 

likely that you have tried its 

competitors, and your preferences 

are often dictated by what you are 

used to, but if you are starting off, or 

contemplating a change of DAVV, the 

acid test is always whether you are 

comfortable with the layout and 

appearance of the interface, and 

happy with its ease of use and 

navigation. If you have the slightest 

grounding in digital audio concepts 

and recording you can't beat the 

intuitive "try using it and see if you 

can make it work" approach, and 

Audition scored very highly on this 

measure.VVithin seconds of the 
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Installing Adobe Audition 1.0 

The program features you selected are being installed. 

Please wait while the Setup installs Adobe Audition 1.0. This may 
take several minutes. 

Removing backup files 

Estimated time remaining I Sec. 

Don't gel impatient with this window when installing. It can take 

some time to clear. 

program being installed I was merrily 

recording 16/48 PCM digitally out of 

my Sky+ box, All that was necessary 

was a switch from that initial 

multitrack session view to an edit 

session view using the FI2 key and 

we are back in stereo editor 

territory. Windows and Audition had 

recognisec my USB interface with no 

menu options are available for those 

who don't like keyboard shortcuts. 

Personally I had no trouble at 

all adjusting to using Audition, 

coming from a background cf the 

Apple alternatives.The only real 

negative point is that in common 

with many of its competitors at a 

similar price point, and particularly 

For those more used to stereo editors the F12 key takes you 

from rhe multitrack session view to the edit session view. 

problem and without the need for 

any dr1vers. If stereo recording is all 

you need it really is as simple as 

plugging everything in and pressing 

record 

Once you have conquered that 

step the next natural one is to 

experiment with how the waveform 

editing works. Positioning and 

horizontal zooming will be very 

familiar to any Final Cut Pro users as 

it employs the same expand or 

compress the horizontal zoom 

button method. Buttons are available 

for vertical zoom. Standard Control 

C/XN, copy cut and paste commands 

work as expected for chopping up 

wave:, and the usual buttons and 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 

to engineers used to higher end 

DAWs, the crossfade operation can 

seem a bit clunky and simplistic, but 

this is a very minor niggle. 

As I've said, software at this level 

is not cheap, but Adobe Audition has 

to be given a value rating, as it 

currently sells at a price which is at 

least £60 cheaper than its Mac and 

PC completion, with a spec which is 

at least the equal of any of them. 

With the development and marketing 

muscle of Adobe behind it there is 

also a fair chance that this is the 

right mast to nail your colours to for 

the future — as its integration with 

the elements of Adobe's Professional 

Video Collection gets tighter the 

most likely future developments must 

be Dolby Digital and DTS encoding. 

MLP may still be some way off! 

VERDICT 0000 
Version 1.0 is only the start as 

increasing convergence between audio, 

video and surround will drive further 

enhancements in these areas in future. 

The competition must be rushing to 

catch up. 

ADOBE AUDITION 

www.adobe.com 

£220 
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The colourful Audition multitrack session window. 

Windows; 400 MHz processor (2 GHz or faster processor recommended) 

Microsoft Windows:' 98 Second Edition, Windows Millennium Edition, 

Windows 2000, or Windows XP Professional or Home Edition 

64 MB RAM ( 512 MB or more recommended) 

55 MB of available hard lisk space ( 500 MB recommended for installing 

optional audio clips) 

800 x 600 color display ( 1,024 x 768 display recommended) 

Stereo sound card ( multi-track sound card recommended) 

CD-ROM drive 

Speakers or headphones recommended 

Microphone ( optional) 

Additional requirements for the Multi-channel Encoder: 

For multi-channel WMA import: Windows XP 

For surround preview: Microsoft DirectX 8.0 and a multi-channel sound card 

and DirectSound driver 
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ART OF NOISE DAFT 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND 
MULTI-CHANNEL DSD) 
This month's review slate is novel for 

a couple of reasons. Firstly, it's 

exclusively SACD, as DVD-A seems 

to be on holiday (hopefully not 

permanently) once again. Warners 

may still be pushing titles back 

awaiting Dual Disc, or other moves 

may be afoot, but in the meantime 

the new year brings many interesting 

SACDs, in this case examples 2, 3 

and 4 from ZTT, and a debut brace 

of recent albums from Echo. 

Secondly, for once we are not in 

entirely legacy territory.This pair of 

ZTT reissues may be albums from 

nearly twenty years ago, but at least 

we're not back in the seventies again! 

There is something very special 

about the whole ZTT ethos, from 

the cohesive packaging style which 

was originally driven by Paul Morley, 

to the pioneering innovations they 

made in the now ubiquitous 

practices of sampling and remixing. 

Frankie and Propaganda may 

have been the prominent face of 

Trevor Horn's approach, but the 

engine room and lab bench of all his 

digital cleverness was the Art Of 

Noise project. In collaboration with 

Morley, ace arranger Anne Dudley 

and studio clever clogs JJ Jeczalik and 

Gary Langan, Horn built a body of 

Fairlight future music based on 

samples, cut-ups and loops which has 

frequently been dipped into by the 

likes of the Prodigy for further 

recycling. 

'Daft' was originally a CD 

compilation of the ZTT years 

(Dudley and Jeczalik continued in 

more commercial vein on China 

records), and has been given the 

SARM West surround treatment 

under the supervision of Horn.The 

result is as spellbinding a listen as 

sitting down in front of the 'Who's 

afraid of...' album was twenty years 

ago.The ZTT reunion album 

'Reconstructed' is also highly 

recommended in its 5.1 DSD guise. 

PROPAGANDA A SECRET WISH 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND 
MULTI-CHANNEL DWI 
In common with ' Daft', in a move 

which may perturb some lovers of 

this seminal album, the PCM and 

DSD stereo tracks here are not 

simply new transfers of the original 

master, but new remixes.This is 

apparent from the off, as the opening, 

"All that we see or seem..." 

statement has a completely different 

reverb characteristic to the original, 

even in stereo. Personally, although I 

was initially wary 1 do not find the 

results too bothersome, and the 

approach is so much in keeping with 

the ZTT ethos that we cannot really 

complain, although I would normally 

consider the unforced absence of the 

original stereo version to be a 

heinous crime. 

Indeed this is the third distinct 

configuration of this album, (not 

counting the album of remixes 

"Wishful Thinking"), as the original 

CD added the B Side 'Frozen Faces' 

to the LP tracklist and buggered 

about with the track sequencing 

around 'Dr. Mabuse' at the end of the 

album to the consternation of many. 

Thankfully this new sequencing is 

almost perfect, retaining the extra 

track and restoring the end sequence 

as it does. Strangely. 'Dream Within A 

Dream' loses a minute compared to 

its CD version! 

Much as with the other ZTT 

SACDs we get a fascinating new 

surround imagining of the album and 

the use of the surrounds for 

zigzagging synth parts perfectly suits 

the modernist approach of the music 

which still sounds as fresh and new 

as it did in 1985. Claudia Brucken's 

gorgeously rich alto enchants more 

than ever in this mix, and the 

pumping Teutonic beats and basslines 

are supremely powerful.Anyone who 

demeans early 16 bit digital recording 

really needs to listen to this perfect 

example of the art, now preserved in 

DSD form with a pristine mastering 

by Simon Heyworth, who also 

polished the two Art Of Noise 

discs. 
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MOLOKO STATUES 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND 
MULTI-CHANNEL DSD) 
Moving on to the Echo label's 

inaugural forays into the high 

resolution surround world, we have 

the inestimable pleasure of two bang-

up-to-date UK chart acts delivering 

great examples of the genre. Both of 

these albums from last year have 

been given the remix and remaster 

treatment using exclusively UK 

talent, as have the ZTT discs, and 

they all prove that we really know 

what we're doing over here! 

As usual, this endeavour has 

been made possible by SACD 

creator sponsorship, although in this 

case by Phillips rather than Sony. 

They are now dropping out of such 

activity to get behind hybrid SACD 

replication, although Sony may 

continue with some high profile 

artists. Anyway, enough politics, what 

about the music? I can't claim to be a 

Moloko devotee, although they seem 

to have that inexorable knack of 

dropping one solid gold classic onto 

each album, giving you that nagging "I 

should buy one of those" feeling. Well 

here is candidate number four, and 

very fine it is too. 

Anyone who caught the BBC's 

Glastonbury coverage this year may 

have happened upon the extraor-

dinary sight of Roisin Murphy's legs 

waving in the air as she stuck the top 

half of her body into the back of 

Eddie Stevens' Hammond, and that 

and the Roisin "Two 

Pints" Murphy cover of 

this disc epitomise the hedonistic 

good-time vibe that the band 

summon up. 

The surround mix only 

emphasises this energetic approach. 

(There are no 5.1 specific credits on 

the sleeve but like the original album 

the mix and mastering were done by 

Metropolis men Matt Lawrence and 

Tony Cousins respectively). If you're a 

tan of the band or just want a party-

on surround experience you can't 

really fail with this one. Fun, funky 

and in your face musically and 

sonically. 

FEEDER COMFORT IN SOUND 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND 
MULTI-CHANNEL DSD) 
It's now two years since Feeder 

drummer Jon Lee tragically took his 

own life, and 'Comfort In Sound' is 

their first album since his untimely 

demise. It is a tribute to his memory 

that ex-Skunk Anansie drummer 

Mark Richardson ably steps in to 

help Grant Nicholas and Taka Hirose 

in making this is a hugely successful 

platinum album just like its 

predecessor Echo Park, assisted Dy 

sublimely punchy chart singles like 

Just The Way I'm Feeling','Forget 

About Tomorrow' and 'Come Back 

Around'. 

Like all good modern rock bands 

Feeder knows the value of a well-

engineered, tight, closely considered 

sound.That attention 

to sonic detail has lead to a slightly 

different treatment of the transfer to 

DSD (by an unaccredited Simon 

Heyworth), as so much sweat was 

put into getting the stereo CD 

master right that the option to 

retain Bob Ludwig's work for the 

stereo SACD layer was employed, 

meaning that the 16bit master was 

put through a process called DSD 

Create on the Sony Sonoma 

workstation.This is an ideal chance 

to test Simon Heyworth's assertion 

that the very act of transferring to 

DSD brings more realism, and 

although there is a slight impression 

of a more controlled bottom end, in 

this case tests proved inconclusive. 

This whole album exhibits the 

muscularity and multiple guitars 

approach of the singles.A subtle 

surround treatment by the (again 

unaccredited) Strongroom surround 

mixer Mike Nielsen places some of 

those guitars around the room, but 

the overall "wall of guitars" feel is 

retained, although sometimes you are 

placed within a ring of bricks rather 

than staring at the wall. It's a shame 

that Echo have no plans at present to 

extend their SACD catalogue 

without funding, as it would be good 

to see some more Feeder and 

Moloko, although personally I'd be 

hoping for them to do some wigout 

surround Julian Cope! Unlikely, 

methinks... 
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classic cuts 

TEARS FOR FEARS 
The Hurting 
1983 

W
ith Gary Joules' 
maudlin version of 

'Mad World' still 

haunting the UK 

charts, it seems 

appropriate to revisit 

the classic album which spawned the 

original Tears For Fears single - itself 

a Top 3 hit back in 1982. Predictably 

Universal Music have responded to 

the track's renewed success by 

relaunching the ten year old 'Tears 

Roll Down' compilation, and in a 

somewhat unlikely twist (the pair 

spent the early 90s bitching about 

each other in song), Roland Orzabal 

and Curt Smith have spent the last 

couple of years working up a new 

album, and are preparing to launch 

themselves back into the pop world 

having signed with Arista. 

The fact that the band's name, 

early philosophy and first couple of 

albums were rooted in their study of 

Arthur Janov and primal scream 

therapy has been endlessly rehashed, 

so you don't need to hear it from 

me, except for the fact that it is 

these preoccupations which give this 

album its thematic strength. We are 

in fairly sophomoric, or sixth form 

poetry, territory here and as the duo 

have since confessed, it may be that 

you have to have first heard this 

album as a morose teenager to really 

appreciate it - but the success of the 

reimagined 'Mad World' proves that 

there is an enduring strength to the 

songwriting here. 

There are three more very 

strong singles on this album, ' Suffer 

The Children', ' Pale Shelter', and 

'Change', and the rest of the material 

is equally powerful, both in the 

feelings it is attempting to relate, and 

in its arrangement and sonic presen-

tation.This is not the music of 

primitive programming for its own 

sake, but the result of two musicians 

freed from the constraints of a 

limited conventional band format 

(their previous group being the 

dodgy ska outfit Graduate) to 

experiment with the possibilities of 

the (then) new technology. In fact, 

listening to the album now what 

strikes you is that the interest in the 

music derives from the fact that the 

robotic beats are not predominantly 

programmed, but are actually 

excellent sideman Manny Elias' live 

pounding, and it is his quirky fills 

which make this feel like a rock 

rather than a techno pop album. 

Curt Smith's bass playing and 

sound is taut and effective 

throughout, and the other aspect of 

the live instrumentation which makes 

this feel like modern music is Roland 

Orzabal's wrestle with how to make 

his guitar playing as non-conventional 

as possible. In an International 

Musician and Recording World article 

at the time of release, Roland was 

quoted as saying that conventional 

rhythm guitar playing was dead, and 

that, " unless you're David Byrne you 

just shouldn't bloody do it!" He 

wasn't right (try telling it to Keef or 

Bonehead!), but the result of his 

striving is some great new 

approaches to rock song 

arrangement. 

The main spectre here, other 

than the new wave and post punk 

influences which would inevitably 

have been floating around at the 

time, is that of Peter Gabriel.The 

original version of'Suffer The 

Children' was put together with 

David Lord, producer of Peter 

Gabriel 4, and the album is redolent 

of many Gabriel textures throughout, 

from Prophet synths to gated snares 

— particularly on the 'none-more-

Intruder' track The Prisoner'. In fact 

Gabriel often name-checked them 

too around the same time, and they 

all had an enduring love for The Blue 

Nile, who will inevitably feature in 

this column in the near future. 

The Hurting was reissued as a 

remastered-with-extra-tracks CD 

five years ago. Original producer 

Chris Hughes worked on the new 

master and the results are quite 

pleasing, although if the multi-track 

and stereo tapes are in good 

condition this is exactly the type of 

material which would make a great 

hybrid multi-channel SACD. 

Hopefully the renewed interest in 

the band may spur Universal to 

revisit the catalogue, although this 

excellent album would almost 

certainly be third in the queue after 

its two enormously successful follow-

ups. PATRICK CLEASBY 
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i..... roduct measurement has 

a:ways been a part of the 

review process at Hi-Fi 

World, and as the years 

slide by, audio equipmert 

has got steadily more 

sophisticated. So I recently decided it 

was time to get a more advanced 

audio analyser to keep up, especially 

for DVD-A and SACD. It was time 

to find something able to do 

the job, then take a deep 

breath and write a cheque 

large enough for a good 

new car. Ouch! 

It's important that Hi-Fi 

World can produce accurate 

and reliable reports for 

readers, as well as maintain 

the trust of manufacturers. 

Subjective only reviewing isn't 

an option; even now, when it is 

easier than ever to design a high 

quality product, there are a lot of 

duffers around and we must be able 

to spot them. It takes the certainty 

of measurement to do this. All the 

same, for an apparently objective 

activity, measurement can be contro-

versial. rit's been subject to quite a 

lot of argument over the years. 

Manufacturers certainly value 

accurate measurements, and fear 

inept ones, This is where the subject 

starts to get complicated and at 

times fraught. The late Raymond 

Cooke of KEF famously railed 

against journalists making 

measurements using "an Ayo with a 

bent needle".The point being, 

inaccurate measurements can be 

more dangerous than no 

measurements, which is true. It's a 

dangerous business. One poor soul 

measi.red frequency response with a 

weighting filter inadvertently 

switched in — an easy mistake to 

make Worse, he then declared the 

product seriously flawed in print, 

which carries many serious 

implications, without stopping to 

check. From the manufacturer's 

perspective this sort of thing is a 

nightmare; it is for the publisher of 

the magazine too. Which is why 

there are few technical reviewers 

and those that do exist are 

experienced and well known by the 

manufacturers. 

There's a two way street here. 

As critical as Raymond Cooke coule 

be, for example, he and KEF at the 

same time .11uminated the subject of 

5
 The bottom line 
here is measure-

ment matters; it 

highlights problems and 

helps eliminate them 

loudspeaker measurement, 

something I valued. Manufacturers 

need to measure their products so 

they've got an interest in the subject 

and there's quite a lot of discussion 

at tines between reviewer and 

manufacturer. Both need to get it 

right — and that's still not always 

easy.The bottom line here is 

measurement matters; it highlights 

problems and helps eliminate them. 

This is another reason Hi-Fi World 

must keep abreast of what is 

happening. 

Purely subjective reports are 

easy and quick to make.VVhen Cie 

product being reviewed is complex 

and technically sophisticated, like 

today's DVD-A/SACC players and 

surround-sound receivers, manufac-

turers like to let a magazine capable 

of measurement review the prcduct 

first and then ensure the technical 

reoort is read by anyone else passing 

subsequent judgement. Some of the 

tests we run, especially on SACD 

ard DVD-A players, are now so 

difficult to perform and need such 

esoteric equipment that few 

magazines in the world can match 

what we do. This makes the results 

difficult to dispute. Our new Rohde 

& Schwarz UPL analyser can resolve 

down to 0.0002% using some natty 

techniques, plus a special ultra low 

distortion source. It means we can 

verify manufacturer's claims no 

matter how extreme. 

Specialist high-end equipment 

varies more in performance than 

Japanese mass market consumer kit. 

Companies like Panasonic, Sony, 

Pioneer, Denon and Marantz 

get it very right 99% of the 

time. What John Bamford 

says in this issue about 

Pioneer and the UK 

specialist market is correct; 

the big Japanese companies 

have dedicated and 

knowledgeable engineers, 

they have access to excellent 

design facilities, high quality 

advanced silicon chips and low cost, 

high volume manufacturing.They 

don't usually make serious mistakes. 

With high-end hi-fi the situation is 

different.A small but significant 

proportion of specialist high-end 

designs are based upon the 

convictions of their designers.A 

good example of this is the low-

feedback or zero-feedback amplifier. 

Convinced that feedback is a bad 

thing there are a steady stream of 

designers around the world 

producing amplifiers with little of it, 

or none at all.The results can be 

painful. 

For some strange reason - 

economic 1 suspect — advanced test 

equipment for audio is rare and 

becoming rarer, After looking at 

what was available from all around 

the world we eventually bought a 

Rohde & Schwarz audio analyser 

from Germany. It was the only unit 

accompanied by software able to 

tackle DVD-A. So as these new 

formats develop Hi-Fi World will be 

able to assess how good they really 

are - instead of guessing! The ability 

to measure is as important now as it 

was back in 1991 and Hi-Fi World 

remains ahead now as it was then. 

opinion 
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a Ant- easier! 

'My tubes are impossible 
to get hold of' 

c£iù, 

MGCU @I(DC)f3C ilfini/(DD IC) 150@CDU 

Oyer 2,500 different tube types in stock at all times 

- We offer you the best prices around, Guaranteed 

- UK•s first fully online tube ordering system 

- Expert matching service by PM Valve Labs 

- We sell only the world's BEST brands 

- Next day delivery (If ordered before 3pm 

- Free delivery (on all order, over £ 50) 

- MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

- Trade enquires welcome, 

ad, 
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by Henley 
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earre. 
Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories 

www.mantra-audio.co.uk 

PRICES INCLUDE P & P FOR UK DELIVERY 1 TO 10 DAYS • 
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING 

CHARGES TO EU & WORLDWIDE 

CARTRIDGE SELECTION STYLUS REPLACEMENT STYLI 
Goldring 

1006 

1012 OX 

1022 OX 

1042 

Eroica LX/H 

Elite 

Audio Technica 

AT 95 E 
AT 110 E 

AT 0C9 ML II 

Grado 

Prestige Black £40 

Prestige Gold £110 

Ortofon 

510 Mk II 

MC 15 Super II 

MC 25 FL 

MC 10 Supreme 

MC 20 Supreme 

MC 30 Supreme 

Kontrapunkt B 

Rohmann 

Shure 

M 97 XE £98 

V 15 V xMR £304 

Sumiko 

Blue Point Special £265 

GEX - Goldring new 

£34 

£130 

£227 

£304 

£382 

£452 

£643 

£837 

£76 

£95 

£124 

£143 

£133 

£232 

£62 

£76 

£100 

£114 

£109 

£190 

GEX 

GEX 

GEX 

GEX 

GEX 

GEX 

£23 

£28 

£330 £280 EX 

£110 

£193 

£258 

£323 

£385 

£548 

£742 

EX 

EX 

EX 

EX 

EX 

EX 

EX 

£52 

£67 

£86 

£100 

N/A 

N/A 

£15 

£16 

£27 

£73 

£22 

N/A 

N/A • • ' Over 500 Styli Types Stocked" 
N/A 

HEADPHONE SELECTION N/A 

N/A GRADO Award winning Headphones 
N/A Prestige Series 
N/A 

Swiss Quality Diamond Styli 
ADC XLM Mk Ill 
Akai AN 5, AN 60 

AN2, AN 70 
Aiwa AN11 
Dual DN 145 E. DN 165 E 

JVC DT 55, DT 60 
National EPS 24 CS, P 30 D. P 33 D 
Ortofon FF15NMS20 Ell, 0M20 
Pioneer PN 210/220/240 
Shure N 75 C. SC 35 C 

N 75 ED T2. N 75 EJ 12 

N 95 ED/EJ. N 75 3 (78) 
VN 35 E 
N 97 HE, VN 35 HE 

Sony ND 142/155 G, CN234 
ND 143/150/200 G 

Stanton 0 681 EEE 

£58 

£204 
Reference Series 

SR-60 
SR-80 
SR-125 
SR-225 
SR-325 
RS-1 

£16 
£12 
£14 
£12 
£16 
£12 
£12 
£16 
£12 
£12 
£16 
£16 
£18 
£25 
£12 
£14 
£19 

£85 
£104 
£152 
£199 
£294 
£641 

£237 EX RS-2 ( new)£495 

for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge 

EX - Exchange price for any moving coil cartridge 

01235 511166 www.henlevdesigns.co tik 
r  

Order direct online or Tel/Fax (01757) 288652 
MANTRA emu tune 99 f(fiPTI1 aucutic unarm nlinnItin On on (Anon( vnreve vno non 
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david 
price 

ouching down at the 

immaculately turned out 

Las Vegas Airport, you step 

outside to a sea of gleam-

ing limousines and shining 

taxi cabs. Then, you ride 

down Las Vegas Boulevard South to 

the hotel, where you begin to 

get a funny feeling of abject 

unreality, because (aside 

from the obligatory casinos 

and slot machine arcades) 

there are no shops at all — 

just massive, glitzy, multi-bil-

lion dollar hotel develop-

ments. 

Importantly, each hotel is 

themed — be it The Aladdin (ancient 

Arabia), or Caesar's Palace (ermm, 

Rome) to Paris (go figure!).And as 

soon as you step inside, you realise 

that — aside from the small matter of 

a thousand or so guest rooms, 

massive conference spaces, 

ballrooms and entertainment areas — 

your hotel is actually a vast, 

sprawling shopping mall with a 

theme to which the hotel's name 

cunningly alludes.To wit,The Aladdin 

has labyrinthine passages full of 

shops — selling useless knick-knacks 

and designer label clothing in equal 

measure.Whether it's a signed copy 

of Led Zep IV or a flying dinosaur 

with ' real' flapping wings — you'll find 

it here.The Paris, meanwhile, is full 

of Brasseries and Left Bank-style 

cafes. 

The best bit is that the mall 

ceilings, which stand some 30m high. 

are uplit in blue and painted with 

clouds for that authentic outside 

feeling.And true to recent American 

metropolitan tradition, it is here 

'outside' that the smokers are 

required to sit — providing of course 

that's allowed at all. In Aladdin, I 

smelled not one Camel cigarette, 

while in Paris there wasn't so much 

as a Gitanes or Gaulouises fag end in 

sight. Hey - it's all fume-extracted, 

dehumidified and air-conditioned for 

your pleasure. 

It's at times like this that one 

starts to muse on matters 

existential. Now I have to say that 

I'm not unused to travelling, having 

It's at times like 

this that one 

starts to muse on 

matters existential... 

lived in the 'Mad Max' future-scape 

that is Tokyo for a good few years 

and even in old British colonial Hong 

Kong. But Las Vegas blew my mind 

for its audacious unreality. Go to the 

'real outside' and stroll down The 

Strip, and you walk past a life size 

model of ' La Tour Eiffel' (seemingly 

made of fibre glass), a 'hooker' steps 

out of a limo in front of you and 

massive fountains push jets of water 

hundreds of feet high. 

Is it any coincidence, then, that 

CES — the world's biggest consumer 

electronics show — is held in such a 

deeply wishful and ridiculous 

contrivance? This, some might say, is 

pretty much the essence of the 

concept of consumer electronics 

too. 

Let's not forget that CE is where 

science and shopping meet. It's the 

art of the possible and the probable 

— the place where massive multina-

tional corporations translate vast 

amounts of non-specific digital 

technology into devices that they 

hope the public might just want to 

buy - assuming their PR and 

marketing men are capable of 

explaining what they do and why 

anybody might want them. 

It's an amazing spectacle, and 

one that for my money is even more 

audacious than the city of Las Vegas 

itself, for this place is merely about 

recreating other places and times in 

a blatantly lumpen and easily 

palatable way. Consumer electronics 

has no such cultural referents.We all 

know what ancient Rome was like — 

hell, we've seen Spartacus! — 

but do we really know why 

we want a Microsoft Media 

Center PC? That's why all 

the CE industry and much of 

the world's media is there — 

with its glad rags on — in a 

desperate bid to show the 

world why they should buy 

someone's personal visions of 

tomorrow. 

Where does that leave hi-fi? 

Well, despite a profusion of wireless 

devices, plasma screens and LCD 

TVs, there was actually some 

worthwhile stuff to see — but not 

enough. Hi-fi is of course a very 

small and specialist niche of 

consumer electronics, with an 

incredibly rarefied customer 

demographic. (In global terms, many 

CE geeks have a vague notion of why 

they want a Creative Labs Nomad 

Zen Media Center, whereas fewer 

understand why they should buy the 

new two thousand buck Arcam 

AVR300 AV receiver over a Sony at a 

quarter of the price. And frankly, Bill 

Gates keynote speech on the former 

was more newsworthy than John 

Dawson's personal endorsement of 

the latter in the Arcam room... 

So, selling hi-fi — convincing 

casual consumer electronics 

customers why it's worth paying 

more for 'specialist' audio equipment 

— is not easy.The froth of CES is all 

very well, but it's better suited to 

marketing driven multi-billion dollar 

CE brands, whereas the real-world 

hustle and bustle of the forthcoming 

Bristol show is the place for real hi-

fi. See you there soon! 
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dia a dealer 
This is a comprehensive directory of Hi-Fi Dealers throughout the UK and Ireland. 

BRISTOL & BATH 

THE RIGHT NOTE Tel: (01225) 

874728. Are you happy with your 

system? We find that most audiophiles 
listen for most of the time to systems 
that are ' not quite right'. Forget the 

'Best Buy' reviews and putting a system 

together like a patchwork quilt. Let us 
assess the vast range available, you 
judge the results. We'll help you to 

plan a system for the future, even if 

you spread the purchases. Leave 'up-
grade-itis' behind, save money and 

enjoy music all the time. Just listen, 
and you'll know. 

CD: Accuphase, Audio Synthesis, Bel 
Canto, dCS, Resolution Audio,Wadia. 
Vinyl: Basis, Clearaudio, DNM, Graham, 

Michell, Sumiko, Transfiguration. 
Amps: Advantage, CAT, DNM, Gamut, 
Spectral. 
Speakers:Audio Physic, NEAT, Verity 

Audio. Tuners: Magnum Dynalab. 
(Credit Cards Accepted). 

V'AUDIO HiFi Consultants: 36 
Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol. BS9 
I EJ. Tel: 0117 968 6005. ATC, AVI. 

Alon, ALR Jordan, Audio Analogue, Avid, 
Black Rhodium, Electrocompaniet, Eslab 

Digital Amps, Harman Kardon, Infinity, 
Jamo, Lyra, Origin Live, Opera, 
Ortofon, PS Audio, Ruark, Michell, REL, 

SME, Sugden,Townshend,Triangle, 

Unison Research Valve Amps,VPI. 

Specialists in Video Projectors by SIM2, 
lnfocus, Sanyo; screens by Stewart, 

Draper, Da-Lite, Owl. and Amps/DVD's 

by Harman Kardon etc. Demos by 
appointment only. Home trial facilities. 
We are not a shop. 

r A Mtirtinrrçt-nts F 

THE AUDIO FILE 41 Victoria Road, 

Cambridge. Tel. 01223 368305. 
Fax: 01223 354975. Email: 

s.streater@aol.com. ' For the best in 
British Hi-Fi and Home cinema 

entertainment'.Visit or call to arrange 
a dem with products from:Arcam, Linn, 
Naim, Cyrus, Absolute Sounds, Kef, 

Sony,Yamaha, Rel, Ruark, Denon. 

CHESHIRi 

ACOUSTICA 17 Hoole Rd, Chester 

CH2 3NH. www.acoustica.co.uk. Tel 
01244 344227. All the best in HiFi & 
Home Cinema from Naim, Rega, Rotel, 

Sugden, Tube Technology, Primare, 

Isotek, Harman Kardon, Teac, Acoustic 
Energy, JM Lab, B&VV, Spendor, Royd, 

REL, Quadraspire, SIM2 & Sanyo 
projectors and much more. We offer 
full demonstration facilities, interest 

free credit and delivery & install 

systems throughout Cheshire, 

Merseyside & North Wales. Opening 

hours are Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 to 
5.30. 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon 
Road, Wrexham, North Wales, Tel. 
01978 364500. Audio Visual Specialists. 

Arcam, Audio Analogue, Bose, B&W, 
Celestion, Castle, Denon, Harmon 
Kardon, Jamo, Marantz, Michell, Mission, 

Onkyo, Pro-Ject, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 
Micromega, Myrad, QUAD, Radford, 
Rotel, Ruark,Tannoy,TDL,Teac, 

Thorens, UKD, Unison Research, 
Yamaha, DSP Club Member, Demo 
Room, installation service. Easy Parking 

and Motorway access.All major credit 
cards accepted. 9.30 - 5.30 daily. 

Closed Sunday & Monday. 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI Kingsway 

Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington, 

WA I 3NU Tel 01925 828009 Fax 
01925 825773.Visa, Mastercard, 

Lombard Tricity. 2 dem rooms, home 
trial; Agencies include: Arcam, Tag 

McLaren, AVI, B&VV, Castle, Caspian, 

Chord Electronics, Exposure, Harbeth, 
Heybrook, Krell, LFD, Michell, 
Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Monitor 

Audio, Naim, Nautilus 800 series, Pink 

Triangle, ProAc, Roksan, SME, Wilson 
Benesch, XTC and many more. 

DEVON 

AUDIO DESTINATION Audio 
Destination,32b Bampton Street 
(above Hill House Hammond), 
Tiverton, Devon.Tel (01884) 243584. 
Hi-Fi/Home Cinema specialists. 2 
demonstration rooms, home 
demonstrations,childs play area, 
interest free credit, relaxed/friendly 
service. Musical Fidelity, Ruark, Monitor 
Audio, Chord, Project, Primare,Tube 

Technology,Totem, Unison Research, 

NAD, Nordost, Lexicon,Trinity Audio 
plus others. 

e-mail:infoeaudiodestination.co.uk 

DORSET 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 588 Ashley 

Road, Poole, Parkstone, Dorset BHI4 

OAQ.Tel: (01202) 730865/3800 I 8. 
Arcam, B&VV, Castle. Chord 

Electronics, Cyrus, Denon, Marantz, 

Michell, Mission, Pioneer. Tannoy 
Dimension,Yamaha. 2 Dem rooms. 
Listen to the available choice and 

decide at your leisure - no pressure, no 
obligation. Our staff enjoy music, with 
our choice of products, you can too! 
Service Department. Free installation. 
Home trial facilities. Access,Visa, Amex, 
Diners Card. Credit facilities available. 

Open Tuesday-Saturday 10-5.30. 

www.movement-audio.co.uk 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 926 
Wimborne Road,VVinton, 

Bournemouth, Dorset. BH9 4DH. Tel: 
(01202) 529988/520066 Arcam, B&VV, 
Denon, KEF, Marantz, Mission, Musical 

Fidelity, Opera, Pioneer, Quad, Roksan, 

Ruark,Yamaha. Full dem facitlites 

available, also home dem. Friendly 
expert advice. Service Department. 

Free installation. Home trial facilities. 

Access,Visa, Amex. OpenTuesday-
Saturday 9.30-5.30 

WEYMOUTH HI-FI 33-35 Maiden 
Street, Weymouth, Dorset DT4 8BA. 

Tel (01305) 785729/766345. Arcam, 
B&VV, Denon, KEF, Marantz, Mission, 

Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, 
Quad, Sony, Tannoy,Yamaha. Dem 

room. Friendly professional advice. 
Only quality hi-fi dealer in Weymouth 

area. Service Department. Free instal-

lation. Home trial facilities. Access,Visa, 
Amex, Switch. Delta Mastercard. 

Interest free credit. Instant credit. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 

rtCFSTFRS. HIRE 

HIFI EXPERIENCE 227 Tottenham 
Court Road, London WI. 020 7580 

3535. Arcam, Cyrus, Denon Gold, 
Quad, Kef, Meridian,Yamaha, Marantz, 
McCormack, Mirage, Nakamichi, 

Musical Fidelity, PAFF and many more. 
Open 10.00-7.00 Mon- Fri. 9-6 on Sat. 

Service dept, Credit facilities, delivery 
and free installation. 

THOMAS HEINITZ LTD 35 

Moscow Road, Bayswater, London,VV2 
4AH. Tel: 020 7229 2077. Fax: 020 7727 
9348. Email: info@thomasheinitz.com. 
Web site: www.thomasheinitz.com. 

Established in 1952,Thomas Heinitz 
has a long history of providing the best 

music and AV systems available. We 
continue to offer the highest standard 
of service in the most relaxed 
atmosphere. Whatever your needs, 
from multiroom and home cinema to a 

high quality stereo system, we offer 
consultation, design specification, 

architect liasion and installation in 
order to ensure your system is 
tailored to your exact requirments. For 

quotes contact our manager Johnny 
Drum. 

MIDDLESEX 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI 422 Richmond 
Road, East Twickenham, Middlesex, 

TVV I 2EB. 
Tel: 020 8892 7613 Fax: 020 8892 

7749. www.riversidehifi.co.uk 

Audio Research, Blueroom, Bose,B&O, 
Copland, Denon, Elac, lnfocus, Krell, 

Linn, Living control, Martin Logan, 
Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, 

NAD, Project, QED, Rel,Sennheiser, 
Sonus Faber, Teac,Theta, 

VVilson.Finance available. Subject to 

status. Written details available on 
request. Export orders welcome. UK 
mail order available. 3 demonstration 

rooms. All major credit cards. Open 

10am-5.30pm Mon-Sat. 
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dial a dealer 

OXFORDSHIRE 

OVERTURE HI-FI 3 Church Lane, 
Banbury, Oxon OX16 8LR.Tel (01295) 

272158. Email sales@overture.co.uk 
VVebsite: www.overturesco.uk Arcam, 
Bose, Denon, KEF. Linn Products, Miller 
and Kriesel, Mission, Mirage, NAD, 
Naim Audio, Spendor,Yamaha. For 
sensible unbiased advice, call 
Oxfordshire's audio experts. Superb 
demo facilities. No appts. necessary. 
Home Cinema,Plasma TV, Projectors, 
Lutron Lighting, MultiRoom and 
Commercial installations. Access/Visa, 
instant credit. Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 9.30-
5.30. 

g Tr, s 1_4 R F 

ACOUSTICA 114 Wolverhampton 
Rd, Stafford ST17 4AH. 
www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01785 258216. 
All the best in Hi-Fi & Home Cinema 
from Naim Audio, Arcam, Rega, 
Rotel,NAD, Sugden,Tube Technology, 
Yamaha, Harman Kardon, Bowers & 
Wilkins, Focale Lab, Monitor Audio, 
Ruark, Mission, KEF KHT, REL, 
Quadraspire,Sim2, Optoma & Sanyo 
projectors and much more, We offer 
full demonstration facilities, interest 
free credit and delivery & install 
systems throughout Staffordshire & the 
Midlands. Opening hours are Tuesday to 
Friday 10.00 to 5.30, Saturday 10.00 
until 5.00. 

SUFFOLK 

AUDIO IMAGES 128 London Road 
North, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 1HB 
Tel: 01502 582853.Arcam,Acurus, 
Castle, Rotel, Moth,Triangle, QTA, 
Sugden, Denon,Yamaha, Mirage, M & K, 
Definative, Musical Fidelity, plus the 
incredible Rothwell range. Refreshingly 
different selection. Dem Room, 
Professional AV installer's from budget 
to high end. Full credit facilities. 9.30 to 
5.30 Mon & Sat - 9.30 to 6.00 Tues to 
Fri. 

INFIDELITY 9 High Street, Hampton 
Wick, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey. 
KT1 4DA.Tel. 020 943 3530. Email: 
infidelity@compuserve.com - Web 
Address: infidelity.co.uk Stockists of: 
Linn, Naim,Arcam, Meridian, Rega, B&W 

Nautilus, Neat, Proceed, Royd, M&K, 
Rotel, Stax, Shahinian, Dynavector. Open 
10.30 - 7.00 Tues - Fri, 10.00 - 6 Sat. 

WEST MIDLANDS 

SOUND CINERGY 37 High Street, 
Aldridge. 01922 457926. Tues-Sat 10 - 

5.30. AE, Arcam, Chord Co., Creek, 
Harman Kardon, Infinity, Linn, Loewe, 
Marantz, NAD. Project, PURE. REL, 

Tannoy, van den Hul. 
www.soundcinergy.co.uk 
http://www.soundcinergy.co.uk 

MUSIC MATTERS 
Birmingham - 363, Hagley Road, 
Edgbaston, 817 8DL. Tel: 0121 429 2811. 
Solihull - 93-95, Hobs Moat Road, B92 
8JL.Tel: 0121 342 0254. 
Stourbridge - 9, Market Street D48 
I AB. Tel: 01384 444184. 
Sutton Coldfield - 10, Boldmere 
Road, B73 STD Tel: 0121 354 2311. 
Arcam,AlchemistApollo,Audioquest, 
Audio Research, B&VV, Cable Talk, 
Castle, Celestion, Chord, Copland, 

Cyrus, Denon, DPA, JBL, Kef, Krell, 
Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian, Musical 
Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, REL, Rotel, 
Ruark, SME. Sennheiser, Sonus Faber,Tag 
McLaren,Teac,Theta,Yamaha etc. 
Classical CD's available at Birmingham 
only. Demonstration rooms, service 

and installation. BADA member.VISA / 
MASTERCARD / AMEX / SWITCH. 
Open:- 10-5.30 Tuesday to Saturday. Late 
night Thursday till 7.00 (not 
Stourbridge). 

SOUND ACADEMY For the 
Midlands. The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, 
Tel. 0121 321 2445 & High Street, 
Bloxwich, Nr Walsall, ( sharing the ASDA 
shopping centre) Tel 01922 493499. 
Hosts 4 private studios plus a Home 
Theatre Cinema with Tube & LCD 
Projectors. The best in hi-fi from Naim, 
Arcam, Audiolab, Chord, Meridian, 
Monitor Audio and many more. So... if 
you've taken time to read this, please let 
us make you welcome. Phone 0121 
321 2445 for Sutton or 01922 493499 
for Walsall. Call in and to browse our 
exciting display of hi-fi and home 
cinema equipment. Mail order available. 
interest free credit S.T. Status. Open 6 
days, 9am to 5.30pm. Please call for late 
night. Expert Advice, Cable Dressing 
and Installation. 

VVILTSHIRI 

SALISBURY HI-FI LTD 15 
Catherine Street, Salisbury. Wiltshire 
SPI 2DF.Tel (01722) 322169/330841. 
Arcam, B&VV, Celestion, Denon, KEF, 
Maranta, Meridian, Mission, Musical 
Fidelity, NAD, Opera, Pioneer, Ruark, 
Tannoy,Yamaha, 2 Dem rooms. Friendly, 
relaxed atmosphere. Professional advice. 

Home dem available. Service 
department, Free installation. Home 
trial facilities.Access,Visa,Amex. Interest 
free credit. Instant credit. Open Mon-
Sat 9-5.30. 

).ORKSHIRE NORTH) 

SOUND ORGANISATION YORK. 
2 Gillygate,York YO3 I 7EQ. Tel (0 I 904) 
627108. Carefully chosen Hi-Fi and AV 
equipment includes Arcam, B&VV, 
Nautilus, Denon, Linn, Naim, Rega, 
Rotel, Stax etc 3 dem rooms incl. Home 
Cinema and Linn connect. Service 
Department. Home installations. Instant 
Credit and major credit cards . Closed 
Mondays. Phone for chat and more 
details. 
www.soundorg.co.uk 

c:, D r <- 7-

THE AUDIO ROOM 2 George Street. 
Hedon, Hull, HUI 2 8JH. tel 01482 891375. 
www.theaudioroom.co.uk 
The Norths premier hi fi dealer, stunning 
showrooms and dedicated listening 
room, authorised agents for. Linn, Nairn, 
Krell,Audio Research, Cyrus, 

Sugden, Rega,Ayre Acoustics, Mark 
Levinson, Pathos, Unison Research, B&VV, 
Proac, Focal JM lab, Spendor, Sonus Faber, 

Martin Logan and others. Home 
demonstrations and credit facilities 
available. Open Mon - Sat 9am - 
6pm.The Norths friendliest hi fi dealer. 

YORKSHIRF (SOUTH , 

THE HI-FI STUDIOS 
Hi-Fi - Home Cinema - Custom 
Installation Tel: Doncaster 
01302 727274 or 01302 725550. E- Mail: 

info@thehifistudios.freeserve.co.uk 
Web Site: www.thehifistudios.co.uk 
Musical Fidelity, Electrocompaniet, 
ProAc, PMC, JM Lab, Ruark, Castle, 
TEAC, Unison Research, Monitor 
Audio, Impulse, Primare, Harbeth, NAD, 
Michell Turntables, Nottingham 
Analogue Studios,Audio Analogue, 
Living Voice, Densen, Celestion, KEF, 
Opera,Trichord Research, Nordost, 
Stands Unique, Ortofon, Project, 
Goldring, REL, Denon,TAG McLaren, 
Rotel,Yamaha, Proceed - plus many 
more.Viewing & Demonstration by 
appointment in a unique setting. Home 
trials and installation. Card facilities 
and 0% available. Please phone for 
more information. BADA. CED1A. 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 

PREMIER AUDIO - now 
demonstrating - Room 1: DCS Elgar, 
Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plin,us CD 
Lad & 250 Power,Verity Fidelo & Sonus 
Faber Speakers, Siltech Cables, Isotek 
Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands 
Room 2: Audio Aero,Audio Synthisis, 
Kora Pre & Power, Pink Triangle 
CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics 
Speakers,Arcici Equipment Stand, 
Isotek Sub Station P/S Audio Synthisis, 
Audio Physics, Audio Aero,Absolute 
Sounds, DCS, Kora, Plinius, Siltech, 
Arcici, BDA, Pink Triangle, Avid 
Turntables, Project, Ortofon,Van den 
Hul, Mirage. P/X welcome Home 
demonstration good selection of 
S/hand. VVe are I Omins J39 - M 1 I Om ins 
J30 M62 Tel: Wakefield 01924 255045 - 

Colin Grundy. 

AUDIO REPUBLIC, 78 Otley Road, 
Leeds 0113 2177294, www.audio-
republic.co.uk for the very best in 
quality hifi in West Yorkshire and 
beyond, our relaxed and professiona, 
approach stems from over 10 years 
experience in designing and installing 
high quality music systems. We believe 
the following offer outstanding results; 
Naim Audio, Rega Research, 
Dynavector Systems (amplifiers and 
cartridges)Totem Acoustic, Conrad 
Johnson, Sugden, ProAc, Spendor, 
Shahinian, JM Lab,TEAC, Nottingham 
Analogue, Kuzma, Living Voice, Flutter 
Furniture, Benz Cartridges, Cardas 
Cables, Quadraspire, Chord Cables, 
Custom Design,Alphason Designs. 
Choice of shop or home 
demonstrations, open Tues - Sat 9.3Cam 
to 5.30 pm, most credit cards 
welcome. Please phone for a chat and 
directions. 

WALES 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon 
Road,Wrexham, North Wales. Tel 
.01978 364500. See our main ad under 
Cheshire. 

VINYLJRECORD MAIL ORDER 

DIVERSE VINYL 10 Charles Street, 
Newport, NP20 I JU. Tel/Fax: 01633 
259661/256261. 
Email: sales@diverse-music.co.uk 
Probably the most varied and 
impressive selection of brand new LPs 
you'll find anywhere: international new 
releases, reissues and aLdiophile 
products. Also UK distributor of the 
Disco Anti Stat LP Cleaning Device. 
Call for a free catalogue, or visit 
www.www.diversevinyl.com 
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specialists 

specialist hi-fi dealers 

MI
THE INNOVATIVE HIFI, HOME CINEMA AND MULTI ROOM 
RETAILER/INSTALLER 

SERVING LONDON 
FROM BATTERSEA 

ORANGES & LEMONS 
Friendly and efficient service 

0% finance 

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER 

ARCAM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD 

CREEK DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ 
NAIM NAD NEAT PMC QED REGA ROKSAN 

ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE SOUNDSTYLE 
YAMAHA XANTECH and many others 

020-7924 2040 
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11 

website:oandlhifi.co.uk 

We aim to provide a well chosen 

selection of quality hi-fi and 
accessories including 

FM], ARUM, B&W, NAUTILUS, 
DYNAVECTOR, LINN, LOEWE, MERIDIAN, 
M&K, NAIM, PIONEER, PROCEED, 
NEAT, REGA, ROTEL, SHAHINIAN, 
YAMAHA + more 

www.infidelity.co.uk 

Infidelity 
INDECENTLY GOOD HI 

9 High Street, Hampton Wick, 
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KTI 4DA 
Tel: 020 8943 3530  

Open: 
Ouest ri 
10.3 tari 
Ipm, 
Saturday 
10am-dpi: 

Ai.,. • PER 

Release the full potential 
of your system 

STEP 1: SORT OUT YOUR MAINS 

Start at the beginning! The truth is that poor 
mains quality ruins the sound of even the 

best equipment. The better the 
equipment the bigger the difference. 
Our Russ Andrews Mains Blocks 
and Power Cables remove 
mains pollution effectively, 
giving you a deeper more 
extended bass and a 
sweeter more natural sound. 

va. 

Ye110 Power Cable 
lm £29.95 

Classic PowerKord' 
0.9m £55 

£120 
4 Way Mains Block 

Phone UK Freephone 0800 373467 quote AH34 for a FREE 

catalogue or buy online at www.russandrews.com 

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd Windermere Road, Stareley, Kendal LA8 991.. 
Mt tel: C*14 1539 825500 Fax 0044 1539 825540 Email, A1134erussandren, 

<c.efee, 

(3" 

Basically ound 

P:1 i 

NORWICH • N, 
p Audio Analogue, Brys* 

Chord Co Demon,. 
Nairn Audio, PMC, 
Unison Research.. 

Creek and n 

Nr Norwich, Nor' 
School Road, Bra ,- 

The Old Sch 

Tel (0 I 

RFOLK 
abletalk, Charno 
Final, Isoblue, 
c, Reza. Sfax, 
UKD Opera, 
others 

01 
Ash 
NRI4 8HG 
0829 

VALVES Er TUBES 

CSC Chimer Valve Company 
Buy CVC. PREMIUM HI - El valves direct from us. 
All valves processed for improved performance. 

We also have stock of MAJOR BRAND types inc. 
MULLARD, GEC, BRIMAR, RCA, GE, PHILIPS, etc. 

The Stables, Baddow Park, Great ISaddow, 
Chelmsford, Essex, CIVI2 7SY 

Tel: 01245 241301 Fax. 01245 241309 
Email: sales@chelmeryalve.com 

_ 
SERVICES Et 

CONSULTANTS 

Front End Problem? 
contact 

The Cartridge Man 
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a 

leg to get the best - listen to ni) 

Koestsu - and Decca -eater. 

Also agents for Croft, liadcock. 
EAR, Michell & 

Moth. 

plus cartridge re-tipping service 
020 8688 6565 

Website: www.thecartridgeman£om 

For all your advertising 
requirements please call 

Mike Ballance on 01908 616116 
or email: 

advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 
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11K 
setright 

ow does it look to you? 

Not long ago I was asked 

to comment on hi-fi style. 

There must have been 

some mistake. Hi-fi has 

no style, and never had 

any. In any domestic environment 

above the level of the rank and 

messy bed-sitter, hi-fi equipment has 

always played the rôle of the aesthet-

.c sore thumb. 

Perhaps my questioner 

meant to ask about styling. 

There has, after all, been 

plenty of that.The function 

of styling is either to identify 

a product as in accord with 

current fashion (therefore 

something upon which money 

has recently been spent. to 

distinguish the purchaser from 

those who maintain elderly 

equipment), or alternatively to 

identify the product as something 

entirely independent of fashion and 

wholly dependent on good looks, 

which generally means that how it 

sounds is of quite secondary 

importance. 

There is a sad fatalism among 

those who accept how hi-fi stuff 

looks. 'Music,' you can imagine them 

saying, 'is something of supreme 

importance to me, ana I could not 

exist without this apparatus which 

reproduces it so superbly. How does 

it look to you?' 

Then there are those whose 

very retinas rebel at the sight of all 

those rectangular boxes, and who 

conscientiously seek some artistic 

rendition of potentially convincing 

future hi-fi strident in its imitation of 

current modern architecture. After a 

proud display of the structures 

gracing their rooms, they end by 

asking lamely 'How does it sound to 

you?' 

For fully forty years hi-fi has 

been an eyesore. In the early days, 

when there was not yet a lot of it 

about, serious enthusiasts apparently 

assumed that each item of equipment 

should look as though it had been 

sev 

tha 

meant to hang in a steel rack 

festooned with cables in some 

dreadfully purposeful laboratory 

where work took priority over 

tidiness. The result was all those 

rectilinear black boxes with oversized 

faceplates bearing chromed handles 

with which to lift them out of their 

racks — and never mind the 

irrelevance of their being meant to 

lie horizontally, with those 

Where tranny 

amplifiers look 

crude, there are 

eral valve amplifiers 

t look merely clumsy 

grabhandled sharp-edged slabs of 

metal facing out into the room. 

In the very early days it was also 

felt that there was some sort of 

associative merit in each faceplate 

bearing one or two meters as well as 

a row or two of toggle switches 

numerous enough to fill the fascia of 

a primitive Ferrari. Hi-fi brought, and 

maybe was supposed to bring, the 

impression of investigative electronic 

evolution into the drawing-room, 

which may have massaged the ego of 

the man of the house but did nothing 

for the equanimity of the ladies. 

Their sensibilities can have been 

but little assuaged by the pretended 

civilising influences of the early 

1980s, when fronts were cleaned up 

a bit and space made for some 

supposedly decorative script. Too 

often it was that machine-generated 

pseudo-copperplate limply identified 

by Americans as conveying 'class' — 

something that Americans do not 

understand and are constitutionally 

forbidden to endorse. Most of these 

scripts had some virtue as emetics, 

but it was surprising how many 

manufacturers felt tempted to plaster 

text all over their faceplates as 

though to admit that if they did not 

tell you what each thing was you 

would never know. 

Things improved in the following 

decade; maybe the ladies were 

making their views heard. Faceplates 

were blended into the contours (if 

that be not too strong a word for 

something still essentially a box) of 

the bodies, and in 1986 Linn 

contrived to offer us a pre-amp 

without knobs on. 

Loudspeakers remained a 

problem, still trying to make 

an engineering virtue out of 

acoustic necessity. Any 

manufacturer offering a 

shape that was not 

rectangular was shouted 

down and if possible put out 

of business as a danger to 

the community.There were 

only two choices. One was 

of finish, which might be wood, 

veneer, or even paper.The other was 

whether to have the instrument 

frankly display all its orifices, or 

whether to conceal them beneath 

the decent obscurity of black 

plastics-foam grilles. 

Things have improved in the last 

decade.Where tranny amplifiers look 

crude, there are several valve 

amplifiers that look merely clumsy. 

There are speakers which surprise by 

being wedge-shaped or round-

headed, some which wear silly hats, 

and some which must be dreadful 

dust-gatherers.There have even been 

a few manufacturers prepared to 

offer their products in a range of 

colours (as well as black), but 1 have 

yet to see any installation in which all 

these colours have been chosen as a 

means of coding the numerous 

boxes' several functions, or even just 

to relieve the monotony. 

Alarmingly, the industry now 

seems to have run out of ideas. I 

detect a return to the laboratory-

style slab of aluminium — but today 

with a brushed finish, as though lines 

were now inescapable on what had 

been the smooth face of twenty 

years ago. Hi-fi must be growing old. 

opinion 
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manufacturers 

eet your maker 
A reference guide to Britain's manufacturers and distributors 

CREEK AUDIO LTD 12 Avebury 

Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hampstead, 
Huts, HP2 7TA. Tel. 01442 260146 

E-mail:info@creekaudio.co.uk 

Internettwww.creekaudio.co.uk - Creek 

Audio build stylish Hi-Fi products in the 
UK, combining state of the art electronic 

design, with full bodied, accurate and 

musically rewarding sound. Our stan-
dard size products come in two award-

winning ranges, the entry level 43 series 

and higher priced 53 series. These 

include: CD43 Mk2 - CD player with 24 
bit resolution DAC, T43 AM/FM Tuner, 

Integrated Amps - 5350, 5350SE and 

4330 Mk2 (described by Stereophile 
Magazine as the best amp under $ 1000). 

Our A43 Mk2 and A53 Power Amps 
range from 50 to 250 Watts and both 

P43 and P53 Pre-Amps offer passive and 
active operation with remote control. In 

addition we have an award winning OBH 
range of small products: OBH-8/8SE MM 

and OBH-9 MC Phono Pre-Amplifiers, 

OBH-11 and II SE Headphone 

Amplifiers, OBH-10 and 12 Remote 
Control Passive Pre-Amps and OBH-I4 - 
24 bit DAC. See our home page for fur-

ther details or call us for leaflets. 

EPOS ACOUSTICS 

2 Avebury Court, Mark Road, Hemel 
Hampstead, Hens, HP2 7TA. Tel. 01442 
260146. Email:info@epos-acoustics.com 

Website: www.epos-acoustics.com 
Innovative design and superior sound dis-

tinguish EPOS speakers from other 

brands in a similar price category. 
Adhering to the EPOS tradition of musi-

cality and communication, the new MI2 

follows closely the style of the successful 
ES 12, and was awarded five gold stars in 

the March 2001 edition of What Hi-Fi? 
For more information about the MI2 or 

the new MI5 please see our home page 

or call us for leaflets. 

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD 

Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, 

Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich, 
Norfolk, NRI3 3DJ 

Te1.01493 751100 Fax 01493 751155 

e-mail: sales@falcon-acoustics.co.uk 
UK distributors of FOCAL drive units, 

SOLEN (SCR-Chateauroux) polypropy-

lenecapacitors,TAYDEN high quality PA 

loudspeaker units.Falcon are the largest 
specialist Audio-inductor manufacturer 

in the UK Comprehensive range of DIY 

speaker parts and kits, Accessories and 

Books. Sub-bass and electronic filters. 
Audio Amateur Publications and Audio 

Computer Software. Everything but the 

woodt, Enquiries should be accompa-
nied by a 46p stamped address envelope 
or see full price list with illustrated 

details and.pdf data sheets on our web 
site: www.falcon-acoustics.co.uk. 

PMC/BRYSTON Emmy award win-

ning manufacturers of the highest quali-
ty loudspeakers and amplification. 

Industry standard in Mastering, Film 

Scoring, Broadcast and Post 

Productions. (5.1 & Stereo) PMC 
Products: Compacts, Floorstanders, and 
Large passive & active monitors. Prices 

range from £500 to £32,0000. Finished 

in a large selection of exquisite real 
wood veneers, all PMC loudspeakers 

are available in horizontal mirrored 
pairs, centre channels and complemen-
tary subs for 5.1 surround systems. 
Bryston's balanced range of products 
include R/C Preamps, Integrated, Amp 

modules for all the PMC range, Mono, 
Stereo 150W to 800w per ch, 3 Ch, 4 

ch and 5 channel THX amplifiers, 

Surround processors, all with distortion 
figures and build quality to die for. 

Every product is available in silver or 

black backed by a 20 year warranty. 

PMC Ltd 43-45 Crawley Green Road. 

Luton, LU2 OAA. Tel: 08704 441044 

Fax: 08704 441045 

Email: sales@promonitorco.uk 

Web: www.pmc-speakers.com 

SUGDEN AUDIO PRODUCTS 

Designed and manufactured in the UK 

each Sugden product is hand-built by 
one highly skilled technician.A full range 

of pure class A amplifiers are available 

including integrated, stereo power and 
the incredible Masterclass balanced 

monoblocks. Our stunning Bijou system 

now comes with a single-ended pure 
class A power Amplifier with optional 

integral stand.Two analogue tuners have 

joined the range matching our A2I and 
Bijou series, offering a digital user inter-
face with excellent facilities. Each ampli-

fier series has a matching CD player 

with a class A output stage and heavily 
modified transport. The class A 

HeadMaster offers a pre-amp with 
three inputs a fixed and variable output 

with remote control. The HeadMaster 
can be used as a control unit in a high 

quality audio system and excels with 
headphones. Please contact us for prod-

uct information, dealer list and 
brochures. 01924 404088 email 

info@jesugden.co.uk. 

TAG McLAREN AUDIO - The 

Summit, 11 Latham Road, Huntingdon, 

Cambs, PE 18 6ZU. Tel +44 (0) 1480 

415600 Fax +44 (0) 1480 52159. 
Combining science and technology with 
distinct style, TAG McLaren Audio's 

complete range of audio and audio-visu-

la products are designed to bring maxi-

mum pleasure to the discerning listen-
er. To find out more visit our website at 

www.tagmclarenaudio.com, email us on 

HelpDesk@tagmclarenaudio.com or 

contact our helpdesk on freephone 
0800 783 8007. 

For all your advertising 
requirements please call 

Mike Ballance on 01908 616116 
or email: 

advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 
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opinion 

domi 
todd 
B

y mid-2003,Apple's iPod 
had passed the point of 

becoming merely a hugely 

successful product, and 

become a category-defin-

ing one. Such products 

give a nascent technology sector a 

profile and focus that may not have 

existed beforehand. Despite the fuss 

about Diamond Multimedia's Rio just 

a few years earlier, the latest 

iPod is the ultimate expres-

sion of the breed of digital 

audio portables, the 'wow' 

product that finally catapult-

ed the format away from 

the computer geek market 

and into the mainstream. 

Of course we've seen this 

many times before.The Sony 

MDS-JE500 was really the key 

to the success of MiniDisc. 

This mode', in particular, 

launched the format in the 

UK and proved the final nail in the 

coffin to the then rival of DCC. 

Likewise the DAB format has a great 

deal to thank the Pure Evoke- I for, 

for creating such an interest. 

This month, however, it's not 

MiniDisc or MP3 to which I'm going 

to turn mr attention towards, but 

CDR, and the single product that 

really did make the for-nat viable 

outside of a computer based 

component. In the early 1990's CDR 

hardly even existed. If my memory 

serves me right 1 belieYe that the 

closest we ever saw of a domest.c 

model was a Micromega costing 

several thousand pounds. If this 

wasn't enough to put the average 

punter off then the cost of the blank 

discs certainly was. I well remember 

at the retail store I worked at during 

the time the ripple of excitement 

caused br a customer special 

ordering 20 blank Maxell CDR aiscs. 

The tota' cost came to a staggering 

£319.80! These were write once only 

discs whose individual £ 15.99 price 

tag would now read something like 

79p.VVho says the good old days 

1 

were always so good! 

Although the cost of CDR came 

down gradually during the 990s, it 

wasn't until 1997 when, MiniDisc 

inc'dentally was riding higher than 

ever, that the format really caught on. 

In 1996 Pioneer was the fir st to 

introduce a machine below the 

£1.000 price point with the well 

reviewed PDR-05. However, altnough 

5 This was truly the 

machine that 

brought CDR to 

the masses; well if not 

quite the masses then at 

least to thousands of 

grateful audiophiles. 

cheaper than ever before CDR still 

wasn't what you might call affordable, 

especially in comparison to MiniDisc. 

Ir the sLmmer of the following year 

they topped this with the £700 PDR-

04.This model was received with 

much praise and excitement, yet just 

a couple of months later it was to 

have all its thunder stolen by the 

category defining Philips CDR-870.At 

£500 this was truly the machine that 

brought CDR to the masses; well if 

not quite the masses then at least to 

thousands of grateful auciophiles. It 

wasn't long, of course, before frantic 

discounting saw the price quickly fall 

to below £400 and then £350. 

Coincidentally the prices of blank 

discs were finally beginning to make 

sense although still some way off 

today s bargain prices. It was their 

very cost or, to be more precise, the 

price difference between these discs 

and computer audio ones, that led 

many to find another useful feature 

of the CDR-870 - it was possible to 

get the 870 to record onto 

computer discs with a bit of 

tweaking with a bent paper clip! This 

proved a bit of a warranty nightmare 

for some dealers, as machines slowly 

had enough of this jiggery pokery 

and simply packed up, yet disc prices 

fell enough in the meantime for the 

problem not to persist. 

Interestingly Philips also designed 

their follow up model, the CDR-880, 

not to offer this user tweak, As with 

other pioneering Philips models the 

CDR-870 also suffered from 

a few glitches that were 

ironed out with 880. Perhaps 

anyone who latter bought an 

ill-fated DVDR880/890 

should have been made 

aware of this! Still, no one 

can knock Philips for being 

so bold in dramatically 

raising the profile of 

domestic CDR and, more 

latterly, DVDR.The CDR-880 

went on to spurn a few 

clone models including my 

own much loved Traxdata CDR900. 

At the time Marantz were 

closely affiliated with Philips and 

there were the inevitable high end 

off shoots, Anyone now looking for 

the definitive domestic CDR could 

probably do far worse than the 

Marantz DR6000.Yet despite it's 

initial popularity the format has 

never really taken off. Let's face it, 

there wasn't ever a great choice of 

machines. It was pretty much dowr 

to Philips and Pioneer, whose 

PDR609 (reviewed in January's group 

test) is probably the mass market 

machine of choice now, Yamaha and a 

couple of others flitted with the idea 

of CDR but never really made a 

range of it.These days it's just left to 

Philips to soldier on with the 

CDR600 and twin CDR796 and even 

these are in danger of imminent 

death. Perhaps it's still a little too 

early to write the epitaph for CDR 

yet there are products out there 

which really haven't made it easy for 

the format of late. One st.ch product 

is the Apple iPod.There, I've said it 

again. 
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Stereo -4C) 
Awarded Hi Fi News 'Editors Choice' 

(Integrated amplifiers up to £1000) 
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with 

adequate power for most users and built to a good standard. 
Valve amplifier ownership without tears". 

Stereo0 EL34 integrated 37+37w ( or 17+17 Triode) 

We are delighted to win this award, the hundreds already sold 
are testimonial to the smooth rich valve sound, without any 

harshness yet retaining the brilliance of your recordings and the 

ability to reproduce stunning midrange and deep bass. The 
Stereo 40 is extremely quiet allowing that ' inky blackness' to 
permeate through. A simple design using quality components 
throughout. The ability to switch from ultralinear to triode gives 

extraordinary flexibility of amplifiers costing much more. 

Line preamp 1V11325 300B Mono Blocks (28w x2) 
Our range of amplifiers will drive almost any speaker and 

offers excellent valve for money. 

Stereo 0 EL84 15watts integrated £649.95* 
Stereo 443 EL34 37watts integrated £899.95* 

LA Z3 Triode Line Level pre amp £649.95* 

1V1IEL 300B Mono blocks (pr) £1999.95 

Features include:  All Triode front end. Hand built & wired. ' Point 
to Point' wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No 
printed circuit board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile 
components. 4 & 8ohm speaker matching. Stainless steel & 
6/10mm alloy plate construction. Attractive stainless steel & 
Plexiglas valve cage included. Stunning looks. Upgrade options. 
Superb smooth valve sound quality. 

*Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted! 

We do Part Exchange? your old equipment could be 

worth more than you think. Ask us for details. 

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet. 

Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk 
Auditions by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome 

Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk 

ec..crst c4u.dia- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA 
Visa and MasterCard accepted CE marked 

• 0.01uF Aluminium Foil  £10.13 each 
£36.50 set of 4 

• 0.01uF Copper Foil  £15.29 each 
£55.00 set of 4 

• 0.1uF Aluminium Foil  £12.50 each 
£45.00 set of 4 

• 0.1uF Copper Foil  £18.27 each 
£65.77 set of 4 

• 0.22uF Aluminium Foil  £14.51 each 
£52.24 set of 4 

• 0.22uF Copper Foil  £22.02 each 
£79.28 set of 4 

• 0.47uF Aluminium Foil  £16.61 each 
£59.80 set of 4 

• 0.47uF Copper Foil  £28.94 each 
£104.18 set of 4 

Valve Amplifier Parts 

• EL34 Monoblock amp chassis.£43.00 
• 30w Mains Transformer 
410-0-410v / 5v / 6.3v £56.00 
• 30w Mains Transformer 
375v / 5v / 6.3v £52.00 
• PP 30w Output Transformer £49.00 
• HT Choke 200mA 7H £21.00 

www.soundspares.co.uk 
auffio Grade Corn • • nents for Construction & U, rados 

 \JENSEep all Jensen PIO signal capacitors (63°"} 

• 1uF Aluminium Foil .. £19 99 each 
£71.95 set of 4 

• 11.1F Copper Foil   £41.23 each 
£148.43 set of 4 

Other values and versions evadable • Please Call  

Jensen 4 Pole Electrol tics* 

• 47000uF - 16v £21.40 ea 
• 33000uF - 25v £21.40 ea 
• 22000uF - 40v £21.40 ea 
• 10000uF - 63v £21.40 ea 
• 6800uF - 100v £23.44 ea 
• 220uF - 385v £23.44 ea 
* Read our repon on these lantastIc capautors at 

www.sou res.co.uk 

• Alps Blue Audio Dual Pot 50k £13 
• Alps Blue Audio Dual Pot 20k £13 

• DACT CT2 Attenuator Dual 100k.£115 
• DACT CT2 Attenuator Dual 50k...£115 

Eichmanrr- Bullet Plugs'  

• Bullet plug - 4 pack £ 30.00 
• Silver Bullet Plug - single £ 18.49 
• Silver Bullet Plug - 4 pack £ 74.99 

• eXpress 4 interconnect RCA 1m* 
• eXpress 6 interconnect RCA lm" 
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Pnces Include VAT & UK Delivery 

 £ 79.99 
  £144.99 *Alternahve lengths evadable on request 

salesesoundspares.co.uk 

Absolute Demo 
Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier 

Audiogram MB1- Amplifier 
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers 
Audio Research LS12 - Preamplifier 
Audio Research CD3 - CD Player 
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC 
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier 

Audio Research M2CONKI serzfitnAtearrus 
California Audio Alpha - DAC 
California Audio DX1-CD Player 
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD 

Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD 
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier 

Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier 
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier 

Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier 
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player 
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier 
Krell KSL - Preamplifier 

Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD Player 
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel 
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel 
Martin Logan Odyssey - Electrostatic 
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic 

PS Audio Ultralink Il - DAC 
PS Audio Reference Link -Digital Preamp 

Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers 
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home Loudspeakers 

Theta Digital Dreadnaught -5 ch-amp 

Theta Digital Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive 
Theta Digital David II -CD/DVD Drive 
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver 

Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black 

Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black 
Z Systems RDQ1- Transparent Digital Equalizer 

£265.00 
£219.00 

£3499.00 
£1349.00 
£3749.00 

£800.00 
£1999.00 
£3679.00 
£499.00 

£349.00 
£799.00 

£1149.00 
£720.00 

£650.00 
£1099.00 
£1400.00 

£899.00 
£1599.00 
£800.00 

£1200.00 
£949.00 

£1499.00 
£3949.00 
£7299.00 
£989.00 

£1999.00 
£429.00 

£1300.00 

£4739.00 
£2379.00 
£2999.00 

£2900.00 

£5999.00 
£5400.00 
£1850.00 

no grey imports - all equipment comes 

with 1 year full warranty 
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classics 

world classics 
In this heavily revised section, you'll find the great and the good from audio's glorious past. 
Most are seminal designs which have earned their place in hi-fi history, but you'll also see 
some oddities which aren't classic as such, but are great used buys. The year of introduction 
is given, alongside the original UK launch price. Think we've overlooked something? Then write 
in and let us know! 

DIGITAL 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD I I 986 [C I 500] 

Irspired Stan Curtis redesign of Philips 

CD 104, complete with switchable digital fil-

ter. Lean but tight and musical performer. 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 

CD4SE 1998 [1200] 

A touch soft in the treble and tonally light, 

but outstanding in every other respect. 

LINN KAR1K III 1995 [11775] 

The final Karik was a gem. Superb transport 

gives a brilliantly tight. grippy dynamic sound, 

albeit tonally dry. 

MAFtANTZ CD73 1983 [1700] 

A riot of gold brushed aluminium and LEDs, 

this distinctive machine squeezed every last 

ounce from its I 4x4 DAC -super musical 

MARANTZ SA- I 2000 [15,000] 

The greatest argument for SACD.This sub-

lime Ken Ishiwata design is utterly musically 

convincing with both CD and SACD, beating 

most audiophile CD spinners hands down. 

MERIDIAN MCD 1984 [1600] 

The first British 'audiophile' machine was a 

sweeter, more detailed Philips CDI00. I 4x4 

never sounded so good, until the MCD Pro 

arrived a year later. 

MERIDIAN 207 1988 [(995] 

Beautifully-built two-box with pre-amp stage. 

Very musical although not as refined as mod-

ern Bitstrtam gear. No digital output. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 
TRIVISTA 2002 14000 

When playing SACDs, the sweetest, most 

lucid and iyrical digital disc spinner we've 

heard. Old school stereo, pure DSD design. 

CD sound is up in the£1000 class. too! 

Future classic. 

NA1M CDS 1990 [1 N/A] 

Classic Philips I 6x4 chipset with serious 

attention to power supplies equals grin-

inducing ,onics. 

SONY CDP- 1 01 1982 [1800] 

The first Japanese CD spinner was powerful 

and involving. Brilliant transport more than 

compensated for I 6x2 DAC, and you even 

got remote control! 

SONY CDP-RI/DAS-R 1 I 987 [13,000] 

Sony's first two boxer was right first time. 

Tonally lean, but probably the most detailed 

and architectural sounding machine of the 

eighties. 

SONY CDP-70 I ES 1984 (1890) 

Sony's first ever bespoke high end audiophile 

machine used a I 6x2 DAC to provide a clini-

cally incisive sound; supreme build quality 

allied to the pure unadulterated luxury of a 

paperbook-sized remote control. 

YAMAHA CD-XI I 983 [1340) 

Nicely built I 6x2 machine with a very sharp 

and detailed sound; sometimes too much so. 

Excellent ergonomics, unlike almost every 

other rival of the time. 

COMPACT DISC 

TRANSPORTS 
ESOTERIC PO 1997 [18,000] 

The best CD drive bar none;TEAC's Tokyo 

boys pushed the boat out in style. Brilliantly 

incisive, ridiculously over engineered. 

KENWOOD 9010 1986 [1600] 

The first discrete Jap transport was beautiful-

ly done and responds well to re-clocking 

even today. 

TEAC VRDS-TI I 994 [1600] 

Warm and expansive sound made this a mid 

price hit, Well built, with a slick mech. 

DACs 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 

DAC MAGIC 1995 [199] 

Good value upgrade for budget CD players 

with extensive facilities and detailed sonics. 

DCS ELGAR 1997 [18500] 

Extremely open and natural performer. albeit 

extremely pricey - superb. 

DPA LITTLE BIT 3 1996 [1299] 

Rich, clean, rhythmic and punchy sound trsns-

forms budget CD players. 

PINK TRIANGLE 

DACAPO I 993 [1 NiA] 

Exquisite; the warmest and most lyrical 16bit 

digital audio we have ever heard. Clever plug-

in digital filter modules really worked! 

QED DIGIT 1991 [/90] 

Budget bitstream performer with tweaks 

aplenty. Positron PSU upgrade makes it 

smooth, but now past it. 

TURNTABLES 
PIONEER PL I 2D [1973] 136 

The beginning of the end for the British 

turntable industry.VVhen vinyl was the lead-

ing source, this bought new standards of 

noise performance and stability to ;he class. 

plus a low friction S-shaped tonearm. Later 

PL1 I 2D was off the pace compared to rivals 

ARISTON RD I 1 S I 972 [(94] 

Modern evolution of Thorens. original belt 

drive paradigm, Scotland's original super-deck 

was warm and musical, albeit soft. Still capa-

ble of fine results today. 

DUAL CS505 1982 [(75] 

Simple high quality engineering and a 

respectable low mass tonearm made for a 

brilliant budget buy. Polished, smooth and 

slightly bland sound. 

GOLDRING LENCO 

88/89 1963 [( 15.6S] 

Simple, well engineered middleweight with 

soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearms. 

Good spares and servicing support even 

today from specialists. 

LINN AXIS I 987 [C253] 

Simplified cut-price version of the Sondek 

complete with LVX arm. Elegant and decently 

performing mid-price package. Later version 

with Akito tonearm better. 

LINN SONDEK LPI2 1973 [186] 

For many, the Brit superdeck: constant mods 

meant that early ones sound warmer and 

more lyrical than modern versions. 

Beguilingly musical but now off the pace. 

TECHNICS SP I 0 I 973 [1400] 

Seminal Japanese engineering. Sonics depend 

on plinths, but a well mounted SP I 0/11 will 

give any modern a hard time, especially in 

respect of bass power and midband accuracy. 
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Choice 
hi-fi 
youchoose 

Choi( e hi -fi make it easy for 

you to fulfill your sonic 

dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just 

about expensive brandnames. 

It's about aspiring to the very 

best sound, about choosing 

your ideal system from the 

widest selection in the country, 

in a unique no- pressure 

environment. 

yourchoice 
•Acoustic Energy 
• Advantage 
'Analysis iPlus 
• ATC 
•Audia Flight 
'Audible Illusions 
-Audio Note 
•Audio Physic 
• B.A.T 
• Bel Canto 
• Boulder 
• Bryston 
• C.A.T. 
• Cary 
• Chord 
• Clear Audio 
• dcs 
• Denon 
.DNM 
• Egglaston Works 
• Efectrograph Delphi 
•Genelec 
'Graham 
-Gryphon 
•Imerge 
• In Focus 
• M Lab 
•KEF 
•Krell 
• Lexicon 
•Linn 
• Loewe 
• Lutron 
• Lyra 
• Mark Levinson 
• Michell Eng. 
• Musical Fidelity 
• Nairn 
• NEC 
•Nordost 
'Oracle 
-Ortofon 
• P.M.C. 
• Plinius 
• Primare 
• Project 
• Quadraspire 
• REL 
• Rockport 
Roksan 
Rotel 
• Ruark 
-Seleco 
• SME 
•Soundations 
'Straight Wire 
-Sugden 
• Tara Labs 
• Teac 
• Theme Scene 
'Tom Evans 
'Totem 
• Transfiguration 
•Trichord 
- Trilogy 
-Van den Hul 
• Vienna Acoustics 
• VPI 
'Wilson Audio 
• Wilson Research 
• IBA 

The best in New, Second hand and Ex Dem equipment 

>ti> 
I-1 I - F 1 

izt r-ter-ly Saile 

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer) 
Exposure VII pre + XII psu 
Magnum Dynalab P 200 Pre 
dpa Enlightenment DAC 
Michaelson Audio Odyseus 
McCormak Line Drive 
Audio Refinement Pre 5 

New thismonth 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA 
Krell KSA 80B 
Krell KSA 250 
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated 

PRE AMPLIFIERS 
Conrad Johnson PV I 4L 
Audia Flight Pre 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Totem Arrow 
JM Lab Micro Utopia BE 

HOME 
CINEMA 

items 
Our 
Price 

£2,995.00 
£450.00 
£695.00 
£295.00 
£495.00 
£395.00 
£395.00 

CD PLAYERS & DACS/DVD PLAYERS 
Acoustic Arts Drive I /Dac 1 mk 11 LOn Dem 
Acuphase DP70 £1,595.00 

TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE, VARIOUS 
Nottingham Analogue, Space Deck/DV/20X £ 1,295.00 
Trichord Dino ( Phono) £345.00 

Powe amplifiers 
Conrad Johnson MF2500 
YBA Passion Monoblocks 
Audia Flight 100 
Audia Flight One Integrated 
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4) 
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 
Boulder 500 AE 
Bel Canto Evo 4 
ES Lab DX-54 
AVI S2000A Amp 
Roksan L2/S1 Pre/ Power 
Krell KAV 250A 
Roksan Caspian Integrated 
Roksan Caspian Power 
Quad 33/ 303 
Krell FPB 700cx 
Naim Nait 3 
Rowland Model 12 (4 chassis) 
Cary 805 C Monoblocks "new" 
E.S. Lab DX-S8 
Plinius 8200P 
Plinius SA 102 
Musical Fidelity PI80 
Musical Fidelity_CRPS 
Bryston 4 BSST 
Jadis Defy 7 mk Ill 
Linn Bass Active Card 
Gamut D200 
Audio Innovations SI000 mk Ill monos 
Krell MDA 300 
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver 
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver 
Boulder 1060 Power 
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated 
YBA Passion Stereo 
Plinius 250 mk IV 

AN/ components 
AV COMPONENTS 
Linn 5103 System Controller 
Parasound 2205 - 5 Channel 
Lexicon MCI 
Lexicon MC8 Processor 
Lexicon RT 10 DVD Player 
SIM 2 HT 300 
Primare P30 Processor 
Linn Klassik DVD 
Lexicon MCI2 / MCI2B 

Loewe Xemix DVD iiu 

PLASMAS/LCD/PROJECTORS 
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp from 
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo 
Panasonic TH-42 PWD6 "new" 

Pre amplifiers 
Audio Research LS2B 
Musical Fidelity NuVista 
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre 
Conrad Johnson PV I 0 
Audio Research LS25 mk 11 
YBA 2a Line 
Torn Evans The Vibe Pre 
Chord DSC 1600E (dac/pre) 
Audio Research LS3 
AVI S2000 MP remote_pre 
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem 
Boulder 1012 (pre amp/ 24.96 dac/ Phono) 
YBA Passion Pre (inc Phono) 
Boulder 2010 Pre 

i,/:0 20 
fHlx 020 

Original 
Retail Price 
£14,500.00 
£1,200.00 
£1,900.00 
£ - 
£1,500.00 
£995.00 
£895.00 

MULTIROOM 
INSTALL 

BUY/SELL 

Plinius I 6L "new" LOn Dem £3,200.00 
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono "new" LOn Dem £5,750.00 

C .? I it speakers 
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia £3,500.00 
Audio Physic Avanti £4,995.00 
Wilson Audio system 5.1 £6,995.00 
Avante Garde Trio £9,995.00 
Proac Ref 125 Yew £1,295.00 
Proac CCI Centre £595.00 
2 x Proac ER I Sub £595.00 
SD Acoustics SDI £495.00 
Dynaudio Audience 50 £395.00 
JM Lab Nova Utopia [On Dem 
}-leybrook Sextet (new drivers) £495.00 

f5,250.00 £7,000.00 Revel Ultima Studio £7,495.00 
£1,395.00 £3,600.00 ATC SCM 10 Passive Black £495.00 
£2,250.00 £6,500.00 JM Lab Alto Utopia BE [On Dem 
£4.950.00 £6.000.00 Wilson Witt mk 1 £3,750.00 

1_11 Lab Utopia £9,995.00 
Reference 3A £1,750.00 

£1,650.00 £2,250.00 Audio Physic Spark £I,I50.00 
LOn Dent £4,500.00 Talon Kite Centre & Bracket £795.00 

Ensemble PA I £895.00 
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote £2,995.00 

£795.00 £970.00 Mirage M3 si £1,595.00 
Wit Dem £4,400.00 Linn Kabers (Active) £995.00 

Rel Q 200 E [On Dem 
Rd l Q 150 E [On Dem 
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood) LOn Dem 
Audio Physic Yara LOn Dem 
Vienna Acoustics Mahler [On Dem 
Vienna Acoustics Mozart LOn Dem 

£2,200.00 Vienna Acoustics 5.1 [On Dem 
£498.00 Cabasse io 5. I [On Dem 

IM Lab Sib & Cub (5.1 s k sr 
00 Blue Room Minipod ite LOn Dem £225. 

Blue Room Minipod + Sub (Blue) £625.00 
Blue Room Minipod Sub £415.00 
Genelec 205 Active Monitors [On Dem 
Audio Physic Virgo Ill new [On Den) 
Audio Physic Tempo Ill "new" [On Dem 
Naim SBL's £995.00 
Rogers LS55 "new" £260.00 

£6,500.00 
L - 

L2,795.00 £4,000.00 
£5,495.00 £9,500.00 
[On Dent £6,500.00 
[On Dem £4,500.00 
£3995.00 eachi6,000.00 
£2,695.00 £3,300.00 
£2,495.00 £5,500.00 
[On Dent £3,895.00 
£1,395.00 £2,000.00 
£695.00 £ 1,400.00 
£995.00 £2,500.00 
£1,795.00 £ 3,650.00 
LOn Dem £895.00 
[On Den) £645.00 
£295.00-  
L 1 1,995.00 £ 15,000.00 
£425.00 £608.00 
£8,995.00 £ 14,500.00 
£4,995.00 £8,250.00 
LOn Den) £2,995.00 
[On Dern £ I,550.00 
[On Dem £3,750.00 
£395.00 £900.00 
£395.00 £900.00 
[On Dem £2,350.00 
£2,750.00 £6,000.00 
£69.00 L I 20.00 
[On Dent £3,250.00 
£995.00 £,000.00 
£4,995.00 L 1 2,000.00 
£1,295.00 £2,250.00 
£895.00 £ 1,030.00 
[On Dent £ 16,500.00 
£l.350.00 £ 1,500.00 
£3.995.00 £5,995.00 
[On Dem £6,350.00 

£2,395.00 
£1,795.00 
£1,995.00 
[On Dem 
LOn Dem 
£7,500.00 
£1,295.00 
[On Dent 
(On Dent 

[On Dem 

£3,285.0C 
£3.000.0C 
£5,500.0C 
£5,000.0C 
£2,300.0C 
£9,000.0C 
£2,000.0C 
£2,000.0C 
£8100.00. 
£8900.00 
£495.00 

£4000.00 POA 
POA 

£4,400.00 

£1,295.00 
£995.00 
£295.00 Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 "new" LOn Dem 
£495.00 £ I,200.00 Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc £495.00 
£4.250.00 £5,995.00 Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp (dual mono) Head Amp £695.00 
£1,295.00 £ 1,995.00 ShŒ Series V Arm "new" £1,350.00 

£3,250.00 £6,500.00 pi 
fOn Demo £2,700.00 Piinnk. «rm.... £495.00 

£395.00 £800.00 Nacku'sa ri:icehhi DoPrnRo3E2<nter.Pvs"u 
LOn Dem 

£895.00 £ 1,997.00 m £195.00 
[On Dem 

Tom Evans - The Groove "new 
£1,495.00 £2,794.00 Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo £ 1,695.00 
EOn Den) £ 13,000.00 Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board rtwve, Su £320.00 
£3,995.00 £5,595.00 Clear Audio Syiiipliunu phono stage X-demo M £640.00 
CP.O.A £30,000.00 

- Reduced this month 

DACS 
Linn Sondec CD12 
Linn UNIDISK 1.1 
Chord SPM 1600E Dac/ Pre 
Linn CD12 
Linn Karild Numerik 
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307 
Microga Micro Drive/ dac 
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96 
Roksan Caspian CD 
Theta Data Pro Basic Illa 
Trichord PD-S 503 
Pink Triangle Ordinal 
YBA CD I- Delta fTwin_psu) 
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 
Mark Levinson 39 
YBA CD 3 Delta 
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport 
Primare V20 DVD/CD 
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4) 
Primare V25 CD/DVD 
Theta Pro Geny 
Boulder 2020 dac 
Theta Data II Transport AT + link 
YBA CD Integre "new" 

r- ri t ai b I e s 

£7,899.00 
£7,800.00 
£19,000.00 
£17,000.00 
L1,700.00 
£800.00 
£1,000.00 
£1,650.00 
£577.00 
£19,999.00 
£1,200.00 
£13,000.00 
£I,100.00 
£9,999.00 
£9,000.00 
£18,000.00 
£2,250.00 
L 1,795.00 
£1,750.00 
£2,000.00 
£5,200.00 
£4,100.00 
£2,500.00 
£650.00 
£500.00 
£1,799.00 
£999.00 
£6,000.00 
£I,700.00 
£3,500.00 
£2,170.00 
£859.00 
£298.99 
£49.00 
£468.99 
£750.00 
£4,000.00 
£2,000.00 
£2,225.00 
£430.00 

£7,995.00 £ 12,000.00 
LOn Dern £6,500.00 
£,250.00 £6,500.00 
LOn Dem £ 12,000.00 
£995.00 £3.300.00 
£695.00 £ I.400.00 
£995.00 L - 
£11,995.00 £23,498.00 
LOn Dent £995.00 
£1,495.00 £3,495.00 
£295.00 £500.00 
£295.00 £600.00 
£3,995.00 £5,500.00 
£1,695.00 £3,250.00 
£2,995.00 £5,000.00 
LOn Dem £2,200.00 
£750.00 £ 1,600.00 
£750.00 £ 1,000.00 
¿On Dem £4,500.00 
¿On Dent £ 1,000.00 
£595.00 £ 1,295.00 
£P.O.A. £24,000.00 
£1,995.00 £4,000.00 
LOn Dem £ 1,195.00 

analogue 
Roksan Xerxes I 0/DS1.5/ Artemizi Jubilee 
Ortofon Jubilee 
Roksan Caspian Phono se 
SME 20/2A 
Roksan TMS2/ Artemiz 
Michell Orbe/ VC/ RB300 
Nakamichi CR3 
Nakamichi CR4 
Project RPM 6 "new" 
Project RPM9/ arm ¿On Dem 
VP1TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/ 
Clearauudro Accurate Pump etc. new £8,500.00 
Roksan Radius 5 (Acrylic)/ Nima arm new LOn Dem 
Lorricraft record cleaning machine LOn Dem 
Tara Labs The One Balanced I m £999.00 
Earmax Pro ¿On Dem 
Revox BI 60 Tuner £450.00 
Decca London Gold (original Garrott Brothers) £ 1,495.00 
SME 30/2 A "new" E10,495.00 
Moth Record Cleaning m/c £395.00 
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "new" £245.00 
Ortofon Rohmann œn Dem 
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new" [On Dem 

LOn Dem 
LOn Dem 
LOn Dem 
LOn Dem 
[On Dem 
[On Dem 
£495.00 
E595.00 
¿On Dem 

C1,200.00 
L - 

£4,500.00 
£1,500.00 
£950.00 
£5,273.53 
£8,500.00 
£2,350.00 
- 
L-
£500.00 
£I,000.00 

£16,000.00 
£850.00 
£I,100.00 
£2,250.00 
£425.00 
£995.00 
L Priceless 
£12,289.00 
L - 
L325.00 
£1,050.00 
£500.00/ 
£750.00 
£1,100.00 
£ - 
£1,600.00 
£1,650.00 
£ - 
£2,750.00 
£400.00 
£1,795.00 
£2,065.00 
£423.00 
£740.00 

8392 1 9 5 9 0 2 0 8392 1 9 6 3 
8392 1994 "Ililinfoe)choice-hifi.com 

Open from 10am to 6pm Mon- Sat and other times by appointment. 
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment. 

Finance available subject to status 



classics 

MARANTZ TT1000 1978 [C N/A] 

Beautiful seventies high end belt drive with 

sweet and clean sound. Rare in Europe, but 

big in Japan. 

MICHELL GYRODEC 1981 [1599] 

Thanks to its stunning visuals, this bold 

design wasn't accorded the respect it 

deserved until recently. Early examples sound 

cold and mechanical, but now right on the 

pace. Clean, solid and architectural sound. 

REGA PLANAR 3 1978 [179] 

Brilliantly simple but clean and musical per-

former, complete with Acos-derived S-shape 

tonearm. 1983 saw the arrival of the RB300, 

which added detail at the expense of 

warmth. Superb budget buy. 

GARRARD 301/401 1953 [119] 

Heavy metal - tremendously strong and artic-

ulate with only a veiled treble to let it down. 

In many respects, better than the seventies 

'superdecks' that succeeded it. 

ROKSAN XERXES 1984 [1550] 

Supposedly the first to ' better' the LP12. 

Super tight and clean sound, with excellent 

transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but 

more neutral. Sagging plinth top-plates make 

them a dubious used buy. 

THORENS TD124 1959 [1 NIA] 

The template for virtually every 1970s 

'superdeck., this iconic design was the only 

real competition for Garrard's 301. It was 

sweeter and more lyrical, yet lighter and less 

impactful in the bass. 

TOWNSHEND ROCK 1979 [L N/A] 

The product of academic research by the 

Cranfield Institute, this novel machine has an 

extremely clean and fluid sound. Substantially 

modified through the years, and capable of 

superb results even today. 

TRIO LO-7D 1978 [1600] 

The best ' all- in-one' turntable package ever 

made,Trio/Kenwood threw their 'engineering 

best practice' book at this one with startling 

results. Clean, powerful and three-dimension-

al sound, ultimately limited by the tonearm. 

TONEARMS 

ACOS LUSTRE GST-1 1975 [146] 

The archetypal S-shaped seventies arm; good, 

propulsive and involving sound in its day, but 

ragged and undynamic now. 

AUDIO TECHNICA 

AT 1120 1978 [175] 

Fine finish can't compensate for this ultra 

low mass arm's limited sonics - a good 

starter arm if you've only got a few quid to 

spend. 

ALPHASON HR1OOS 1981 [1150] 

First class arm, practically up to present-day 

standards. Buy carefully, though, as there is no 

service available now, Totally under priced 

when new, exceptional. 

SME 3009 1959 [118] 

Once state of the art, but long since bet-

tered. Musical enough, but weak at frequency 

extremes and veiled in the midband. 

Legendary serviceability has made it a cult, 

used prices unjustifiably high. 

GRACE G707 1974 [158] 

This early japanese example of the tonearm 

art has a smooth, lyrical sound. Imported by 

Linn, fitted to early LP I 2s. Sonically way off 

the pace now, though. 

SME SERIES 111 1979 [II 13] 

Clever variable mass design complete with 

Titanium Nitride tube tried to be all things 

to all men, and failed. Charming nonetheless, 

with a warm and inoffensive sound. 

The Nait Si is the astounding new entry level integrated 
rom Nain teetering 50wpc phono To din inputs and 

great sound for only f699. Come and listen 

SOUND•SYSTEMS 

Coming Soon 

The New DVD 5 from 
Naim Audio will be here 
soon. Have we heard it - 

yes. We are sure it will 
do what it says on the tin 

and more with special 
emphasis on the CD 
replay. For more up to 
date information please 

call Patrick on either of 
the above numbers. 

HADCOCK GH228 1976 [146] 

Evergreen unipivot with lovely sweet, fluid 

sound - although bass and dynamics are limit-

ed. Excellent service backup. 

LINN ITTOK LVII 1978 [1253] 

Arguably the first 'superarm.; Japanese design 

to Linn specs made for a muscular, rhythmic 

sound with real dynamics. Now off the pace, 

but the final LVIII version worth seek.ng out. 

REGA RB300 1983 [188] 

Inspired budget esoterica. Detailed, tight, neu-

tral sound but tonally grey sounding in 

absolute terms. Responds well to tweaking, 

and its cheaper RB250 brother better still. 

41. 

NAIM ARO 1986 [1875] 

Truly endearing and charismatic performer - 

wonderfully engaging mid- band makes up for 

softened frequency extremes. 

TECHNICS EPA-501 1979 [C NIA] 

Popular partner for late seventies Technics 

motor units. Nice build and Titanium Nitride 

tube can't compensate for middling sound. 

INTEGRATED 

AMPLIFIERS/COMBOS 

DELTEC 1987 [11900] 

Fast, dry and with excellent transients, this 

first DPA integrated is the real deal for eight-

ies obsessives. Ridiculously punchy 80W per 

channel from a tiny, half-size box. Radical, 

cool and more than a little strange. 

248 Lee High Rd, London SE13 SPI ( 10am to 6.30pm Closed Thurs ir Sun) 

Call ( 020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 
• Web. - www.billyvee.co.uh email. sales(a)billyvee.co.uk E&OE 

0000 

11M100(70 

The new CD5i is the new no frills entry player lrom Nain 
and lacks minor luctionality horn the CB5 for around 

[310 less. Call for an audition to compare 

A good music system is not 
only essential to get the best 
from your CD collection, it 
also adds a new dimension 
to todays visual experience. 
A good system not only puts 
soul into what you listen it 
watch. it holds its value, year 

after year. Your ears will tell 
you all you want to know - 
book and audition and let us 

give you a test drive. 
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EXPOSURE VII/VIII 1985 [1625] 

Seminal mid-eighties Exposure pre-power, 

offering most of what rival Naim amps did 

with just that little bit extra smoothness and 

sweetness. Still, its by no means sweet by 

today's standards, being lean, punchy, musical. 

It's also possessed of that quintessentially 

eighties look — frumpy black steel boxes with 

rough silk screened logos! 

ROGERS A75 1978 [E220] 

The prototypical Audiolab 8000a — lots of 

sensible facilities, a goodly power output and 

nice sound in one box.The later A7511 and 

A100 versions offered improved sonics and 

were seriously sweet and open to listen to. 

SUGDEN C51/P5 I 1976 [1130] 

Soft sounding early Sugden combo with a 

plethora of facilities and filters, complete with 

seventies-tastic DIN socketry.A sweet and 

endearing performer as you'd expect, but 

lacking in power and poor load driving ability, 

so partner carefully. 

VTL MINIMAL/50W 

MONOBLOCK 1985 [11,300] 

Vacuum Tube Logic was one of the Europe's 

biggest tube names in the eighties, and it 

shows. Rugged, professional build and finish 

allied to a lively and punchy sound (albeit 

with limited power) make them an excellent 

used buy 

A&R A60 1977 [1 I 15] 

Sweet and musical feature-packed integrated; 

the Audiolab 8000A used its blueprint to 

great effect. 

AUDIOLAB 8000A 1985 [1495] 

Smooth integrated with clean MM/MC phono 

stage and huge feature count. Extremely reli-

able. too. Post '93 versions a top used buy. 

CREEK CAS4040 1983 [1 I 50] 

More musical than any budget amp before it; 

CAS4I40 loses tone controls, gains grip. 

MCINTOSH MA6800 1995 [13735] 

Effortlessly sweet, strong and powerful with 

seminal styling to match. 

MISSION CYRUS 2 1984 [1299] 

Classic eighties minimalism combines arrest-

ing styling with clean, open, lively sound. 

Further upgradeable with PSX power supply. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY AI 1985 [1350] 

Beguiling Class A integrated with exquisite 

styling. Questionable reliability. 

MYST TMA3 1983 [1300] 

Madcap eighties minimalism, but a strong and 

tight performer all the same. 

NAIM NAIT I 984 [1350] 

Superb rhythms and dynamics make it truly 

musical, but tonally monochromatic. Fine 

phono stage, very low power. 

NAD 3020 I 979 [169] 

Brilliantly smooth, sweet and punchy at the 

price and even has a better phono stage than 

you'd expect.The archetypal budget super-amp. 

ROGERS CADET III 1965 [134] 

Sweet sounding valve integrated. uses ECL86 

output vaives, even has a half useable phono 

stage, sweet, warm a good introduction to 

valves 

ROTEL RA-820BX 1983 [1139] 

Lively and clean budget integrated that 

arguably started the move to minimalism. 

SUGDEN A21 1969 [1 N/A] 

Class A transistor integrated with an emi-

nently likeable smoothness and musicality. 

Limited inputs via DIN sockets. 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
AUDIOLAB 8000C 1991 [1499] 

Tonally grey but fine phono input and great 

facilities make it an excellent general purpose 

tool. 

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-81982 [11,400] 

Beautifully designed and built high end tube 

preamplifier with deliciously sweet and 

smooth sound. Not the last word in incision 

or grip, but that didn't matter to those who 

aspired to it. 

CONRAD JOHNSON 

MOTIV MC-8 1986 [12,500] 

Minimalist FET-based preamplifier from the 

Yank valve specialists is brilliantly neutral and 

smooth with a spry, light balance in the 

mould of Sugden high end stuff. Something of 

a curio, but worthwhile nonetheless. 

CROFT MICRO 1986 [L I SO] 

Budget valve pre-amp with exceptionally 

transparent performance. 

LEAK POINT ONE STEREO 

1958 [1 N/A] 

Good for their time, but way off the pace 

these days. Use of EF86 pentode valve for 

high gain rules out ultra performance. Not 

the highest-fi! 

LINN LK-1 1986 [1499] 

A brave attempt by the Glasgow boys to 

bring remote controlled user-friendliness to 

hair-shirt audiophile hi-fi. Didn't quite work, 

but not half bad for under £ 100. 

NAIM NAC32.5 1978 [1 N/A] 

The Salisbury company came of age with this, 

their classic high end pre. Brilliantly fast and 

incisive sound that's a joy with vinyl but a tad 

forward for digital. 

LECSON AC- I 1973 [1 N/A] 

Amazing styling courtesy of Allan Boothroyd 

can't disguise its rather cloudy sound. but a 

design classic nonetheless. 

SOUND•SYSTEMS 

SAVE UP TO 50% ON EX-DISPLAY BARGAINS 
SOME AS NEW ( MARKED') WITH 2 YR WARRANTY 24HR DEL ONLY £5 CHECK STOCK BEFORE ORDER 

CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road, London, SE135PL 
Please call tor details on deferred 0% APR for purchases of more than £660 Prices set at time of press. E&OE 

Arcam D126* DAB Tuner (2Yr (3/tee)  (999.00) 
Arcam C0627 CD Player (2Yr (3/tee)  (369.00) 
Arcam CD827 CD Player (2Yr (3/tee)  (599.00) 
Arcam A85* Amp inc Phono- Blk (2Yr (3/tee) .  (909.00) 
Arcam DV88 Plus* DVD Player - (2Yr /Gtee) .  (999.00) 
AVI Biggatron Speakers - Cherry (2Yr /Gtee) .  (599.00) 

B&W 601/3* Speakers (2Yr (3/tee)  (249.00) 
Linn Klimax* Twin Power Amplifier (2Yr (3/tee) .(6000.00) 
Linn Trikan Centre Spkr - maple (2Yr /Gtee) . . .(549.00) 
Linn Ninka Speakers - Blk (2Yr G/tee)  (1145.00) 

Linn Espek Speakers - maple (2Yr (3/tee)  (2800.00) 
Linn Sizmik Active Sub - Cherry (2Yr /Gtee) . .  .(995.00) 
Mission M5c* Centre Spkr - Beech (1Yr /Gtee) .(199.00) 

£499.00 Naim AV2 Processor (2Yr (3/tee)  (2255.00) £1695.00 
£259.00 Naim NAPV 175 3 Ch P/Amplifier (2Yr (3/tee)  ( 1225.00) £895.00 
£499.00 Naim NAC 202* Preamp (2Yr /Gtee)  (1375.00) £995.00 

£649.00 Naim NAC 252* Preamp (2Yr /Gtee)  (3995.00) £2995.00 
£699.00 Naim NAP 200 Power Amp (2Yr /Gtee)  (1345.00) £985.00 
£429.00 Naim NAP 250 Power Amp (2Yr /Gtee)  (2250.00) £1745.00 

£199.00 Naim Supercap* Power supply (2Yr (3/tee)  (2695.00) £2095.00 
£4295.00 Naim Credo Speakers (2Yr G/tee)  (1350.00) £595.00 
£349.00 Naim SL2 Speakers - Maple (2Yr (3/tee) .  (4995.00) £3795.00 
£695.00 Revox E642 42" Plasmaffuner (1Yr /Gtee)  (7499.00) £2799.00 

£1795.00 Spendor S3 Speakers - Maple (2Yr (3/tee) .  .(599.00) £449.00 
£645.00 SpendorS6 Speakers - Maple (2Yr (3/tee) .  (1299.00) £899.00 
£99.00 SpendorS8 Speakers - Cherry (2Yr (3/tee) .  (1699.00) £1185.00 
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QUAD 22 I 958 [C25] 

The partner to the much vaunted Quad 11 

monoblocs - cloudy and vague sound means 

it's for anacrophiles only. 

QUAD 33 1968 [C43] 

Better than the 22, but Quad's first cranny 

pre isn't outstanding. Responds well to 

tweaking/ rebuilding though... 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
LEAK STEREO 20 1958 [C31] 

Excellent workaday classic va ve amplifier 

with decent power and drive Surprisingly 

modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. 

Irrepressibly musical and fluic. 

LEAK POINT ONE,TL I 0, 

TLI2.1 1949 [L28] 

Early classics that are getting expensive. 

Overhauling is de rigeur before use, using 

original parts if possible. Surprisingly crisp 

and musical sound, that's far more modern 

than Quad Ils. Deeply impreisive when in 

fine fettle. 

LECSON API I 973 [L N/A] 

Madcap cylindrical styling alluded to its 

'tower of power' pretensioes, but it wasn't. 

Poor build, but decently clean sounding when 

working. 

MARANTZ MODEL 9 I 997 [18000] 

Authentic reproduction monoblocs st.11 more 

than cut the sonic mustard.High'y expensive 

and highly sought after. 

RADFORD STA25 RENAISSANCE 

1986 :L977] 

At the time, very possibly the least cool 

amplifier on the planet - and we're not talk-

ing heat dissipation here.This reworking of 

Radford's original late sixties deiign was pos 

sessed of a wonderfully rich, old school valve 

sound with enough power (25W) and lots o' 

subtlety. 

MICHELL ALECTO I 997 [ LI989] 

Crisp, clean and beautifully controlled with 

gorgeous styling. Partnered wit'l the £ 1650 

Orca this sounds delicious! 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

XA200 1996 [L I 00OPP1 

200w of sweet smooth transistor stomp ir a 

grooved tube! Under-rated oddity. 

QUAD II 1952 [C22] 

The all-time classic valve amplifier, with a 

deliciously fluid and lyrical voice. In other 

respects though, it sounds hopelessly datec. 

Low power and hard to partner properly. 

QUAD 303 1968 [MS] 

Bullet proof build, but woolly sound. Off the 

pace, but endearing nonethele.s. Some pipe 

smoking sipper wearers swear by teem! 

QUAD 405 1978 [E 1 15] 

The first of the current dumpers is a capable 

design with smooth, effortless power and a 

decently musical sound. 606 aed 707 contin-

ue the theme with greater derail and incision. 

KRELL KMAI00 II [ 1987] £5,750 

Ludicrous monoblock version of the giant 

KSA- 1 00 is one of the seminal eighties tran-
sistor power amplifiers. Massive wallop allied 

to a very clean and open Class A sound 

makes this one of the best amplifiers of its 

type, ever 

PIONEER M-73 I 988 [[ 1,200] 
Monster stomp from this seminal Japanese 

power amplifier, complete with switchable 

Class A and Class B operation. Clean, open 

and assured sounding, albeit a tad behind the 

pace on high speed dance music. Rosewood 

side cheeks and black brushed aluminium 

completes the eighties-tastic experience. 

PHONO STAGES 
CREEK OBH-8 SE 1996 [E180] 

Punchy, rhythmic character with oodles of 

detail makes this a great budget audiophile 

classic. Partner with a Goldring GI042 for an 

unbeatable budget combination. 

LINN LINNK I 984 [C I 49] 

Naim-designed MC phono stage built to 

partner the original Naim NAIT - yes. really! 

Fine sound, although off the pace these days. 

MICHELL ISO 1988 [C N/A] 

This Tom Evans-designed black box started 

the trend for high performance offboard 

phono stages. Charismatic, musical and 

punchy - if lacking in finesse. 

TUNERS 
CREEK CAS3140 1985 [C199] 

Excellent detail, separation and dynamics - 

brilliantly musical at the price.T40 continued 

the theme... 

NAD 4040 1979 [C79] 

Tremendously smooth and natural sound 

allied to low prices and good availability 

make this budget analogue esoterica. Needs a 

good antenna to work properly, however. 

SECONDHAND UNITS WITH WARRANTY 24HR DEL ONLY £5 CHECK AVAILABLITY BEFORE ORDERING 

CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road, London, SE135PL 
0% APR is available on purchases of more than £660. Please call for details Prices set at time of press. E&OE 

Arcam CD72 CD Player Silver (6Mth /Gtee) . . . .(399.00) £253.00 

Arcam DV88 DVD Player Silver ( 1Yr /Gtee) . . . .(999.00) £473.00 
Arcam FMJ DV27 Player ( 1Yr 0/tee)  (1599.00) £1199.00 
Arcam A85 Amplifier ( 1Yr G/tee)  (799.00) £549.00 
Arcam Alpha 7 Tuner (6Mth 0/tee)  (279.00) £139.00 

B&W CDMCse Centre Spkr - Blk (6Mth 0/tee)  (400.00) £199.00 
Denon TU260L Tuner (6Mth 0/tee)  (139.00) £85.00 
Linn Karik 3 C D Player (6Mth 0./tee)  (1850.00) £625.00 
Linn Ikemi CD Player (1Yr /Gtee)  (2225.00) £1195.00 
Linn Kairn Preamp Une (1Yr Gltee)  (1400.00) £599.00 
Linn LK85 Power Amp (1Yr /Gtee)  (549.00) £395.00 
Linn 5103 AV Processor Blk LCD ( 1Yr 0/tee) .(3250.00) £1149.00 

Linn Lingo Old style (6Mth /Gtee)  (495.00) £299.00 

Naim NAC 112 Preamp (6Mth /Gtee)  (660.00) £375.00 
NAC 52 Preamp ( 1Yr 0./tee)  (3600.00) £1375.00 

Naim Supercap Power Supply ( 1Yr 0/tee) .  (2450.00) £1795.00 
Naim CDS 2 Head Unit ( 1Yr 0/tee)  (4165.00) £2795.00 
Naim PSX Power Supply-CDX (1Yr 0/tee) .  (2100.00) £1395.00 
Naim NAP 250 Power Amp ( 1Yr 0/tee) .  ( 1890.00) £1350.00 
Pioneer DV909 DVD/Laser Sil (6Mth 0/tee) .(899.00) £199.00 
ProAc Response 2.5 Speakers ( 1Yr /Gtee) (2700.00) £1195.00 
Ruark Talisman Speakers (6Mth 0/tee) . . . .(499.00) £179.00 
Sugden Headmaster Preamp  (659.00) £350.00 
Yamaha DSP800 Processor (6Mth /Gtee) .  (399.00) £189.00 
Yamaha DVD 530 DVD Player (1Yr 0./tee)  (149.00) £99.00 
Yamaha RXV 630 RDS A.V. Amp (1Yr 0/tee) .  (459.00) £329.00 
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MARANTZ ST-8 1978 [L353] 

Maranrz's finest radio moment. Warm, organ-

ic sound plus an oscilloscope for checking 

the signal strength and multipath. 
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LEAK TROUGHLINE 1956 [L25] 

Series I an interesting ornament but limited 

to 88-100MHz only. II and Ill are arguably the 

best-sounding tuners ever. Adaptation for 

stereo easy via phono multiplex socket. Fed 

by a modern outboard decoder they're deli-

ciously lucid with true dimensionality. 

NAIM NATO3 1993 [1595] 

The warm, atmospheric sound is further 

proof of Naims proficiency with tuners. 

PIONEER TX-9500 1976 [(295] 

Another of the serious classic solid-staters. 

Boasts the usual high end Jap package of fine 

sound, brilliant sensitivity and superb build. 

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 [1444] 

Reputedly the best of the classic Jap ana-

logues, this combines sleek ergonomics, high 

sensitivity and an explicit, detailed sound. 

QUAD FM4 1983 [1240] 

Supreme ergonomics and styling allied to a 

pleasingly lyrical sound with plenty of sweet-

ness and detail made this one of the best 

tuners around upon its launch. 

REVOX B760 1975 [1520] 

More of a semi-pro machine than a domestic 

bit of kit, the Revox offers superlative mea-

sured performance although the sound isn't 

quite as staggering as the numbers. Fine 

nonetheless, and surely the most durable 

tuner here? 

NAD 4 I 40 1995 [1199] 

Brilliant affordable digital tuner has a smooth, 

detailed musical sound plus sensible real-

world facilities. 

ROGERS T75 1977 [( 125] 

Superb mid-price British audiophile design, 

complete with understated black fascia. Fine 

sound in the true Rogers mould — smooth 

and sweet with fine dimensionality. 

SANSUI TU-9900 1976 [(300] 

A flagship Japanese tuner designed to steal 

sales from the likes of Accuphase and Revox, 

it boasts superlative RF performance and an 

extremely smooth and lucid sound. along 

with very fine build and finish. 

SONY ST-5950 1977 [C222] 

One of the first Dolby FM-equipped tuners, a 

format that came to nought. Still, it was 

Sony's most expensive tuner to date, and 

boasted a very good sound quality allied to 

brilliant ergonomics. 

TECHNICS ST-8080 1976 [1180] 

National Panasonic's specialist hi-fi brand was 

a big hitter back then, and this is no excep-

tion. Superb FM stage makes for a very clean 

and smooth listen with lots of detail and 

depth. 

ANALOGUE RECORDERS 
AIWA XD-009 1989 [1600] 

Aiwa's Nak beater didn't, but it wasn't half 

bad nonetheless. Massive spec even included 

a I 6x4 DAC! 

YAMAHA TC-800GL 1977 [( 179] 

Early classic with ski-slope styling courtesy of 

Mario Bellini. Middling sonics by modern 

standards, but cool nonetheless! 

NAKAMICHI CR-7E 1987 [L800] 

The very best sounding Nakamichi ever - but 

lacks the visual drama of a Dragon. 

PIONEER CTF-950 1978 [1400] 

Not up to modern standards sonically, but a 

great symbol of the cassette deck art 

nonetheless 

REVOX A77 1968 [( 145] 

The first domestic open reel that the pros 

used at home. Superbly made, but sonically 

off the pace these days. B77 better, but 

couldn't match the Japanese. 

SONY WM-D6C 1985 [1290] 

Single capstan transport on a par with a 

Swiss watch, single rec/replay head better 

than most Naks. Result: sublime. 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 
SONY MDS-JE555ES 2000 [1900] 

The best sounding MD deck ever, thanks to 

awesome build and heroic ATRAC-DSP Type 

R coding. 

MARANTZ DR- 17 1999 [LI 100] 

Probably the best sounding CD recorder 

made; built like a brick outhouse with a true 

audiophile sound and HDCD compatibility. 

PIONEER PDR-555RW 1999 [1480] 

For a moment, this was the CD recorder to 

have. Clean and detailed. 

KEN WOOD DM-9090 1997 [(500] 

Serious and sophisticated sound thanks to 

well implemented ATRAC 4.5; surprisingly 

musical MD recorder. 

SONY TCD-8 DATMAN 1996 [1599] 

Super clean sound makes this an amazing 

portable, but fragile. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 

ARM 1978 [L125] 

Yank designed, British built loudspeaker 

became a budget staple for many rock fans. 

thanks to the great speed from the paper 

drivers, although finesse was most definitely 

not their forte... 

BBC LS3/5A 1972 [188] 

Extremely low colouration design is amazing 

in some respects — articulation, stage depth, 

clarity — and useless in others ( both frequen-

cy extremes). Came in wide variety of guises 

from various manufacturers building it under 

licence. Partner with Rogers AB1 subwoofers 

for an extra two octaves of bass! 

CELESTION SLA 1984 [1350] 

Smallish two way design complete with alu-

minium dome tweeter and plastic mia-bass 

unit set the blueprint for nineteen eighties 

loudspeakers.Very open and clean sounding, 

albeit course at high frequencies and limp in 

the bass. Speakers would never be the same 

again... 

LOWTHER PM6A 1957 [118 

EACH] 

This seminal full- range driver is still manufac-

tured. High sensitivity, as fitted to many clas-

sic horn designs. 
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TAN NOV 

WESTMINSTER 1985 [(4500] 

Folded horn monsters which certainly sound 

good if you have the space. Not the last 

word in tautness but can drive large rooms 

and image like few others. 

JR 149 1977 [( 120] 

Infamous cylindrical speaker that was ignored 

for decades but now back in fashion! Based 

on classic KEF T27 / B110 combo as seen in 

the BBC LS3/5a. Doesn't play loud, needs a 

powerful transistor amplifier, but rewards 

with fine clarity in imaging, 

SPENDOR BC I 1976 [(240] 

Celestion HF 1300 tweeter meets bespoke 

Spendor Bextrene mid-bass unit — and the 

result is a beautifully warm yet well focussed 

sound.A little bass bloom necessitates careful 

low-stand mounting, but these prove that the 

seventies did have some fine designs after all! 

MISSION 770 1980 [(375] 

Back in its day, it was an innovative product 

and one of the first of the polypropylene 

designs. warm, smooth, clean and powerful 

sound, 

QUAD ESLS7 1956 [US 

EACH] 

Wonderfully open and neutral sound puts 

bo« loudspeakers to shame. Properly ser-

viced they give superb midband performance, 

although frequency extremes less impressive. 

Ideally. use in stacked pairs or with sub-

woofers and supe -tweeters. 

MAGNEPLANAR SMGA198X moo] 
Technological loudspeaker with genuinely 

musical abilities; fist, smooth, open, dry. 

MISSION X-SPACE 1999 [(499] 

Tne first mass production sub and sat system 

NXT panel; is a sure-fire future classic 

- not flawless, but a tantalisingly unboxy 

sound nevertheless! 

YAMAHA NS 1000 1977 [(532] 

F.-4e tech Beryllium midband and tweeter 

domes and brutish 12" woofers in massive 

sealed mirror image cabs equals stunning 

transients, speed and wallop allied to superb 

transparency and ultra low distortion 

Partner carefully! 

MISSION 752 1995 [(495] 

Cracking Henry Azima-designed floor-

nanders combined HDA drive units and 

metal dome tweeters with surprisingly warm 

results. Benign load characteristics makes 

them great for valves. 

LEAK SANDWICH 1961 [(39 

EACH] 

Warm sounding infinite baffle that, with a 

reasonably powerful amplifier can sound 

quite satisfying. 

HEYBROOK HBI 1982 g130] 

Peter Comeau-designed standmounters with 

an amazingly lyrical yet decently refined 

sound. Good enough to partner with very 

high end ancillaries, yet great with budget kit 

too.A classic. 

KEF R105 1977 [(785] 

Three way Bextrene-based floorstander 

(complete with castors!) gave a truly wide-

band listen and massive (500W) power han-

dling.A very neutral, spacious and polite 

sounding design, but rhythmically well off the 

pace.The quintessential nineteen seventies 

loudspeaker. 

QUAD ESL63 1980 [( 1200] 

An update of the ESL57, w-th stiffer cabinets. 

Until the 989, the best of the Quad electro-

statics. 

IMF TLS80 1976 [LS50] 

Warm and powerful nineteen seventies behe-

moth with transmission loading and a mix-

ture of KEF and Celestion drive units. 

Impressively physical wideband sound but 

rhythms aren't its forte. 

For all your advertising requirement 
please call Mike Ballance on 

01908 616116 
or email: advertising@hi-fiworld.co.0 
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world 
standards 
These are the best products we've heard that are currently on sale in the UK, complete 
with the date they were originally launched and their current retail prices. Watch out for 

regular updates...! 

TURNTAB 1 
AN TT I /ARM ONE/IQ I 1998 £725 

Redesigned Systemdek 11X now off the pace. 

but the arm and cartridge are both star per-

formers. 

LINN LP I 2/ LINGO 1973 a I 00 

The quintessential belt drive superdeck offers 

a beguilingly musical midband at the expense 

of lumpy bass and nebulous imaging. Latest 

Lingo brings a new lease of life, with even 

more punch and polish. 

MICHELL TECNODEC 2003 £575 

Superb introduction to Michell turntables on 

a budget. Top quality build and elegant design 

make it the class of the mid-price field right 

now. 

MICHELL GYRODEC SE 2002 £870 

Its beauty is more than skin deep - superbly 

build and finish allied to clever design equals 

class leading performance. Latest DC motor 

with ' Never Connected' PSU make it all the 

more unassailable. 

MICHELL ORBE SE 2002 £ I916 

Cost-no-object evolution of the Gyro adds 

massy acrylic platter and two-stage isolation. 
Fantastically capable all rounder with com-

manding, powerful, detailed sound that gets 

the best from almost any arm and cartridge. 

PRO-JECT DEBUT II 

PHONO SB 

Fuss-free all in one starter turntable, com-

plete with built in phono stage. Not a star 

performer. but a fine midi system upgrade all 

the same. 

2002 £ 170 

REGA P3 2000 £298 

Great entry level audiophile deck with fine 

bundled tonearm.Tweakable, and responds 

well to careful siting on a Base platform. 

REGA P25 2001 £6 I 9 

Until the TecnoDec, the best mid-price 

turntable package. Fine build and elegant 

styling. Clean, open sound but limited at fre-

quency extremes in absolute terms. 

SME MODEL 10A 1995 £ 333 

Exquisitely engineered deck and arm combo, 

but dry and clinical sounding compared to 

rivals, Accomplished performer with classical 

music, nonetheless. 

TECHNICS SLI 200/111 1973 £395 

Slick build makes it a respectable performer, 

although the cheapo arm limits it - fit a Rega 

RB250 and it's suddenly a serious mid-price 

machine. 

TONEARMS 
HADCOCK 242 SE 2000 £649 

Latest of a long line of unipivots, with added 

mass, revised geometry and better finish. 

Musical like few others at or near the price, 

but poor frequency extremes. 

LINN EKOS I 987 £ 1700 

Subtle mods over the years, including revised 

bearings and the recent new wiring has kept 

it a serious contender in the superarm 

stakes. Lacks the SME's slam, the OL's clarity 

or the ARas emotion, but has a feisty musi-

cality all of its own. 

NAIM ARO 1987 £ I425 

Charismatic unipivot is poor at frequency 

extremes but sublime in the midband: truly 

emotive and insightful. 

MICHELL TECNOARM A2003 £399 

John Michell's brilliant reworking of the Rega 

RB250 theme, using blasting and drilling tech-

niques usually seen in motorsport! The result 

is the best sounding arm at £400, and as 

good as most at four times the price. Runs 

SME V very close in all except bass, and bet-

ters it for musicality. Stunning. 

ORIGIN LIVE SILVER 2502001 £625 

This fully developed and expertly fettled 

Rega boasts a superbly even, transparent and 

tuneful sound. Gives away only a small degree 

of finesse and dimensionality to top arms. 

ORIGIN LIVE 

ILLUSTRIOUS 2002 £ 1570 

A modern superarm with battleship build. 

Extremely strong. even and open sound in 

the mould of the late. lamented Zeta, plus 

fine tonal colouring. Exquisite. 

REGA RB250 1984 £ 112 

Sold through Moth Marketing, this is capable 

far beyond its price point, with a tight, lean 

and detailed sound. Responds brilliantly to 

Origin Live counterweight modification, and 

well to rewiring. 

SME 309 I 989 £767 

Entry level SME complete with cost-cut alu-

minium armtube and detachable headshell. 

Tight, neutral sound with good tonality, but 

lacks the IV's pace and precision. 

SME SERIES IV 1988 £ 1127 

Offers nine tenths of the SMEV's magic at 

just over half price. Exquisitely built and fin-

ished, and a design classic. Faces stiff compe-

tition these days, but lovely nevertheless. 

SME SERIES V 1987 £ 1614 

The so-called Best Pickup Arm in the World 

isn't, but comes close.Vice-like bass with 

incredible weight, ultra clear midband and 

treble. Does everything except beguile the 

listener. 

CARTRIL 
AUDIO TECHNICA AT- I10 1984 £29 

Great starter cartridge that's refined, detailed 

and musical beyond its price. 

DYNAVECTOR DV 10X5 2003 £250 

A distant descendent of the classic Ultimo 

10X, this has warmth and sweetness in 

spades, allied to a punchy bass. Beats GI 042 

comfortably. 

DYNAVECTOR DV20X-H2003 £395 

The best modern budget MC combines deli-

ciously sweet sound with fantastic get-up-

and-go. High output version works a treat 

with valve phono stages too. 

GOLDRING GI042 1994 £ 135 

One of the best MMs going, with sweet and 

extended treble and punchy, muscular bass. 

LYRIA LYDIAN BETA 1998 £600 

An altogether more beguiling listen than the 

MC30S, although not quite as incisive. Superb 

all rounder, nonetheless. 

LYRA PARNASSUS DCT 1997 £1895 

Jonathan Carr's masterpiece is a brilliantly 

lyrical and fluid performer, with a deliciously 
sweet tone and immense subtlety and polish. 

ORTOFON MC25FL I 994 £285 

Strong budget MC with a cleaner and more 

detailed sound than the Dynavector; more 

sterile and less emotive, however. 

ORTOFON MC30 SUPR'I995 £550 

Beautifully clean and detailed device with 

real finesse, albeit a tad mechanical sounding. 

ORTOFON KONTRA' B 1999 £720 

Surprisingly articulate performer by Ortofon 

standards, All the brand's usual polish and 

detail allied to real vim. Loves making music! 
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MUSIC MAKER 1999 £575 
When mated with a good quality arm, this 

hand finished high-output pick-up gives an 
ear-boggling account of itself.Very high corn-
plience ensures maximum information 
retrieval. An absolute (grain orientated) gem. 

SHURE V I SXMR 1994 £350 
The most musical MM yet made — brilliantly 
dynamic and punchy in the classic Shure 
mould, yet refined and tidy too. 

SUMIKO BPS 1995 £250 
Charismatic performer with rhythm aplenty, 
but in other respects way off the pace — 
lacks smoothness and sophistication of the 
DV 10X5. 

ARCAM DIVA CD82T 2002 £600 

Oodles of finesse, but not the most gripping 
performer at the price.A fine all rounder in 

the classic Arcam mould. 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
DVDS7 2003 £200 
Crisp, lively DVD-A sound makes this superb 
value for money, but 16bit playback is way 
behind similarly priced CD spinners. 

CREEK CD5011 2004 £699 
Extensive revisions make this an altogether 
more beguiling machine, and one of the best 
at its price. Extremely musical sound that's 
surprisingly upfront for a Creek design. 
Excellent mid-price purchase, with only its 
Maranta rival to challenge it. 

CYRUS CD8 2003 £ 1000 
Highly incisive, engaging, grippy and dynamic 
sound, but needs careful matching to smooth 
ancilliaries. Optional PSX-R adds bass and 

dimensionality. 

DENON DVD-AI 2002 £2500 
Middling CD performance, but a genuinely 
strong OVO-A sound with masses of space 
and detail. Excellent pictures, too! 
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LINN GENKI 1999 £995 
Undeniably fast, lithe, musical and fun - but 
some won't take to its dry, wry character. 

Works best in all-Linn systems, where it real-
ly rises to the challenge! 

LINN IKEMI 1999 £ 1950 

Has the brilliant focus and clarity of the pre-
vious Karik Ill with a dose more tonal rich-
ness and polish. More grip and poise than 
most at any price - still superb! 

MARANTZ CD6000KI 2001 £500 
Brilliantly warm and voluptuous sound will 
endear it to vinylphiles and tube lovers alike. 
Musical, colourful, polished and powerful like 
none others at or near its price.' 

MARANTZ CDI7 II 2002 £800 
Oft-overlooked middleweight boasts a truly 
beguiling sound with lots of tonal flavour. Sits 

awkwardly between the £600 and £ 1000 
price points, where some brilliant value buys 
reside, though. 

NAD C5411 2002 £330 
Highly musical and articulate budget machine 
in the classic NAD mould. Second only to 
Cambridge's CDSOOSE in the value stakes. 

NAIM CDS 2001 £ 1195 

Taut and grippy like no others at the price, 
but lacks the warmth of the Maranta 
CD6000KI at half the price.To wit, it's a very 
focussed product, best used in Naim systems. 

MERIDIAN 507 2003 [ I 195 
Quintessentially Meridian mid-price machine; 
smooth, warm, expansive and seductively 
musical.The best all rounder at this competi-
tive price point. 

NAIM CDX2-XPS2 2003 £4950 
A fine high end machine, but add an XPS2 

and it becomes one of the most charismati-
cally engaging 16bit machines we've ever 

heard. Plays music with such passion! 

NAIM CDS3 2003 £7050 
The most polished Naim CD to date; 
tremendously capable and musical, but lacks 
the Rotweiler quality of the cheaper CDX2-
XPS2. 

ARCAM FMJ CD33T 2003 £ I,300 
Superbly detailed midband allied to excellent 
bass extension makes this a powerfully musi-
cal machine in the best traditions of Arcam 
CD spinners. Nothing to criticise at the 
price, everything to recommend it! 

PHILIPS DVD963SA 2003 £400 
Creamy CD sound allied to superb SACD 
and OVO video playback makes this brilliant 

value for money. 

REGA PLANET 2002 £498 
Rhythmic and beguiling performer, although 
lacks the warmth of tone needed to better 
its Maranta rival. Superb ergonomics and 
design, nonetheless. 

REGA JUPITER 2002 £ 1000 
A Planet on steroids, this machine adds depth 

and breadth to its baby brothers already 
impressive sound. Good, but facing stiff com-
petition. 

DENON DV-2900 2003 £850 
Superbly designed and built do-it-all player 
that delivers fine sound and great vision. 
Sonically class of the sub-C1000 DVD univer-
sal field, but the i-Link and HDMI direct digi-
tal capability of arch rival Pioneer DV-868AVi 
may swing some towards the latter, and its 
DV-2200 baby brother is even better value. 
though. 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
640C 2003 £250 
Tremendously well-rounded yet engaging 
sound makes this the best budget silver disc 
spinner by far. Build quality is excellent at the 
price, and the styling bang up to the minute. 
Blistering value for money. 

CREEK CD5011 2004 £699 
Extensive revisions make this an altogether 
more beguiling machine, and one of the best 
at its price. Extremely musical sound that's 
surprisingly upfront for a Creek design. 

Excellent mid-price purchase, with only its 
Maranta rival to challenge it. 

DENON DVD-2200 2003 £499 
Superb do it all mid-price player; fine OVO-A 
and SACD sound allied to excellent video 
performance will be all many could ever 
want. Ultimately it's a little bright and 
mechanical sounding, but you have to go into 
high end territory to truly better it. Stunning 
value. 

MARANTZ SA- 1751 2003 £ 1400 
Brilliant CO playback comes close to the 
best at any price, while SACD performance is 
almost as convincing - superbly warm and 
three dimensional nature makes listening a 
joy. However, the lack of OVO-Audio decod-

ing and poor feature count makes it look 
middling value compared to some of the uni-
versal players here. 
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ORELLE CDIOOEVO 2003 £ 1,200 
Extremely engaging and musical sound, but 

maybe a tad too bracing for some tastes. 
Superb aesthetics complete an attractive 
package. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 
TRI-VISTA2I DAC 2003 £ I,200 
Superbly neutral and expansive sound makes 
this offboard digital-to-analogue convertor an 
excellent upgrade to any mid-price CO play-

er — fed by a decent transport, few 16bit 
players at any price come close. 

PANASONIC DVD-575 2002 £ 120 
Real ability and fine measured performance 
for an unbelievably low price. Impressive in 

its own way, if not truly audiophile. If you just 
want a cheap OVO spinner with OVO-Audio 

as a bolt-on goodie, this is the one. 

PIONEER DV-868AVI 2003 £799 
Pioneer's most accomplished mid-price 
machine to date. this boasts full DVD-

A/SACD playback, a welter of facilities and 
the all-important HDMI video and I-Link 
audio digital outputs, making it nigh-on 
future-proof. Factor in fine — if not outstand-
ing - sound and superb pictures and it's prac-
tically impossible to fault. 

SONY SCD-XB790 2003 £250 
Quite unlike any other budget Sony CD spin-

ner we've heard, here's a very 'analogue' 
sounding machine that's smooth and warm 
and even. Factor in fine SACO playback and 
this machine is a brilliant budget buy — unless 
you want OVO-Audio that is, which it lacks. 

C 
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APPLE IPOD 40GB £ 99 

Genre-defining best of breed, thanks to 

supreme ergonomics and build allied to fine 

sound. 

PIONEER PDR-609 2001 C200 

Brilliant value CD recorder that makes 

excellent recordings from its digital inputs. 

Half decent digital converters. too. 

PHILIPS DVDR880 2003 £370 

Poor CD audio playback, but makes great 

DVD video recordings and boasts fine 

ergonomics.Top AV value. 

SONY RCD-W3 2002 £250 

Usual superb Sony ergonomics make for no-

nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital 
copies, but analogue input poor. Middling 

sonics. but there's a digital output! 

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300E2002 £600 

HD means MD-style ease of editing, but 

compromises recording quality ever-so slight-

ly.Add decent CD replay and it's a fine all 

rounder nonetheless - top value. 

ONKYO MB-S I 2001 £ 1100 

An interesting machine complete with MP3 

functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics 

and over-smooth sound make it mediocre 

value against the Yamaha. 

CREEK OBH-2I SE 2003 £250 

Musically enjoyable yet highly refined for the 

price - a superb buy. Gives the Dino a real 

hard time. 

EAR 834P 1993 £400 

Classic tube design with a deliciously warm 

and expansive sound - shame about the 

loose bass and veiled treble! 

LINN LINTO 2000 [900 

A musical and incisive performer, with more 

speed than the Delphini at the expense of 

detail and tonal colour. 

QED D1SCSAVER 1995 £35 

Rhythmic, bouncy sound via battery, although 

it's bright and forward. Great value, but I 00 

more on the X-LP is well worth it! 

TR1CHORD DINO 2002 £299 

Great all rounder with switchable MM/MC. 

Fast, fluid and smooth like no others at the 

price. 

TRICHORD DELPHINI 2003 £995 

The very latest Never Connected' variant is 

easily the best, bringing velvety smoothness 

to an already refined and engaging performer. 
Neutral to a fault - some will mourn the 

passing of the charismatic ISO. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

XLPSV3 2003 £249 

Fine all rounder at the price, which a satisfy-

ingly full bodied sound that's smoother than 

the Creek but a tad less engaging. Only 

Trichord's Dino, with its easy upgradability 

for just £50, reflects badly on this fine bit of 

kit. 

PROJECT PHONOBOX LE2004 £99 

Great little box that improves on most bun-

dled phono stages found in budget integrated 

amplifiers, adding detail and definition and a 

measure of smoothness too. If £ 100 is all 

you're prepared to spend, then do it happily 

on this, but you'll get obviously better results 

from the £250 brigade. 

ARCAM DIVA A65 PLUS 2002 £370 

Classic budget Arcam fare - decently sweet 

and open with sensible facilities and plenty of 

power. 
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ARCAM FMJ A32 2001 LI 150 

For those who value serious power and 

labyrinthine facilities over outright clarity or 

grip.A very impressive all rounder with an 

unusually muscular power amp at this price. 

AUDIO ANALOGUE 

PUCINNI 

Brilliant value mid-pricer is a real step up 

from budget designs. Smooth, fluid, natural 

sound with adequate power and no nasties. 

Fine phono stage too! 

1999 £495 

AUDIO NOTE OTO SE 2000 LI I 99 

This baby tuber is beautifully sweet and 

creamy, but lacks solid-state's clarity, detail 

and incision. Low, low power means speaker 

choice critical. 

AUDIO NOTE SORO SE 2000 £ 1699 

Wonderfully out-of-the-box sounding tube 

middleweight is all about sweetness and fluid-

ity. Limited power and loose bass, but little 

the worse for it. 

CYRUS 6 2003 £600 

Cracking do-it-all mid price design, bringing 

svelte sound, good connectivity and upgrade-

ability and stunning style and build. 

CYRUS 8 2003 £800 

Unusually warm and lyrical for a solid-stater, 

with decent power and punch. PSX-R adds 

dynamics, detail and dimensionality. 

MERIDIAN 551 1994 £895 

Evergreen middleweight is a serious per-

former even now, Tonally a tad dry, it's still 

very smooth and svelte with bags of power, 

detail and grip. Class act. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

A308 2002 £2400 

Impressive monster integrated.Vast power 

delivered with clarity, even-handedness and 

finesse. Musical, with real tonal colour. 

Separate pre-power version better still, but 

less good value. 

NAIM NAIT 5 200 I £845 

A fast and thrilling listen, thanks to taut and 

articulate bass and midband. Surprisingly pol-

ished for a budget Naim amp, both sonically 

and ergonomically. 

NAD C320 2002 £220 

Not the giant killer that the 3020 once was, 

but a very strong budget design.A great 

starting point; forms a fine system with 

NAD's partnering C5411 CD plzyer. 

SUGDEN A2 I A 1993 £ 1020 

The most musical amplifier at the price, bar 

none. Delicious Class A sound is smooth. 

sweet and wonderfully transparent with true 

tonal colour. Low power, so match carefully. 

SUGDEN HEADMASTER2003 £600 

Unusual combined preamplifier and head-

phone amplifier, this boasts a surprisingly 
smooth and open sound which suffers only 

when compared to preamps at twice the 

price. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

X-CANS V3 2003 £249 

Mr Michaelson's best headphone amplifier to 

date, with an extremely open and explicitly 

detailed sound plus serious bass wallop and 

the ability to drive any phones to very high 

levels. Errs towards brightness with some 

headphones, so match carefully and use 

smooth cables. 

CREEK OBH-I 2 2000 £220 

Brilliant value budget passive. givi-ig little 

away in sonics to far more expensive designs. 

Connectivity and build aren't great. but what 

do you expect at this price? 

MF AUDIO PASSIVE PRE2003 £ 1010 
Novel and effective pre with switchable gain 

via a transformer, and balanced operation. 
Open and incisive sound. yet makes most 

active rivals sound edgy by comparison. 

NAIM NAC I 12 2002 £660 

Affordable admission ticket to the Salisbury 

high end experience. Detailed and dynamic, if 

tonally rather lacklustre. 

LINN LK140 2000 £ 300 

Dry and grey sounding. but decently dynamic 
and musically engaging all the same.A worthy 

worker in a budget Linn system. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

A308 CR 2003 £2400 

Superb transistor behemoth, worth partner-
ing with any high end CD player or preamp. 

Oodles of grunt served up with poise and 

purpose. 

MARANTZ SM-17 2001 £700 

Useful budget power amp with plenty of 

clean transistor power. Not the most trans-

parent, but sweet and clean all the same. Fine 

build completes a great value package. 
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NAIM NAPI50 2002 £795 

Driven by a decent source and a NAC 112, 

this gives highly enjoyable results - providing 

you like the Naim sound! Taut, fast and feisty 

despite its relative lack of power. 

QUAD 909 200 I £900 

The latest current-dumper has a smooth and 

expansive character with enough wallop to 

drive most loads. Not the most musical, but 

super value all the same. Lovely build, finish 

and Quad's legendary service are nice, 

CROFT TWIN STAR 2003 £ I750 

With a taste of the best of both tube and 

transistor, this latest update of the Croft clas-

sic is a truly endearing experience. 

GRAAF GM20 OTL 2003 £,300 

Awesome output transformer- less valve 

power amp gives dazzling speed and incision, 

with an ethereal soundstaging and delicious 

filigree detail Tremendous punch belies its 

humble 20W power rating. Factor in one of 

the most exquisite finishes this side of an 

Aston Martin and it's very hard to say no... 

SUGDEN MUSICMASTER2003 £ 1,300 

Quintessential Class A Sugden sound is not 

warm as many expect, but extremely neutral 

and open with real tonal colour. By compari-

son, tubes sound bloated and standard solid-

state hazy and brittle. Superb when part-

nered with efficient loudspeakers like 

Revolver R45s, but many will find it under-

powered. 

AUDIO RESEARCH VSI552003 £2,895 

The Naim NAP250's tubular alter ego; oodles 

of power allied to a strong bass and smooth 

open midband makes this a brilliant all round 

amplifier. Lacks the subtlety and finesse of the 

low powered single-ended brigade but makes 

up for it with sheer brio. 

CREEK A5OIR 2004 £550 

Consummately smooth yet engaging sound 

makes it a serious player at the price, but 

don't expect Creek's traditional sumptuous-

ness. Fine value nonetheless. 

MARANTZ PM-17MKII 

KI MODIFIED 2004 £1,500 

Gloriously offbeat do-it-all design with a truly 

warm, smooth and three dimensional sound. 

Think of this as a latter-day Audiolab 8000a - 

with a good deal more colour and finesse - 

and you'll have its measure. Lowish power 

output at the price, but fine real world 

speaker driving ability. 

MONRIO MC207 2003 £ 1,100 

Powerful, muscular sound allied to real 

finesse makes this unusual integrated an 

essential audition at the price. 

ORELLE SA I 00EVO 2003 £ 1,200 

Fine build, exquisite design and a wonderfully 

lucid sound make this an essential audition at 

the price. 

UNISON RESEARCH S6 2002 £1,625 

Tremendously musical and lithe sound with 

real finesse and subtlety too.Very slightly 

upper mid forward encourages careful part-

nering with ancillaries (Revolver R45s are 

ideal), but overall fantastic value for money. 

DENON AVR-2803 2003 £650 

Superb mid-price 7.1 channel extravaganza 

with nearly all the decoding power you'll 

ever need. Powerful, open and clean sound 

(at the price) makes it capable with music, 

and superb on movies. Fine ergonomics and 

great build makes this receiver hard to beat 

as an all-rounder. 

NAIM AV2/NAP 

150/NAPV 175 2002 £4,190 
Brilliant audiophile multichannel p-e-power 

amplifier combo; not as good with music as a 

two-channel Naim set-up at the same price, 

obviously, but surprisingly close. Elegant con-

trol layout plus a strong, clean ana brilliantly 

engaging sound make this a serious crossover 

product. Ultimately lacks power compared to 

similarly priced Arcam gear, but is more musi-

cally involving. 

PIONEER VSA-AX5I 2004 £ 1,000 

The ability to hook up to Pioneer's DV-868i 

via i-Link (nee FireVVire) means that this 

multichannel AV amplifier can do all the digi-

tal convers,on onboard makes the a very 

special product, which when used with the 

aforementioned DVD spinner sounds better 

even tian the sum of its parts. 
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B&W CDMI NT 2002 £750 

Fine clarity and imaging allied to pleasing 

warmth and great rhythmic cohesion make 

these standmounters an essential audition. 

CASTLE CONWAY 3 2003 £930 

Superbly smooth and crisp performers, with 

a big hearted musical sound. Ultimately 

coloured though, with a slow, plummy bass. 

CYRUS CLS70 2001 £800 

Charismatic performer with a fast, tight and 

open midband, but lacks cohesion and scale.. 

EPOS ELS-3 2003 £200 

Plenty of brio and a decent degree of refine-

ment makes this budget baby a fine value 

contender. 

KEF Q I 2003 £250 

Highly polished and articulate standmounters 

at the price, but demand good ancillaries for 

best results. 

KLIPSCH HERESY II I 997 CI 100 

An outstanding high sensitivity loudspeaker 

with midrange and treble horns coupled with 

infinite baffle 12" bass driver Effortless, fast 

and accurate. 

LINN NINKA 2001 £995 

Major on rhythms and dynamics, making 

them an involving listen. Reasonably refined, 

too - but tonally disappointing. 

MISSION 782SE 2003 £900 

Bright and tight design capable of brilliant 

speed and grip, at the expense of warmth. 

Demands high quality, high powered ancillar-

ies. 

MONITOR AUDIO B4 2003 £350 

An unusually smooth and lucid performer at 

the price. and its 3-way design means it dri-

ves rooms well. Fine engineering, but build 

and finish so-so. 

MORDAUNT SHORT 9142002 £300 

Warm, detailed and articulate performer, but 

a touch loose in the bass and veiled up top. 

Fine partner for budget valve amps. 

NAIM ALLAE 2002 £ 1990 

Taut and grippy like few others, this speaker 

majors on transient speed. Surprisingly 

smooth for a Naim box, with nicely etched 

treble.As always, tonally dry. 

TDK S-80 2002 £90 

Ingenious NXT multimedia sub/sat system 

has a wonderfully even and open sound - like 

baby electrostatics. 

QUAD ESL-988 2001 £3400 

Wonderfully neutral and self-effacing with 

sublime imaging and projection.Treble lacks 

extension, bass lacks weight - although the 

pricier 989 answers the latter resoundingly. 

W'DALE DIAMOND 8.1 2001 £ 120 

Still the best baby budget standmounters 

around.Tight and grippy thanks to Kevlar dri-

vers, but invariably limited in the frequency 

extremes. 
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PERIGEE FK-IL 2002 £5000 

Charismatic Aussie ribbon design with deli-

ciously open mid and treble, allied to fine 

bass weight.The right room and ancillaries 

essential. Engaging, musical and powerful 

sound. Superb. 

TANNOY EYRIS DC I 2003 £699 

The combination of dual concentric 

treble/midband drivers plus supertweeters 

make for a very spacious and expansive 

sounding loudspeaker, albeit one that's a little 

bright and loose in the bass.An excellent 

mid-price design well worth auditioning. 
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REVOLVER R45 2003 £899 

Wonderfully easy to drive floorstanders that 

are a dreamboat for tube amplifiers, and 

great for party-minded transistor users too. 

Great attack transients, fluid and musical bass 

and midband and couth treble make them 

fine all-rounders. 

MONITOR AUDIO GR602002 £2,295 

In some ways, these come close to Yamaha's 

legendary NS I 000Ms, thanks to their 

tremendous clarity, great transients and ' full-

fat' wide bandwidth performance. Bright and 

clean, but never fatiguing or uncouth.A truly 

accomplished all rounder that gives a real 

taste of 'super-fi' at a reasonably affordable 

price. 

MARTIN LOGAN 

CLARITY 2003 £2,895 

Supremely transparent and open with bril-

liant depth perspective and image projection. 

The midband is up there with the very best 

at any price, while the bass and treble inte-

grate well but don't especially shine. 

Dynamically limited, with middling bass 

punch, but that's not the point — that deli-

ciously fluid and intricate midband wins great 
respect. 

TOWNSHEND MAXIMUM2003 £ 300 

Another brilliant niche product from Max. 

these ribbon aspirated supertweeters add 

space and atmosphere to any good high end 

loudspeaker, and more surprisingly perhaps 

make things more fluid and musical too. 
Superb affordable esoterica. 

JECKLIN FLOAT TWO 1998 £99 

Wonderful panel-like sound from these eso-
teric-looking headclamps. 

SENNHEISER HD-590 1998 £ 199 

The company's best real-world cans to date. 

Open and smooth with plenty of detail. 

Brightly lit midband makes them an ideal 
partner for a valve headphone amp. 

SENNHEISER MX-500 1999 £ 19 

Our unqualified recommendation for those 

seeking a serious sounding pair of in-ear 

phones. Smooth, detailed and musical. 

SENNHEISER PX- 100 2002 £29 

Cracking pair of lightweight open back cans 

ideal for personals, but good enough for real 

hi-fi use. Superb build allied to a smooth and 

engaging performance make them the spiritu-

al successor to the HD400s. 

CHORD CO. CHAMELEON 2 (90/M 

One of our favourites, these are musical per-
formers with a smooth yet open sound. 

DNM RESON (40/M 

Neutral and transparent - a steal' 

NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN ( 150/M 

Some of the fastest and most transparent 

cable around 

VDH ULTIMATETHE FIRST (260/0.6M 

Carbon interconnects that help you forget 

the electronics and concentrate on the 

music. Miraculous transparency.Tight and 

tuneful bass mixed with air and space results 

in a cracking cable for the money. 

WIRE WORLD OASIS 5 2003 (99/M 

Excellent mid-price design with a very neu-

tral, silky and self-effacing sound. Superb 

value for money. 

TCI CONSTRICTOR 

I 3A-6 BLOCK 2003£1 20 
Top quality 'affordable' mains outlet block, 

with fine build and good sonics.Well worth 

the extra over standard high street specials, 
which sound coarse and two-dimensional by 

comparison. 

CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE 1996 
£4,070 

Fine bass articulation and power allied a 

stunningly open and atmospheric midband 

and beautifully etched treble makes this one 

of the very best sounding turntables at any 

price. Michell's Orbe offers marginally more 

impactful bass, but can't touch that amazing 

mid. Exquisite. 

GOLDRING GR- 1 2004 £ 140 

Essentially a Rega P2 built down to very low 

price and bundled with a decent Goldring 

MM, this is cracking value for money. Head 

and shoulders above its immediate rivals, it 

offers a surprisingly musical and detailed 

sound that will stun those new to vinyl — 
which is precisely what it was designed to 

do. 

ORIGIN LIVE AURORA 

GOLD 2004 £ I,470 

Seminal 'entry level high end' deck showing 

Mark Baker's characteristically obsessive 
attention to detail The result is an extremely 

wide open and natural sounding machine that 

lacks the Michell GyroDec's slightly 'mechani-

cal' nature — along with some of its scale and 

accuracy. Ideal for those seeking that classi-

cally beguiling vinyl sound. 

ROKSAN RADIUS 5 2003 £750 

Fantastic value allied to intelligent, interesting 

and 'out of the box' design makes for a won-

derful entry-level superdeck. Open and musi-
cal sound is more inviting that Michell 

TecnoDec rival, and the bundled Nima 

Unipivot arm is a superstar. 

THORENS TD I 90 2003 £290 

Ease of set up and use, allied to fully auto-

matic operation mean that, although hardly 

the last word in performance, this deck is 
most certainly a model of convenience. 

ARCAM T6I 2002 £250 

This sleek looking and refined sounding 

FM/AM tuner isn't the last word in musical 

involvement, but is fine value. nonetheless. 

ARCAM DT8 1 2003 £650 

A fine radio, hampered only by its seriously 

compromised DAB medium. Probably the 
best DAB tuner ever, but one for Digital 

Radio enthusiasts only... 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 

DAB300 2003 £ 150 

Fine ergonomics allied to great ease of use 

and respectable DAB sound makes this 
superb value. 

CYRUS FM X £500 

Great for Cyrus users, but its dry and pre-

cise sound can't match the best of the rest at 
the price. Worthy. nonetheless. 

DENON TU-260L MK II 1998 £ I30 

If you want the best FM sound at the lowest 

possible price, then this ancient tuner 

remains peerless after all these years.There 

are better analogue designs around, but are 

either near-impossible to find or are now 

long-deleted. 

MYRYAD MT 100 1999 £600 

One of hi-fi's nice surprises, this is a beauti-

fully designed and built bit of kit with a deli-

ciously sweet and svelte sound which really 

does justify its high price. 

NAD S400 2003 £600 
Highly accomplished specialist high end ana-

logue tuner with a deliciously open and lucid 

sound, but it can't quite match the Myryad all 

the same. 

PRIMARE T2I 2002 £600 

Seriously accomplished design with mature 

sonics. great styling and fine bu Id. 

PURE DIGITAL 

DRX-702ES 2003 £249 

Great with Digital Radio, but thin a tad 
sounding on FM at times. It's a :op hybrid. 

nonetheless... 

DENON D-M3I 2003 £250 

Excellent CD receiver package with surpris-

ing sonics and a brilliant tuner as a bonus, 

although its amplifier section doesn't quite 
match the Onkyo. Optional speakers are 

mediocre. 

LINN CLASSIK 

MOVIE SYSTEM DI 2002 £2,995 
Superb ergonomics and performance from 

this one-box beauty. but it's just a tad expen-

sive and in value for money terms, compares 

poorly to the original Classik Music System. 

ONKYO CS-210 2003 £300 

Superb value thanks to excellent sound, great 

built and ease of use, but the bundled 'speak-
ers rather let the side down. 

PIONEER NS-DV990 2003 £799.95 

Whiz-bang technology fest with DVD univer-
sal playback, discrete display and NXT flat 

panel speakers. Superb for the spare room or 

study — truly intelligent and elegant design — 
but don't expect it to match the sonics of AV 

separates. 
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market place 

email:advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

market place 
specialist products and services 

For all your advertising requirements please call ¡el 
Mike Ballance on 01908 616116 

or email: advertising@hi-fivvorld.co.uk 

Sounc Invest 
If you have invested expertise and 
money in building up a sound system 
to your own unique specifications, 
then why compromise with indifferent 
housing units? 

Fi-Rax offers a new dimension in 
audio visual racking - from a range 

of standard designs to the flexi'oility 

to custom create a unit to suit your 
particulcr sound system and lifestyle. 

Tent 
'High quality aluminium corstruction. 
'Finishes •:..wailable to your choice 
'Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving 

'Sound isolation on shelving/feet. 
'Custom created to suit your system. 
*Free delivery throughout the UK. 

Fi•Rox • c sound investment for those 
who wont the best from their 

equipment. 

P « X 
Audio Visual Furniture 

For further information oro free brochure contact: JEM Distribution, 
Springfield Mills, Spa Street, Ossett Wakefield WF5 OHW 
Tel: 01924 277626 Fax: 01924 270759 

Used equipment fo, We 
Amplifiers 
;1,1'LLII LX integrated amp booed as new £295 
Audionote MI Valve Pre Amp with Phono Stage £395 
Audio Innovations 1000 monobloc hard wired £995 
Arcam 290P power amp £195 
Classe A Power Amp great for driving ESL63 
balanced/single ended £595 
Denon P0A4430A monoblocs Class A (041 each £225 
Denon DAP 2'00 £95 
Damn PDAT10Lucas Fin TI-PUttra Power Arrp new £550 £250 
EAR 834P Val /e Phono Amp £295 
EAR 834L Vat e Line Stage £325 
Leak TL12, monobloc fully serviced excellent 
sound quality £475 
Linn Cairn pre amp with mc phonostage 
boxed as new late edition £595 
Linn LK140 newer amp 95wpc mint boxed £595 
Maranta PM EB K1 Sig lot Amp £245 
Meridian 1031/ pre power combination £295 
MicroMega Tempo 1 Integrated Amp remote 
control with great phonostage new £800 £395 
Moth 100W Monoblocks £495 
Nalm Nail 3 integrated Amp £375 
Nam NAP90 Power Amp £295 
Nalm 250 Power Amp serviced £650 
Pass Aleph 3 .ower Amp mint boxed one of the 
finest design ever Class A single ended £1095 
Phase Linear 360W American 70's monster £295 
Quad 11 monabloc senal no. 90248 rare black 8 
silver badge ,ersion POA 
Quad 303 Power Amp £195 
Quad 306 Power Amp £250 
Quad 34 Pre Amp mint boxed £195 
Quad 405 Power Amp boxed £225 
Roksan Caspan silver power amp booed as new £395 
Rega LOS Power Amp f295 
Rotel RB870EX Power Amp £195 
Sugden A48 ntegrated Amp £95 

lionitakhis 
Mission 775 AM with 774 tonearm £295 
Mchell Oft. turntable £1295 
Mehell Gyrooec gold finish mint condition boxed £795 
Michell Micro RB300 mint £395 

£195 
£395 
£325 
£750 
£495 

Michell Fop, 1 turntable 
Onginlive cla.sIC turntable acrylic planer 
OC power supply phase II model 
SME 1111 Tonearm 
SME 309 Torearm boxed 
System Deck« turntable..UPGRADE 
YOUR REGA Irvin 
STD With Mission 774 tonearm 
Various Garrard turntable's with granite 
wood marble plinths available 

reSCM 10 Active 10 ex dem new £1750 
ATC Active 20s ex doer new £2700 
ATC SCM 2115 Black finish new £2000 

£150 
£195 

POA 

1250 
£2300 
£795 

ATC SC 'e1 10's Walnut finish 
ATC SCM 7's s loony marked cabinets 
B8W COM1 Rcsewood finish 
Audiophysic SeArk MK3 latest edition new £1850 
Beauhorn B2 kardspeakers x-dem 
Cookie,' Ditton 44 3 way speaker 
Gale 30' speaLtrs 
JM Labs 906 b.erk.shelf sps steneophile recommended 
JM Lab,. Micro Utopia speakers with matching 
stands hound mint new £3995 
Linn Isooank picas 
Living Voice Auckotonum floorstanding speakers 
cherry f -fish n.w £1500 12mths old 
Musical Fidelit., MC2 Bookshelf Speakers 
Martel b.gars Aeousllast and best versrsto boxed mot 
ProAc Tablette .10 speakers boxed as new 
OLN Sp afield 3:gnatures 
Clued E 31_57 uf..irbished 
Sonus Faber Cunan Homage 
Tannoy 500 skidio monitor boxed new 
Tannoy corner Lancaster with 15" Monitor 
Golds 1968 as new condition 
Speedo. BC1 Speakers 
WIlflISICW Audit transmission line speakers with 
volt dn. units 5i-Fi News recommended 

CO Mores, DA& 
Audiolab 8C0C IDAX F senel number Tag Mclaren 
built HDCD mint bored 
Musical Fidelit/ A32 24 bit CD player as new £900 
Musica Fatally 83 upsampling DAG as new boxed 
Arcam Alpha 6 new £600 
Marant, CD63 lop loading CD Player 
Meridian 600 f enes transport 
Meridian 600 .30 DAC 
Meridian 218 fM Player . Pre Amp 
Roksan Ancua op loading cd player £ 15C0 new 
Sony 5.5 champagne finish battleship build guairty 
Teac VRDS10 

Ilmers,Dool to Reel. Curette Deck, disc 
Leak Troughline Tuner 3 various ...from 
Meridian ongx.ilshoebox tuner 
Marant., 2100 American design Tuner 
Naar Nat 03 loner mint boxed 
Quad P43 Tu.« (boxed mint) 
Quad FM3 Tuner 
Quad FM4 Tuner old style 
Quad FM4 Tuner new style 
Rot& FT930 A:: Tuner 
Revco, G36 Open Reel Mint 
Tascan, 22,2 Open Reel 

Doe Si 
Rogers LS3/5 lipeakers 15 Ohm 
Quad I Monotecks 
ATC SC1A2 Flagship pre amplifier 
Ongine Nairn fiait 
509 EAR rrortoblocs 
Samue Johnfen CO player 8 transpon 

New web address: www.retrlreproduction.com 
28a Haddington Place Edinburgh 97 4AF Fhone/rax 0131 558 9989 

Open 11.00am • 5.30pm • closed Monday & Sunday 

£30-1 
£350 
£395 
£995 

f1795 
£195 
C125 
£725 

f1795 
f395 

£895 
£195 

f1495 
£395 
f895 
£595 

£2495 
£350 

fP0A 
£175 

£395 

£595 
£525 
£595 
£195 
f95 
f495 

£295 
£395 
£495 
£595 
£450 

£50 
£150 
£95 

£350 
£145 
£95 

£225 
f285 
£95 

£395 
£395 

Selected products from: ATC,Audio Physic, EAR Yoshino, 
Nottingham Analogue, Dynavector. 

• Pa ICIA/V ME AA CI, nosy KATI • 

The Fantastic EAR 890 and 89970 watt per channel Class 

A amplification (SPECIAL offer trade in your existing ampli-
fication for full market value against any EAR products. 
ATC SCM 7, 12, & 35 SPEAKERS PROBABLY THE FINEST SPEAKERS 

AVAILABLE - PRICES START FROM 6480 

dJ 
Ear 869 single ended triode integrated amplifier 

Improved version of the classic 859 with res veil ',up, 
transformas modified input stage with the addition ot 

a extra signal valve which has ,Ilowed an increase fc 

15wag or single end power, also the 869 can be used as a 
powe, amp. Don't te fooled ho its modest power output this am' 

drives real world sprakers. Trice 1:2498.18) 

Ultimate Ear Phano Stage 
This s the ultimate ,iteric Phono Stage as used in the world 

wide acclaimed Ea, 312 Control Centre - Pre Amp. This has to 
be the ultimate Vinyl Replay purchase. price f2095 

• • FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY'•• 
Full value l'rade in on Ear Phono Stages and other selected models. 

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE NEW BEAUHORN B2 HORN  
LOUDSPEAKERS IDEAL FOR LOW POWERED SINGLE ENDED VALVE AMPS  

ALSO DEMONSTRATINGTHE NEW GRAHAM SLEE PROJECTS RANGE OF 
AFFORDABLE PHONOSTAGES 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR VALVE AMPLIFICATION - PHONE FOR DETAILS! 

There are MM. Pun. models in the FAR lineup: 

lire lutecium as I I 
more cep, •L,LI, 1,1e same high q51./ 

is sound il•rough MM ts ,..c cartridges. mi is en, lose,' in a tough. rigid 
Metal case and is fully "CE" type approved. price £495.00 

The signature builds on the Classic 834P specification by adding a superb 
moving co.1 ( MC) .nput stage, as well as the no-extra-price option of a high 

quality volumr controL price £590.0b 

Top to t!ie range. the Deluxe 834P comes in stunning chmme and gold cabinet, and has extra attention 
and quality control. With different moving coil input options, this unit will fit the most demanding ol 
audiophile systems. For the true vinyl entlursiast. price £895.00 

MC3 - The ultimate stage for MC matching with 3 fixed ,ransformer taps to cover all types of mirs in, 
coil cartridges, and separate lefbright grounding. MC3 in used in the new £ 10000 312 pre. price 
f630.011 
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The Hi-Fi Company's 

Trading 
Station 

eVinyl 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 08101 £275 
ALPHASON Sonata 
Atlas PS /HR 100S-MCS £2000 
CLEARAUDIO Balanced phono stage £ 500 
CONOISSEUR 802 £250 
DUAL (5506 ( Block) £175 
DUAL CS 505 Silver £150 
DUAL C5503-1 Concept 0180 
DYNAVECTOR DV-PHA- 100 ( Phono Stg11950 
GARRARD 401 + Smt 3009111111,re VI 5111 950 
GARRARD Zero 100SB + Shure 93E 
GOLDRING LENCO 0085 white £ 175 
LINN Bosik Turntable 0600 
LINN [ PI 2 Black) 000/K9 £1500 
LINN [ PI 2 Rosewood/Akito £750 
LINN 1P12 Lingo / Ekos / Archive £3500 
LINN LP12 Afr/SME3009111 £1250 
LINN Axis / Akito / K9 £795 
LINWOOD ' Equalizer (phono stage) £ 250 
LORIAN Transformer 0/00 
LUXMAN P0500 Vacuum deck 
(cut for SME) (1000 
LUXMAN PD282 ( Rosewood) £ 595 
MICHELL Gyrodec £870 
MICHELL ISO Phono Stage Ex-dem £ 895 
MICHELL ISO/HERA Phono Stage £ 895 
MICHELL Gyro/Orbe Update 
OC/MEC/CLAUD £3000 
MICHELL ISO Phono Stage £895 
MISSION 775 / Goldring 1040 £795 
ORACLE Alexandria £1500 
ORACLE Delphi , Sumiko,Koetsu Onyx £ 5000 
ORTOFON MCA10 Phono Trans £ 125 
PROJECT 6.9 £600 
REGA Planar 2 ( No arm) £200 
SME 10A with 309 Tone Arm £3410 
SME20/2A £5273 
SYSTEMDEK Mission 774/ATOC3 £600 
TECHNICS 1Z1 0 incl. Flight case £600 
THORENS TO 310 ( black lacquer) £ 350 
THORENS TD160 No cover £279 
THORENS TO 166 MK V RB250/AT0(5 £500 
THORENS TDI 50 Rare 
THORENS TD 125/SME 300911 
(Granite Plinth) £950 
THORENS TDI 24/SME 300911 £875 
TRANSCRIPTORS Ref Electronic 
with SME 3009 
UNISON Phono 1 4 PSU £850 
VOYD Reference inc arm £14,995 
WELL TEMPERED Record Player £2,300 
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle £ 1995 

e Digital Sources 
ARCAM Alpha One CO 
ARCAM Diva 72 
ARCAM Diva CD73 
ARCAM Alpha 9 CD 
ARCAM Delta 250/Black Box 50 
ARCAM Alpha 15E 
ARCAM Alpha 6CD 
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM 
AUDIOLAB 8000(DM/DAC 
AUDIO MECHA Mephisto 

£300 
£400 
£400 
£900 
f875 
£350 
£350 

01400 
£2300 
£2200 

The leading reseller 

of carefully used 

and mint condition 

hi-fi components 

and systems. 

Buy, sell, exchange. 

Commission Sales. 
AUDIO MECHA 
Damnation Iran + Upgrade £1250 

£148 AUDIO SYNTHESIS Transcend £ 1200 
AVI 52000M0 REF £1395 

£995 CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ( Di CD Plyr £ 500 
£ 345 DCS Purcell £4500£  
1 2 5 EXPOSURE CD Player £999 
£ 80 KENWOOD DP7090 (D Plyr £399 
£ £88 KENWOOD DP49010 Trans £400 
£88 KRELL 300 CD Player £3750 
£945 LINN Karik CD £1850 
£595 LINN Mimik £875 
£ 98 MARANTZ (085 £450 
f 75 MARANTZ CD11Ki £1250 
£345 MARANTZ (D94CDA/94 £ 1500 
£575 MARANTZ (075 £350 
£894 MERIDIAN 506 ( 24 bit) 01195 

£1998 MERIDIAN 203 DAC £499 
£ 595 MERIDIAN 207 CD/Pre £700 
£ 445 MERIDIAN 506 0200 
£ 95 MERIDIAN 508 CD £1500 
£356 MERIDIAN 562 Digital Controller 

MICROMEGA Stage 2 £750 
£ 475 MICROMEGA Solo £750 
£320 MICROMEGA Stage 3 £1000 
£740 MICROMEGA Micro-DAC £499 
£646 MUSICAL FIDELITY 0600 £600 
£448 MUSICAL FIDELITY 

Nu- Vista 3D CD/Pre £3000 
£1698 NAD (525 £200 
£298 NAIM (Dl £1999 
£398 ORELLE DAIOT Trans £900 
£650 PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGY 
£1695 Upsampling DA( £695 
£55 PINK TRIANGLE DeCapo 

£300 inc: DC power supply £1500 
£75 PROCEED PDT3/PDP3 

£2896 Trans/DAC £3999 
£4486 QED Reference DAC £299 
£195 REGA Planet £500 
£298 ROTEL RCD965BX £350 
£195 SONY CDPXA2ES CD Plyr £250 
£160 SONY 5(00 940 SA CD £700 
£298 SONY CDP313 £125 
£190 SONY 65900V OVO SACO £450 

TEAC P30 Transport £3000 
£595 TEAC VRDS 10 ( CD Player) £699 
£475 THETA DATA Basic Trans E2400 

THETA Miles ( Bal) £2200 
£595 TRICHORD Pulse ( Series 1) (1900 
£478 WADIA 830 £1950 

£3998 
£1,695 
£1495 

£149 
£ 275 
£328 
£ 445 
£ 395 
£ 198£  
1 25 
f 695 
£ 998 
£1398 

£439 
£596 
£598 
£95 

£2995 
£629 
£129 
£199 
£2495 
£1098 
£304 
£ 195 
£748 
£ 495£  
1 2 5 

£ 695 
£228 
£299 
£695 
£798 
£450 
£396 
£255 
£398 
£149 
£ 275 

£2198 
£128 
£948 
£375 

£496 

£ 795 

£1800 
£99 

£350 
£175 
£98 
£335 
£ 65 
£ 298 
£1495 
£450 
£749 
£1298 
£1298 
£1295 

e Amplifiers Solid State 
ALBARRY M408 Monoblocks 
ARCAM Delta 60 
ARCAM P75 
ARCAM Xeta 2 
ARCAM Alpha 6 Plus let 
ATC SCA2 Inc Phono 
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti 
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini ( hlk) 
AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini SE 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Alto 
AUDIOLAB 80000 Pre 
AUDIOLAB 80005 
AUDIOLAB 80000 
AUDIOLAB 8000M ( 2) 

£800 £448 
£280 £148 
£435 £296 
£500 £95 
£350 £195 
£2900 £ 1698 
£650 £455 
£595 £355 
£650 £345 
£395 £148 
£495 £295 
£800 £395 
£100 £595 
41600 £898 

www.hifitradingstation.com 

The Trading Station 
35Cowgate Peterborough PEI 111 

Tel: 0870 608 8211 

email: info©hifitradingstation.com 
BUSINESS HOURS: 
Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED' 
'NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE 
COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR 
PERSONAL CALLERS 

AUDIOLAB 8000P 
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400 
AUDIO RESEARCH 0538 
BURMEISTER Monoblocks 
CHORD SPM900 
CHORD SPM600 
COPLAND (SA 14 
COUNTERPOINT Solid One 
CYRUS ACA1 Pre 
CYRUS II 
CYRUS AV Master 
CYRUS Pre 
CYRUS Power 
CYRUS PSX•R 
DENON AVP-A1D Digital Pre 
DENON AVP-A 1 D 
Digital Integrated AV amp 
DNM Pre2/PAI 
ELECTOR MEL Pre 
ELECTRO COMPANIET 2 Pre/Power £ 1500 
EXPOSURE 7/8 Pre & Pwr £1100 
GALACTRON MK2121 £1200 
GAMUT 200 £4000 
HARMON KARDON AVR85 AV Rec£1000 
HARMON KARDON Citation Pwr £ 1200 
INCATECH Claymore Amp 
KENWOOD LUC Pre 
KRELL KSTIO0 Power Amp 
KRELL KAV250a 
KRELL FPB300 
LECSON AC1/AP1 
LED 051 Pre 
LINN LKI 
LINN LK2 
LINN Wakonda Pre 
LUMLEY A2100 Power 
MARANTZ (orig) SMI 0 Power 
MARK LEVINSON 27,5 F\w 
MERIDIAN 501.2 Pre 
MERIDIAN 556 
MERIDIAN 565 Processor 
MERIDIAN 601 DSP Pre 
MICROMEGA Tempo 2 
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 122 Pre 
MUSICAL FIDELITY Dr Thomas 
MUSICAL FIDELITY PI40 
MUSICAL FIDELITY EIO 
MICHELL Argo 
MICHELL Argo/E)ectro Mono's 
MYRIAD A120 Power 
NAD 910 AV Pre/902 2ch Pwr 
NAIM NA( 42 Pre 
NAIM Nait 3 lot. 
NAIM SAIT 5 
NAIM NAP 160 power 
NAIM NA( 102 Pre 
NAIM 140 Power 
NVA AP30 Int. 
ORELLE SA100 Intgrtd 
PARASOUND HCA1506 
6 Chanel Power 
PIONEER A400 
PIONEER C90A Pre 
PS AUDIO IV Pre Incl. MC/MM 
QUAD 303 Power 
QUAD 44 Pre ( scratched case) 
QUAD 405 Power Amplifier 

£900 
£3498 
£1300 
£4000 
£1 550 
£2200 
£1500 
£1950 
£600 
£275 
£450 
£700 
£700 
£350 

£2500 

£2500 
f2800 
£500 

£400 
£500 
£2995 
£3495 
£9500 

£1000 
£450 
£550 
£995 
£750 
£700 

£6000 
£780 
£995 

£3300 
£2700 
£750 

£1500 
£1500 
£699 
£395 
£300 
f 575 

£2495 
£500 
£450 
£400 
£700 
£799 
f895 
£1200 
£695 
£350 
£500 

£2995 
£225 
£500 
£600 
£200 
£450 
£350 

£ 475 
£1495 
£696 
£1995 
£898 

£1395 
£745 
£695 
£356 
£125 
£198 
£345 
£358 
E 225 
£698 

£895 
£898 
£148 
£355 
£405 
£598 

£1998 
£498 
£249 
£175 
£155 
£1796 
£2198 
£4995 
£475 
£375 
£194 
£299 
£498 
£398 
£498 

£2798 
£476 
£698 

£1796 
£1695 
£398 
£678 
£595 
£275 
£ 195 
£ 195 
£425 

£1496 
£255 
£175 
£125 
£296 
£595 
£495 
£ 798 
£ 398 
£175 
£198 

£1296 
£ 75 
£175 
£295 
£ 95 
£155 
£198 



QUAD 34 
QUAD 34/Avondale PS 
QED 0240 SA 
RED ROSE Spirit Int ( os new) 
ROGERS Cadet 3 Int. vintage 
ROKSAN (arpion DSPAV Pre 
ROKSAN Caspian Pwr 
ROTEL RC1070 
ROTEL R8985 Power Amp 
ROTEL R899I Power Amp 
SPECTRAL DMC1 2 PRE 
SPECTRAL DMA 100S Power 
SPHINX Project 2 Pre 
SPHINX Project 12 mono,s 
SONY SDPEP9ES ( Digital) 
SONY VA333ES (AV System) 
SONY TAE-1 000ESD Pre 
TAG McLaren F3 Prazor 
TAG McLaren F300 Pwr 
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm 
TESSERA( Pre 
THORENS TTA 2000 Power Amp 
TOWNSEND Elite 600 Pre 

£400 
£575 
£195 

£1200 
£200 
£900 
f 71 0 
£399 
£900 
£500 

£4200 
£4200 
£1600 
£3000 
£600 
£799 
£495 

£1500 
£1200 
£650 

£1500 
£1000 
£500 

• Amplifiers Valve 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 monos£1200 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 Mkl 1 £1 500 
AUDION Premier Pre HCPS ( Gold) £ 1250 
AUDION 3008 monoblocks £2000 
AUDIONOTE ANKORU' 
(70 Watt S.E. Triode) £14995 
AUDIO RESEARCH 151 £1 500 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B Mk2 pre £3000 
AUDIO RESEARCH VTI 00 Mkl Pwr£5500 
BEARD M70 monoblocks £1800 
CARY Pre-amp £3500 
CARY CAD300SE Monoblocks £5000 
CONRAD JOHNSON PV 1041 Pre 0400 
CONRAD JOHNSON PV 10 Pre£1600 
CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre £1950 
CONRAD JOHNSON 
Prem 8 Monos £16,000 
CONRAD JOHNSON 
Premier 14050 £7000 
COPLAND 301 Pre £1250 
COPLAND CLA501 (Intl £1250 
COPLAND 504 Power £1250 
CR DEVELOPMENTS Carmeto ( Pre)£900 
GAMMA Era Reference Pre £4000 
GAMMA HBC 'The Bustle' £2000 
GRAAF 13.5 Pre £3950 
HOVLAND HP 100 + MC Phono £5750 
JADIS DA30 Integrated £3500 
JADIS JA50 Monoblocks ( Current) £ 5890 
JADIS Defy 7 Power 
LUMLEY Ref 250 monoblocks £6500 
LUMLEY Ref 120 
Monoblocks £3500 
PAPWORTH TVA50 £2000 
PM COMPONENTS 845 monos £3000 
QUAD 221 2 monoblocks 
QUAD Forty two £4000 
UNISON Mystery One £1750 

• Tuners Tape Misc 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH RD-06 £200 
AUDIOLAB 8000T £800 
DBX 118 noise reduction unit £250 
DENON DRM 22 £200 
DENON 11.14501. £150 
HARMAN KARDON TK912 Tuner £ 125 
LEAK FM Stereophetic Tuner 
LUXMAN 5150 ( Rare) 
MERIDIAN 104 Tuner 
MICROMEGA FM tuner 
MYRIAD 130 tuner 
NAKAMICHI 480 black 
NAKAMICHI 4817 (Silver) 
NAKAMICHI RX202E 
NAKAMICHI 600 
NAKAMICHI Dragon 
QUAD FM2 tuner 
QUAD FM3 tuner 
QUAD FM4 tuner 
REVOX S Series System 
REVOX 036 ( Reel to ree)) 
REVOX E36 ( Reel to reel) 

£150 
£900 
£295 
£300 
£250 
£495 
£495 
£600 
£400 
£2000 
£200 
£200 
£300 

£1550 

£198 
£228 

95 
C 896 
f 95 
£548 
£498 
£195 
£498 
f 345 
2948 
2948 
£798 

£1495 
£298 
£495 
£248 
£648 
£498 
£375 
£598 
£398 
£195 

REVOX Pro HS// ( Reel to reel) 
REVOX All 2 track ( Reel to reel) 
REVOX PR99Il 2 track ( 7.5/15ips) 
REVOX 8910 Pro cassette deck 
REVOX A76 
ROGERS Ravensbrook Tuner 
ROKSAN Caspian Tuner 
SILTECH I1F-963 S.E.DIG. ( 1M) 
SONY STS730ES 
SONY JA 20ES Mini Disc Rcrder 
STAX 3030 Basic 1/Phones 
TEAC Al 500 ( Reel ta reel 7" spook) 
TEAC 08030 Cassette Deck 
TEAC 3340S 
TRANSPARENT Ref Sekr 10.75M) £ 
TRANSPARENT Ref XL SE ( 3M) £ 
TRANSPARENT Ref XL SE ( 1M) £ 
TRIO KT901 Tuner 
YAMAHA T(800 GL ( classic) 

e Loudspeakers 

£950 
£750 

£1500 
£1500 
£500 
£150 
£600 
£230 
£700 
£350 
£550 
£400 
£500 
£795 
2250 
4611 
3915 
£300 
£300 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 MKII £1 500 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3 £3500 
ACOUSTAT Model 2 Electrostatics £2500 
ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100 

£598 Hybrid electrostatics £1500 
£688 ACOUSTAT Model (Ex, 
£ 498 valve powered electrostatics £2000 
£1398 ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE120 £800 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI £895 
£7998 ACOUSTIC ENERGY An 00i £295 
£696 ACOUSTIC PRECISIION [(kas £650 

£1495 APOGEE Caliper Signature £3800 
£3498 ARISTON Speakers £300 
£1296 AUDIOSTATIC ES300 Electrostatics £1 500 
£1495 AUDIONOTE AN/E ( Inc stands) £2900 
£3998 AUDIONOTE ESP ( Inc stands) £1850 
£676 AUDIO PRO 8250 Sub £1000 
£845 & W CM) (white) £195 
£998 8W P4 ( Cherry but marked) £700 

&W P6 £1000 
£9755 & W Matrix 801 £5995 

W C(6 (centre) £200 
£5248 & W F(MB THX ( R.L. 8, Centre) £2400 
f798 & W 601 Mark Ill £195 
£ 798 KS 10711 Hybrid ribbons £1750 
£798 CASTLE Chester (Walnut) £799 
£345 CASTLE Durham (Marked) £230 
£1998 CASTLE Howard S2 £1400 
£1298 CELESTION Al (Cherry) £450 
£2168 DALI 400 (1000 
£3996 DOA Time Windows £600£  
1946 DYNAUDIO SDA 2.8 (800 

£4446 ELAC CL31 Oi £850 
£2698 ENSEMBLE Primadonna RARE £ 10,000 
£3996 EPOS FS1 1/ Including Stands £1650 

GALE 401 With Stands f 500 
£1998 GAMMA ACOUSTICS Epoch 5 £3000 
£1093 HALES Signature System 2 44000 
£1495 HECO 10 SH C150 
£455 HEYBROOK HB2R £279 
£2995 HEYBROOK Heystack ( Rosewood) £ 500 
£1198 HEYBROOK Prima's £175 

IMPULSE H7 (Black) £1000 
IMPULSE H6 (ITN 
INFINITY Alpha 40 ( black lacquer) £ 600 

£48 INFINITY 8 Kappa (1895 
£445 JBL TLX1 2 £250 
£ 65 JBL Century 100 (scratched «rbrnets) £750 
£55 JBL SVA 1800 £1200 
£ 65 JPW AP3 (Black) £295 
£58 KEF 0)5 £200 
£75 KEF Ref 101/2 £500 

£555 KEF Studio Monitors ( circa ( 965) £400 
£195 KEF Ref Mod ) £1300 
£145 KEF Reference 4 ( Burr Walnut) £4500 
£128 KEF Ref Model 1.2 (block) £1500 
£196 KEF RE( 105 (duo 1978) £1000 
£166 Kif 035 (Black) £350 
£255 KEF Cube ( Er) Box) £700 
£198 LEAK (orig.) Sandwich 12 ohn 12" £400 
£1298 LEAK Sandwich 200 Black £250 
£125 LEAK Sandwich 2030 Black £175 
£95 LEAK Sandwich 250 £200 

£198 LEAK Sandwich 600 £400 
£1148 LINN Nexus ( Black + stands) £500 
£348 LINN Kober ( Rosewood) ACTIVE £2500 
£298 LOCKWOOD 'Majors' Studio Monitors 15" 

£398 (with Tenney Dual Concentrics) 
£378 MAGNA PLANAR 1 c Imp 
£595 MARTIN LOGAN CLSII ( walnut) 
£548 McINTOSH 
£295 ML 1C..iture ( circa 1965) 
£95 MEADOWLARK Shearwater 

£298 MERIDIAN DSP5000 (24bit) 
£158 MERIDIAN M2 Active incl. stands 
£295 MERIDIAN M3 Active 
El 78 MERLIN 05M- SE ( Mint) 
£376 MISSION 725 ( Black 8 Light Oak) £550 
£198 MISSION 733 (Black) £200 
£298 MISSION 751 (Black) £330 
£395 MISSION 753 ( Rosewood) f799 

£1495 MISSION 771E £195 
£2875 MONITOR AUDIO Studiol 2 £1200 
£2295 MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14 ( Marked) £900 
£1 28 MORDAUNT SHORT Pageant £180 
f 95 MORDAUNT SHORT Ci (centre) £295 

MORDAUNT SHORT 40i £650 
MORREL Boss Master Oak ( Markedal 600 
MUSICAL FIDELITY Ref 2 £250 

£89 5 PINK TRIANGLE Ventrical (1 500 
£1 795 PMC OBI intl. stands ( as new) £795 
£674 PROAC Studio 1 Mk2 

PROAC Tablette 50 £600 
£578 PROAC Tablette 2000 £649 

PROAC Super Towers (1000 
ONR Monitors (Black) £1200 
QUAD 988 £3600 
QUAD ESL63 £3500 
QUAD ESL63 Block + Stands (3500 
RED ROSE Music Spirit 
(ribbon twofers) incl stands f 1200 
REGA XEL (Black) £990 
REGA Ela (Black) £950 
RUARK Broadsword ( Rosewood) £700 
SHELL J3 High Sensitivity Monitors £770 
SNELL E2 £500 
SONUS FABER Concertino's £595 
SOUNDLAB Dynastats £3200 
TANNOY Buckingham £5000 
TANNOY M3 £200 
TANNOY D(2000 £200 
TANNOY 0165 ( 10" dual concentrics) £575 
TARGET RS4 (circa 1977) scratched £250 
TARGET TM) ( circa 1977) scratched £200 
THIEL CS2.2 Discoloured veneer £2500 
TOWNSEND Ribbon Hybrid £750 
TRIANGLE bare £1 500 
WHARFDALE 519 £275 
YAMAHA NS200 £250 
YAMAHA NS 030 £120 
YORKSHIRE Hifi 1-3 £195 

£ 748 
£ 295 
£475 
£125 
£348 
£1998 
£175 
£578 

£1498 
£1098 
£356 
£75 

£349 
498 

2498 
£ 75 
£696 
£95 
£995 
£478 
£95 

£598 
£298 
£356 
£155 
£ 378 
£548 

£2,995 
£328 
£196 
£495 
£998 
£88 
£125 
£296 
£ 95 
£299 
£558 
£255 

£1195 
£128 
£195 
£698 
£175 
£ 98 
£155 
£125 
£798 
1 998 
£898 
£398 
£179 
£246 
£148 
£ 95 
£ 75 
£ 95 
£155 
£239 
£999 

£1500 
£1400 
£6700 

£500 
£2990 
£4200 
£995 

£1000 
£1600 

£898 
£595 
£2995 

£298 
£1498 
£2695 
£495 
£ 298 
£998 
£295 
£99 

£189 
£425 
£135 
£646 
£299 
£75 
£145 
£295 
£599 
£ 98 
£950 
£595 
£380 
£395 
£495 
£695 
£369 
£2498 
£1495 
£1998 

£896 
£640 
£646 
£329 
£349 
£245 
£475 

£1100 
£1 600 
£ 75 
£ 95 
£275 
£125 
£ 75 
£996 
£195 
£345 
£ 95 
£175 
£75 
£ 78 

URGENTLY WANTED 
ARCAM Alpha 10 Integrated Amp 
ARCAM Alpha 10 DAB Tuner 
AUDION Phono Stage 
B & W 802 / 803 speakers 
BOSE 321 
BRYSTON SST- 7B Monos 
CROFT Valve Pre Amp, Micro 11 special 
CYRUS CD6 and CYRUS Smart Power 
EAR 324 MM/MC 
JBL 250TI Series Speakers 
LINN Ittock III Arm 
MARANTZ 51450 Gyro Touch Tuner 
MERIDIAN 556 
MUSICAL FIDELITY NuVisto M3 
MUSICAL FIDELITY XAS100 Power Amp 
MUSICAL FIDELITY A300 lot Amp 
NAIM 250 
NAIM Nat 01 Tuner 
NAIM (DX 
NAKAMICHI CUE Casse- te Deck in Mint 
Condition 
QUAD 77 lot 
QUAD 2 x Mono ( 22) blocks 
QUAD 99 Power Amp 
ROTEL RMB 1075 5-channel power Amp 
ROTEL RB 985 5-channel power Amp 
SME 309 Arm IV - V 

and similar items! 
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lhe Hi-Fi COMPUIU'S Trading 
Station 

EX-DEMONSTRATION & DISPLAY 
ITEMS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE 
We work closely with several high-end retailers and can offer you great 
savings an their top quality ex- demonstration and display items. 
All stock listed here is offered in ' as new' condition unless otherwise 
stated, complete with boxes, instructions and full manufacturers 
warranties. Some excess stock items are new, in unopened boxes. 

APOGEE Mini Grand GS Speakers f 7598 

ARIEL ACOUSTICS Mod 8 + stands XD £5679 

ATC SCA2 including phono f 2700 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini, manual silver £ 595 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro Amp £2900 

AUDIOGRAM MOI Amp £489 

AUDIOGRAM MB2 Integated Amp £599 

AUDIO MECCA Mephisto Transport £ 2200 

AUDION Silver Knight 3006 Intgrld XD £1125 

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC5 D/A £2335 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT200/2 Pwr XD £11982 

AUDIO RESEARCH 1.525 Mk2 XD £5795 

AUDIO RESEARCH DA( 120 £3498 

AUDIO RESEARCH 100.2 Amp £3690 

AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Pre Amp £ 1499 

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref600 MkIll £42998 

AUDIO RESEARCH V150 Valve Amp £4379 

AUDIO RESEARCH M300 mk11 monos£11996 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 Mk111 Amp £6400 

B&W TOO System XD £4975 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO Alpha DA( £1808 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO Delta CD Irons £ 1099 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO DX] £852 

COPLAND CDA277 CD HDCD £ 1649 

COPLAND CDA288 CD + HUD £1998 

COPLAND (SA303 Pre Amp £1349 

COPLAND (TA301 Pre Amp £1298 

COPLAND CTA504 Amp £1999 

EAR 834P Valve Phono Stage XD £549 

GOLDMUND Mimesis 6 Amp £2899 

GOLDMUND Mimesis 68 Pre Amp £2584 

GRAAF 13.5 811 Pre XD £3950 

GRAAF GM20 OTO XD £2950 

GRAAF Venticingue £2250 

GRAAF VT5.35.5 ( five ch power amp) £2500 

JADIS Orchestra CD Player £1298 

KEF X01 

KEF 005 

KRELL KPS28 (D Player XD 

KRELL KG Pre-amp XD 

KRELL KAV250P Pre Amp 

KRELL KSL Pre Amp 

KRELL (D Player with DSP 

LINN LP12 / Lingo / Akito ( black) 

£999 

£1999 

£8998 

£9998 

£2398 

£2345 

f3789 

£2699 

£4057 

£3596 

£1698 

£397 

£1797 

£261 

£317 

£1398 

£876 

£1297 

£9586 

£4636 

£697 

£2467 

£997 

£25797 

£2997 

£5997 

£4267 

£1996 

£847 

£581 

£457 

£1097 

£1337 

£797 

£587 

£1197 

£436 

£1547 

£1377 

£2746 

£2356 

£1197 

£1397 

£957 

£744 

£1494 

£6746 

£7996 

£1597 

£1037 

£1517 

£1994 

www.hifitradingstation.com 

The Trading Station 

35 Cowgate Peterborough PEI ILZ 

Phone: 0870 608 8211 

email: infoghifitradingstation.com 

Business Hours: Tues - Sat: lOom - 5.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED' 
'NEXT DAY DELIVERY SERVICE 
COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS 

LINN LPI 2 Ems Archive inc Lingo ( blk) £3500 

LINN Clossik Movie XD £1995 

MARTIN LOGAN Aeon Speakers XD £3148 

MARTIN LOGAN (LS II Limited Edition £6700 

MERIDIAN DSP33 Digital Speakers £2595 

MARTIN LOGAN 

Theatre CentreChannel Speaker 

MARTIN LOGAN Cinema Spk 

McINTOSH M(122 Power 

McINTOSH MC7108 8Ch Pwr 

McINTOSH MX135 AV Cntrl Cntr 

McINTOSH LS320 Speakers XD 

McINTOSH L5340 Speakers XD 

McINTOSH (536 Centre Speaker 

MERIDIAN LISP33( (entre XD 

£2998 

£1698 

£1249 

£2549 

£7990 

£1998 

£4798 

f2495 

(1355 

MERIDIAN DSP5000C ( Dig Centre) X0 £1995 

MICHELL Gyro SE XD £870 

MICHELL Delphini Phono (PSU XD £895 

MICHELL Delphini Phono SOSO XD £998 

MISSION 18( ( Centre) XD 050 

MONRIO Asty 55Wline intamp silver £ 550 

MONRIO Asty P1155 Mine phono silver(650 

MONRIO Asly ST, remote volume silver £600 

MONRIO Asty-Ployer ( 24/96) silver (150 

MONRIO HP-1 ( 120 watts power amp) silver(895 

MONRIO 1882 ILIAC) silver £595 

MONRIO Bitmatch CD-ployer/tronsport silver£695 

MONRIO MC- 25 power amp silver £900 

MONRIO MC- 200S power amp silver £ 1350 

MONRIO MP] mono 110 watts £600 

MONRIO MP] mono 135 watts f700 

MONRIO MP2 2- channel e 135 watts £950 

NAGRA PLO Pre XD £5395 

NAIM Intro 2 £865 

NAIM NA( 112 £660 

NAIM kit 5 £845 

NAIM NAP 150 £795 

NAIM CDS/XPS Mk2 XD £6265 

NAIM Credo XD (1425 

OPERA SPI ( Cherry) XD 4525 

PATHOS Twin Towers XD £3250 

PATHOS Logos XD £2750 

PIONEER DVR7000 DOD Recorder XD (1299 

PIONEER SD-115000 50" Prolection TV £3999 

£1597 

£897 

£796 

£1496 

£3996 

£1296 

£2996 

£1626 

£1146 

£1594 

£740 

£738 

£798 

£214 

£341 

£397 

£447 

£527 

£597 

£227 

£297 

£447 

£497 

£417 

£457 

£697 

£3996 

£694 

£524 

£674 

£634 

£4994 

£994 

£426 

£2596 

£2296 

£896£  

1496 

£1998 PIONEER POP 503 ODE ( 50") Plasma £6995 

£1 596 PROAC Response 1.5 ( Rosewood) XD ( 1970 

£2646 PS AUDIO ULink2 HDCD BAC £2590 

£5776 PS AUDIO Ref Link Pro/BAC (1549 

£2076 REGA Naos ( Cherry) XD (998 

REGA ARA ( Cherry) XD £255 

REGA Cursa Pre Amp f 548 

REGA Maio £498 

REGA Jupiter CO £998 

SME 10A with 309 Tone Arm XD £3410 

SONUS FABER Amati Homage XD £ 11850 

SONUS FABER Concertino XD £599 

SONUS FABER Extrema Speakers £6499 

SONUS FABER Electo Speakers (1789 

SPENDOR 56 (1299 

SPENDOR SO Cherry - Sligisi ( abino damage £ 1700 

SPENDOR 59£ 2499 

TOS Audio Transformer £ 349 

THETA Casanova Pre XD £4478 

THETA Dreadnaught5 Ch Amp £7498 

THETA Carmen II CD/DVD Trans £3998 

THETA Jitter Buster £228 

THETA Davidll BOB Player £5998 

TRIANGLE lays Ambre £1295 

TRICHORD Pulsa Series One BAC £1900 

UNISON RESEARCH Unico I £775 

UNISON RESEARCH S2 £1295 

UNISON RESEARCH S8 £3100 

UNISON RESEARCH Power 35 £1500 

UNISON RESEARCH Feather One £895 

£5495 

£1296 

£1037 

£1997 

£794 

£214 

£434 

£394 

£794 

£2896 

£9996 

£529 

£3497 

£1197 

£994 

£1346 

£1996 

£266 

£2996 

£5297 

£2937 

£177 

£4397 

£ 897 

£1298 

£597 

£697 

£1997 

£897 

E447 

UNISON RESEARCH Feather One Remote£995 £527 

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle £ 1995 £1496 

WILSON AUDIO Cub ( Black Laminate) XD £5495 £3496 

WILSON AUDIO Cub (Gloss) XD f6890 £3996 

WILSON AUDIO Sophia ( Block) XD £11992 

WILSON AUDIO Cub Wilson Gloss f6890 

WILSON AUDIO Cub- II Wilson Gloss £8248 

WILSON AUDIO Witt 2 Speakers £ 10995 

WILSON BENESCH Orator XD £2900 

WILSON BENESCH Actor XD £3999 

WILSON BENESCH Act 1 XD £6999 

WILSON BENESCH Act-2 XD £8999 

£9596 

£4397 

£6047 

£6997 

£2524 

£2998 

£4499 

£5999 

Z SYSTEMS ROO] Silver Dig.Egualiser £ 3298 £2197 



HEATHCOTE AUDIO 
TEL: 01992 653999 MOBILE: 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAudio@aol.com 

SPECIAL OFFER 
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES PA-3/PA-1SIGNATURE DAC/UPSAMPLER 
& MODRIGHT PSU BRAND 

VALVE AMPS 
MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS 4 BOX PRE/PSU & 2 MONOS SERVICED/REVALVED 
QUAD TWO-FORTY PRE &MONOBLOCS 
ROGUE TEMPEST REMOTE INTEGRATED (NEW VALVES) 
UNISON RESEARCH S-6 REMOTE INTEGRATED EX OEM 
GRAAF GRAFFiti INTEGRATED 
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11(REMOTE CONTROL) 
JADIS DEFY-7 100 WATTS CHANNEL 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 POWER AMP EX DISPLAY 
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70 POWER AMP 
EAR 509 MONOBLOCS 
VINTAGE RADIO RESTORATION ADUR MONOBLOCS 
AUDIONOTE P2-SE POWER AMP 
JADIS JPS-2 TWO BOX PRE (WAS £8000) 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22 PRE WITH REMOTE UPGRADE & RE-VALVE 
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-14 PRE CAN PHONO STAGE (£4000) 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2 PRE AMP (MOLLARD REVALVE) 
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 14 REMOTE CONTROL PRE AMP 
OAKLEY AMERICAN VALVE PRE-AMP INC.PHONO STAGE 
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE AMP WITH PHONO STAGE 
MONRIO ASTY VALVE PRE-AMP (VERY PRETTY) 3 MONTHS USE 

SOLID STATE 
LAVARDIN IT ( RETAIL £3500) 
KRELL FPB 600 STEREO AMP 
MARK LEVINSON. NO 23. POWER AMP (200 WATTS/CHANNEL) 
MARK LEVINSON NO.27 POWER AMP 
MUSICAL FIDELITY P-270 POWER AMP 
TOCA SECA 20 WATT CLASS A AMP MARBLE FRONT VERY RARE /GOOD 
MARANTZ SC-22 PRE & MA-22 MONOBLOCS 
CONRAD JOHNSON PF-R REMOTE PRE AMP 
AUDIO INV.1000 SILVER WIRED PASSIVE PRE 
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO ( EX DISPLAY MODEL HUGE SAVING) 
CAIRN 4808 REMOTE INTEGRATED 
ORELLE SA-100R REMOTE AUDIOPHILE AMP 
ALBARRY 4808 MONOBLOCS 

NEW BOXED £1995 

MINT 
BOXED 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT/BOXED 

MINT 
MINT/BOXED 

EXCLT 
NEW/BOXED 

MINT 

MINT 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT 

MINT/BOXED 
EXCLT 
EXCLT 
MINT 

MINT BOXED 

£4000 
£2750 
£1395 
£1275 
£895 
£650 

£3250 
£2750 
£1950 
£1095 
£995 
£650 

£3450 
£2950 
£1795 
£1395 
£1995 
£495 
£695 
£375 

MINT/BOXED £1995 
EXCLT f6995 
MINT £2795 

MINT/BOXED £2250 
EXCLT £600 
EXCLT £1250 

MINT/BOXED £1250 
MINT/BOXED £1795 

EXCLT f225 
AS NEW/BOXED £1750 

MINT £375 
MINT/BOXED £395 
MINT/BOXED £395 

CD 
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES SIGNATURE PA-3/PA-1 
DAC/UPSAMPLER/MODWRIGHT PSU BRAND NEW/BOXED £1995 
KRELL MD-1 TRANSPORTA SBP-64X TWO BOX DAC MINT £3750 
ACCUPHASE DP-80 TRANSPORT AND MATCHING DAC.(E)ÇTREMELY RARE) EXCLT/BOXED £2450 
TECHNICS SL-21000/SH-X1000 FLAGSHIP TRANSPORT & DAC (GOLD/WALNUT) BOXED £2450 
DPA T-1 TRANSPORT/PDM-1 MK .3 TWO BOX DAC (BOTH DELTRAN) MINT/BOXED £1095 
THETA DATA BASIC 11 TRANSPORT WITH DELTRAN MOD MINT/BOXED £1095 
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED £895 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSEND TRANSPORT COAX AES/EBU AT&T EXCLT £575 
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRANSPORT (AUDIO SYN.MOD. AT&T/COAX) EXCLT £675 
ORELLE CD1OT TRANSPORT SILVER WIRED MINT/BOXED f395 
THETA DS PRO GEN III (AT&T, COAX.ETC.)WAS £6000 APPROX MINT/BOXED £2395 
THETA DSPre GEN III ( PRE-AMP/DAC ) EXCLT/BOXED £2295 
THETA DS PRO GEN 11 MINT/BOXED £1295 
THETA DS PRO PROGENY-A DAC MINT BOXED £595 
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC. MINT/BOXED £1275 
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIGNATURE AS NEW/BOXED £650 
MONRIO 18B DAC & SEPERATE PSU. MINT £495 
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC MINT/BOXED £350 
NAIM CD- 1 ( HAD NEW LASER MECH) MINT/BOXED £1095 
PIONEER PD-91 MINT/BOXED £495 

VINYL 
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE 
BASIS 1400 & TONEARM 
SYSTEMDECK/LINN BASIK/AT CART. 
ARISTON O DECK-11 
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1 LEGENDRY PHONO STAGE 
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (RETAIL £650?) 
McCORMACK MICRO DRIVE PHONO STAGE 
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MM/MC EX DISPLAY 
DENSEN DRIVE MC PHONO STAGE 

REFERENCE AND ARM 24 KARAT GOLD (WAS $30.000) 
STUDIO MENTOR REFERENCE/COVER & MATCHING ARM 

BOXED 
MINT 

EX.DIS/MINT 
BOXED 

BOXEDNGC 
MINT/BOXED 

BRAND NEW/BOXED 
EX DIS/BOXED 

NEW 
MINT 

£7500 
£3250 
RES 
£195 
£195 

£1095 
£450 
£550 
£250 
£275 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
MARTIN LOGAN CLS11-2 & KINERGETICS SW-800 SUBWOOFERS AND EXT.X/OVER (SUPERB)MINT/BOXED £5750 
SOUNDLAB MILLENNIUM-3 FULL RANGE ELECTROSTATICS EX.DEM/BOXED £5995 
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS 104 DB BIRDS EYE MAPLE VENEER FANTASTIC! MINT £3750 
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 PIANO BLACK MINT/CRATED f7500 
ART AUDIO-2 PIANO BLACK (£6000 NEW) MINT/CRATED £3450 
HARBETH MASTERING SYSTEM MA-40 (EUCALYPTUS 2 MONTHS OLD £5000 NEW)) MINT/BOXED f2850 
B & W SILVER SIGNATURE, EXTERNAL X-OVEFV3 METRE CABLES & SLATE STANDS MINT £2450 
AIR JORDAN NOTE-5 SPECIAL BOBINGA WOOD FINISH EX.DIS £1150 
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i MINT/BOXED £1195 
ALON 11 OPEN BAFFLE FLOORSTANDERS MINT £1195 
LIVING VOICE AUDATORIUM . EX OEM MINT/BOXED £1150 
CELESTION A-2 FLOORSTANDERS MINT £650 
REGA XEL (WALNUT) MINT £650 
AUDIONOTE ANIVSP SILVER WIRED MINT/BOXED £575 
KELLY e-3 HIGH 95 DB SENSITIVITY CHERRY VENEER MINT/BOXED £795 
INFINITY KAPPA-8 REFERENCE MINT £1450 
WHARFDALE OPTION 1 HUGE ACTIVE ONLY 4 PAIRS MADE WERE £8000NEW) £1750 
SNELL C MK- IV AMERICAN OAK VERY RARE/GOOD EXCLT £1500 

PROAC STUDIO 150 EXCLT £1050 
EPOS ES-11 MK2 MINT/BOXED £295 
EPOS ES- 14 WITH STANDS MINT £375 
ROKSAN OJAN 3X & OJAN 3S SUBWOOFER SYSTEM (ROSEWOOD) RARE/SUPERB MINT/BOXED £1450 
BOSE 901 MK IV & MATCHING EQUALISER (RECENT£700 SERVICE) EXCLT/BOXED £795 
CELESTION A-2 HUGELY CAPABLE ( ROSEWOOD VENEER) BRAND NEW/BOXED £1250 
TANNOY ARUNDEL 153839 HIGH POWER DRIVERS 95 DB SENSITIVE VERY RARE MINT £1500 
SD OBS FLOORSTANDERS( OPEN BAFFLE) SMALLER BROTHER TO SDI BOXED £495 
CASTLE HOWARD-2 PREMIUM BEECH FINISH MINT £795 
CASTLE AVON FLOORSTANDERS MINT f450 
IMF PROFFESSIONAL MONITOR VI PHONE 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-109 MINT £225 

TURERS/TAPE/DAT/MINIDISC/MISC 
NAKAMICHI DR-3 (VERY LITTLE USE) MINT/BOXED £250 
SONY 3000ES TUNER (GOLD) MINT £195 
DENON TU-600 TUNER MINT £75 
AUDIO RESEARCH BAL-1 BALANCED/PHONO CONVERTER £375 
MERIDIAN MSR SYSTEM REMOTE £50 

RACKSISTARDS 
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105/ SILVER/BLACK 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5 SHELF BLACK OR SILVER (£340) 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5 SHELF CANCELLED ORDER 2 OFF 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4 SHELF CANCELLED ORDER 2 OFF 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 250 CD STORAGE RACK CANCELLED ORDER 
SOUND ORGANIZATION Z-140 
B&W STANDS FOR CD-1NT SILVER/BLACK 
TARGET 24 INCH STANDS 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-2 TWIN PILLAR LEAD FILLED STANDS 

SPECIAL OFFER 
BLACK RHODIUM S- 130X2 BI-WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY MO PER METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY £25 PER METRE 

MAINS CARLESIBLOCKS/COMDITIORERS ETC 
BLACK RHODIUM 8 WAY MAINS BLOCKS (CANCELLED ORDER) BRAND NEW £225 
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE ( BRAIDED) MK TOUGHPLUG BRAND NEW £65 
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE(BRAIDED)RHODIUM PLATED/POLISHED SUPERGRIP PLUGBRAND NEW £100 

CABLES 
 gilà 
TilrArEteRIME 1800 18 FEET PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC 
MIT MH-750 8 FT. PAIR 
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 2.3 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACTORY TERMINATED 
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2 METRE STEREO PAIR TERMINATED 
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 1.5 METRE STEREO PAIR TERMINATED 
XLO REFERENCE 6 FT. PAIR TERMINATED SPADES/BANANAS 
QED GENESIS SILVER SPIRAL BI-WIRE 3.5 METRE PAIR TERMINATED 
QED GENESIS SILVER SPIRAL 4 X 1.5 METRE TERMINATED 
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS BI-WIRE 15FT PAIR 
TRANSPARENT WAVE 200 2 METRE PAIR 
MIT TERMINATOR 6 3.3 METRE PAIR (NEW) 
CARDAS HEXLINK 2 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) 
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) 
AUDIONOTE AN-L 4 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) 
VANDEN HUL MC CS 122 2 X 3 METRE PAIR AS NEW 
AUDIOOUEST CRYSTAL HYPERLITZ 2 METRE BI-WIRE TERMINATED 

FillareCiehleH MAGIC LINK ONE 1 METRE EX OEM 
SILVER ARROW 1 METRE BALANCED XLR EX OEM/AS NEW 
XLO SIG.5 PIN DIN TO PHONOS 2 OFF 
XLO 3 METRE PAIR ( PHONO) EX.DEM 
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA INTERCONNECT VARIOUS LENGTHS 
FURAKAWA 3 METRE BALANCED XLR 
GRYPHON THE GRYPHON GUIDELINE' 1.5 METRES BALANCED XLR 
KIMBER ATTENUATED CABLE 1 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA BALANCED XLR 1METRE/2 METRES 
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM-2 NORMALLY £1750/METRE LTD QUANTITY 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 2 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 1 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1 METRE (SEVERAL) CANCELLED ORDER 
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE 
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2 X 2 METRE PAIRS 
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS 4 METRE PAIR 
AUDIOQUEST TURQUOISE 2 METRE PAIR 
NORDOST BLUE ANGEL 1.5 METRE PAIR 
NORDOST BLUE ANGEL 10 METRE 5 PIN DIN TO PHONOS 
LFD SPIROLINK.4 FEET PAIR 

IlffreltDIGITAL COAX 1 METRE & 2 METRE 
MADRIGAL AES/EBU OS METRE 
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4 FT. 
VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8 METRE 
VAN DEN HUL D-102 MK.111 HB. 4 FEET 
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3 
REGA DIGITAL INTERCONNECT 1 METRE (NEUTRIK PHONOS) 
VAN DEN HUL AES/EBU 
AUDIOQUEST OPTILINK X TOSLINK 
AUDIOOUEST VIDEOLINK X 
BELDEN-M DATATWISTER AES/EBU 1 METRE 
IXOS OPTICAL CABLE 

EX DIS/BOXED NEW 
EX DIS. 

BRAND NEW BOXED 
BRAND NEW BOXED 
BRAND NEW BOXED 

EX.DIS 
VGC 
MINT 
MINT 

EACH 

SOME BRAND NEW 

£275 
£195 
£225 
£195 
£195 
£95 
£95 
£75 

£375 

£750 
£650 
£525 
£575 
£375 
£275 
TBA 
£175 
£475 
£175 
£225 
£275 
£375 
£225 
£125 
£75 

£650 
£650 
£100 
£225 
RING 
£300 
£300 
TBA 

BRAND NEW PACKAGED RING 
BRAND NEW BOXED RING 

BRAND NEW PACKAGED RING 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED RING 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED RING 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £80/100 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £65 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £55 

(MINT)EACH £550 
£450 

EACH £35 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £65 

£50 
£50 

NEW/PACKED £175 £225 
£150 
£200 

BRAND NEW PACKAGED £100 
EX DISPLAY/NEW f40 

BRAND NEW PACKAGED £50 
£30 
£40 
£50 
TBA 
£65 

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 1D-6PM 

Are you making the right connections? 
Send for Britain's biggest catalogue of 

specialist cable and connections. 
All available by mail order. 

Phone 020-8942 9124 or clip 
the coupon for your Free copy 

www.custom-cable.co.uk 

CUSTOM EFIBLE 
SERVICE  

PO Box 4007, London SW17 8XG 

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue 

Name   

Address   

Postcode   

NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED 

Send to: Custom Cable Service 
PO Box 4007 
London SW17 8XG 
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HIfiCHOICE 

i' specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the 

most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market. 
• 

' Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable 

' can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distri-

bution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with 

Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site 

for details. 

* GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with 
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with 

a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality 

ferrite powder is extruded around the copper conductors. As a 

ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops 

,-• whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic 

field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the 

material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy. 
This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into 

heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite 

technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and 

AUDUSA — 00M Silverlink OCC balanced 
y speaker cable - stranded, silver on OFHC plus 

three strands of OCC (Ohno Continous Casting - sin-
gle crystal copper) for improved bass performance. 
tvlylar infill and with designed in protection against 
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter (approx 8 
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm. 

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE 

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5) 

£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m, 
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £30 
for 1st meter, £20 per m 
thereafter. 

Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA 2.5) 
shown with Marinco IEC 320 
will be fitted at extra cost. 

GNLM 05/04 

£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m, 
£86 for 2.0m. Also available 
of the reel. 

Both GNLM cables are avail-
able for export. 

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plat-
ed contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA 
- Eupen and LAT AC-2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC ( 

for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mahn-

co/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European 

Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs 

see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana 
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and 

ac mains connectors 

LAT International AC-2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE 
We have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with 

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the 

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference 

you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes 

advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary 

Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with 

PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with 

IECl MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m 

£101. 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 

4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with 

UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains 

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished 

in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has 

no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, 

resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regu-

lators, just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 

for 4 way, £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8 way. 

AC-2 
Power cable compare 
with products costing 
ten times as much, 

then decide 

SILVER FUSE is a near alloy of silver 
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SIL-

VER CLAD. Plating ( or clad, which is the same thing 
as plating) causes a dioding effect when 
signal is passed through resulting in 

brightness and distortion. The Silverfuse 
process starts with seven nines OFHC cop-

per wire with a diameter that is slightly larger 
than the required size. It is then pulled through a 

trough of molten silver. The wire with a silver deposit, 
is then forced through a compacting die where it is 
subject to tremendous pressure. The silver and the 
high purity copper are fused together into a near alloy. 
The compacting fusion also reduces the wire diameter 

to the desired size. No dioding subsequently 
occurs with this process. The result provides for 
the benefits of silver; which are excellent defin-
ition and clarity, with the high purity copper ben-
efits of warmth and mellowness. 

FIFFICHOICE 

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker 
cable better than most others at double the price. 

SUNFIRE CORPORATION - Snohomish USA 
New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema 

Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400 

Signature True SubVVoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub 
Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air 
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 chan-
nel (2 x 300 and 2 x 600) and 5 channel (5 x 220 watts and 5 x 430 watts patented amp 

technology (no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand III processor preamp 

www.audusa.com 
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249 F: 020 8241 0999 E: sales@audusa.com 
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Agencies Include: Linn, Musical Fidelity, 
811,E,, Origin Live, Monitor Audio, Castle, 
Q___uad, Wharfedale, Hannan Kardon Creek, 
Meridian, Tannoy, Infinity, Loewe, anyo 
Ortofon_, VDH, JUL, Pro-ject, Roksan, 
Cable Talk, Michell, Arcam, Trichord, PAIC, 

man- PINEWOOD MUSIC 
of Winchester and Taunton 

KRELL SACO STANDARD 
The player that everyone loves, because it plays CD just 
as well as SACD and has been compared favourably to 
machines costing three times as much. Please 
telephone for a demonstration - or hear it at home on 
your own system. 

SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR 

One of the loveliest miniatures availble. An award-
wirning loLdspeaker that will bring out the heart and 
soul of any music you ask it to play. Aid if you like 
electrostatics, then you must hear the MARTIN LOGAN 
CLARITY. Beautiful - and another award-winner! 

Ex-demonstration and part-exchange sale:  

Krell KAV-280CD £2600 
Krell KAV-300i1 integrated £2450 
Sonus faber Signum £ 750 
Sonus faber Grand Piano Home £1350 
Transparent XL cables £ POA 

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY 
Tel: 01460 54322 Mobile: 97360 351113 

e-mail: brianriv@mac.com 

Cur agencies include.- Krell, Sonos faber. Martin Logan. Copland. 

Transparent and finite-eiemente 

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS.(LEicÉsTER) INC ONE THING. 

VINTAGE HIFI & VALVE SPECIALIST TEL 0R45 123 5137 ( local ratc)ltIKonl) i 

1,À ANTED Vintage and modern hifi eqpt. Part exchange welcome. 

FOR SALE-PRF../PIOVVER AMPLIFIERS 

Quicksilver Mono valve power amplifies x 2. 60 watts uses 6550 tubes in push pull. With ,4V, f. Itrot Ix. top, 1.899 pr 

Quad 606 ink 1 power amplifier Good condition. £ 399 Musical Fidelity Ile pre amplifier". MC oho, E 149 

Sugden A2Sill class A intergrated. Mint. Boxed. £ 250 Quad 405,2 pfwer amp. Slight hum on transtomer. £ 150 

Audionote valve amplifier IOW/ch X4. Revalved £450 Linn LK 100 ante amplifier.l.xcellent condition. £ 395 

Golden tube Audio SE-40 single ended valve amplifier.Complete with Bia, adjust too1.40 , an, of % al% e pmer £ 695 

Suplen AL151 rower amplifier. Boxed. E 650 Reel RB970 EX power amplifier. Bridgeable. E 125 

Maranta PM66SE K1 signature integrated amplifier E 199 Naim Nap 90 & Nac 92 papowerNew cases £ 495 

Pair Leak TLI2 + valve amp, Grey. Rebuilt by me.E 599 Crimson Electrik 510/520 pre/power amplifierlixd. E 249 

Tube Technology Cuisis valve pur amp. Mint Lad E 995 Roger, Cade integated tube amplifier. IOW £ 175 

Magnum A.I00 2 X huge nono power amplitiers350 watts outputExcellent condition. Cast around 0000 £ 799 

CR Development, Cruimenta Line valve pre-amp. £ 450 Hannon Kanion HK1400 line amplifierMint/boxed £ 199 

Hart 1 CORSA integrated amplifier 8OWSuperb. £ 375 Kenwaxl KA660D integrated amplifier. Black. E 60 

Sugden A2.5 amplifier. Excellent condition & Uwe £ NO Naim NAC 92 pre amp S XIII 61840. Mint. Boxed £ 299 

Meridian Modular prepower iunplifier. Ex cond. £ 249 Magnum MPI25 pre amplifier u itb MM/MC. £ 250 

Quad 77 integrated amplifier. Mint. Boxed. hie. £ 399 Quad 77 remote control for amplifier etc. Cost £300 £ 149 

Musical Fisktlity BI integrated amplifier. Good ccod£ 125 Nairn Nan 3R integrated amp & reuse MintBsd£ 495 Linn 

LX1 pe-amp and remote. Good condition. £ 249 ban L.K2 rower amplifier. Good condition. £ 299 

Copland cuso I power amplifier. Valve. £1800 £799 Nairn Nap 180 power :amplifier Mint. Boxed. £ 799 

Quad 1 Is in various condifion and prices &OA Pioneer A400 integrated amplifie. (hod tied. £ 125 

Leak Stereo 20 valve power amplifies bun.... £ POA Harmon Kanlon integrated vane amp.) B01 V rare £ 299 

Quad 303 rower amplifiers from . ..£ 125 Amain Alpha 2 amplifier. Mint. BiPed'inso £ 95 

Nakamichi CAS pre-amplifier. Ex cond. Cost £750 E 375 Nalcamichi PAS 10(WYICH power amp. Cost £1300 £ 650 

NVA A80 nono power amplifiers X 2.. Good cond.£ 799 NVA A60 stereo power amplifier. Gad condition. E 295 

Musical Fidelity Pre-8 pre-amplifier. Mint. Boxed £ 150 AlVdM Alpha 3 amplifier. Mint .Boxed/ 1mi:ruckus E 100 

Anam &talk° logic Cinema amp. Cost £999.00E 450 Quad 33 pre amplifiers From  £ 75 

TURNTABLES 

Thomas TD- 1 35 turntable and arm. Like a 124. E POA Thumb m-2001 turntable and arm.Cost £700Bxd £ 349 
Garrard 401 with SME .31E9 amt. £ 295 Therm TDI25 with thorens tone arm. E 125 
Tranwriptors Hydraulic referencrJDoxia arrriMint£ POA Carried 301401 chassis in various condition horn £ 11S 

SPEAKERS 

Quad ELS63%. Black. All new panels and fully serviced by One Thing Audio. 12 months full warranty. Mint. £ 1999 

Pair Quad ESLS7 spit's. Fully rebuilt by One Thing Audio. Black ckth fronts3 star review in Hifi World. Mint. £ 1599 

Quad ES1_57 speakersAll fully serviced with full 3 months wan-amyl-lee what ESL57s should sound like From£900 re 

Quad ESL57's nice COOditioll. Blom finish. £700pr Limo> Lancaster with 12 monitor golds. £750 

Roksan ROK-ONE speakers. Black. Mint. Boxed. E 295 Mission 773 floor stealer,. Mint/boxed. Half' price £ 199 

SD Acoustics SD3 loudspeakers. Piano finish £ 275 Rogers LS55 speakers. Rosewood. Boxed. Exc cord £ 199 

Heybmok Heylios. Black. Boxed. Ex condition £ 199 Celestion SL/00 speakers. Gad condition. Bi wire £ 375 

Tannoy Chatsworth with 12 inch nonitior golds. £700 Menaunt Shoo MS201 pearl. Brand new. Bieck £ 169 

Castle Kendall speaker.. Good condition. E 69 Il&W DM4 speakers. Black finish E 85 

Kef C31 Bookshelf nionitor speakers in black £ 60 Sliareplaner MG 1.4. Boxed with £400 oak stands E 999 

cirri" ER ITEMS 
Duman DIO7U VALVE Compact disc player with remote and txxikkt. Extremely nee and in good condo.). £ Ring 

Michell Is°. Very late mcdel with see through case. E 250 Cynis DAD3 Cd player with remote. Ex condttionf 275 Trio 

KTS8OL synthesiser tuner. AM/FM. Black. £ 75 Rotel RCD 965 BX CD plater Mint. Boxed £ 149 

Arcam Delta 150 niaun stem tune and remote. £ 95 Mamie CD50 Cd player. Ex tonation. £ 79 

GEC PX4 valve. Brand new E 100 Data 1/311(10(1 international tone ann. New. Boxed. £ 175 

Air-am Delta 170_3 CD TransixdSlintBoxed.£800 £ 399 Leak Timeline 3 Mono sane tuna Fully serviced £ 195 

SME 3009 toneamp fmm . £ 125 Rote 950 CD player. Es cond. Boxed. £ 100 

Quad 7/ ROS FM tuner. Mint. Boxed. Insnuctions £ 399 Nakamichi CDP 2E CD player. Ex iondition. £ 250 

Naim 425 pe amp. MM loans fitted. E 125 Phillip, 101 top loading cd playa. Collectable. £ 125 

Maranta SD275 twin tassene deck. Dolby BC £ 49 Technics SL-PG-140A Mi-It CD playerhemae. £ 75 

Aiwa AD-S750 Dolby B-C-S/11X pm cassette deck E 75 Technics SL-PS620A CD playentanote. £ 75 

Uns Tuner M int Boxed Very unusual. Cixa £S49 £ 249 Quad FM.3 tuner in exellax =Rion. £99 

Arcam Alpha 5 in player. Mint. Boxixtremixe £ 195 Mimeo ( D63 top hula el player. Collectable. E 125 

QUAI) I.:S1,57 ed. EIL.S63 PANIELS/SERVICINCil - ETC 

NEW— B&W DM70 Electrostatic panels now undertaken. Price for one panel is f 150.00 

Reconditioned Quad ESL57 speakers from only- f900.00.pr.Why spend f4000+? Have your 

ESL57 SPEAKERS STANDARD SERVICE f375.PR. Ring for info. 
Exchange/ recon ESL57 bass panel f 130.Treble £ 109. ESL63 panels f 100 refurbished. 
ELS63IESL57 speaker stands, available in black or woodgrain @ £ 175.00 a pair. 
New socks for ELS63s f38 pr. Many other spare parts available. Please ring. 
"Classique Sounds servicing restores the Quads to a position where they can hold their 
head high", Jon Marks. HIFI WORLD. April 1999.Full servicing facilities available. 

Troughline 3 tuner service lii realignment £.150.00. (excludes valves. Rarely needed). 

One thing stereo decoder (back in stock ) £175.00 Ex review Hifi world. 

TRANSLUCENT. (somewhat of a bargain) Hifi World. Jan 1999 
PURESILVER INTERCONNECT CABLE 
99.99"o pure silver conductors. Quality gold plated RCA phono plitgs. ' 

Half Metre terminated £70.00 One metre teminated 91100.Available with Eichntann pligs + f30 
New. litaislucent ULTRA + Heavy duty. 99.99% pure silver (4A).EgirMann Solid silver plugs 
£24931 Or £199.00 per half metre 7 day money bat guarantee #kat better than existing cable 

NEW. 1.0MA1 99.99% Pure silver wire @t1 5m. 0.5mm pure silver wire @ E6.00m 
Translucent pure silver mains cable. 3 amp. £lZ9.00 13 amp £Z49 
One Thing Mains cables. RFi suppressed. Silver plated conductors.Voltage spike protection.only...f70A0. 

NEW EAR/YOSHINO EQUIPMENT 
Ear 834P MM/MC phono stage with/without volume. Brand new. Boxed at only £615 

Ear 834P MM phono stage. No volume control. Brand new. Boxed at only £489 

Ear 834L Line only valve pre•amplifier.Amazing. Brand new. Boxed at only £549 

TEL. 0845 I 23 5137 (Calls charged at 1(x:al rate .anywhere in the UK) 

Tel 0116 2835821 or 07802 213740 (Mobile). Callers by appt only. • • 
Opening times 10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Friday.10.00am-2.00pm Saturday. 
6 I Aylestone drive. Aylestone, Leicester. LE2 80E. Email . 
classique;_soundseyahoo.co.uk 
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141 AX 
Midland Audio X-Change 

-Demo & Second Hand Items — March 2004 

CD players DACs & Transports 

Accuphase DP65V CD Player x-demo 
Accuphase DP75V CD Player 24/192 S/H 
Audio Research CD2 S/H 
Audio Research CD3 x-demo 
dCS Elgar 24/192 Non Firewire S/H 
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H 
Krell KAV280CD x-demo 
Mark Levinson No 360s x-demo 
Musical Fidelity Pre 24 CP Player S/H 
Sony SCD1 SACD /CD Player S/H 
Teac VRDS T1 Transport S/H 
Theta Carmen CD/DVD Transport S/H 
Theta Data Basic Transport S/H 
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H 

Turntables Tonearms & Cartridges 

Avid Acutus Turntable Chrome x-demo 
Gryphon Legato SAP Phono Stage x-demo 
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi S Turntable New& Boxed 
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed 
McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed 
Ortofon Kontrapunkt b MC Cartridge x-demo 
Roksan Artexerxes MC Phono Stage S/H 
Roksan Artexerxes X MC/MM Phono Stage S/H 
Roksan Cognoscenti Xerxes Piano lacquer 
fTabrizi /Corus Black S/H 
Roksan Shiraz 600 hours S/H 
Roksan Xerxes /XPSII /Tabriz/ K18 Turntable S/H 

Preamplifiers 

Conrad Johnson Premier 16" Mini Art" S/H 
Graaf GM13.5611Valve Preamplifier x-demo S/H 
Gryphon Sonata Allegro 2 box preamplifier x-demo 
Nagra PLP Battery Preamplifier with Phono stage S/H 
Naim Audio NAC62 (old style) with phono stage S/H 
Roksan L2 preamplifier S/H 
Spectral DMC12 Line New&Boxed 
Spectral DMC12 s Phono x-demo 
Spectral DMC30 Remote x-demo 

Amplifiers 

Audio Research D100.2 x-demo 
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 x-demo 
Cyrus StraightlineAmplifier S/H 
Denon AVC Ai OSE Amplifier Processor DTS/7.1 S/H 
Graaf GM100 Valve PowerAmplifier x-demo 
Gryphon Antellion Signature Class A x-demo 
Gryphon Calisto 2100 integrated x-demo 
Gryphon Calisto 2200 integrated S/H 
Krell KAV300iL x-demo 
Naim Audio NAP140 (old Style) power amplifier S/H 
Spectral DMA100s Power Amplifier x-demo 

Loudspeakers 

Avalon Eclipse Maple x-demo 
Indigo Model Two Centre Channel Cherry S/H 
JM Lab Micro Utopia be Classic 4 months old S/H 
Living Voice Avatars OBX-R Ebony x-demo 
Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 
7 months Old S/H 
ProAc Response 1SC Cherry S/H 
Sonus Faber Leather Stands S/H 
Sonus R4 Stands S/H 
Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x-demo 

Cables & Accessories 

Acoustic Zen Silver Signature Balanced 12ft 
Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H 
Cogan Hall EM-D 0.6m S/H 

Was Now 

4250 2795 
7500 4995 
3499 1795 
4999 4249 
8500 3999 
2999 1695 
3999 3250 
7495 4995 
2000 1199 
4000 1699 
599 325 
3499 1995 
2397 995 
6290 2999 

6000 3799 
7895 5999 
1295 1099 
650 449 
650 399 
699 375 
549 179 
450 299 

2700 799 
1000 349 
N/A 495 

8000 3799 
4000 2999 
9739 5995 
6995 4995 
N/A 175 
1295 299 
4250 2999 
4750 3299 
8500 6500 

3690 2799 
7000 4799 
549 175 
1800 999 
4500 3250 
150009999 
3650 2795 
4800 3299 
3750 2699 
N/A 299 
4750 3499 

9800 6995 
199 99 
4300 3399 
4000 2799 

6700 4995 
1299 850 
350 249 
329 199 
7995 4999 

2700 1499 
550 375 
199 99 

Nordost Valhalla RCA1m Interconnect S/H 
Nordost SPM XLR Balanced 1m Interconnect x-demo 
Nordost Red Dawn 2x3m Speaker cable S/H 
Opera Lux 3 Tier Table Clear/Stainless x-Demo 
Siltech LS38G3 2x4.75m Silver speaker cable/WBT S/H 
Transparent Music Link Ultra xl Balanced 2m S/H 
Transparent Music Link Ultra Balanced 7.26m S/H 

Tuners & Tape Decks, Power Supplies 

AKG C1000 Condenser Mic S/H 
Magnum Dynalab FT-R Remote Switcher for 
FT101A/Etude (New&Boxed) 

Bargains Under £100 

2300 1499 
825 499 
920 599 
950 449 
1752 999 
1629 995 
2349 1499 

241 110 

450 279 

ArcamAlphalICD Player S/H N/A 99 

Midland Audio X-change is looking for:— 

Audio Research 
Krell 
Mark Levinson 
Naim Audio 
Dcs 
Wadia 
cash paid call John Roberts: 01562 731100 

Suppliers and installers of High 
Quality Audio Systems 

47 Laboratory 
Accuphase 

ATC 
Audio Physic 

Audio Research 
Avalon Accoustics 

Avid 
bel canto 

Benz Micro 
Cardas 

Clearaudio 
Conrad Johnson 

dCS 
Densen 

DNM/Reson 
Electrocompaniet 

Finite Elemente 
Graaf 

Gryphon 

J M Labs 
Krell 
Kuzma 
Lavardin 
Mark Levinson 
Martin Logan 
Michell 
Nagra 
Primare 
ProAc 
Rega 
Siltech 
Sonus Faber 
Spectral 
Nordost 
Sugden 
Transparent Audio 
Verity Audio 
Wadia 

MAX has moved.. 
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

call John Roberts Tel 01562 731100 

or Fax 01562 730228 

The Old Chapel • Forge Lane • Belbroughton 

Worcestershlre • DY9 9TD 

e-mail sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

Fax 01562 750246 Mobile 07721 605966 

Midland Audio X- Change 



01376 521132 
07802 483698 

let tvb 
Stage 

2nd l'ser & audio 

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT 

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net 

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

ARCAM ALPHA 9 INTEGRATED REMOTE AMPLIFIER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299 
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249 
ARCAM ALPHA 8 TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE £140 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER £1495 
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS £640 
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649 
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299 
CYRUS POWER AMP BOXED AND SUPERB £349 
CYRUS PRE PRE AMP NO REMOTE £295) 
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80 £249 
DENON AVC-AIISR LATEST AV AMP BRAND NEW BOXED BLACK-NEW £1700 £1295 
DENON DVDI000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW £279 
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW £595 
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB £299 
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD + WALNUT CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS EACH £595 
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695 
LINN SONDEX 1,12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUFERB £1495 
LOEWE ACONDA 3r FLAT %VIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND £1795 
M & K SS150 THX TRI-POLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW-BLACK £795 
MARANTZ CD5000 GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE £129 
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION £399 
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB £349 
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK £995 
MICROMEGA STAGE 5 CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £.349 
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 CHERRY SPEAKERS BOXED AND IMMACULATE £59, 
NAIM NAP 200 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE £1195 
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB £349 
NAIM AV2/NAP 175 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299, 
NAKAMICHI BX-2 CASSETTE DECK-JUST BACK FROM SERVICE £170 
ONIX 0A35/0A 1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY £795 
ONIX 0A35/0A801 8 2 PRE/MONOBLOCS STUNNING £99, 
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER £.S9 
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £240 
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £290 
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299 
REGA XEL WALNUT FlOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £1K NEW £449 
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY £299 
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK £299 
ROKSAN DPI/KFIESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3-BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER £1295 
ROKSAN )(ERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME £995 
ROKSAN LI 3/0S1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK £2495 
ROKSAN XEIOCES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS DC. VDH MODDED £1595 
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT £349 
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH £229 
THORENS TDI60 BLACK REGA RB250 GOLDRING MM 1006 £229 

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE - 
PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. 

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS 
www.sound-stage.co.uk 

c WILLIAMS HART 
FCI RONI( S  

HART ELECTRONIC KITS TRADED FOR OVER 30 YEARS 

Mon/et Monoblock Power Arnp 
ONE OF THE BEST AMPLIFIERS IOU WILL HEAR! ReNardlela al price 

REVIEWED IN HI.FI NEWS AS ....EXCEPTIONAL.. 

SELF EVIDENTLY CORRECT 

Single Ended Class A Valve Sound 
I 5Wait Power Amp modules 

FOR THOSE WHO WANT THAT VALVE 
MIDLAND BUT BASS AND TREBLE TO MATCH 

ACTIVE Ft/Control SUBWOOFER MODULE £ 177.30 Speakers Drugned & Built to Order 

Advertise your Hi.Fi on my website (FREE) 
Also: Award Winning Phono Stage Kit. Active Crossover Modules, Speaker Dise Una.. 
M Cap Capacitor.. Caddock Resistors. Remote Control Volume and much more. 

WEB SITE: www.williamshart.com e-mail: sates@williarnshart.com 
Tyn-Y-Coed. Llidiardau, Bala. Gwynedd. LL23 7SG Tel/Fax for catalogue 01678 520757. 

PERSONAL VISITORS SHOULD PHONE FIRST TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 
Run by former Technical Director of Wilmslow Audio 

ell w 

34 
ff;OR\ \-1U I :AIM 
‘I .1àdIFWIallIbilMMI 

PRODUCT 

A:-.CAM Diva A75 plus Silver Amp 

Az.CAM Diva A85 Silver Amp 

ARCAM Diva CD62 Silver CD Player with text 

ARCAM Diva CD73 Sliver CD Player with text 

ARCAM Diva DV88 Black DVD Player 

AFICAM FMJ CD23T Black CD Player 

ARCAM FMJ DV27 Black DVD Player 

ARCAM FMJ T21 Silver Tuner 

RCAM Diva P85 Power Amp 

E./.W CDM7NT Black Speakers 

Bi&W CDM9NT Red Speakers 

CYRUS APA7.5 Mono block 

ceRus DVD7 Black DVD Player 

DENON DVD 3800 Gold DVD Player 

HARMAN KARDON DVD 21 DVD Player 

KEF KHT2005 5.1 Speaker Package 

KEF 03 Speakers 

KEF TDM45B THX Subwoofer 

LOEWE PLANUS 4781ZW Arctic 

NERIDIAN 501 MK2 Pre Amp 

Ei&W CDM1NT Black Speakers 

MERIDIAN 551 Amp 

MERIDIAN 556 Power Amp 

MERIDIAN 557 Power Amp 

DENON AVR1603 Black AV Receiver 

MERIDIAN 588 CD Player 

MERIDIAN 956 DVD Player 

MERIDIAN DSP33 DSP Active Speaker 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 3.2CRpow Power Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 3.2CRpre Pre Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 308CRpre Pre Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CRpre Amp 

NAD C300 Amp 

NAD C350 Amp 

NAD C370 Amp 

NAD C541 CD Player 

PIONEER DV 656 DVD Player 

PIONEER DVR 7000 Silver DVD Recorder 

PIONEER VSX AX10 Silver AV Amp 

SONY STSE370 Silver RDS Tuner 

SONY STSE520 Black Tuner 

SONY VPLVW11HT Projector 

LIST NOW 

EX/DEMO £470 £300 

EX/DEMO £800 £600 

EX/DEMO £370 £280 

DUDEMO £400 £300 

EX/DEMO £1.000 £500 

EX/DEMO £1,200 £700 

EX/DEMO £1.600 £1,100 

EX/DEMO £400 £250 

EX/DEMO £530 £400 

EX/DEMO £1,250 £900 

DUDEMO £1,800 £1,000 

EX/DEMO £950 £750 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £700 

EX/DEMO £1.000 £750 

NEW £250 £225 

EX/DEMO £800 £600 

EX/DEMO £400 £300 

DUDEMO £800 £400 

EX/DEMO £ 1,350 £1,000 

EX/DEMO £780 £600 

EX/DEMO £750 £450 

EX/DEMO £895 £650 

EX/DEMO £995 £700 

DUDEMO £1,625 £1,200 

EX/DEMO £300 £200 

EX/DEMO £2,100 £1,575 

EX/DEMO £2,485 £1,900 

EX/DEMO £2,595 £1,500 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £750 

EXJDEMO £1,000 £750 

EX/DEMO £1,500 £1,125 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £800 

EYJDEMO £150 £120 

EX/DEMO £300 £250 

EX/DEMO £450 £360 

EX/DEMO £330 £260 

EX/DEMO £400 £300 

EX/DEMO £1,200 £900 

DUDEMO £2,500 £1,800 

DUDEMO £110 £80 

EX/DEMO £140 £110 

EX/DEMO £4.000 £3,300 

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS 

OR CALL OUR HOTLINE 

NUMBER FOR DETAILS. 

MANY ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!! 

HOTLINE 020 7497 1346 
Convent Garden 
18 Monmouth Street 
Convent Garden 
London WC2H 9HB 
Tel: 020 7497 1346 

Edgeware 
173 Station Road 
Edgware 
Middlesex HA8 7JX 

Tel: 020 8952 5535 

Beckenham 
126 High Street 
Beckenham 
Kent, BR3 1EB 
Tel: 020 8663 3777 

E-Mall: sales@musicakmages.co.uk 
Website: www.musical-images.co.uk 

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS E&OE 
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Cyrus 

Ou 

Tectlics 

Naar° 
Teat 

Onkyo 
Sony 
Sony 
Yamaha 

30a La rchfieId St, Darlington 

01325 241888 

hifisound 
AR 
Garrard 

911âi'Ta L ra us 
inn 
Linn 
Linn 
Unn 
Lcm9 

tWic 
Miche 
Miche 
Mic e 

Mu cal Fidelity 
Origin Live 
Protect 
Protect 
Rego 

Revolver 

Systerneje 
Townsend 
Transcriptors 
Trichord 

Turntableworld 
EB101 ¡Al ,, ,,i , o, 

401 - ex, Plinthed c S/viE3Q09 
401 ex, gorgeous ,hphglion plinth 

Scorpio b ac r 
LP12/8asik Plus - ex estU;ack 
lP12 - early, origino, loir 

elaâceeve,rrn,tztro,ensitco'nxeecdi 
Drn I _ 1/Datum, P• • 

Gyrodec/QC - c/w Orbe platter ypgrade, nr mint, boxed 

Oc Orbe SE/VC - Bet Tr Ins 
Pose- Sareïxi ns 

AkMycilom1111-51:1/ígéktm 

LP - nr mint 

oRea. Amry,classic 
s - amazing value oued ;,,,TzepsTii ,....,,,,,c,ex , 

PloRneavroalB 
AT95 ar-textxex 

II LV exex 
R L -,e% MY 

Rock Myel;sco/nwatlin-/ th rnd ry, nr mint 
Dino - éxv,esettaMarcîxpg 

D 
Kenwood DP1100 - igital e.. , underrated 
Maranta CD130 - ex, boxed, remote 
Marontz CD63mk2 KI Signature - ex, remote 
eM'eerri'cri'azn CD6OSE - ex, remote 200 - ex, te 
Micromega Solo - ex, ocri7, lovely 
Micromega T Drive and T DAC - er rMist boxe9, AESE Uleod, superb 
Mmadblack, nr mint, 

Ç541i - nr mint, bo 
PWirTriangle Ordinal DAÇ - nr mint, ed 
Pioneer Rego CLD SB15 - loserdisc, vcd cd,e!ir.L. NSTC 

Rokson Atesto - nr mint, >y payer 
Planet - nr mint,p e 

Rotel RCD965BX - Ex, black, remote 
Sony DTC690 OAT - vgc, remote 
Sony CDP333esd - ex, manual, remote 
Teac CDP4500 - ex, remote 
Yamaha CDC575 - multiplay, ex 

Arcam Delto 90.2 - condition boxed 
Arcam 

Ar4ifier, 

Alpha 7 • ex, highly rated amp 
Arcpm Alpha 7R - ex, as dbove with remote 
Au ki Exper,ment Valve preamp - rare, prt.tty,ccnd excellent sound 
Auc lap 
Auc io a p 800Ó1(2°-(ritaIc', mirítri oxed 
Atecioa, 8000S - nr mint 
Aucion Silver Knights - Mmmmmminonoblocks 
Carver CM1Q40 - vac, nice integrated 
Creek C %S.14040 - ex, boxed 
onrad Johnson Crimson 530Sozoga SA. 250 poweral _e6,, h' ., 

Cyrus Power - nr rrn'irnreXsieâr:trac ' 
Cyrys AV Master Preamo/Controder - nr mint booed, black 
Krell .2x KMA100 : ex . 
Lecson Quattra - Fab 80s integrated 
Linn Pretek - ex block 
Magnum Ref. - Maranta MP300 & 2x MF125 - ex/ex, mrn/nsià, fabulous! 
Maranta PMIS6SE KI - nr mint box 

PM6010 Ki Sig - rv.mint boxe, black 
Mission Cyrus One - ex, boxed, black late model, inm/mc 
Mission 
Moth PSX - ex, grey, mm/ek 

Cyrus One.ifir mint, nextel, mm/ 
Mission Cyrus Two ornc 

100w Monos an Passive pre - ex, wood fronts 
Naim Nail 1 - ex, phono . 
Primare A20 rnk2 - ex, top design and quality 
Ouac 

Quo 
Qua 2x 50E monoblo6  and 33 pre - nr mint, inc leads Ouac 

40a12 - nr mint boxed 
33 303 - vgc, boxed 

- nr mint boxed 
Rote RB980BX - nr mint 
Rote RB970BX - nr mist 
Rote Trio RTC9501 - nr mint pre vc tà.,hinuilt in tuner 
Rote RC850 - good ition 

2x L-05M - ex, rare a gorgeous!!! 

Speakers 
Acoustic Energy Aegis 150 Acti ve erSubwoof - nr mint 

S 
Castle Howard - en, mi oak ubwooler - nint 
Bose 

Cots e 
Ce estion Ce estion Kendal - nr mint, model in light ash 

7000 
n stondmount 

- fair/, -Is s nv Uggecrl i . n nd in bass bargain! 
Dean t st sound 
Epos E3r,0 MI5 - SEALED X, dig. cherry.,..8ARGAIN!!! 

ES14 - nr mint, sç 80s classic 
i.i rook HL Monitor Mk II - i H r HB100 - vgc, superb vhn 
KEF 103.2 R f - " r mint, boxed 
KEF 8- mint 
KEF Concord 0/ -„ex7withistands 
Mission 7631 - ex, block tloorstander, boxed 
Rego 

Tannoy 
Rogers Studio Monitor - Otiginalte.; wi stands - suintflve amps 

R2 - good, boxed, -sligs ç erry Hoorsta . r 

VAarfedale Siet5o.21-'n'rgrciínTexec?, Ukrînrinsrlinou'°n nrie 
TDJ. 

Tuner 
Al ha - vgc,IsTed 

FM7 - blocigito , 
31•11 - ex, igital 

, presets,îr mint boxed 
11,12601 - ex bock, dig, , presets 

D(3000 - ax, igitai presets 
FM - vgi bo 

STG901 - ex,  igita, presets 

Tape 

I" c4;drow_ereflii;Zeteetc 
Horne Cinema 

TX595 - nr mint, boxed DTS 51 etc 
STR-0B940 - vgc DTS 5 1 etc 

VA777E5 - nr mint, manuals and posh remote BARQAINII 
V510 decoder & 5 spkr system - nr mint boxed 

99 
299 
499 
149 
479 
199 
999 
749 
149 

1099 
249 

ON DEM 
ON OEM 

399 
129 
125 

ON OEM 
99 
299 
179 
175 
125 
119 
249 
4195 
799 

ON OEM 

89 
195 
175 
89 

279 
375 
849 
249 
179 
379 
119 
249 

DUE IN 
119 
149 
129 
89 
89 

79 
125 
149 
349 
225 
249 
329 
1199 
225 
79 

599 
325 
279 
199 

2495 
225 
149 
479 
149 
199 
119 
119 
229 
399 
149 
349 
395 
179 
275 
349 
175 
125 
125 
75 

749 

149 
99 

549 
195 
249 
379 
75 

479 
ode 

7e 
199 
80 
129 
119 
75 
199 
199 
299 
75 

59 
79 

249 
59 
99 
69 
89 

Call for details 
75 

199 
199 
599 
179 

LOADS MORE INEXPENSIVE HIFI IN STOCK, RING FOR DETAILS 

Call 01325 241888 and don't be frightened of the machine. 
If you want to pop in, we usually open the shop only on Saturdays, 
10 till 5, unless there's something better to do, so please please check 

before travelling! 

PART EXCHANGE A SPECIALITY 
Your equipment wanted for cash - best prices paid 

Weald Audio 
purveyors of esoteric & quality hi-fi components 

07966 267404 email coom@btinternet.com 
This months Delights 
Theta gen V dac (£6200) £1695 
Quad els63 speakersblack with stands £1150 
Audio Research sp9 mk2 (£2850) £1095 
Perpetual Technologies PI -A P3-A dac,upsampler,monolith pwr 
supply,with level 2 Dan Wright upgrade,brand new full warranty etc, POA 
Apogee Calipers(brand new,custom finish,ring !) £ 1895 
Apogee Duettas mk2 (brand new custom finish ring!) £2995 
Accuphase dp801 cd transport (£6000!!) £1095 
Unison Research smart 845 monoblocks(the best) £2095 
Mark levinson no.23 pwr amp £2595 
Mirage 1090i omni dir. Spkrs £ 4955 
DPA Enlightenment pre/pwr(late chrome models) 19 
Roksan attessa dac/pwr supply £595 
Nakamichi CRIE 2 head tape deck £195 
Audiostatic ES200 e/stats 

1374955 Art Audio Quintet 15 watts of valve loveliness! 
Conrad Johnson PFILpreamp £695 
Conrad Johnson PV5 valve pream £595 
Counterpoint SA I 2 valve hybrid unbeatable!) 

££859955 Counterpoint SA20 valve hybrid more unbeatable!) 
Counterpoint DA I 1E cd transport (philips cdm4) £495 
Krell KA - 30Oil integrated ( 3013 watts/channel!!) £2195 
DNM 3 box ban powered preamp. £695 
Ray Lumley valve reference pre/pwr (chrome)£ 695 
Meridian 601 dac/preamp (E2100)£(695 
Audiolab 8000s remote amp £345 
Krell 3001 integrated amp £1295 
Similar high quality components always required,please 
ring or leave details via email,call us last we try harder! 

Low cost shipping available,demos by appointment only. 
We are currently 5 mins from j28/m25 

AUDIOJUMBLE 

2004  

ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI 
EQUIPMENT AT:- THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE 

TONBRIDGE. KENT. 

SUNDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 2004 
10.30AM - 4.30PM 

STALLS £25-00 ADMISSION £3-00 

9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00 
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY 

MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE' 

*VALVE AMPS * TUNERS * RECORDS * 
* SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS * 

*BOOKS * CASSETTE DECKS* C.D. PLAYERS * 

www.audiojumble.co.uk 
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SUSSEX SURPLUS 
Oak Farm, Goose Green Lane, Thakeham, West Sussex, RH20 2LW 

Telephone: 01798 817496 Fax: 01798 817560 

ECC8I MALLARD 
ECC82 MALLARD 
ECC83 MALLARD 
M8161 MALLARD 
M8136 MULLARD 
M8I37 MALLARD 
V6G [RIMAR UK 
V6G USA 
C31 MALLARD 
(32 MALLARD 
(33 MAURO 
(34 MALLARD 
(35 MALLARD 
/80 WHIM 
/81 MALLARD 
181 [RIMAR 
180 [RIMAR 
(186 TEA 
K166 CLEAR DEC 
K166 GREY DEC 
KT66 SHOULDERED DEC 
0161 DEC 
0188 DEC 
6030 «LARD 
6234 MALLARD 
6232 MALLARD 
6237 MALLARD 
6237 COSSOR 
ECC88 PHILIPS 
E88CC MALLARD 
CCASIE MENS 
EF37A MALIAN 
1186 MALLARD 
1E34 MAURO 
EL37 MALLARD 
Et156 TELEFUNKEN 
U18/20 DEC 
FW4-500 MALLARD 
M14 DEC 
MEA DEC 
6SN7 [RIMAR 
6917 USA 
12AX7 WAGE 
E/90 MALLARD 
6X4 DEC 
5U4G DEC 

£8 
£22 
£35 
£8 

£18 
£42 
£22 
£15 
£35 

£100 
£45 
£40 
640 
£10 
£13 
£12 
£9 

£10 
£70 
£85 

£130 
£30 

6160 
£10 
£45 
£35 
635 
£50 
£15 
£30 
640 
£15 
£25 
£80 
£80 

6175 
£30 
£20 
£25 
£25 
£30 
£20 
£25 
£12 
£10 
£70 

5R4GY SIC 
S11112 SIC 
DA42 DEC 
6080 USA 
6L6G USA 
6L6G ST( 
5881 USA 
5881 RUSSIAN 
40331 SIC 
I2AU7 [RIMAR 
6132 PHILIPS 
LS7 DEC 
6550AGE USA 
5U4G8 RCA 
6/33 MULLLARD 
DET25 DEC 
E184 MOLLARD 
58255M SIC 
5B254M SIC 
6P15 MAZDA 
163 DEC 
111GE USA 
1186 MALLARD 
[1184 BRIMAR 
807 USA 

BLOCK PAPER CAPACITORS 
0 25UF 1000V IC( 
OEUF 3000V DUB 
25UF 1700V KC 
0 1UF 5000V DUB 
111F 1500V IC( 
0 SUE 1000V TCC 
8UF 200V KC 
0 SAGO 25UF 350V 
12UF 3504 DUE 
8UF 600V DUB 
[UF 1000V DUB 
0 5UF 800V FCC 
1UF 1500V DUB 
FUR 600V DUE 
1UF 600V TCC 
4UF 600V DUB 
4UF 800V DUB 
4UF 1000V DUB 
4UF 1500V TCC 

£25 211F 600V DUE 
£20 2UF 1000V ICC 
£15 
£10 
£30 
£45 
£35 
£8 

£12S 
£12 
£25 
£60 
£35 
£20 
£30 

£125 
£10 
£15 
£15 
£10 
£15 

£125 
£10 
£5 

£10 

AXIAL CAPACITORS 
USAF 500V DU 0/F 
SUE 500V (1103 0/F 
1UF 1000V 118 0/F 
.25 UF 500V TCC 0/F 
IUF 1500V EC( 0/F 
OUF 500V HUNTS 
OEUF 350V TCC 0/F 
001e 1000V IC( 0/F 
0.2511F 500V PLESSEY 
11SUF 350V EC( 0/F 
I.7UF 1000V SPRAUGE 
1UF 400V ICW POLY 
.681IF 400V KW POLY 
0.IUF 2000V EIRIE 0/ 
0.2201 630V WIMA 
101400V WIMA 
0.22UF 400V MALLARD 

CHOKES 
20H 12061A PARM 0/F 
10H 25000 PARM 0/F 
10H 150MA FARM 0/F 

£15 10H 120MA PARM 0/F 
£20 10H 1001M PERM 0/F 
£20 5 H SOOMA PARM 0/F 
£20 5 H 250MA PARM 0/F 
620 5 H 180MA PARM 0/1 
DES 5 H 1001AA PARM 0/F 
6I0 5011 SOMA PARM 0/F 
67 2 H 300/AA PLESSEY 0/F 

£12 6 H 250MA PLESSEY 0/F 
£15 16H 30MA PLESSEY 0 
£20 45H 5MA PLESSEY 0 
£15 10H 120MA VARNISHED 
£18 5 H 2501A4 VARNISHED 
£8 20H 120MA VARNISHED 
£12 10H 150MA VARNISHED 
£10 10H 75MA VARNISHED 
£15 I6H 120MA VARNISHED 
£18 SOH 25MA POTTED 
£20 15H 120MA POTTED 

£8 
£12 

DIO 
DIO 
£10 
£6 
£6 
64 
£5 
£3 
£5 
£5 
£5 
£3 
63 

£10 
£3 
£2 
£3 

£50 
£50 
£40 
£40 
£35 
£50 
£40 
£40 
£35 
£50 
£20 
£35 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£30 
£45 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£45 
£40 

TRANSFORMERS 
FLAMERO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
380-0-380 176MA FWR 
1500- 150 7MA FWR 
3.2-03 2 3A (x2/ 
64V 2.3A (x2) 
3.2-0-3.2 1.24 £60 

GRESHAM 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
500-450-0450500 140MA £40 

GRESHAM 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350-0-350 200MA 
0-150 400MA 
0-6.3 3A 0-5 3A 
0-6.3 2A 

PLESSEY 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
365-0365 1151AA 
57-057 60MA 
6538 6 5 3A 6 5 2A 
6 5 40018A 

GRESFLMI 0/F 
PRIMARY 100-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
400-350-0-350-400 ISOMA 
40-0350-0350-400 150/AA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
450-40-035e35-0400-450 
38 DMA DC (CH) 
240MA DC (01 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350-300-030-0350 120MA 
COM- 4 -6 3 3A 
COM- 4 . 5 - 3A 

£60 COM- 4 -6 3 - 4A 

PARME(0 0/F 
PRIMARY 20-0250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
45-0400-040-0450 120MA 
COM- 4 -5- 3A 

£50 COM- 4 -6 3 - 36 
COW 4-63 - SA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOSC SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
175-0-275 4000 
6.4 600MA 65 2A £50 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
22S-0-225 100MA 
6 4 1 SA 

PARA1EKO C/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
150-0-150 B9MA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-130 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 

£50 40-0350-0350-400 6000 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 100-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
450-400-0400-450 250MA 

£60 COM- 4 -6.3 - 4A (x21 
COM- 4 -5 -3A 
COM- 4 -6.3 - 3A £115 

£95 

£95 

GARDENERS POTTED 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350300-0-300-350 100/AA 
6318 6 3 3A 
0-5-6 3 2A £60 
GARDENERS POTTED 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350-0-350 70/M 
3 15-63 153 SA 
700 10 MA £60 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 50CS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
(OM- 4 -S -6 3 -3A lx2) £45 

£95 PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SUN 
SECONDARYS 
COM -4 - 5 -6.3 3A 
COM -5 3A 

640 COM -4 -6.3 3A Lx21 £55 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS URN 
SECONDARYS 

£50 0-2.5-5-6.3 2A (x4) £60 

P&P £5 PER ORDER TRANSFORMERS AND OVERSEAS POSTAGE AT COST 
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 

Connoisseur ,4ucf-io 
VISA 

CALL FOR GREAT DEALS ON 'EX-DEM' AND 'B' STOCK ITEMS! 

Choose From: 
AUDIO ANALOGUE * AUDIO PHYSIC * CROFT BLUENOTE * DIAPASON * 

DYNAVECTOR * EAR * FINAL * GRAAF * LYRA * OPERA * PATHOS ACOUSTICS 

STAX * SUMIKO * TRIANGLE * UNISON RESEARCH * AUDUSA* ANALYSIS PLUS 

ECOSSE * KEMP ELEKTRONICS * PS AUDIO *AUDIOPAX 

MANLEY LABS * CLEARLIGHT * ASPEKT RDC * PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES 

* * * * * OUR GUARANTEE * * * * * 

• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE 

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT 

• 6 MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT 

• CUSTOMER CARE- BEFORE & AFTER YOU BUY 

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk  

Tel: 0845-166-1249 

info@connoisseuraudio.co.uk 

MAXIMISE YOUR PREVIOUS INVESTMENT WITH OUR UNBEATABLE PART 

EXCHANGES 
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Oxford Audio 
Consultants Ltd. 

OUR SUPERB SERVICE IS THE SAME REGARDLESS OF PR It E 
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Ex-Demonstration & Previously Owned Equipment 

SALE LIST 
Martin Logan SL3 speakers £1795 SH 
NAIM CDS CD Player ex dem £950 XD 
NAIM NAIT 5 £650 XD 
GM Audio BCD table half price £675 XD 
Copland CD289 CD Player f 1 295 SH 
Conrad Johnson PVIOB preamp £P.O.A. 
Naim NAP500 power amp £9250 XD 
Audio Analogue Puccini Remote £ 395 SH 
Naim 112/150 P.O.A. 
Krell FPB200 power amp £3995 SH 
Audio Physic Calderas P.O.A. SH 
Transparent Reference XL bal interconnect & speaker cable P.O.A. SH 

Krell KAV300iL £2295 SH 
Sim 2 HT300 projector ex dem £5995 XD 
Krell FPB200c power amp £4995 SH ' 
Martin Logan CLSIIz mint P.O.A. 
Tag McLaren T32 tuner with DAB module £1495 XD 
Naim NAC252 £3195 XD 
Tag McLaren DVD32R DVD Player ex dem £2995 XD 
Denon DV5000 DVD Player £ 795 SH 
Onkyo TX DS 989 AV amplifier £1295 SH 

Krell FPB600 £6495 SH 
Wilson System 6.1 Ferrari Grey £9995 SH 
Krell 250p preamplifier £995 SH 
dCS Delius £2500 SH 
Martin Logan Aeon ex dem £2295 XD ' 
Graaf 13.5 preamplifier £1695 SH 
Onkyo Integra system - our dem models £5995 XD 
Ventas P400 Power Amplifier as new £1995 XD 

SH - Second Hand XD - EX Demonstration 

0% interest free credit 
Licensed Credit Broker 

REFER TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST UPDATED SALE LIST. 
Agar-eres .naude AC011etle Energy. Alone., Atacama Au. Analogue. An. Research. Beye, BOSE. Castle nnon1Comparn. 

Copland. Grose°, Deno, Mapes°, Dwin Electron... FuinsuOM Bo. Goldeng. Great. Integra Systems. IXOS laces. awn° Mal 
0,elsta Krell. leacon. LIVIrq Control. Loewe TV/Vedeo, Iron CI.., Lyre Maranta. Martin Logan. Neel,. Muscat I Idea, NAD. Nam 

NEC Gas Plasma Screens, Nalaarnbch, Nord., Onkyo. Opera, Ortoton Parasouad. Renee-. F•roAc. Protect Temtables, OED 
Malmo, Oued. Ouadraspore. BEL Subwoolere Sennceser. Sharp LCD TVs. SME Sonos Fate,. Sons Systems. Soundetyle 
Sloan troVo. Sise, Sewa,r Scrncr,o ra,, UcLe,er, lsrrsoy leo' mOr r,,, rra,o,,r Unoa, Research Ver den Cri Vete 

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE. 
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS 

('anta. House, Park End Street 

I 13 /\. 1 )/\ Oxford OX1 1JD 
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879 

Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665 

E-MAIL: oxford.audio@lninternetcom 

WEBSITE: www.oxfordaudio.co.uk 

V.A.T. No. 
729580013 

TEL/FAX 
0121 747 4246 

QUALITY USED 
EQUIPMENT, 

BOUGHT, SOLD, 
PART EXCHANGE 

URGENTLY REQUIRED 
LINN, NAIM, 

MERIDIAN, QUAD, 
CASH WAITING 

RRP NOW £ 
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR 1 MTR EX DEM 815 395 
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP 2600 995 
ADVANTAGE SI CD 3150 1995 
ALOIA PST11 01 WITH PHONO 2765 1395 
ARCAM FMJ A32 1200 750 
ATC 20ASL ACTIVE ROSEWOOD 5600 2495 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 3500 1695 
AUDIO RESEARCH D130 2000 995 
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155 INTEGRATED 2895 2095 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE 85(X) 2995 
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER 4700 2395 
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL NEW 8275 5795 
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X 4000 2495 
BEL CANTO EVO2 3000 1995 
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO 12995 7995 
BOULDER 1060 POWER 16500 10995 
BURMESTER 935 MK 2 WITH MC PHONO 4000 2295 
BURMESTER 001 CD 9500 4995 
BURMESTER 956 MK 2 6500 3795 
CHORD CPA 3200 E 4800 2695 
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,TQl,SIGNATURE, 
ACCURATE P/S,6STREAM 9600 5995 
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TQl LINEAR ARM 7575 4795 
CLEARAUDIO STYLUS GAUGE 300 175 
CLEAR AUDIO STROBE KIT 100 
CLEARAUDIO MAJIX 4 AVAILABLE 175 

CONFIAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO 2300 
COPLAND CSA 14 1500 
DYNAVECTOR HX75 2300 
EPOS ES 22 CHERRY 1200 
GAMUT D200 3995 
HOVLAND HP-100 + WC PHONO 5750 
HOVLAND HP-100 UNE ONLY 2 WEEKS OLD 4750 
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP 7000 
HOVLAND RADIA 7995 
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS 3500 
KRELL KPS 28C 9000 
KRELL KAV 300IL 3698 
KRELL KAV 3001 2500 

LAVARDIN IS REFERENCE 2295 
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK N/A 
UNN KOLEKTOR PRE 550 
UNN CLASS1K MOVIE NEW SEALED BOX 2000 
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM 3500 
MARANTZ CD17 KI SIG MK11 GOLD 1200 
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT12 WEEKS OLD 4500 
MARK LEVINSON NO 37 TRANSPORT 4500 
MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC 4000 
MERIDIAN 518 900 
MICHELL GYRO QC ORIGIN LJVE 250 1600 
MICHELL QC P/S 440 
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA CD 3000 
MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S 1200 
NAIM 140 750 
NAIM HEADLINE 250 
NAIM 62 WM PHONO OLIVE CASE 400 
NAIM 72 N/A 
NORDOST SPM REF I MTR RCA 900 
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDMON 9500 
PASS ALEPH P REMOTE 4750 
PRIMARE D30.2 1680 
PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY 2500 
QUAD 989 ANTIQUE 4500 
SME 10 SERIES V ARM KOETSU ONYX SIG 6000 
SOLILOQUY S10 SUB ROSEWOOD 1600 
SONUS FABER CREMONA 5000 
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW 8295 
SPECTRAL DMC10 PRE 2000 
SPECTRAL MIT 3301 MIR INTERCONNECT 500 
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK 11 MTR INTERCONNECT 1200 
SPECTRAL 770 MK1 2X 10 FT SPEAKER CABLE 3000 
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER AMP 3300 
TEAC Ti TRANSPORT 650 
THETA PROGENY 1100 
WADIA 302 4000 

65 
95 

1300 
695 
1495 
395 
1995 
3995 
2995 
4495 
5995 
1795 
5995 
2495 
1295 
1495 
195 
350 
1295 
2295 
695 

3495 
2695 
1495 
450 
895 
250 
1995 
695 
395 
150 
150 
350 
495 

3995 
1595 
995 
1595 
3295 
3495 
595 

3495 
4995 
795 
295 
495 
995 

2195 
350 
450 

3195 

OPEN MON-SUN 10.00 TO 8.00 
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk. 
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk 

ALSO AGENTS FOR 

Advantage. Balanced audio technologies. Boulder. Burmester. 
Egleston. Hovland.Kharma. Lumley. Pass labs. Sound lab. VIL. 
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, WEST Sussex. BN14 OEJ 
Tel. 01903-872288 or (after hours) 07860 660001 Fax. 01903-872234 

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com //www.hifi-stereo.com 
i°v101 Heatherdale Ter 

"'audio limited 
IlEATHERDALE PRE-OWNED GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

111.1/0 
Jamo Concert 8 spellers 
Harbelh LS512A Moretors 
Lem Index Speakers 
Ettax Rcor Standina überty 5. Speakers 
Eke Monrtor III 
Revel Salto SpeaWs Ex Demo Black GOSS Rosewood Sete Panefs(£15995) on °her tor 
Revel Studio Speakers Ex Demo akck Gkoss Rosewood SodePanetsf£104951 on offer for £ 
Teac 15A7 Satellite Speakers 
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex Demo 
Epos ES12 Speakers 
B.W CDM1 Speakers 
B.W CdmI Speakers 
B.W matrix 1 Speakers 
Mirage M3 SI Speakers 
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model) ( Black Ash) Just Reduced From £250 
Audio Physics tempo speaker 
Revel Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2 Sub 15's 
Ellas Symphony floor standing speakers 
Orchid PLLI Speakers ademo 

Conrad Johnson PVIIL Pre Amp 
Nairn kas 92 Pre Amp 
Exposure II 612 Pre Amp & Power Supply Just Reduced troer £900 
Adcom SIP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp 

£2495 
£375 
£350 
£395 
£295 

£1495 
£150 
f995 

£5995 
£99 

£3495 

£1595 
£350 
£650 
£350 

MF2500A Ampldier 
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp 

£6435 Mark Levinson Ret 33 Mono Blocks Es Demo 
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks 

5.1;95_, Krell NSA 50s Power Amp 
£ukk Audio Research 0130 Power Amp 

£140 Lentek Integrated Amp rare classic 
£95 Meridian 605 Mono Blocks 

pzez65 Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps Wah MF3a Pre Amp & Psu 

7995 levre'l'› treib,A,',zeFrIC;"?Sub15's 
Audionote Npro Mono amps 
Nakamichl PA 5 Stasis Power Amp Cost New £ 1150 
Adcorn GFA 5300 Power Amp 

Mark Levinson 37 Cd Transport 
Mark Levinson Reference 315 transport with 1.4130.6 
SAC mint condition. boxed. 

MEEM IYalign Superb Condemn 
Audio Note (NondM KSLACZ Mains Cable ( new 8 boxedj Irntr 
Audio Note (Rondo 2mtr paulnterconnect 
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries rca interconnects wit .oclung connectors 
normal retail £650 our price £425 
Shunyata Ea Demo 1 5 Ares rea Interconnects with locking connectors 
normal retail £800 our price £495 
Shunyata ex Demo 3m tyra Speaker CAN Spades with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 
our perce £995 
Totem Model 1 Stands New Unused £250 NNE wens avallaNe. lie I. eles Bk Flaince. essilWri ley. leilielers 

VISA • SWITCH • MASTER CARD - AMEX - DINERS CLUB WELCOME. 
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER A MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE. WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW & USED STOCK and buy In for cash 

£1595 
£1595 

£17995 
£2995 
f2195 
£1295 
£495 
£995 
£995 
£695 

£5995 
£5995 
£695 
£350 

£1995 
£2750 

Transparent 1 5 mtroigital Interconnect 
Pioneer Elite DVD/CDNideo Cd player Region 1 DOD 
Yamaha DOD Player 5795 
Rev°. H11 Cassette Deck 
Nakarnieln Tri-Tracer 1000 Cassette Deck 
Nakamel, 680 3 Saud Cassette Deck 
Sansul TU-D990 Tuner 
Madr ial CZ Gel I mtr Balanced Interconnect 
Stax /40 Headphones 
lmtr lerdo Ks' Lp Interconnect (Normal Price £20001 
Yamaha Ct-810 Am/Fm Tuner 
Nakamichi 042 cassette deck 
5 mtr foulard bywire speaker cable 
Stax SR007 omega ref (08117 head phone 8 SRM0071 dual trade) Normal Retail £2995 

Zinn?, 

£195 
£695 
£145 
£375 
f395 
£395 
£55 

£275 
£850 
£995 
£125 
£195 
£395 

£1995 
£1995 
£850 

£2995 
Audio Note M7 Phono Stage £995 

P OA. Koetsu Urushi Gold Unused BARGAIN £P0A 
Koetsu Red Unused BARGAIN £PDA 

£1200 Lumley straosphere turntable (Cold plated) wIth dedicated stand & large power sup £2 
MKhell gyrodeck w th go power supply 

£350 Verdier Ebony Woof aren board Normal Relui £800 
£169 Mahe Jubilee Cartridge £995 

MIPIStudlo Dac 
CEC DX51 MK2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW 
CEC OX71 MK2 DAG NEW 

£850 
£2295 
£1595 

www.soundsexpensive.com 
Hi-Fi & Audio Consultants, Sales and Service 

Buy What Hi Fi's Award 
winners at the cheapest prices! 

ale MUSONIC 
STYLI 

SPECIALIST MANUFACTURER & 
SUPPLIER FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS 

REPLACEMENTS & ORIGINALS 

MANY OBSOLETE/78 VERSIONS 

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES 

RECORD/TAPE/CD ACCESSORIES 

WHY NOT TRY US AND HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE!! 

NAGAOKA CARTRIDGES NOW IN STOCK 

For further information tel/fax/e-mail to:-

MUSONIC (UK) LIMITED 
Unit 13 Wenta Business Centre Colne Way 

Watford Hertfordshire WD24 7ND 

Tel: 01923 213344 Fax: 01923 213355 
E-mail:sales@musonic.co.uk 

VISIT OUR UPDATED WEBSITE 
www.musonic.co.uk 

VISA," Trade and Export enquiries welcome s rfaed 

IAN HARRISON HI-FI TEL. 01283 702875 
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY 

MASSIVE NEW YEAR SALE! 
TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO WM OFF THE PAR 

I HIP! FURNITURE 

DENON 

SHURE 

AUDIO TE-CHNICA 

GOWRING 

SUMIKO 

TRANS-

FIGURATION 

LONDON (DECCA) 

GRADO 

ORTOFON 

RESON 

CLEAR AUDIO 

KOETSU 

SHUN MOOK 

TONEARMS 

GRAHAM 

MOTH 

CLEAR AUDIO 
SONY 

HADCOCK CREEK 
MICHEll ORELLE 

OPTIMUM 
ASH DESIGN 
APOLLO 
SOUND STYLE 
SOUND 
ORGANISATION 
ALPHASON 

CABLES 

BLACK RHODIUM 
TRANSPARENT 
QED 
ORTOFON 
NORDOST 
ARGENTO 
AUDIO 
SUPRA 
WIREWORLD 

TURNTABLES 

MICHELL 
CLEAR AUDIO 

CD PLAYERS 

Mil News Cartridge Alignment Gauge £5 

Hifi News Test Record & 

Alignment Gauge £15 

Shure SF5/2 Tracking Force Gauge £25 
PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. 
ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES. 

NO EX. OEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS. GOODS ARE NOT 
UPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHON 

OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES. 
SUPPLIER OF HIFI PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES SINCE 1986 

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM- IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, 
DERBY DE65 6GQ. TEL: 01283 702875. 9am 9.m INCLUDING SUNDAYS. 

HEADPHONES 

STAX 

SENNHEISER 

SONY 

AKG 

GRADO 

AUDIO-

TECHNICA 

DAT 

TASCAM 
SONY 

CASSETTE DECKS 

PIONEER 

SONY 

MINI DISC 

SONY 

TUNERS 

SONY 

CREEK 

DUD 

SONY 

PHONO STAGES 

TRICHORD 
MOTH 
CREEK 
NAD 
EAR 
TOM EVANS 
CLEAR AUDIO 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

ELAC 
SONY 
HARBETH 
CABASSE 
SHUN MOOK 
EPOS 
ORELLE 

AMPLIFIERS 

CREEK 
HALCRO 
MOTH 
CAT 
GAMUT 
ALOIA 
EAR 
AUDIO VALVE 
ACCUS77C ARTS 
GRAAF 
ORELLE 

Audio Technica Stylus 

Cleaning Fluid 

Clearaudio Carbon Fibre Record 

Cleaning Brush  

£5 

£14 
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diverse v 
10 charles st newport south wales np20 1 ju 
01633 259661/256261 salesediversevinyl.com 

NEW ON DIVERSE RECORDS/REAL WORLD RECORDS 
Adrian Sherwood - Never Trust A Hippy £16.90 (price change) 

Dolly Varden - Dumbest Magnets (Due in Feb) 

NEW RELEASES FOR FOR FEB/MARCH 
Franz Ferdinand 

Lambchop 

Lambchop 

Kinobe 

Pearl Jam 

Air 

Kelis 

Lone Pigeon 

Jawbreaker 

Chromatics 

Roy Ayers 

Arthur Russell 

Franz Ferdinand 

Aw C'Mon 

No You C'Mon 

Wide Open 

Lost Dogs 

Talkie Walkie 

Tasty 

Sch000zzzmmi 

Dear You 

Plasterhounds 

Virgin Ubiquity 

The World Of (Soul Jazz) 

Bobby Conn/Glass Gypsies The Homeland 

Alicia Keys 

Various 

Varoius 

Diary Of 

Zen: Ninja Tune Compilation 

Zen: The Remixes 

£TBC 

£TBC 

£TBC 

£TBC 

£TBC 

£15.90 

£15.90 

£11.90 

£13.90 

£9.90 

£TBC 

£15.90 

£TBC 

£15.90 

£16.90 

£16.90 

ALBUM OF THE MONTH  

THE CORAL "Nightfreaks And The Sons Of Becker" £9.90 
Very limited release from Liverpool's Finest 

NEW REISSUES: 
C,S,N.Y 

Bob Dylan 

Love 

Yardbirds 

Vanilla Fudge 

Undertones 

Marc Bolan 

Allman Brothers 

HP Lovecraft 

Ella Fitzgerald 

Pogues 

Déjà vu ( Classic Records) 

Bob Dylan (Sundazed Mono) 

Four Sail (Sundazed) 

Live Blues Wailing ( 1964) 

Vanilla Fudge (Mono) 

Undertones 

Beginning Of Doves ( 1966) 

Live At Filmore (Classic) 

HP Lovecraft 2 

Sings Duke Ellington 4LP Set 

Rum, Sodomy & The Lash 

£26.90 

£16.90 

£16.90 

£16.90 

£16.90 

£14.90 

£17.90 

£41.90 

£15.90 

£TBC 

£15.90 

DIVERSE VINYL AT THE HI FI SHOWS: 
NORTHERN SOUND & VISION SHOW 

Feb 7th and 8th at the Radisson SAS, Manchester Airport 

SOUND & VISION - THE BRISTOL SHOW 
Feb 20th - 22nd at the Marriot, Castle Street, Bristol 

SEE YOU THERE! 

DISCO ANTI STAT LP CLEANER 

Probably the most economical LP cleaning device on 

the market 

Only £41.95 

Call for details 

Call for a catalogue of over 3500 

brand new LPs, or visit 

www.diversevinyl.com 

c-7--à listening 
' rooms 

SALE LIST 
PRICE NEW SALE PRICE 

KRELL KAV 500i Int Amp 

CYRUS DVD7 

CYRUS 5 AMPLIFIER 

CYRUS 7 AMP 

CYRUS AV MASTER - PROCESSOR 

AUDIO RESEARCH LS16 PRE AMP BLK 

ARCAM DV88 DVD PLAYER 

ARCAM DIVA A75 AMP 

ARCAM ALPHA 7R AMP 

ARCAM FMJ A22 Inc DAVE AC3/DTS processor 

TAG MCLAREN DPA32R ( Digital pre inc DAB) 

TAG MCEAREN 5R - 5 CHANNEL POWER AMP 

MARTIN LOGAN AEON 

MARTIN LOGAN SCENARIO 

CELESTION CI - Compact speakers 

CELESTION - Cl - Floorstanders 

LINN MAJIK - INT AMP 

LINN KAIRN - PRE AMP 

LINN 5140 - FLOORSTANDERS approx. 
LINN KABERS -BLK 

MERIDIAN 556 - 2 CH POWER AMP 

MERIDIAN 596 

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player smardink (as new) 

MERIDIAN 561 Surround Controller 

MERIDIAN 562v.2 Controller 

MERIDIAN 556 Power amp 

MERIDIAN 588 CD 

MERIDIAN 507 CD 

MERIDIAN 568.2 mm Smartlink ( as new) 

VIENNA BEETHOVEN Speaker ( Beech) 

VIENNA MOZART Speakers ( Beech) 

VIENNA WALTZ centre Speaker ( Beech) 

VIENNA MAHLER 

PROCEED AVP PROCESSOR. VGC/LIGHT USE 

PROCEED PMDT DVD RAYER. VGC/L1GHT USE 

MUSICAL F1DELTY XA I OOR - INT AMP 

MISSION 780 - ROSEWOOD 

MISSION 783 - BEECH (Good condition) 

MISSION 78 AS Active sub ( new) 

MISSION 173 E (new) 

ROTEL RB985 5 Channel amp (new) 

NAKAMICH MB I 0 5- disc multi CD 

£4,995.00 

£1,000.00 

£500.00 

£100.00 

£,500.00 

£1,000.00 

£470.00 

£280.00 

£1,850.00 

£1,990.00 

£2,995.00 

£3,148.00 

£2,498.00 

£199.00 

£499.00 

£650.00 

£1,400.00 

£2,400.00 

£995.00 

£2,150.00 

£3,195.00 

£2,995.00 

£1,500.00 

£995.00 

£2,100.00 

£1,195.00 

£4,305.00 

£2,500.00 

£1,500.00 

£500.00 

£5000.00 

£4,700.00 

£5,495.00 

£900.00 

£300.00 

£1,000.00 

£100.00 

£399.00 

£599.00 

£500.00 

REDROSE Valve system (amp & speakers) I yr old £ 10,000.00 

£2,295.00 

£599.00 

£329.00 

£419.00 

£100.00 

£2,195.00 

£679.00 

£309.00 

£189.00 

£999.00 

£1,189.00 

£1,199.00 

£2,195.00 

£1,629.00 

£114.00 

£299.00 

£399.00 

£595.00 

£199.00 

£395.00 

£649.00 

£1,925.00 

£2,395.00 

£2,095.00 

£995.00 

£595.00 

£1,495.00 

£819.00 

£2,995.00 

£1,495.00 

£995.00 

£350.00 

£2995.00 

£2,519.00 

£,995.00 

£599.00 

£219.00 

£599.00 

£450.00 

£199.00 

£349.00 

£200.00 

£3,995.00 

Hi-Fi Multiroom and home cinema 

PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE 
FOR LATEST OFFERS! 
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THE LISTENING ROOMS LTD 

161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SVV5 OUJ 

TEL: 020- 7244 7750/59 FAX: 020 - 7370 0192 

www.thelisteningrooms.com 
E-mail: tIr@btclick.com Mon-Sat 10-6pm 
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AVANTGARDE UNO Horn 

.oudspeaker £ 3500. Musical 
Fidelity Tri-Vissa SACD 

Super Audio CD player, 
mint, boxed, £3000. Tel: 020 
8531 5979 or 07903 265205 

(Mar(I) 

KIMBER SELECT 101 I inter-

connect cables. 2 pairs £200 
each (£ 367). 1 Russ Andrews 

Purifier Block, 8 outlets RA 

Powercord £300 (£500).Tel: 
01604 410726 (Northampton) 

(Mar(I) 

QUAD 988 CEVintage, fin'sh, 

purchased August 2003, with 

extended war-anty. £2500 

(£3750).TacT M2150 digital 

amp, purchased September 

2003, £2300 ;£3800). Ca-das 

Golden Cross 0.5m with 

Eichmann Bul ets £ 300.Tel: 

013 I 225 9002, Email: 

S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk 

(Mar(I) 

SNELL J2 speakers (walnut) on 
'Pirates' stands. Recent new 

AudioNote silver drivers - 

nice! £475. Musical Fidelity X-

Dac ( HDCDi as new, boxed 
£150. Both ono.Tel: 07941 923 

881 anytime (Sussex coast) 

(Mar(I) 

CASTLE HARLECH floor-
standers wiith plinths, yew 
finish, mint condition and 
boxed, £620 ono. 
Audioquest Indigo+ speaker 

cable 2x 3.5 metres, offers. 
Tel: 01858 462 061 or 525 
463 evenings ( Market 

Harborough) ( Mar(I) 

KRELL KRC3 pre-amp mint 

£1495.Theta Carmen 
CD/DVD transport mint 

£1395. Sonus Faber Signums 
mint £695.Teac VRDS7 fully 
Trichord madded £295.Tel: 

0121 744 9733, mobile 0775 

996 9324 (Mar(I) 

COPLAND SYSTEM. CDA266 

HDCD CD player, Copland 

CSA28 amp special order 

black with Russ Andrews 

PowerChords, ooxed as new 

with remote control. Cost 

£3000, sell £ 1400 oro.Tel: 

01224 596 076 ( Mar(I) 

NAIM AUDIO system. Pre-

amp. NAC82 monoblock, 

NAP 135 x2 Super Hi-Cap, 
speakers Dynaudio 

Contour 3.0, all boxed and 

mint condition, reasonable 

offers.Tel: 01293 886 832, 
mobile 07977 115 446 

(Mar(I) 

LP 12 (BLACK ASH), Ittok LVII, 

K9 £450 ono. Nain- NAP 140 

£200 ono. Nairn NAC 62N 

£225 ono.All boxed, good 
condition. Tel: 07931 142 693 

(Mar(I) 

PAIR QUAD ESLs on matching 

Gradient subwoofers. 

Excellent condition, magnifi-

cent sound, £ 500 ono. Tel: 

01227 752 438, Email: 

BriKelseyaol.com (Mar(I) 

TDL's RTL4's speakers, boxed, 

manuals, -ew,red, excellent 

condition £205 ono. Buyer 

collects. Pioneer F-91 tuner, 

boxed vgc £210 ono.Tel: 

01934 813 666 after 6pm or 

Email: jpric@supanet.com 

(South Bristol) ( Mar(I) 

JBL Ti5000 speakers, 3 years 

old, black, perfect condition 

£1800 (£4000).Tel: 07773 788 

317 (Ma -(1) 

C.R. DEVELOPMENTS 

Romulus integrated valve 

amplifier, 30,w per channel, 

s/steel/black/gold (£ 1300) 

£600. Meridian 506 24bit CD 

player £600. Spendor Prelude 

speakers £80.Tel 01205 750 

314 (Mar(I) 

PRIMARE PHONO Stage pre-

amp, Model R-20, vgc, £250. 
Tel: 01224 483 642 evenings 

or Email: barmonte@aol.com 
(Mar(I) 

IPLS3TL TRANSMISSION Line 
loudspeakers. Built from kit 
(mahogany). Details of model 

on IPL website. Good condi-

tion, excellent sound, £ 160 
ono. Contact Gary 0141 942 
9240 or 07789 527 028 or 

Email: mrwilson24 7@hot-

mail.com ( Mar(I) 

LINN SYSTEM for sale. lkemi, 

Kudos, Kolektor, two LK140, 

Aktiv Ninkas. Mint condition. 

Black. Original packaging etc. 

£2800.Tel: 07941 175 025 6-

7pm only or Email: 
linnsale@hotmail.com (Kent) 

(Mar(1) 

J R 149 BI-WIRED Speakers 

£100.Tandberg Series 15 
machine £50. Aiwa P22 power 

amp £25. Crimson 610 pre 

amp £25.Tascam MI06 mixing 

desk £ 100. Chilton MI2-4 

mixing desk £ 100. Revox G36 

£200. Revox A77 £200.Yamaha 
KX380 cassette deck £30. 

Aiwa AD F360 cassette deck 
£25. Marantz CD75 player 

£45. JVC DD66 3-head cas-

sette deck £45. 7 inch tapes 

£3. 10 inch NAB tapes £5. 

Revox NAB hub adaptors £25 
pair. Revox A77 acrylic cover 

£35.Tel: 07710 828286 any-

time ( Mar(I) 

MERIDIAN M60C centre 

speaker. Black, perfect con-

dition, boxed, two years 

old. £500 Meridian S41 
ProLogic pre-amplifier, 

£200 Tel: 07976 350 204 

(Cardiff) ( Mar(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 valve 
pre-amplifier, lovely sound, as 
new, mint brushed aluminium 

fascia, £550. Tel: 01424 431 536 

(Mar(1) 

TLC MAESTRO 70S stand-

mount speakers. 8 ohm 

50watt bi-wireable. Solid cabi-

nets in excellent condition and 

very musical.Two years old. 

Paid £ 300 will accpet £200.Tel: 

0113 273 3744 ( Leeds) ( Mar(I) 

NAIM SBLs, black, boxed, cur-

rent spec, immaculate, £900. 
Cyrus tuner, remote, alloy 

case, £ 100. Mission PCM 7000 
CD, remote, £ 100.Thorens 

160s, Linn LW, P77, £ I 70. All 

boxed, will demonstrate. Tel: 

01722 334 694 (Mar(I) 

LOVVTHER FIDELIO speak-

ers, gloss black finish, fitted 

with PM5A drive units in 

perfect condition, £ 1200. 

Tel: 01293 824 667 after 
6pm or Email: 

JLC@beeb.net (Mar(I) 

OFFERS INVITED. 

Homebound American selling 

two superb matched James 
Lansing 2-way speaker sys-

tems. Attractive pine finished 

JBL bass reflex enclosures. 

Inches 24x I 9xI6 ono. Other 

components available.Tel: 020 

8406 1666 ( Mar(I) 

MERIDIAN 551 integrated 

amplifier. Meridian 506 CD 

player. £650 the pair. Mission 

732 speakers, as new condi-

tion £65.Tel: 07778 895 257 

or 01252 332 097 
(Hampshire) ( Mar(I) 

CASTLE SEVERN 2SE in cher-
ry veneer plus speaker cables 

£295. Little used as brand new, 

sale due to new room furni-
ture and decor. No offers. Tel: 

Tony 020 8743 5690 ( Mar(I) 

RUSS ANDREWS power 
block (eight sockets) with 3' 

Reference Powerkord £ 175 
ono.Tel: 01249 821 288 

(Calne,VVilts) Tel: 01249 821 

288 ( Mar(I) 
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5 MINS FROM M25 

MATRIX HI-FI 
VALVE AMP 
REPAIRS 

RECORD DECKS 
IIELIOS ARM MK I 

1 INN SONDEK BASIC PLUS MAHOGANY 
1 INN LE 1 2 CIRKUS BEARING. LINGO PSU. ITIDE 

I VII TONE ARM - MINT 

ROKSAN XERXES. SME CUT 
UDIONOTE TT I. ORIGIN LIVE RB301) 

SYSTEM DECK wrni LINN LVX ARM 
I FIORENS 10150 

PIONEER ELMS 

PRE-AMPS 

\ UDIO RESEARCH LS7 LINE PRE 
\ UDIO INNOVATIONS LI - VGC 

HURMISTER GERMAN QUALITY BOXED 

‘PPAPORT 
;ATE VALVE PRE NEW 

11AFLER PRE 

MATISSE ATOM LINE VALVE PRE-AMP 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 

\ UDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 - MINT ( OND. 

\ UDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1(XX) MONO BLOCS 
ISEARD EXPORT MODEL 199) 
( ONRAD JOHNSON MV 55 - VGC 

1)YNATRON PAIR LFIO& LF108 - VGC 

ROGERS CADET II CHASSIS WITH PRE. 
ROGERS CADET III Nol 

)GERS CADET III No2 
',COTT INTERGRATED VALVE AMP 

\ UDION STERLING EL34 STEREO CHROME 
ROGERS CADET III CHASSIS PRE .1. POWER 

ROGERS RAVENSBROOK 

ROGERS CADET II CHASSIS WITH PRE. 
ROGERS JUNIOR EL84 IXO/PUT XEMR SWAP 
ROGERS MASTER EXCELLENT 

£1501X) 

(PHONE 

I 1)99191 

02494X) 
(650-00 

01991X) 

(70.00 

£55-0) 

£750 DO 

£199.00 

0399110 

02504X) 

£649-00 

0120-0(1 

(499.00 

£1.599.0(1 

£1,099(10 

099.131) 

099.00 

£449.C10 

0144-ao 
£150-00 

(150-00 

E299.00 

099-00 
(225-00 

(75.(X) 

(199-0) 

(199-00 

099-00 

QUAD 303 

QUAD 303/33 COMMIS AI ION VOL  

GATES 300B PUSH PULL SEE WEB 
VAA711MKII - EL34 PUSH PULL INTERGRATED 

ARION FLECKTRA 

SHANGLING POWER AMPS (SEE WEB SITE) 

TUNERS, CASSETTE DECKS ETC. 

YAMAHA TC-800GL WEDGE CASS. DECK 

YAMAHA K X481) CASSETTE DECK 

YAMAHA K X500 CASSETTE DECK 

YAMAHA CT7I0 TUNER 

CD/HDCD/SACD/DVD PLAYERS 

TOM EVANS EICOS PRECISION CD WITH SEPERATE 

POWER SUPPLY - AWESOME 

MICROMEGA DRIVE 2 AND DAC - MINT - BOXED 
HELIOS CD2 

MAFtANTZ CD94 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TUBE 

ANALOGUE PROCESSOR DAC 

ROKSAN DA I DAC - VGC 

SHANGLING CD TIO0 HDCD 1SEE WEB SITE ) 

SHANGLING SCD 1200 SACD ( SEE WEB SITE) 

PHILIPS CDS(4) PREDECESSOR 10 CD94 

PHILIPS OVO 6125 NEW 

SPEAKERS 

AUDIO NOTE ANK/111 MAHOGANY 

LINS KANN'S NEW CHERRY 

CELESTION Al BLACK ASH 

RI/GA ELA BLACK 

CABLES 

VARIOUS IN STOCK 

(90-00 

(150.00 

(2.500-00 

(394.00 

(399-4X) 

(2.1X10-(X) 

£8519) 

080-00 

(85-00 

£45-(X) 

(2.1110 00 

(749.(X) 

(5994X) 

03494X1 

0399-00 

(199)0 

E I .650-011 

(2.1504)0 

(1991X) 

(1151X) 

f399.00 

£299410 

£399410 

(1994X) 

PI EASE PHONE 

WWW.TUBE-WAREHOUSE.COM 

NEW 
SEE OUR NEW TUBE 
WEB SITE - MAIL 
ORDER TUBES AND 

ACCESSORIES 
DISCOUNTED 

PRICES 
GOLDEN DRAGON, SVETLANA, NOS ETC, 

OUR OWN "PRESTIGE" HAND PICKED FOR 

SOUND QUALITY PHONE 01322 281787 

NEW HIGH QUALITY HIFI •VINTAGE HIFI FOR SALE AND WANTED 

•DEM ROOM AVAILABLE VALVE AMP REPAIRS 

SEE OUR WEB SITE FOR THE LATEST STOCK 
sil \ NLING, MICHELLE, CELESTION, QED, AUDIOQUEST, SOUNDSTYLE, ETC... 
PHONE: (01322) 281700/292391 FAX: (01322) 229908 

E-MAIL: info@matrixhi-fi.co.uk WEB: www.matrixhifi.co.uk 

SHOWROOM 
65 DARENTH ROAD 

DARTFORD 
FREE EASY PARKING KENT DA 1 1LU 

Origin Live KeLreating the Original bound www.originlive.com 

merà 
KIT TURNTABLES 

"...this vinyl front end had my jaw heading 
towards the floor with the solidity and transparency 
of the music it was making...Overall a deeply 
impressive deck...brilliant value for money... 
component quality is superb and the build process 

is a doodle." 
Hi-Fi World 

"One of the most enjoyable and musically involving 
turntables I have ever heard regardless of make 

or reputation." 
Audiophile 

Now you can own a professionally built, high 
performance turntable at a fraction of the normal 
cost. All OL turntable kits are supplied in various 

forms: 
-A Standard Kit of Parts to enable you to build your 

own plinth at £282 
-The Complete Non-suspended Standard Kit 
offered with a pre-drilled & finished plinth at £349 
-The Complete Ultra Kit comes in two options. The 
Ultra Kit Classic offering a truly high end 
suspended sub-chassis turntable with beautifully 

finished finished solid wood plinth. 
The Ultra Kit Modern offers the performance of 
the Ultra Kit Classic combined with the modern 

day skeletal styling. 
Both options available at £538 

----111111.1111111111111fillre 

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM 

"Nothing less than total dynamite" 
Hi-Fi World 

If you are the proud owner of any rega tonearm, 
you are now in the enviable position to transform 
its performance into the league of super arms with 
our modifications. The OL structural modification 
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at a level 
exceeding that of arms costing over £ 1500!! High 
performance rewiring with high grade litz wire is also 
offered at an additional £70 and external rewiring 
is also £ 70 further increasing the performance. 

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this 
humble arm into a real giant killer. Gone is 
the rather grey, sterile sound of the cooking 
Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics 
have great speed and impact, and the sound 

stage is huge." 
Hi-Fi World on structural modification 

What Hi-Fi? gave this modification 5/5 

Structural Modification £ 75 
Internal Rewiring - £ 70 
External Rewiring - £70 

For arm modifications we normally return your 
arm within 2 - 3 days 

UNIVERSAL TURNTABLE MOTOR KIT 

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." 
Listener Magazine 

"The single most important upgrade you can ever 
make to any record deck concerns the motor 
drive.., nothing can prepare you for the shock of 

going DC. In a word, gobsmacking." 
Common Ground Magazine 

"...if you are thinking of upgrading your system... 
the OL DC Motor Kit should be high on your list for 

consideration." 
TNT Audio 

Designed as a drop in replacement for almost all 
tumtables, the OL upgrade DC motor kit offers vast 
improvements to all versions of Linn, as well 
as: Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock, Oracle, 
Michelle, VPI, Clearaudio, Accoustic Signature, etc. 
The kit consists of a high grade DC motor, 
aluminium electronic control box and offboard 
power supply. All this provides an extremely cost 
effective route to truly high-end audio and is 
significantly superior in performance to PS upgrades 

at three times the price. 

OL Power Supply & Motor Kit - £339 
OL Ultra Power Supply & Motor Kit - £570 

Upgrade Transformer - £175 

Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Shoiing, Southampton, 5019 2PB, UK 

Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877 www.originlive.com email: oniginlive@originlive.com 
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CAMBRIDGE R40 loudspeak-

ers, 2 pairs, £200/£250. Revox 
A77 2 track £ 125. Cambridge 

T55 tuner £50. Nakamichi 480 
cassette £100. A&R A60 amp 

£50. All vgc, need space.Tel: 

01442 389 952 or Email: 
mbond@makethedifference.ne 

t (Mar(I) 

LEAK TL 12+ amps, refurbished 

pair, excellent valve sound 
£475 ono. Helius Chameleon 

speakers HC 1000 walnut finish 

including dedicated stands 
£275 ono.Tel: 0 I 304 823 12 I 

ask for Roger. Email: 
rog.rem@btinternet.com 

(Mar(I) 

SNELL A LOUDSPEAKERS, 
sensational sound quality 
(£5000) £ 1250 ono. Pioneer 

565 CD player,Trichord modi-

fied, Clock 4 superb sound, 

giveaway £500. Miller Kreisel 

MXI25 Mk11 subwoofer 

(£1500) £850 ono. Money 

back guarantee.Tel:Allan 0117 

952 1341 (Bristol). (Mar(I) 

MAGNUM AMPLIFICATION, 
P200 preamp, moving coil 

phono stage, four line inputs, 
CD monitor, separate power 

supply (£2400) £950 ono. 
A200 stereo power amplifier, 

300 w.p.c. outperforms Krell 
(£2400) £950 ono. Money 

back guarantee. Tel: Allan 0117 

952 1341 (Bristol) (Mar(I) 

LINN KAIRN phono £425. 
Linn LK-85 £350. NAD 3020B 

amp £65. Rotel RT-8301 tuner 

£75. Rogers DB- I 0 I speakers 
(opal finish) £ 110. Linn inter-

connects (x3) £25 each.Tel: 

01226 211 740 evenings (Mar) 

QUAD 33 pre-amp, mint and 

boxed. Quad 303 power-amp, 
excellent condition including 

leads £250.Tel: 020 8783 1250 

or Email: anthonymurphy 
@blueyonder.co.uk (Mar(1) 

4 GOOD USED GEC clear 

glass KT66 £ 150. 3 Good used 
Mullard GZ32 £30. 3 good 

used EF86 (Z729) £20. GKD 
Huntingdon cabinet £ 10. 

Garrard 4HF turntable/arm 
£50. Wharfedale Isodynamic 
headphones £20. Leak TLIO 
with pre-amp £250. Pair Super 

8RS/DD in LNB cabinets £75. 
Axiom 10 £25.Tel: 0773 309 
7673 or Email: 
nnh@dmu.ac.uk (Mar(I) 

QUAD Ill_ speakers, piano 
black, little used, boxed, mint 
(079) £299. Could deliver E. 
Midlands.Tel: 0115 960 3934 

(Mar(I) 

QUAD ESL988 electrostatic 

speakers, as new £2200 ono. 
Buyer collects.Tel: 01522 720 
389 or Email: nuline.ellis@tis-

cali.co.uk (Mar(I) 

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2, 
boxed, manuals, factory condi - 

tion, superb sound, upgrading, 

£2250 ono. .Tel: Keith 07811 
272 378 or 07793 388 397 day 

or evenings (Black)(£3495) 
(Mar(I) 

QUAD ESL63, brown with 
wood trims and stands. Mint 
condition £950 ono.Thorens 
TDI50 base, cover, Thorens 

arm £85. Wanted: Rogers 
Master Mk One pre-amp. Tel: 

07976 904 381 (Mar(1) 

MERIDIAN 206B CD player 
£325. Exposure XX integrated 
amplifier £250. Rotel 
RQ970BX MM-MC phono 
amplifier £45.All items mint 

condition and boxed.Tel: 
01483 855 603 (Mar(I) 

MISSION 752 speakers, high 

gloss black ash inish, mint 
£235 ono. Origin Live DC 

turntable motor with custom 
power supply and oversize 

transformer £ 150. Tel: 01244 
660 946 (Chester) (Mar(I) 

HI- F1 SYSTEM, Naim Audio 
NAC 82 preamplifier, Naim 
Audio input boards, Naim 
Audio HiCap power supply, 
Naim Audio NAP 180 power 
amplifier, Naim Audio CD I 
CD player, Naim Audio SBL 
loudspeakers, Naim Audio 
Paxo passive crossover for 
above,Yamaha DSP E800 
processor. (current valuation 
£4450 ono) Tel: 020 8300 
3265 (Mar(I) 

KLIPSCHORN CORNER 
speakers, superb, awesome 

(£6200) £3000. 1980's B&O 
system, tuner/amp, cassette 
deck, record deck, fourway 
speakers, £200. Bargain. Croft 
Duo mono preamplifier, recent 
service £200.Tel: 01202 388 
688 or Email: 
terrymason.innerpeace 

cwcrv.net (Mar(I) 

MONITOR AUDIO Studio 

20 SE speakers, piano black 
gloss finish, superb condi-
tion £850 (£2500) Tel: 
07815 153 172 or Email: 
stephenadolphus@yahoo.com 

(Mar(1) 

RGD 1046, GELOSO EL34 
monoblocks. Leak ST60. 
Troughline, Rogers Cadet2. 
Quad 33/303, FM3/AM3. 
Thorens TDI24/2 J RI49 NOS 

valves wanted Pye HF25, PF91, 
Radford MA 15/3, vgc, will sway 
above equipment. Tel: 01842 
812 895 (Mar(1) 

LINN KABER Floor stand-
ing speakers, Linn Classik 
CD-amp, Linn LK85 power 
amp (two).All immaculate 
Quad tri-wired speaker 
cables included.Tel: 0151 

709 4540 (h), 0151 709 
7706 (office) £ 1600. ( May(I) 

JBL Ti5000 speakers, 3 years 
old, black, perfect condition 
£1800 (£4000).Tel: 07773 788 
317 (Mar(I) 

AUDIOLAB 8000A late 
model, vgc, £200. Rotel 
RCD99 I AE, excellent £250. 
Meridian 207 DAC, vgc, £ 150. 
MF X-Act DAC, vgc, £80.Tel: 
07887 527 397 (Staffs) (Mar(I) 

KIMBER SELECT 1011 inter-
connect cables. 2 pairs £200 
each (£367). 1 Russ Andrews 
Purifier Block, 8 outlets RA 
Powercord £300 (£500).Tel: 
01604 410726 (Northampton) 
(Mar(I) 

QUAD 988 CEVintage, finish, 
purchased August 2003, with 
extended warranty. £2500 
(£3750).TacT M2150 digital 
amp, purchased September 
2003, £2300 (£3800). Cardas 
Golden Cross 0.5m with 
Eichmann Bullets £300.Tel: 
013 I 225 9002, Email: 
S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk 
(Mar(I) 

SNELL J2 speakers (walnut) on 
Pirates' stands. Recent new 
AudioNote silver drivers - 
nice! £475. Musical Fidelity X-
Dac (HDCD) as new, boxed 
£150. Both ono.Tel: 07941 923 
881 anytime (Sussex coast) 
(Mar(I) 

J R 149 BI-WIRED Speakers 
£ I 00. Tandberg Series 15 
machine £50. Aiwa P22 power 
amp £25. Crimson 610 pre 
amp £25.Tascam MI06 mixing 
desk £ 100. Chilton MI2-4 
mixing desk £ 100. Revox G36 
£200. Revox A77 £200.Yamaha 
KX380 cassette deck £30. 
Aiwa AD F360 cassette deck 
£25. Marantz CD75 player 
£45. JVC DD66 3-head cas-
sette deck £45. 7 inch tapes 
£3. 10 inch NAB tapes £5. 
Revox NAB hub adaptors £25 
pair. Revox A77 acrylic cover 
£35.Tel: 077 10 828286 any-
time (Mar(I) 

PRIMARE PHONO Stage pre-
amp, Model R-20, vgc, £250. 
Tel: 01224 483 642 evenings 
or Email: barmonte@aol.com 
(Mar(I) 
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High End Cable 
Just a few examples 

Transparent Speaker cable 
2.44m pair Music Wave Plus 
3.05m pair Music Wave 
3.05m pair The Wave 

Van den Hul 5m pr CS122 hybrid 
Van den Hul 5m pair Clearwater 

Transparent Interconnects 
Music Link 1 m 3 pack 
7.6m pair Balance Music Link Ultra 
HDL lm high performance coaxial 

Kimber KCAG Hyper silver RCA 
Van den Hul Opctocoupler Mk 2 

£329 SH 
£329 new 
£259 new 

£77.90 
£49.90 

£189 new 
£1299 SH 
£69 new 

£329 SH 
£39 new 

Many more deals on offer. 
14 home trial available, 
Call 01775 761880 

Please visit website for latest stock position. 

www.highendcable.co.uk 

THE VINTAGE VALVE 
TECHNOLOGY FAIR 

HELD AT HAYDOCK PARK RACECOURSE, 

NEWTON LE WILLOWS, 

MERSEYSIDE WA12 OHO - ON THE A49, 

5 MINUTES FROM M6 JUNCTION 23 

ON SUNDAY MARCH 7TH 2004 

PUBLIC ENTRY 09:30 TO 14:30 

• Stall holder and Public car parking FREE! 

• Per 6ft stall (Table provided) ONLY £25! 

• Stallholder entry from 07:30 - easy unloading! 

e Public entry charge ONLY £2.50 per person 

• BUT accompanied wives & kids FREE! 

e All day catering & licensed bar at the fair! 

• Disabled friendly restrooms at the fair! 

http://www.myciunka.supanet.com/VVTF2003 

Fair Hotline: 01274 824816 

Mode Audoo Ml 008 monoblocks 1245 

Lea!: Stereo 20 mbee  4315 

Nam RAC 92/ NAP90  LOSO 

Haan NAC32 woth SNAPS  LOOM 

LmrLXI0O Power . .. 1175 

Cytt.s 5 Boxed as new  4375 

Arran Alpha S. Integrated  4175 

Pooneer A4000 unmated  4125 
Men roan 551 Integrated  L495 

Auollab 8000 P black  4445 

Meant, 2238 AL clasp,  4145 
Anal. Delta 120.2power amp 1265 

Mamma PM7000  4185 

Beard P35 Power Amp  4495 

Nalranocho leceoger 3  120 

www.qtasystems.co.uk 

electrical 

We buy, sell & part exchange quality Hi-fi 
AMPLIFIERS / RECEIVERS 
kudoolab 80001 Integrated  L375 

An/am Alpha 9 Integrated  ( 115 

Yamaha DSP:11000  LOOM 
Sony 01808940 solver  L225 

Mammal fidellty 9200  4195 

Exposure X Integrated  4245 

Exosure VII Pre and VII power amp 4375 

Mu cal f'delay LAI  (295 

CD PLAYERS SPEAKERS 
TRANSPORTS & DACS Acouslical Allante  L295 
Arum Alpha 8 SE  £195 141 103/2  LIPS 
Mustcal Fodellty lubalog  4135 Celestoon ALA  4175 
Sony CDPX8930E as new  £145 Proa, Super Tablette  £195 
obardoolab 8000 CD  4395 Dynaudoo Contort 1.1   345 
Audoola6 80000A(  £395 Harm Intros  (295 
NAD 1110 DAD as new  £345 Loon Xelodh(passove) .  £495 
%rants (D6000 O SE  4170 Mossoon 783 Mont  £495 
Perm, P01807  495 Ammo, Energy ALL  WS 

Arrant Alpha 9 Power Amp  £195 10:Lan DTI DA(  £115 Itel ADM Cherry   795 
Me:Wloan 101 pre/power  WS toksan DPI Transport  (375 Bel Q I  4115 
Ant, VA80 gi2s N6D ( 541 as now  (225 Roark Templar  £195 
Qusd 306 Power Amp  mg Sell SCD:08940 SACD as new . . (225 Epos 1114  MD 

Lou 1.9280 Power amp  1240 DPA Loll. BP 2 SAC  4175 Kel RDN3  4825 
SD Acoustors SDI .  (195 

TUNERS Morotor Audoo Solver Centre 101 . (I 2G 
Muocal fodellty T1 FM 
Auk DAB 300  190 CASSETTES 
Au&olab 80001  4395 Nakanucho RX505 Unoreverse  £545 
Loon PeSon  £ 60 Ako GX50  085 
Arcam 59)0126 DAB tuner  £395 Tascam 238 reel ro reel 1245 
Qu:d 194 only  0115 Denon DMD I 000 Mono Dub  (135 
Myryad 91100  LOIS 
Cyr-as 1117.0 Tuner  (295 EQS 

ADC Soundshaper 1  (245 
TURNTABLES Technws SH8020 . 4165 
Bolton Radrus  MO 
Orado Delpho mk3  £815 SYSTEMS/MISCELLANEOUS 
Rote{ RHO 10 Phono preamp .  ( 195 Bose Westyle 30  UP 5 
AA 15101   195 Bose Ammo Ware  139S 
Musical frdebry X Cans  490 Sorry YPLCS5 Protector  (79S 

065 (Ambridge 

Please call us if you have any equipment to sell or are 
looking for anything in particular. New stock daily 

All equipment is fully tested and guaranteed 
Also: Music CDs, Games, Mus.cal Equipment, Computers, TV, VCR& Photographic 

Web page: www.xelectrical.com 
125 King Street Hammersmith 

4 Station Bldgs Fife Road Kingston 

Games & CDs upstairs at Kingston 

43 Church Street Croydon 

email: x@xelectrical.com 

020 - 8563 7383 

020 - 8546 1233 

020 - 8546 4442 

020 - 8680 0007 
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Ilealeis must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive 
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Ï» I 

WORLD 
ei. computer audio 

SPECIAL OFFER - Book a Private Classified Advert - Get One FREE! 
Plus one months FREE Internet advert. See Page 129 for order form 

This offer is only open to Private Classified advertisers 

FROM FEBRUARY 2004 ISSUE 

AVI PRE-AMP, stereo power 
£475.Trichord Genesis CD 
£275. Teac VDRS1OSE £300. 
Primare A2011 integrated £300. 
Wanted: Lescon Cylinder 
power, Pioneer SA9900 amp, 
Target R I -R2 soeaker stands. 
Tel: 01226 710 605 or 0777 
927 4655 (Feb(I) 

CD TEAC VDRS transport TDI 
DAC boxed £600 ovno. May 
split.Tel: Mark 020 8547 2397 
or 01959 572030 (Feb(I) 

EXPOSURE POWER Supply VI, 
duar pre-amp VI I, power-amp 
VIII £675. Michell Focus One 
deck £475. Nakamichi BX2 tape 
deck £ 160. Linn Sara speakers 
with metal stands £325. 
Lowther Classic speakers - 
offers. Tel: 01202 512 915 
(Bournemouth) (Feb(I) 

AVANTGARDE UNO 1-forn 
lowdspeaker £ 3500. Musical 
Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD 
Soper Audio CD player, 
rr int, boxed. £3000. Tel: 020 
8531 5979 or 07903 265205 
(Glar(1) 

MARANTZ 6000 KI Sig (350), 
hardwired 'Cumber Powercord, 
Schottky retification (200), 
Clock 4/ N/C power supply 
(380),Trichord digital output 
board (390),Audiocom regula-
tors, Blackgate/Oscon decou-
piing caps etc (290) £ 1050.Tel: 
0151 608 4481 (Wirral) (Feb(I) 

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES 
P- 1 A Correction Engine. 
Perpetual Technologies P-3A 
DAC, Monolithic power supply 
for the above items. All boxed 
with operating instructions. 
£1200. Tel: 01525 861 346 
(Beds) (Feb(I) 

AUDIO PHYSIC Avanti III 
speakers, cherrywood, boxed, 
mint condition, as new. 
Stereophile Class A product. 
Less than half price. £3300.Tel: 
020 8363 4963 or 0797 312 
8355 (North London) (Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT 

£550 includes FREE Deltec 

DAC. Musical Fidelity StudioT 

power amp £ 100. Audio 

Technica ATH-W1OVTG head-
phones £ 150. MF X-Cans Mk1 

£80. No Offers. Tel: 020 8249 

8877 (Feb(I) 

WADIA 301 CD player, little 

used and as new with box and 

manual. £2450 (£3650).Tel: 

01202 767 873 (Dorset) (Feb(I) 

KRELL KRS- I A pre ampli-
fiers, 4 aluminium blocks 
cost £ I 0,000, £3500. Reevox 
Agora-B active loudspeakers 
200W, £ 1000 Apogee 

Scintilla ribbon active speak-
ers 200W, £ 1000. Marantz 
MA-22 monc amplifiers, 4 

off, £ 1000. Mlrantz CD 23 
DAF, £2000. Tel: 020 8459 

7539 ( Feb(I) 

LOVVTHER ACOUSTAS, new 

foams £295.Wharfedale E70's, 

rosewood £ 150. Wharfedale 
E30's £30.Wharfecfale Dovedale 

Ill £ 100. Celestion Ditton 44's 

£100. Leak Stereo 20 £225. 

Pioneer TX 7500 tuner £50.Tel: 

01744 755 434 (Feb(I) 

KEF Q80 speakers (black) 

£150. Pioneer PD75 Reference 

CD player £200.Audiolab 

8000A amplifier £200. Mission 

754F speakers £600. 2x 5m 

Cabletalk 3.1 bi-wire £25.Tel: 

01407 762 863 (Feb(I) 

NAIM HI-F1 System Sale, CD2. 

CD player, NAC 82 pre-amp, 

Hi-Cap power supply, NAP 250 

power amp, SBL loudspeakers 

(cherry), QLN Projekt equip-

ment rack (cherry). Complete 

system purchased new from 

Grahams HI- F1 in December 
1997. Mint condition, very low 

usage, boxed with manuals. Sell 

complete for £5900.Tel: Mark 

01708 224 319 (Essex) or 

07813 332301 (mobile) (Feb(I) 

WANTED: CROFT Micro 11 

special pre-amp or similar.Tel: 
evenings 01292 269 477 (Feb(I) 

TONEARM SAEC WE308L, 
boxed, unused £700 (£2200). 
Aurios Isolation Bearings, new, 

boxed £90 (£201). C9 Carver 
Sonic Hologram Generator, 
offers, includes manual.Tel: 
Wayne 029 20 369 052 or 
Email: Ilyndes@hotmail.com 
(Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 508 24 bit CD play-
er £850.Townsend Rock 
turntable, Mk2, Excalibur arm, 
Merlin power supply, plinth and 
lid. Needs some attention. £ 150 

the lot.Tel: 01895 421850 or 
0771 8765 988 or Email: 
bmphook@aol.com (Feb(I) 

JR 149 SPEAKERS. Original 
condition. No repairs, mods or 

damage. Owned from new. 
Wooden teak tops. New foam 

fitted and in good working 
order, £270 ono.Tel: 01455 613 

248 (Feb(I) 

LUMLEY MONITOR Reg 2 

Signatures on M.A.F. stands, 
£1200. Orchid Orchaidis dual 
monoblock RC750A Class A 
amp, 350 watts per channel, 
power and finesse, £2100. New 
£5500. Tel: 01530 272 801 

(Feb(I) 

SONY TAP 9000ES multi chan-
nel pre amplifier in gold, boxed 

and in exceptional condition, 
£400. Tel: 0151 425 4142 (Feb(I) 

CABLES, 2m KIMBER 4TC and 
8TC £200 (£390). 6m Chord 
Flatline biwire gold £ 110 
(U25). 2x I m Chord Solid 
interconnects £50 each. 
Excellent condition. Tel: 0151 

425 4142 (Feb(I) 

EPOS MIS speakers, light cher-
ry, as new £595. Linn Sondek 
LP I 2 Valhalla Ittok LVII, good 
condition £495. Sumiko Blue 
Point special MC cartridge, very 

low use £ 1 80.AII boxed.Tel: 
01484 307 096 (Feb(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR pre-
amp, cossetted, perfect condi-
tion, boxed, £280. Sony JA3OES 
MiniDisc player, mint, £90.Tel: 

01752 773 369 (Feb(I) 

PINK TRIANGLE Da Capo + 
D.C. £ 1400 ono. Philips CD 

850,Trichord Clock 3 £ 120. 
Buyer collects, cash only, will 
demo, all mint.Tel: 0 I 15 927 

1273 after 5pm (Feb) 

SHANLING CDT100 valve CD 
player, rave reviews, 12 months 
old, mint £ 1195. Sonus Faber 
Grand Piano-Home floorstand-
ing speakers, piano-black, mint 
£ I 195.Wanted: Burmester 

amplifiers + Oracle Delphi 
turntable.Tel: 01604 584 630 or 

07808 096684 (Northampton) 
(Feb(I) 

UNISON RESEARCH Simply 

Four T amplifier, rare triode 
version, boxed with instruc-
tions, superb £ 1050. AR Legend 
turntable £ 120. Rotel RCD 865 
£100.Target 4 tier rack £80.Tel: 

01977 732 606 (Yorkshire) 
(Feb(I) 

REVOX G36 tape recorder, 2 
track, perfect condition, excel-
lent sound, very clean £ 199.Tel: 
01933 678 251 (Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 557 power amp 
£850. Counterpoint SA 12 tube 

mosfet power amp £250. Linn 
LK1 plus Dirak phono stage 

not working otherwise ok 
£150.Tel: 01296 747 176 or 
07855 899 478 (Feb(I) 

THORENS TDI25 Mk2, 
SME3009, Shure VI 5, Thorens 
plinth, includes manuals £200. 
Tel:0141 942 0133 (Feb(I) 

QUAD CD-P Player cost 
£1000, £550 ono new boxed. 

ATCSCMI2 speakers, one year 
old, boxed £550 ono. Quad 11L 

speakers £250. Quad ESL 57 
electrostatic speakers, good 
condition £250.Tel: 020 7282 
8996 or 020 7282 8830 (Feb(I) 
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liFFICHOICE 
AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE 

GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with 

FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with 

a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality 

ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a 
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops 

7 ' whenever it is Linder influence of an alternating magnetic 
., -' field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the 

e'r" material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy 
This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into 

heat.The GNLM cables whicn in addition to the above described ferrite 
technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and 

specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the 
most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market. 

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable 

can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distri-

bution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with 
Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web sIte 

for details. 

AUDUSA - 00M Silverlink OCC balanced 
speaker cable - stranded, silver on OFHC plus 
three strands of OCC (Ohno Continous Casting - sin-
gle crystal copper) for improved bass performance. 
Mylar infill and with designed in protecticn against 
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter (approx 8 
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm. 

• 

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5) 

£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m, 
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £30 
for 1st meter, £20 per m 
thereafter. 

Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA 2.5) 
shown with Marinco IEC 320 
will be fitted at extra cost. 

GNLM 05/04 

£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m, 
£86 for 2.0m. Also available 
of the reel. 

Both GNLM cables are avail-
able for export. 

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plat-
ed contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA 
- Eupen and LAT AC-2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC ( 

for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Marin-

co/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European 

Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs 

see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana 

connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and 
ac mains connectors 

LAT International AC-2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE 
We have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with 

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the 

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference 

you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes 

advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary 

Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with 

PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as stanaard with 

1EC / MK Toughplug. . 60cm £62. 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m 

£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 

4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with 

UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains 

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, fin'shed 

in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has 

no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, 

resistors. capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regu-

lators, just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 

for 4 way, £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8 way. 

AC-2 

Power cable compare 
with products costing 
ten times as much, 

then decide 

SILVERFUSE is a near alloy of silver 
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SIL-

VER CLAD. Plating (or clad, which is the same thing 
as plating) causes a dioding effect when 
signal is passed through resulting in 

HHICHOICE brightness and distortion. The Silveriuse wpm 
process starts with seven nines OFHC cop-

per wire with a diameter that is slightly larger 
than the required size. It is then pulled through a 

trough of molten silver. The w're with a silver deposit, 
is then forced through a compacting die where it is 
subject to tremendous pressure. The silver and the 
high purity copper are fused together into a near alloy. 
The compacting fusion also reduces the wire diameter 

to the desired size. No dioding subsequently 
occurs with this process. The result provides for 
the benefits of silver; which are excellent defin-
ition and clarity, with the high purity copper ben-
efits of warmth and mellowness. 

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker 
cable better than most others at double the price. 

SUNFIRE CORPORATION - Snohomish USA 
New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home c nema 

Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400 

Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube ard Junior Sub 
Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air 
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 chan-
nel (2 x 30C and 2 x 600) and 5 channel (5 x 220 watts and 5 x 430 watts patented amp 
technology (no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp 

www.audusa.com 
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249 F: 020 8241 0999 E: sales@audusa.com 
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NAD SILVERLINE S400 stereo 

tuner, amazing quality, absolute-

ly immaculate, remote, boxed 

(£600) £300. Nakamichi DR 10 

cassette deck, unused, boxed 

(£800) £300. Money back guar-

antee.Tel:Allan 0117 952 1341 

(Bristol) (Feb(I) 

PROAC RESPONSE D15 loud-

speakers, mahogany, three 

months old, absolutely immacu-

late, boxed (£2000+) £ 1 I 00. 

MK 125 II subwoofer 2 x 12" 

drivers, 2 x 100W amps 

(£1500) £850. Money back 

guarantee.Tel: Allan 0117 952 

1341 (Bristol) (Feb(I) 

SONY SCD XA333ES 

CD/SACD player, excellent 

transport, only six months old, 

still under warranty, gold 

colour, remote, boxed (£ 1500) 

£800 ovno. Money back guaran-

tee.Tel:Allan 0117 952 1341 

(Bristol) (Feb(I) 

MARTIN LOGAN SL3 electro-

static/hybrid loudspeakers. 

Arguably best model ever pro-

duced, absolutely immaculate, 

upgraded mains leads, spiked 

(£4000) £ 1950. Money back if 

nct completly amazed! Tel:Allan 

0117 952 1341 (Bristol) (Feb(I) 

SONY SCD I Flagship 

CD/SACD player, incredible 

build quality. Absolutely immac-

ulate, unbelievably heavy - 30kg! 

- remote, boxed, serious offers 

around £2000. Originally 

£5000. Money back guarantee. 

Tel:Allan 0117 952 1341 

(Bristol) (Feb(I) 

ROKSAN KANDY MkIll amp 

and CD player. 5 months old 

both mint condition £750 the 

pair or £395 each.Tel: Dave 

07729 600 847 (Littlehampton, 

VV.Sussex) (Feb(I) 

RUARK EPILOGUE speakers 

plus stands, still boxed £200. 

Tel: 01204 392 890 (Feb(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 amplifi-
er, immaculate, coxed, remote, 
instructions, light use, £375. 
Myst G-Ohm amplifier, brushed 
gold finish, rare £ 100. Griffin 
Phoenix speakers, rosewood, 
vgc £45. Tel: 01922 865 414 
(Feb(I) 

NAIM AUDIO amplifier 
NAC72 and NAP I 40 with 
phono boards £750. Excellent 
condition.Tel: 07734 246 502 
(day), 020 8519 3032 (evening) 
or Email: juinchin@yahoo.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

B+0 COLLECTABLE System. 
Beogram 1202 turntable, 
Beomaster 1100 receiver, 
Beovox 525 speakers. Back 
from B+0 service. Offers.Tel: 
01666 840 085 (Feb(I) 

DALI ROYAL Menuet 11 boxed 
immaculate £ 199. (£399). Dali 
SC5 centre £ 75 (£ 150) . AT C 
SCMIO walna £275 some 
marks. NAD T770 boxed, 
immaculate (£699) £ 150. Two 
pairs Menuets available.Tel: 020 
237 4475 (Feb(I) 

MCINTOSH MA6400 as 

new with box and manual 

£1400. DNM Series 2 pre-
amp £350.Tel: 01189 617 
375 or Email: 
claes.larsson@ntlworld.com 
(Berkshire) ( Feb(I) 

HORNING ZEUS hybrid horn 
speakers, maple, original condi-
tion, 18 months old £ 1095. EAR 
859 single ended valve amp, 
excellent condition, boxed 
£995. Sony SCD777ES SACD 
player, mint, boxed, champagne 
£995.Tel: 01978 780 580 or 
Email: 
robert@robertbakenorg.uk 
(Feb(I) 

PMC DB1 speakers, cherry fin-
ish (555) £355. Castle Isis 
standmount speakers £ 100. 
NAD 3130 amplifier £55.Tel: 
01295 275 983 (Banbury) 
(Feb(I) 

LEAK DELTA 30 £50. Leak 

2020 speakers £40. Leak Stereo 
30/Stereofetic/teak sleeve £ 100. 

Leak Stereo 70 £70. Leak 
Troughline3 mono tuner £75. 
Leak Troughline3 stereo tuner 
£100. Armstrong 425 
tuner/amp £25. Goldring 88 
turntable £ 100. Ditton 44 
speakers £ 120. Ditton 25 
speakers £ I 50.Tel: 07733 097 
673 or Email: nnh@dmu.ac.uk 
(Leicester) (Feb(I) 

LINN KANS original late Mk I 

with Linn logo, solid wood cabi-
nets vgc, sonically perfect. Linn 

Mk2 Kan stands £250. Happy to 
demonstrate. Tel: 01484 841 
482 (West Yorkshire) (Feb(I) 

QUAD 11 Monoblocks, Garrard 
301, SME 3009, Thorens TD124-
II,Yamaha NS 1000M, Quad 

ESL57, Black Oracle Dephi-1, 
Thorens RB250, Michell Mycro 
RB300, Quad 405-2, Koetsu 
Black retipped, unused SME 
3012-R. Tel: 01 17955 6555 or 
07979 514 450 ( Feb(I) 

CHARTVVELL LS3/5a's includ-
ing stands £250. ME XLP £ 125. 
Cambridge power amps £75 

each. Denon TU260 £65.Tel: 
Tim 020 8249 3856 evenings or 

Email: 

stockerlOb@hotmail.com 
(Feb(I) 

WANTED:ASSEMBLAGE 
(Sonic Frontiers) DAC 3.1 and 
D2D- I sample rate converter. 

Must be in mint or good condi-
tion.Tel: Phil 01942 216 967 
(Feb(I) 

REVOX A77's, B77's and other 
Revox - NAB hub adaptors - 

various condition but cosmetic 
perfection. Some workshop and 
owners/handbook original - 
photocopy - offers invited. Ring 
for details 07710 828286 
(Brighton) (Feb) 

WANTED: CROFT Micro 11 
special pre-amp or similar.Tel: 
evenings 01292 269 477 (Feb(I) 

AUDIO RESEARCH PH3SE 
phono stage. 6 months old, 
perfect, boxed £ 1450 ono 

(£2800). Siltech SG 180 silver 
speaker cables 2.00m ,WBT 
spades perfect £950 (£2700). 

Siltech c.assic SQI 10 0.5m 
XLR-XL. £300 (£750) never 
used.Tel: 01925 656 990 

(eves) ( Feb(1) 

CONCORDANT EXEMPLAR 
Power amp I 00W/C (transis-
tor) & Lumley VTPI000 line 
pre-amp, £600 the pair, may 
split. Both In excellent condi-
tion & boxed. 0 I 275 853926 
(Bristol) (Feb(I) 

AUDIC RESEARCH D 1 15 
£ I 000.Auclio Research LS2 
£750. Maramtz CD94 + 
CDA94 ,(DAC) £650. Audio 
Innovations S700 £600. QED 
Profile 2,x4 5m ( bi-wire) £50. 
Tel: 0870 853 3011 (day) or 
01264 771675 (eve) ( Feb(I) 

AVI PRE-AMP, stereo power 
£475.Trichord Genesis CD 
£275. Teac VDRS1OSE £300. 
Primare A2011 integrated £300. 
Wanted: Lescon Cylinder 

power, Pioneer SA9900 amp, 
Target R I -R2 speaker stands. 
Tel: 0 I 226 710 605 or 0777 
927 46.55 (Feb(I) 

CD TEAC VDRS transport TDI 
DAC boxed £600 ovno. May 
split. Tel. Mark 020 8547 2397 
or 01959 572030 (Feb(I) 

EXPOSURE POWER Supply V I , 
dual pre-amp VII, power-amp 
VIII £675. Michell Focus One 

deck £475. Nakamichi BX2 tape 
deck £ i 60. Linn Sara speakers 

with metal stands £325. 
Lowther Classic speakers - 
offers.Tel: 01202 512 915 
(Bournemouth) (Feb(I) 

REVOX G36 tape recorder, 2 
track, perfect condition, excel-
lent sound, very clean £ 199.Tel: 
01933 678 251 (Feb(I) 
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The following issues are SOLD OUT 
and are no longer available:-
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Feb 1992 

Mar 1992 

Apr 1992 

May 1992 

Jul 1992 

Aug 1992 

Dec 1992 

Jan 1993 

Apr 1993 

May 1993 

Nov 1993 

Dec 1993 
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Oct 1994 

Nov 1994 
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Dec 1995 

Jun 1996 

Aug 1996 

Oct 1996 

Jun 1997 

Sep 1997 

Dec 1997 

Mar 1998 

May 1998 

Jun 1998 
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Oct 1998 

Nov 1998 

Feb 1999 

Apr 1999 

May 1999 

Aug 1999 

Sep 1999 

Oct 1999 

Mar 2000 

Dec 2000 

May 2001 

Jun 2001 

Nov 2001 

Jun 2002 

Dec 2002 

Jun 2003 

BUCK issues 
£3..50 per issue 
(includes P&P) UK ONLY 
Payment by cheque or 
postal order only 

IFor overseas postage prices please call David Noble on: +44 (020) 7625 3134 
fax: +44 ( 020) 7328 1844 
or email: backissues@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

YES! I would like to order a back issue(s) 
Your Details 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 

Back Issues 

Delivery Address ( if different) 

Please make cheque or postal order payable to Audio 

Publishing Ltd. 

Send this form to: 
Back Issues, Hi-Fi World, Suite G4, 
Argo House, Kilburn Park Road, 
London NW6 5LF. cf 0!  
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classifieds 

Special Internet offer see page 129 for details 

CLASSICAL VINYL Records 

bought and sold. Collections 

large and small always wart-

ed. Phone or email Geoff in 

Bedfordshire 01525 237 693, 

classical_ reco-ds 

@hotmail.com 

To buy our records go to 
www. 

classical-reco -ds.8m.com 

/SALE%20may2..HTM ( May(1) 

E.M.A.S. STUDER-REVOX 

Sales, Service, Spares. B760 

£750, B710 11 £500, C22I £700, 

A700 £500,A77 £400, PR99 

£750,A80 RC II VU £950, A810 

£950, A807 VU £ 1200, B67 VU 

£750,A710 £500. Tel: 01246 

275 479 ( Mar(1) 

PURE EARTH and dedicated 

mains (electrical) circuits design 

and installation service. Contact 

MainsDoctor 07989 200 961, 

Email: 

mainsdoctor@yahoo.co.uk 

Website: 

vvww.mainsdoctorco.uk We 

irstall for al audio and video 

applications ( Feb05(1) 

AUD1OQUEST OPAL Truth 

RCA, 1.0 mtr (060) £ 170. 

QUAD 989 Brand new,can-

celled orde - (£4600) £3900. 

Naim NAC 32.5 pre, with 

phono stage, mint conchtion 

£230. Telephone Jules on 

0 I 792 280061, Email 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

VVeb: 

ennewsouriddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

(Mar(I) 

AUDIO RESEARCH M300 

Mono Blocks Mk11 status 

(£12000) £3400.Tom Evans the 

Groove, pnono stage, 2yrs, 

(£1800) £ 1200. BASIS DEBUT 

Gold Standard Turntable, inc 

custom dust cover, (£8,500) 

£3490. Koetsu Red S.gnature *, 

20hrs, ( 0200) £ 1250 All mint, 

boxed.Teiephone Jule; on 

01792 230061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 

www.sodnddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

(Mar(I) 

TRANSPARENT ULTRA Bi 

Wire I 2ft,WBT Bananas 

(£3440) £ 1700. Siltec Arm 

cable, Icheman bullets RCA's 

I . 5mts (£400) £250. Siltec 1.0 

mtr RCA-RCA (£300) £ 170. 

Sonus Faber Ext-ema's on dedi-

cated stands (08001 £3200 All 

mint, boxed. Telephone Jules on 

0 I 792 280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 

www.sounddrjuieshifi.co.uk 

(Mar(I) 

LINN CD 12 , Aug 32, mint, 

boxed as new, (£ 12000) £8800 

Linn Klimax Twin Power amp, 8 

months old, as new (£6000) 

£4700. Linn Ke.lidh's, black ash, 

active cards, passive (£ 1000) 

£450.AudioTechnica 0C9 car-

tridge brand new £270. 

Telephone Jules on 01792 

280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 

www.sounddhuleshifi.co.uk 

(Mar(I) 

AUDIONOTE M3 Pre amp, 

includes very good phono 

stage, excellent condition, ex-

dem, fully guaranteed. (£4650) 

£2100 Mark Levinson ML383 

integrated amp (as new) (RRP 

£6000) £4200.VVadia I 6, 4yrs, 

mint (0450) £3100. 

Telephone Ju:es on 01792 

280061, Ema;I: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 

www.soundorjuleshifi.co.uk 

(Mar(I) 

VINTAGE WIRELESS 

COMPANY LONDON 

Website: www. 

vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk 

Buy-Sell-Exchange.Vintage wire-

less and classical audio. Repairs, 

spares, restoravon, modification 

to all valve equipment. Quad II, 

Leaks etc, shipped worldwide, 

best prices, call us at. I 7 Bell 

Street, London, NVV I 5BY.Tel: 

020 7258 2448 Fax 020 7258 

3449 Emal: 

vwirelesslondon@aol.com 

(Dec04(1) 

Cealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive 
insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions. 

WORTHING AUDIO True 

Sound Series Crossoverless 

monitors 96dB efficiency, sin-

gle 8" driver, perfect for low 

powered tube (SET.) and 

solid state. Dynaudio Crafts, 

immaculate, boxed, with 

Dynauidio stands £ 1250. 

Musica Collins loudspeakers 

by Bernard Thiel & Partners 

(German) £ 1000 Tel: 

Worthing Audio 01903 212 

133 or 07900 918 882 

(Feb(I) 

EAR PRODUCTS on perma-

nent demonstration, from 

the wonderful 869 to the 

rest of the range. Kora 

Explora 63 watt hybrid £450. 

Dynaudio Contours I.3's 

Mk2 £699. Harbeth Super 5's 

£1499. Restek Challanger 

£600. Oneega speaker sys-

tems TSR I R £ 1199. H-Cat 

PI2 £2459. Kora Equinox 

pre-amplifier MM £995. Kora 

Hermes 96-192 valve DAC 

£ I P99. Tel: Worthing Audio 

01903 2 2 133 or 07900 

918 882 ( Mar( ) 

SILVER ARROW 4N plus - 

Pure flat silver foil air inter-

connects and speaker cables. 

RDC Aspekt 3 tier in black, 

Editors Choice Hi-Fi Plus, 

£340.AJclio Note CD Zero 

transport plus Ix Signature 

deck in silver £650 combo. 

Mains leads, Experience 

Filtration £75 per lead, £ 150 

four way block.Tel:VVorthing 

Audio 31903 212 133 or 

07900 918 882 ( Mar(I) 

THE MISSING LINK for 

hand crafted interconnects, 

speaker cables, mains solu-

tions, DIY cables and materi-

als Loan cables available. For 

lull details phone 0115 877 

9089 or see our website at: 

www.the-mssing-link.net 

(Mar(I) 

a computer audio 

TOM TOM AUDIO - 

The Naim Audio and ' Flat 

Earth' specialists. We supply 

mint pre-Ioved and ex-demo 

Naim, Reza & Linn equip-

rrent with full 12 month 

money back guarantee. 

Demonstration and mail 

order facilities. Stock list at: 

www.tomtomaudio.com 

open 7 days :ill late, Call 

01727 893 928 or 07974 

028 336, Email: 

tunes@tomtomaudio.com 

with requiremerts.VVanted: 

mint Nairn equipment, cash 

waiting. will collect. ( Mar(I) 

WANTED: DAMAGED or 

non-functioning Krell power 

amplifiers. Telephone Nick 

Sheldon 07947 245 651 or 

Email: 

nick_sFteldon@yahoo.com 

, Cash waiting, will collect. 

' ( Mar(4 

NEW VALVE Amps; powers 

£260; matching preamp £ 190; 

other valve related goodies at 

www.aidioclassics.co.uk or 

telephone 01942 257525 for 

more information. Dealer 

enquiries welcome. ( Feb(I) 

AMAZ,NG CABLES! Solid sil-

ver interconnects from £ 110, 

with air / teflon insulation and 

VVBT plugs. Solid silver / teflon 

speaker cables from £250. 

Fantastic performance, refund 

guarartee. 0115.982.5772 after 

7pm, emai' 

bob@skydivers.co.uk (Jun(I 

EX DEMONSTRATION 

KURSCH speaker systems, 

Klipschorns (£6200) £3250. 

La Scalas ( 0850) £ 1750. 

Heresys (£ 1100) £700. 

KG5.5 ( El 000) £600. KG4.5 

(£800) £500. KG3.5 (£650) 

£400.Tel: Midland Radio 

Supplies 0121 430 7817 or 

evenings 0121 705 1060 

(Mair(1) 
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BARGAIN BULBS 

If you've always thought of valve amps as temperamental and expensive beasts, think again. 
World Audio Design's latest kit is designed with the budget conscious beginner in mind. 

The Kec182 was created from a brief tnat demarded simplicity, ease of build 

and a super low cost. In order to achieve a reasonable power output we 

went for a push-pull amplifier. 

We chose the ECL82, a triode/output: pentode.This tube is readily 

available and has a good sound. In push-pul' mode it delivers 8Watts. 

Realistically you need a speaker of around 89c13 or above.This is possible 

at a budget price - try the smaller Triangle models, or a Tannoy mX3 or 

even one of the older Missions like the 773e, or if you like building your 

own speakers, try the Adire Audio HE 10.1, as reviewed in HEW October 

2002 issue. 

You will see that the front has only a volume control, and t is fed by 

one pair of phono sockets.A selector and tape/source switch were not 

used in this amplifier as they are tricky to wire up. and the aim was to 

make it easy to build. In fact, in many ways the Kec182 would be great 

powering a second system, using a CD player as a source, and will definitely 

give you a taster of what valves can offer. Measuring 30cm wide, 23.3cm 

deep and I I cm height with feet, it is entirely seif-enclosed.The valves are 

visible through the four upper circular vent holes (one directly above each 

valve).VVe have kept the look simple with the minimalist front panel holding 

the volume potentiometer.The two-part chassis is constructed from 

I.6mm mild steel with a durable biacK powder-coat finish.The whole unit is 

very sturdy, weighing in at 9kgs. 

The signal input is in the form of a pair of gold p'ated RCA phoro 

sockets that sit at the rear of the chassis, The speaker sockets accept 4mrr 

banana plugs as well as bare wire.The mains switch is positioned at the 

rear of the amplifier, on the right hand corner for easy access. Mains power 

is received via an IEC lead.The Kecl82 is based on a printed circuit ooard 

(PCB).The PCB is easy to follow with all component names, locations and 

orientations shown clearly.The amplifier requires no set up, you iust turn it 

on.The kit will come with comprehensive instructions taking you through 

the build step- b-step. 

SOUND QUALITY BY SIMON POPE 
Purity is the key to this amplifier's design and sound. Because there's very 

little to get in the way of the signal what you get is an exceptionally sweet 

and simple sound that also has a superbly wholesome roundness to it.A 

high quality recording of Mahler's Das Lied Von Der Erde on Reference 

Recordings showed that the Kec182 faithfully reproduced all the deptn and 

space of a full symphonic orchestra witnout any probJems.Violins were 

smooth and sweet, as was percussion (which virtually sparkled) and the 

woodwind section was especially impressive, with a spacious and airy 

sound. 

A run through Miles Davis's Kind Of Blue saw the little integrated 

delivering a detailed and precise sound that highlighted the warmth of 

Coltrane's tenor sax and the rich, deep sound of the upright bass. Rock 

and Pop records such as Radiohead's ' Lucky' demonstrated that the valves 

inside the amp, whi!st small, are quite robust sounding, with commendable 

clout and bass depth for a humble budget 8W valve amp. This is a great 

introduction to the sonic art of the valve amp and a big upgrade for 

anybody with a mid-price solid-state amp that wishes to swap over to 

something more musically engaging, for a price that's virtually as cheap as 

chips! 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Frequency response 

power output 

sensitivity 

hum 

+/-3dB I5Hz - 75kHz 

8 watts into an 8 ohm load 

850mV (suitable for CD) 

0.5mV 

The Kec182 ampiifier kit is available from World Audio Design 
Tel/fax: 00 44 (0) 1908 218836 or order on-line at 

wvvre.worldaudiodesign.co.uk 

Kee182 amplifier kit (UK price) £ 195.00 
(inc. vat & carriage) 

Kec182 amplifier kit (Eli price) £ 195.00 
(inc. vat, ex'. carriage) 

Kec182 amplifier kit (Overseas price) £ 170.00 
(exc. carriage) 
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trade ads 
Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive 
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Special Internet offer see page 129 for details 

BRILLIANCE custom-made 

audiophile cables. Synergy 

interconnects from £45. David 

Price wrote, "The sound per 

pound ratio is superb", HFW 

Jan04. Equally capable digital 

and A/V interconnects and 

speaker cables. 

Email: brilliance@ntlworld.com 

or telephone 07963 117 341 

(Mar(I) 

www.secondhand-hifi.co.uk 

Typical used brands: Naim, 

Neat, Mission, Rotel, Rega, JBL, 

Quad. Stock changing daily. 

Budget, sensible and esoteric 

components sold to equally 

demanding customers.Tel: 

07966 047109 (Mar 

NEW VALVE Amps; powers 

£260; matching preamp £ 190; 

other valve related goodies at 

www.audioclassics.co.uk or 

telephone 01942 257525 for 

more information. Dealer 

enquiries welcome. (Mar(1) 

AUDIOREPUBLIC, 78 Otley 

Road, Headingley, Leeds, 0113 
217 7294. Yorkshire's newest 
Hi-Fi retailer, stockists of Naim 

Audio, Rega Research, Conrad 
Johnson, Sugden, Dynavector, 
(cartridges and amplifiers) and 
many more. Please call for 

advice. (Mar(I) 

FARADAY TOWER low density 
concrete cabinet floorstanding 

loudspeakers. Sublime sound 
and looks, see 
faradaysound.co.uk for full spec. 
Perfect condition,ABR bass, 
black, reluctant sale, £700 ono. 
Delivery possible.Tel: 01603 

766 668 (Apr(I) 

PURE EARTH and dedicated 
mains (electrical) circuits design 

and installation service. Contact 

MainsDoctor 07989 200 961, 
Email: 

mainsdoctor@yahoo.co.uk 
Website: 
www.mainsdoctor.co.uk 

We install for all audio and 

video applications ( Feb05(1) 

VINTAGE WIRELESS 
COMPANY LONDON 

Website: www. 
vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk 

Buy-Sell-Exchange.Vintage wire-
less and classical audio. Repairs, 

spares, restoration, modification 
to all valve equipment. Quad II, 

Leaks etc, shipped worldwide, 

best prices, call us at. 17 Bell 

Street, London, NW I 5BY.Tel: 

020 7258 3448 Fax 020 7258 
3449 Email: 
vwirelesslondon@aol.com 

(Dec04(1) 

TRANSPARENT ULTRA Bi 

Wire 12ft,WBT Bananas 
(£3440) £ I 700. Siltec Arm 

cable, Icheman bullets RCA's 
I . 5mts (£400) £250. Siltec 1.0 

mtr RCA-RCA (£300) £ 170. 

Sonus Faber Extremas on dedi-

cated stands (£7800) £3200 All 

mint, boxed. Telephone Jules on 
01792 280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshiftco.uk 
Web: 

www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Mar(I) 

¡» ti I 

WORLD 
cg computer audio 

LINN CD 12 ,Aug 02, mint, 

boxed as new, (£ 12000) £8800 

Linn Klimax Twin Power amp, 8 

months old, as new (£6000) 

£4700. Linn Kellidh's, black ash, 

active cards, passive (£ 1000) 

£450. AudioTechnica 0C9 car-

tridge brand new £270. 

Telephone Jules on 01792 

280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshiftco.uk 

Web: 

www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

(Mar(I) 

AUDIONOTE M3 Pre amp, 

includes very good phono 

stage, excellent condition, ex-

dem, fully guaranteed. (£4650) 

£2100 Mark Levinson ML383 

integrated amp (as new) (RRP 

£6000) £4200.Wadia 16, 4yrs, 

mint (£7450) £3100. 

Telephone Jules on 01792 

280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 

www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

(Mar(I) 

GUIDELINES FOR BUYING AND SELLING SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT 

FOR THE BUYER 

I. Not everyone is honest - Buyer Beware! 

2. Don't send cash! 

3. Accept no verbal guarantees. 

4. Have you heard the item or omething similar? If not, 

why do you want it? 

5. Don't pretend to have knowledge - it's your fingers 

that will get burnt! 

6. Is it working? If not, why not? 

7. Has it been modified and, if so, have notes been kept? 

8. Was it any good in the first place? 

9. Don't send cash! 

I 0 If you are in the slighest doubt, arrange an audition 

(see point 5 ). If it's too far, wait for another time. 

I I Either buy it or don't: vendors are excusably mpatient 
with consultation' exercises. 

I 2 Don't send cash! 

FOR THE SELLER  

I. Not everyone is honest - Seller Beware! 

2. Make no verbal guarantees. 

3. Even 'nearly new' is still second-hand. If the 

manufacturer's guarantee is no longer in force, your 

price should reflect this. 

4. There is very little intrinsic value in second-hand hi-fi; 

it's only worth what some one will pay for it. 

5. The best guide to pricing is last month's Classifieds: 

that a 'classic' was worth £xxx a year or two ago is 

no guide.Values fall as well as rise. 

6. Amateur second-hand dealing is not a big money 

game: you win some, you lose some. 

7. Be prompt with despatch. If in doubt about buyer's 

bona-fides, either wash out the deal or send C.O.D. 

8. There will always be time-wasters; be tolerant within 

reason! 

DEADLINE FOR APRIL 2004 ISSUE IS 5TH FEBRUARY 2004 

APRIL 2004 ISSUE ON SALE 27TH FEBRUARY 2004 

DEADLINE FOR MAY 2004 ISSUE IS 4TH MARCH 2004 

MAY 2004 ISSUE ON SALE 31ST MARCH 2004 
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The most important and expensive components of a valve amplifier 
are valves and transformers. £200 or £500 for a pair of huge -push pull" 
output transformers produces good bass + lots of "inter leaved" windings for 
better high frequency and "stability". Huge £ 150 mains transformers gives a 
less "processed" sound. Selected " matched" set of valves cost £50 or £ 160. 
If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £ 10 volume control, 

£10 wires , £ 10 capacitor , we could have saved a lot of money ! ! ! 

Money back guarantee (less £30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :-

£850 or £ 1,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers 
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, 
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers 
selling for £2,000 to £20,000 

£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £350 "3 way" speakers 
to " ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £600 "2 way" and "2.5 way" speakers 

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor 
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000 

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers. 

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's 
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from 
satisfied customers. www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk 

www.affordablevalvecompany.com Even our " standard" 
transformers 
are Buy direct & save £££ 

Shop prices are expensive 
because of rent, rates, wages 

Free UK delivery 
Subsidised £50 UPS delivery 

to overseas countries. 

4 years of proven reliability. 
2 years guarantee. 40 watts 

+ 40watts 

Massive expensive 
"potted" 
transformers 

Unbelievably 
huge • 

transformers 

• 

Expensive 
non-magnetic 
stainless • ' 

steel 
chassis 

larger 
transformer 

2 or 6 
pieces 
of silver 
capacitors 

Big powerful larger 
EL34 transformer 
valve 

£500 
Upgradeable 
to £1,000 

KT88 amplifier 

+£50 for usedvalves £. 600 £ 700 +£50 carriage 

SUSSEX SURPLUS 

- 
4 

Arterican 
$ 5670 
:valves 

KT88 valves 
are more 
expensive 
than 6550 
- valves 

AY. 

Ultra Linear 
£1,050 £1,1 50 

Ultra 
£650 

Linear 
£750 

L'• 

• 

£1,250 
Connection 

£1,400 
KT88 valves 

are more 
expensive 

than 
6550 
valve 

Triode 
Connection 

£850 
£1,000 

Properly matched 
famous Svetana 

EL34 valves 

40watt 

40 watt 

Oak Farm, Goose Green Lane, Thakeham, West Sussex, RH20 21W 

Telephone: 01798 817496 Fax: 01798 817560 

E(C81 MOLLARD 
E(C82 MULEARD 
ECC83 MOLLARD 
M8162 MULIARD 
M8I36 MALLARD 
M813] MALLARD 
6V6G BRIMAR UK 
6V6G USA 
ECC3I MALLARD 
ECC32 MOLLARD 
ECC33 MILLIARD 
ECC34 MALLARD 
ECOS MULIARD 
8/80 MOLLARD 
E/81 MOLLARD 

BRIMAR 
E180 BRIMAR 
8(186 TESA 
066 ( LEAR GEC 
O66 GREY GEC 
O66 SHOULDERED GEC 
O61 GEC 
088 GEL 
0130 MALLARD 
6734 MILLIARD 
0132 MILLIARD 
6731 MILLIARD 
G/37 COSSOR 
ECC88 PHILIPS 
E88CC MALLARD 
CCASIE MENS 
EOM MUM° 
E186 MULEARD 
8134 MILLIARD 
EL37 MALLARD 
ELISA TELEFUNKEN 
U18/70 GE( 
FW4-500 MOLLARD 
ML4 GEC 
8116 GE( 
ASH/ BRIMAR 
6SN7 USA 
11AX1 WAGE 
E190 MILLIARD 
684 GEC 
5114G GE( 

£8 
611 
635 
f 8 

£18 
£42 
671 
£15 
£35 

£100 
£45 
£40 
£40 
£10 
£13 
£12 
£9 

£10 
£70 
£85 

£130 
£30 

£160 
£10 
£45 
£35 
£35 
£50 
£15 
030 
£40 
£15 
£25 
£80 
£80 

£115 
£30 
£20 
£15 
£15 
£30 
£20 
£25 
£12 
£10 
£70 

5114GY STC 
511E12 SIC 
0842 GEC 
6080 USA 
6L6G USA 
6166 SIC 
5881 USA 
5881 RUSSIAN 
40331 STC 
126117 BRIMAR 
6732 PHILIPS 
1.51 GEC 
655000E USA 
SUAGB RCA 
6233 MULLIARD 
DET15 GEC 
81.84 MOLLARD 
58155M SIC 
58154M SIC 
6P15 MA/DA 
163 GEC 
2110E USA 
EL86 MILLIARD 
EF184 BRIMAR 
807 USA 

£25 11JF 600V DUB 
£20 1UF 1000V KC 
£15 
£10 
£30 
£45 
£35 
£8 

£125 
£12 
£25 
£60 
£35 
£20 
£30 

£125 
£10 
£15 
£15 
£10 
£15 

£125 
£10 
£5 
£10 

MOCX PAPER CAPACITORS 
0.250F 1000V TCC £15 
0.10F 3000V DUB £20 
0 25UF 1100V TLC 
0.1UF 5000V DUB 
EAR 15000 KC 
0 5UF 1000V Ta 
8UF 2000 TLC 
0 SUF.° 2511F 3500 
12111 3500 DUB 
80F 600V DUB 
8111 1000V DUE 
O 511F 800V IC( 
1UF 1500V DUB 
1UF 6013V DUB 
1UF 600V KC 
401 600V DUB 
4UF 8000 DUB 
401 10008 DUB 
401 15008 1(C 

£20 
£20 
£20 
£15 
£10 
£7 

£12 
£15 
£20 
£15 
£18 
£8 

£12 
£10 
£15 
£18 
£20 

AXIAL CAPACITORS 
250F 5000 DUB 0/F 
SUE 5000 DUB 0/F 
1UE 10000 DUB 0/F 
15 Ill 5000 TCC 0/F 
IUF 1500V TLC 0/F 
8UF 500V HUNTS 
0.161 350V IC( 0/F 
0.010E 10000 TCC 0/F 
0 25UF 5000 PLESSEY 
0 511F 350V TLC 0/F 
1 7UF 10000 SPRAUGE 
111F 400V KW POLY 
.68111 400V ICON POLY 
0 1UF 2000V EIRIE 0/ 
0. 770F 630V W1MA 
I UF 400V WIMA 
0.720f 400V MIHEARD 

CHORES 
20H 120MA FARM 0/F 
1011 250/AA FORM 0/F 
10H 150MA FORM 0/F 
10H 1201M FORM 0/F 
10H 100MA PARM 0/F 
5H 500MA PARM 0/F 
5 H 250MA WM 0/F 
5 H 180MA PARM 0/F 
5 H 100MA PARM 0/F 
501I 50/AA FORM 0/F 
1 H 300MA PLESSEY 0/f 
6 H 250/AA PLESSEY 0/F 
16H 301M PLESSEY 0/F 
45H 51AA PLESSEY 0/F 
10H 120MA VARNISHED 
5 H 250/AA VARNISHED 
20H 120MA VARNISHED 
1011 150MA VARNISHED 
1011 75MA VARNISHED 
16H 110MA VARNISHED 
5011 2SMA POTTED 
ISH 1201M POTTED 

£8 
£12 

£10 
£10 
£10 
£6 
£6 
£4 
£5 
£3 
£5 
£5 
£5 
£3 
£3 
£10 
£3 
£2 
£3 

£50 
£50 
£40 
£40 
£35 
£50 
£40 
£40 
£35 
£50 
£20 
£35 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£30 
£45 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£45 
£40 

TRANSFORMERS 
PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 11S-130 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
380-0-380 176/M FWR 
1560- 150 7AM FWR 
3.1-0-3.2 39 1821 
6.40 2.38 W1 
3.2-0-3.2 1.28 £60 

GRESHAM 0/F 
PRIMARY 11S-130 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
500-450-0-456500 140» 640 

GRESHAM 0/F 
PRI/MRY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350-6350 200MA 
0-250 400/M 
0-6 3 3A 65 3A 
0-6.3 2A 

PLESSEY 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SELON DUROS 
365-0-365 215/M 
51657 60MA 
65 36 65 30 65 78 
6.5 400MA 

GRESFAM 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 50(5 SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
400-3:66350-400 1501M 
400-3L6-0-350-400 150MA 

PARMEILO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOLS SCRN 
SECONLAROS 
450-4e3566350-400-450 
380MA DC (011 
240/AA IC KM 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECOND;SYS 
350-300 0-300-350 120AM 
(OM- 4 -6 3 - 3A 
(OM- 4 - L - 3A 

£60 COM- 4 3 - 4A 

PARMECO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDAFOS 
450-4004400-4SO 110/AA 
COM- 4 - 5- 30 

£50 COM- 4 -6 3 - 3A 
COW 4- 6.3 - SA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 50SC SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
275-0-275 40/M 
6 4 600» 6.5 1A £50 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
225-0-125 100/AA 
6 4 I SA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 1i 5-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDAPS 
150-0-150 89 MA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 15-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 

£50 400-350-6n0-400 60MA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 2011250 50(5 SCRN 
SUONDARYS 
450-4066406450 250/AA 

£60 COLA- 4-63-401x2) 
GO> 4.5 -38 

4 -6.3 - 3A £115 

£95 

£95 

GARDENERS POTTED 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
'LECONDAROS 
,50-300-0-300-350 100MA 
à.3 IA 6 3 3A 
G-5-6 320 £60 
aRDENERS POTTED 
RIMARY 115-230 5IXS SUM 
SO CONDARYS 
350-11-350 10PM 
3.1543.15 3.50 
7:10 10 AU 660 

PRM KO 0/F 
PRAVNY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SE:ONDARYS 
CCM- 4 -5 -6.3 -3A (x2) £45 

£95 PALMER° 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 50CS SCRN 
SECONEVERYS 
COM -4-5 -6 3 38 
COM -4 -5 3A 

£40 (Ok -4 -6 3 30 1x21 f55 

PARHEKD 0/F 
PRIN.ARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECANDARYS 

£50 0-2 ,5-0 3 1A (84) £60 

P&P £5 PER ORDER TRANSFORMERS AND OVERSEAS POSTAGE AT COST 
ALL ITEMS SIOBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 
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order/index 

classifieds ads order form 
RATES - ALL ADVERTS MUST BE PRE-PAID 
Maximum length per advert is 30 words, each additional 

word is 50p extra. Telephone numbers and E-mail address-
es are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as 
one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words. Please tick the box 

for the advert required 

Dealers must not advertise in the Private 
Classified section. Monthly consecutive 

insertions will be considered Trade 
advertising. The Publisher reserves the 

right to judge submissions 

In a rush to get your advert 

published? Why not use our 
Instant Internet Advert to get 

on our website immediately. 

Only £ 15 per week (7 days) 

SPECIAL OFFER!!! 
Book a private classified advert, and get one free, plus 

one months " FREE internet advert 

THIS OFFER OPEN TO PRIVATE ADVERTISERS ONLY! 

*FREE internet adverts are published three weeks AFTER the 

magazine has been published 

Instant Internet Only Advert Private or Trade published immediately 

Private magazine advert plus *FREE internet advert 

Private magazine advert display black box plus *FREE internet advert 

Trade magazine advert plus *FREE internet advert 

Trade magazine advert display black box plus *FREE internet advert 

Please tick here if you DO NOT WANT your FREE internet advert E 

£l5 per week 

£10 per month 

£15 per month 

£10 per month 

£15 per month E 

Please write or type your advertisement copy in block capitals with one word per box. 

Please continue on a seperate sheet if necessary. 
WE WILL ACCEPT PHOTOCOPIES OF THIS FORM 

I 2 

3 4 

5 6 

7 8 

9 10 

11 12 

13 14 

15 16 

17 18 

19 20 

21 22 

23 24 

25 26 

27 28 

29 30 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 

Please debit my VISA/MASTER/SWITCH Card No.(Switch card issue No 

Expiry Date:  Cardholder Signature:  

1 enclose a cheque/postal order for £  Made payable to: Audio Publishing Ltd. 

Send in your private classified ads with our NEW Freepost service. No need for a stamp! 

Send this form together with your payment in an envelope marked: 

Hi-Fi World, FREEPOST LON3478, LONDON NW6 6YR 

'‘.4-imi 111 VISA 
am» 

1 11.) 

SMIC 

PRIVATE Et TRADE CLASSIFIED ADVERTS COPY DEADLINES 
APRIL 2004 ISSUE - 5TH FEBRUARY 2004 

MAY 2004 ISSUE - 4TH MARCH 2004 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

Absolute Sounds 

Affordable Valve 

Audio Jumble 

AAudio Solutions 

Audio T 

Audio Venue 

Audusa 

Billy Vee 

Central Audio 

Choice Hi-Fi 

Classique Sounds 

Connoisseur Audio 

Custom Cable 

Cyrus 

90 

128 

112 

IFC 

54 

58 

108 

93,94,95 

114 

92 

109 

113 

107 

22 

Definitive Audio ( Brighton) 58 

DefinitiveAudio ( Notts.) 

Diverse Vinyl 

Exposure 

Heathcote Audio 

Heatherdale Audio 

Henley Designs 

Hi- End Cable 

Hi-Fi Sounds 

58 

116 

BC 

107 

115 

6,82 

120 

112 

Hi-Fi Trading Co. 104,105,106 

Ian Harrison 115 

Icon Audio 90 

Jem Distribution 

KJ West One 

Linn 

Mantra Audio 

Matrix 

103 

52 

18 

82 

118 

Michell Engineering 62 

Midland Audio Exchange 110 

Musical Images 11 I 

Musonic 115 

Naim IBC 

Origin Live 56,118 

Oxford Audio 114 

Pinewood Music 109 

Q.T.A. 120 

Retro Reproduction 103 

Sevenoaks 

27,28,29,30,31,32,33,46 

Sound of Music (Crewe) 109 

Sound Spares 90 

Sounds Expensive 115 

Soundstage III 

Sussex Surplus 113 

The Chord Company 24 

The Listening Rooms 1 I 6 

The Right Note 24 

Trichord 56 

Tube Shop 82 

UKD 62 

Vintage Valve Tech. Fair 120 

Walrus 36 

Weald Audio 112 

Williams Hart Ill 

X-Electrical 120 
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Ira smission 
David Price remembers one of the most arresting loudspeakers of the nineteen seventies, 

IMF's transmission- line TLS80... 

T
we  general consensus is hat the nineteen seventies 

was not a great time for 

loudspeakers, particularly if 

you were an audiophile 

who, like me, came of age 

in the eighties.The decade's high-end 

loudspeakers were seen as behe-

moths, often ridiculously large, need-

lessly complex and unfeasibly ineffi-

cient — like those American 'gas guz-

zler' cars of the same era. 

In a sense it's a fair critique.After 

all, the fifties and sixties produced 

some seminal designs whereas the 

decade that followed spawned 

loudspeakers that complicated the 

breed, but didn't necessarily advance 

it. ( Quite how phase incoherent 

multi- drive unit arrays in big wooden 

boxes, complete with over-the-top 

multi-element crossovers that sapped 

vast amounts power were supposed 

to improve on the likes of the ESL57 

is anybody's guess...) 

Still, despite a mess of monster 

transducers that did little more than 

melt the output transistors of 

middling Japanese power amplifiers, 

there were a select few stunning 

designs, from Yamaha's NS I 000M and 

[inn's Isobarik DMS to IMF's TLS80. 

Gill 

111111111111111113111111111 

And if ever there was a quintessen-

tially nineteen seventies loudspeaker, 

the TLS80 is it! A mirror-imaged, 

four-way Transmission Line loaded 

floorstanding design of vast size and 

weight with the (then) obligatory 

array of KEF and Celestion drivers, 

it's one of the most startling 

reminders of that decade's 

loudspeaker thinking. Standing 

(appropriately enough, in ' old 

money') 38_ " high, 16" deep and 18" 

wide, it sported the legendary KEF 

13139 flat ( I Lx 8_" polystyrene) 

'woofer' and B 110a ( 6" Bextrene 

plastic) midrange driver, plus 

Celestion's famous HF 1300 ( I " 

cloth dome) tweeter and HF2000 

(3/4" chemical dome) 'supertweeter'. 

The multi-element crossover carved 

the music up into three frequencies, 

375Hz, 3.5kHz and 13kHz, giving a 

claimed frequency response of "20Hz 

to beyond audibility", with a claimed 

efficiency figure of 96dB for 40watts 

(!), and a matching impedance of 4-

8ohms and an amplifier power 

requirement of 40-80watts. 

As per all transmission loaded 

loudspeakers, the rear of the IMF 

TLS80's KEF B139 bass driver was 

exhausted into a tapered and filtered 

passageway, giving bass right 

down to frequencies where it 

was felt more than heard.The 

B 110a midrange driver was 

located within its own short 

line preventing intermodulation 

from return waves reflecting 

from the back of the cabinet. 

The combination of both a 

Celestion tweeter and super-

tweeter was used to provide 

adequate power handling and 

extended response beyond the 

limits human hearing — this 

approach was very much in 

vogue during the mid-nineteen 

seventies, but curiously went 

out of fashion in the nineteen 

eighties; it's only now that we're 

reappraising the benefits of 

supertweeters.The TLS80 was 

fitted with a 3-position 

'perspective' control; in the 

normal "0" position the mean 

emispherical response was 

nominally flat, while the "-" position 

pulled back the midband and the "+" 

position boasted the midband and 

high frequency response slightly. 

The result was (and is) a real, 

true,'full bandwidth' audio 

experience. Anyone used to today's 

breed of nineties-style two-way 

slimline floorstander will be amazed 

at the sheer motive force these 

loudspeakers possess.That's thanks 

to both the great KEF B139 (also 

seen on Linn's Isobarik, for example) 

bass unit and the clever transmission 

line design — plus the Celestion 

supertweeter which, legend has it, 

could reach all the way up to forty 

thousand cycles per second! 

Essentially, the TLS80s carry all of the 

audio signal, from bottom to top, 

with amazing evenness and 

smoothness. By contrast, many 

modern designs sound like they're 

squeezing the music out of a small 

upstairs window. Driven by a high 

power transistor amplifier (such as 

Musical Fidelity's A308), the results 

are startling.There's tremendous 

scale, clarity, depth perspective and 

good old unreconstructed wallop. 

Cue up something like Pink Floyd's 

'Dark Side of the Moon' and you get 

a vast, widescreen performance — not 

dissimilar to what you'd expect in a 

studio. 

The downsides? Well, they're not 

the fastest loudspeakers on the 

block, and while they sound very 

clear and open, they're just a little 

tardy with attack transients. Bass is 

very strong and full, but not the most 

agile or supple — this predisposes 

them to classical music, where there 

isn't constant and repetitive bass 

modulation.They also need serious 

amounts of transistor power to get 

the best from them — something 

that's most do-able now than twenty 

five years back. Unless you're talking 

at least 80W per channel, preferably 

from something with Naim-like bass 

grip ( i.e. a NAP250, NAP 135 or 

NAP500!), they'll sound quite ' sat 

upon' and 'compressed'. Match 

properly and for under £500 for a 

perfectly preserved pair you'll have a 

serious sonic experience. 
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Hi- Fi News 

SEE US AT 

SOUND & VISION 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 

ROOM 216 
20 - 22 FEBRUARv 

2004 

The New Classics: Upholding an award-winning tradition 

Attention to detail wins hands down. Purpose-built by hand, the new Classics from Exposure have been garnering rave 

reviews from hi-fi magazines far and wide; with our new Pre- and Power Amplifiers receiving the coveted Product of the Year 

2003-2004 accolade by Hi-Fi Choice magazine. Adding yet again to the growing list of award-winning equipment already 

in Exposure's stable. And reaffirming our reputation as engineers of some of the world's finest hi-fi. 

• United Kingdom • Austria • Australia • Brazil • Canada • China • Croatia • Denmark • Estonia • France • Germany • Greece 

• Hong Kong • Indonesia • Ireland • Italy • Israel • Korea • Latvia • Lithuania • Malaysia • Moldova • Netherlands • New Zealand 

• Northern Ireland • Norway • Philippines • Poland • Portugal • Russia • Singapore • Slovakia • South Africa • Spain • Sweden 

• Switzerland • Taiwan • Thailand • Turkey • Ukraine • USA 

e4elete- j/ Pee. 
high Fidelity engineering 

www.exposurehifi.com 




